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QUALIFICATIONS


I am the Chief Operating Officer of SoundExchange, Inc. ("SoundExchange"). I have


held this position since July 2001. Before I became Chief Operating Officer, I served as


SoundExchange’s Senior Director of Data Administration, beginning in November 1999. Prior


to that, I worked as a database and technology consultant for the Recording Industry Association


of America, Inc. (R/AA) for seven years. There, I developed the certification system for Gold,


Platinum and Multi-platinum record sales, and created the royalty distribution system for the


Alliance of Artists and Recording Companies (AARC).


My responsibilities as SoundExchange’s Chief Operating Officer include overseeing the


collection and distribution ofroyalty payments for the performance of sound re.cordings on


webcast, cable, and satellite services. In this capacity, I supervise SoundExchange staffwho


receive royalty payments from webcasting and broadcasting services, determine the amounts


owed copyright owners and performers, and distribute the royalties to those individuals and


entities. Additionally, I oversee SoundExchange’s license compliance activities, manage its


budget, and coordinate its systems requirements, development, and testing. A statement of


experience is attached to my testimony.


OVERVIEW


In Section I of my testimony, I describe how SoundExchange collects and distributes


royalty payments. In Section II, I discuss a number of issues related to the terms that are adopted


for the administration of the statutory licenses found in 17 U.S.C. §§ 112(e) and 114(d)(2).


Among other things, I briefly explain the importance of full and accurate census data to


SoundExchange’s ability to distribute royalties to their rightful owners, a topic that has been


thoroughly reviewed in SoundExchange’s filings with the Copyright Office and the Copyright


Royalty Board ("CRB" or "Board") in the notice and recordkeeping rulemakingso I also explain







why a collection/distribution system with a single agent responsible for both collecting and


distributing royalties is more efficient and reliable than a system with multiple agents. Finally, I


address proposed changes to a number of the terms currently applicable to eligible


nonsubscription transmission services and new subscription services.


DISCUSSION


I. SOUNDEXCtIANGE’S COLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF ROYALTIES


A. Overview of SoundExchange


SoundExchange is a 501 (c)(6) nonprofit performance fights organization established to


ensure the prompt, fair and efficient collection and distribution of royalties payable to performers


and sound recording copyright owners for the use of sound recordings over internet, cable, and


satellite radio services (hereinafter collectively "services" or "licensees") via digital audio


transmissions. Originally an unincorporated division of the RIAA, SoundExchange was


separately incorporated in September 2003.


Collecting royalties from hundreds of services and distributing the royalties to thousands


of payees is an enormous undertaking. To fulfill its function, SoundExchange has invested


significant time and money to develop systems that facilitate the receipt and distribution of


royalties in the most efficient manner possible. Working together with statutory licensees,


artists, unions and record labels, we endeavor every year to streamline our processes and ensure


that the maximum amount of royalties we collect are paid out to those entitled to them.


SoundExchange has automated many of its functions (and such automation is critical to ensuring


efficient distribution of royalties), but, in many cases, SoundExchange staff still must undertake


the laborious process of tracking down individuals entitled to royalties and correcting or


completing misreported performance data.







Although SoundExchange is a non-member corporation, we frequently refer to those


record labels and artists who have specifically authorized us to collect royalties on their behalf as


"members." We have thousands of such record label and artist members, but also pay non-


members -- copyright owners and performers alike -- as if they were also members. We do not


discriminat~ between members and non-members; in fact, current Copyright Office regulations


require us to treat members and non-members equally when initially allocating statutory


royalties. Members, however, can agree among themselves as to alternative distribution policies


as described in more detail below, see infra at 13.


SoundExchange has been the representative of artists and record labels on a vast array of


issues, including notice and recordkeeping and rate-setting through the CARP process and the


new CRB process. Throughout, on behalf of all artists and record labels, SoundExchange has


sought the establishment of marketplace royalties and regulations that enable the prompt, fair and


efficient distribution of royalties to all those artists and copyright owners entitled to such


royalties.


B. Royalty Collection and Distribution


SoundExchange’s core mission is to collect and distribute statutory royalties as


efficiently and accurately as possible. As discussed throughout this statement, SoundExchange


has made significant investments in systems and infrastructure and personnel to perform the task


of royalty collection and distribution. These investments were made over several years and will


likely require further improvements ("extensions" in the language of software developers) as the


demands on the royalty system increase over time. For example, we will strive to further reduce


costs by automating certain functions and will look to increase the frequency of our distributions.


For managing royalty collection and distribution, SoundExchange employs the following


operational procedures. I have attached a flow-chart illustrating these steps as SX Ex. 211 DP.
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Step 1: Payment and Log Receipt


SoundExchange’s Royalty Administration Department receives from statutory licensees


royalty payments and, ideally, three reports: Statements of Account ("SOAs") that reflect the


licensee’s calculation of the payments for the reporting period; Notices of Election which


indicate whether the licensee has utilized any optional rates and terms pursuant to 37 C.F.R.


§ 262.3(a); and reports of use that log performances of sound recordings. Samples of these


reports are provided as SX Ex. 212 DP, SX Ex. 213 DP, and SX Ex. 214 DP.


Upon receipt of payment from a licensee, the payment is logged into our licensee


database. If this is the first payment from a licensee, a new profile is created for the licensee. If


the licensee has previously paid royalties, then the payment is entered under the existing profile.


Where licensees operate under more than one statutory license, the royalty payments from a


licensee are allocated among the various licenses under which the service is operating.


Similarly, where one parent corporation is paying royalties for multiple corporate "children,"


such as in the case of a broadcast station group paying for individual terrestrial radio stations


simulcasting their signals on the Intemet, the royalty payments are allocated anaong the


individual radio stations to the extent the licensee provides sufficient information for the


allocation. For example, if a broadcast network provides royalty accounting for its 70 radio


affiliates on a per-radio station basis, but pays the royalties owed by all of the affiliates with a


single check, then SoundExchange will allocate a portion of that total payment to each of the 70


individual stations. Allocating payments to individual stations is critical for distributing royalties


because distribution is based on the performance information in reports of use, which should be


submitted on a per-station basis.


Once a licensee has paid royalties and its payment is entered into our database, we also


seek to confirm whether the licensee has filed a Notice of Use of Sound Recordings Under
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Statutory LiCense with the U.S. Copyright Office. If a service has not filed such a Notice of Use


with the Copyright Office, then my understanding is that the service does not enjoy the


protections of the statutory license even if they are paying royalties. The filing of a Notice of


Use with the Copyright Office does not mean that a service is making transmissions. The Notice


of Use is supposed to be filed before a service commences transmissions or the making of


ephemeral phonorecords but just because a service files a Notice of Use does not mean it has


commenced streaming.


The reports of use ("logs") provided by services are loaded into SoundExchange’s system


by the Distribution Operations Department. SoundExchange is currently receiving performance


logs from Music Choice, Muzak, XM Satellite Radio, Sirius Satellite Radio and a handful of


other services. The vast majority of subscription and nonsubscription services, however, do not


currently pro’fide performance logs to SoundExchange because regulations specifying the format


and delivery specifications have not yet been promulgated. The following discussion of log


processing is therefore based principally upon SoundExchange’s experience handling logs from


preexisting subscription services and the satellite radio services.


Occasionally, logs -- which contain text information about the song title, album, artist,


label and other information, in addition to other transmission information -- will fail to conform


to SoundExchange’s existing format and delivery specifications. When a log does not conform


to those specifications, it fails to load automatically. SoundExchange personnel must then


review the reports, identify errors, obtain a corrected log from the service (or in some cases


rectify the errors internally) and then re-upload the reports into the SoundExchange computer


software system. The failure of logs to follow a standardized format creates enormous burdens


for SoundExchange and decreases our efficiency in managing royalties. It is also frequently the
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case that services fail to accurately report identifying data for sound recordings by, for example,


identifying an artist as "Various," reporting a performer as "Beethoven" or "Mozart," or simply


not providing required information. In each of these instances my staff has to research the


partially identified sound recording in order to identify accurately the sound recording copyright


owner and performers entitled to royalties. It is my understanding that the only penalty that a


service may be subject to for failing to file a proper report of use is an infringement action.


Step 2: Matching


SoundExchange’s Distribution Operations staff run the software program to match the


data reported in licensee logs with information in the SoundExchange database identifying


copyright owners and performers of particular sound recordings. Our complex log loading


algorithm attempts to match identical and similar data elements and combinations of data


elements from the incoming log against performance information previously received from the


services. If there is a match for a particular sound recording, then the program identifies the


corresponding copyright owner and performer information. If there is not a match, we then


conduct research as described in step three below.


Each description of a performance on a service’s log is retained in our database, even if


the description incorrectly identifies a sound recording and SoundExchange staffhas corrected it


before uploading the log. Our system assumes that services wil! continue to report the


performance incorrectly in future logs. Rather than correct these performances each time they


appear in a log, the system matches to the incorrectly reported performances and then applies the


corrected information.


Step 3: Research


If there is no match for a sound recording, Distribution Operations personnel manually


examine the entry for the sound recording and attempt to determine whether it is new to the







SoundExchange database or whether it is already in the database under different identifying


information. This research requires a significant amount of staff time. Such research is often


required for new releases, works reported for the first time, works from small labels, compilation


albums and foreign repertoire. In the case of compilation albums, for example, finding copyright


ownership information is particularly time-consuming because, although the album is issued by


one label, each of the sound recordings on it could be owned by a different label.


SoundExchange previously identified the problem of compilation albums in its filings with the


Copyright Office on notice and recordkeeping. See Reply Comments of the Recording Industry


Association of America, Inc., in Docket No. RM 2002-1A at 57058, 60 (Apr. 26, 2002) (SX


Ex. 414 DP); see also Comments of the Recording Industry Association of America, Inc., in


Docket No. RM 2002-1A at 64 (Apr. 5, 2002) (SX Ex. 415 DP).


SoundExchange conducts extensive data quality assurance work to ensure the correct


association of copyright owners and performers, on the one hand, and particular performances,


on the other. For example, th9 SoundExchange system detects what we call "performances in


conflict," a situation in which performances of the same sound recording are reported as being on


more than one label, in such cases, we conduct research to determine the correct label for the


sound recording. We also review situations in which an artist has performances of different


sound recordings with different labels or with "unassociated labels," which may indicate that the


label information provided to us was incorrect.


Step 4: Account Assignment


SoundExchange’s Account Managers assign sound recording performances to accounts


belonging to copyright owners and performers. For example, a performance of Stevie Wonder’s


Isn’t She Lovely from his Songs in the Key of Life album under the Motown record label (part of


Universal Music Group ("UMG")) would be assigned to (1) Stevie Wonder’s account and
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(2) Motown’s account. Performances of Motown’s sound recordings would be consolidated with


other UMG labels and the resulting royalty payment would be made to UMG. Account


assignments are based on the copyright owner and performer information provided by the


licensee as well as any information already in the SoundExchange database that copyright


owners and performers have supplied.


Not all performances can be assigned to a copyright owner or artist account in the time


leading up to a distribution. Performances for which a copyright owner or artist account is not


identifiable are assigned to a "suspense" account for later review and research. As soon as the


identification is made, these royalties are released in the next scheduled distribution.


Step 5: Royalty Allocation and Distribution


Once we have processed all of the logs by a given class of services for a given period, we


are able to allocate royalties. Allocation takes place only after all quality assurance steps are


taken to ensure accounts are payable, address and tax identification information is complete,


performances in conflict are resolved and copyright owner conflicts are resolved (to the extent


possible).


Allocation is the process by which a service’s royalty payments (made on a channel-by-


channe! or station-by-station basis) for a given distribution period are paired with the


transmissions of sound recordings by that service during that period. The Royalty


Administration Department first identifies the services and associated royalty payments that will


be distributed. Minimum fees must be prorated to the period to which they apply. Once I have


reviewed and certified the prorating of the minimum fees and the amount of the total fees, those


fees are entered into the distribution portion of our system. The allocation and distribution


processes are then run.







As stated above, allocation pairs royalties collected from a service with the service’s


sound recording performances. Once all allocations are completed, "adjustment processing" is


run. Adjustment processing involves assigning debits and credits to accounts in order to rectify


errors that occurred in a prior distribution. Upon completion of necessary adjustments, the


distribution occurs.


Distribution begins with consolidating allocations according to earning entity (i.e., the


copyright owner or featured artist who has "earned" the money for tax purposes). The


consolidated allocations are then assigned to copyright owners, artists or other payees based on


the payment schedule for each. SoundExchange staff create a series of distribution certification


reports, which I review and then certify. Next, the system generates a payment file, which we


transmit to our banking partner. The bank then makes the payments in the form of a check or


electronic funds transfer. For performances of sound recordings, 50% of the royalties net of


allocable deductions are paid to copyright owners, 45% are paid to featured artists and their


third-party payees,l and 5% are paid to non-featured artists,2 in accordance with 17 U.S.C.


§ 114(g)(2). Royalties paid for the making of ephemeral phonorecords under 17 U.S.C. § 112(e)


are allocated solely to sound recording copyright owners. SoundExchange provides each


royalty-earning entity with a statement that reflects the performances (and the licenses under


which the sound recordings were performed) for which the royalty payment is made. Sample


statements for copyright owners and featured artists are attached as SX Exs. 252 DP and 253 DP


hereto.


A third-party payee is an individual to whom an artist has authorized SoundExchange to pay a portion of
the artist’s statutory royalties. Producers and managers are common third-party payees.


We pay the 5% non-featured artists’ share to an independent administrator who is responsible for the
further distribution of those funds to nonfeatured vocalists and musicians.







SoundExchange’s database containing payee information is derived fi’om account


information received from record labels and artists, and includes such payees as the copyright


owners and artists themselves, management companies, production companies, estates and heirs.


We must, however, verify address and other information and secure appropriate tax forms


directly from each artist and label. If an earning entity3 fails to provide SoundExchange with tax


information, then we can still distribute royalties but must withhold a portion of the royalties


pursuant to Internal Revenue Service ("IRS") guidelines. All of the information provided to


SoundExchange from copyright owners and performers must be entered manually into the


royalty system. We hope to allow copyright owners and performers to input their information


directly into our systems in the future, but there are costs and security issues involved in building


those extensions into our current system.


The threshold for distributing royalties to a payee is $10. Rather than distribute smaller


amounts (and incurring significant additional transaction costs), SoundExchange waits until a


payee is owed more than $I 0, at which point the full amount is distributed.


SoundExchange presently conducts distributions four times a year, at least twice for


statutorily licensed performances (i.e., performances pursuant to 17 U.S.Co §§ 112(e) and 114) - "


and twice for non-statutorily licensed performances for which SoundExchange has collected


royalties, typically from non-UoS, performing rights organizations who have money for U.S.


performers or copyright owners. We are working to increase the frequency of distributions.


Payments for which SoundExchange lacks sufficient information to distribute to the appropriate


copyright owner and performer are allocated to separate accounts in accordance with 37 C.F.R.


An "earning entity" is the person or entity who has earned the royalties fi’om a tax standpoint and does
not have to be the person who receives royalties.
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§ § 260.7,261.8 and 262.8. When SoundExchange subsequently obtains the information


necessary to distribute royalties to a particular copyright owner or performer, it will do so during


the next scheduled distribution. Recipients of royalty payments may contact SoundExchange


regarding any perceived errors in distributed payments. Errors in payment distributions may


occur as a result of a service’s reporting incorrect or incomplete information for a given


performance.


Step 6: Adiustments


In the event an improper amount of royalties is paid to an entity (either too little or too


much), SoundExchange staffwill make adjustments to accounts to correct any’ errors in a royalty


distribution. For example, if Copyright Owner A was incorrectly reported as the copyright


owner of Song X and received royalties for Song X, but the actual owner of that song was


Copyright Owner B, then SoundExchange would need to credit Copyright Owner B in a future


distribution and debit Copyright Owner A’s account for the improper distribution. Adjustments


typically take the form of an additional payment or a reduced payment to an existing account in


the next scheduled distribution. For copyright owners and artists who are newly identified and


for whom royalties have been accruing, a new account is created and royalties attributed to the


suspense account are transferred to the new account.


C. Challenges Faced by SoundExchange


While these operational steps may sound straightforward and although SoundExchange


has gained tremendous efficiencies through its custom soRware system, the massive scope of the


undertaking and the frequency with which novel circumstances arise render the actual task of


collecting and distributing royalty payments extremely complex. SoundExchange maintains


licensee accounts for more than 1,800 webcast, cable, and satellite services that play sound


recordings originating from all over the world, in many cases twenty-four hours a day, seven
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days a week. SoundExchange distributes royalties to nearly 15,000 copyright owner and


performer accounts. To date, SoundExchange has processed over 650 million sound recording


performances. And it is important to remember that those 650 million performances are


principally from the preexisting subscription services and the satellite services. That number will


increase tremendously once reporting regulations are finalized for the subscription and


nonsubscription services for whom rates are being established in this proceeding. I would not be


surprised if we had to match billions of performances each year once all webcasters start


providing reports of use.


The process of matching performances of specific sound recordings to individual


copyright owners and performers is often difficult because many business arrangements in the


recording industry are intricate and continually evolving. For a given sound recording, there


may be multiple artists as well as multiple payees entitled to receive a portion of the royalties,


including production companies and management companies paid under Letters of Direction, as


well as the IRS. Further, members of a band often change over the course of the band’s


existence. 4 When a band whose members have changed releases multiple versions of the same


song, each release may involve payments to different people. Matching the performing band


members to a particular sound recording of such a song can be complicated. The make-up of the


Grateful Dead, for instance, changed several times during the three decades that the band played


(1965 to 1995, when Jerry Garcia died), and the band regularly released studio albums and live


albums (and it continues to release "new" recordings from its vault of concert tapes). Because


4 The examples of band compositions that make distribution of royalties difficult illustrate a few reasons
why sufficient data to identify a specific sound recording is critical to SoundExchange’s ability to
distribute royalties to the parties to whom they tightly belong, as SoundExchange explained in its
Supplemental Comments concerning the proposed notice and recordkeeping requirements. Comments


(footnote continued on next page)
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the membership of the Grateful Dead was not static, identifying which members are entitled to


royalties for performances of a particular sound recording is exceedingly difficult where the


same rifled song appears on multiple albums. Fleetwood Mac similarly has undergone multiple


changes in membership since it originally formed in 1968, making the task of determining which


royalties belong to which members arduous. And Sade is the name of both the individual artist


Sade Adu and the band with which she has sung. When SoundExchange receives reports from


licensees that list only "Sade" as the performing artist, it can be difficult to determine whether


Sade Adu or Sade the band is the proper recipients of royalties for a sound recording


performance.


Band members may also sh .are royalties on an unequal basis. In the easy case, bands or


artists have a corporation that receives the royalties and the corporation assumes responsibility


for dividing and distributing royalties among the band members. In some cases, however,


SoundExchange itself has to locate the information regarding shares, divide the royalties, and


make the payments to each band member.


The general rule we have created is to distribute royalties on a pro rata basis among the


members of a band, but that is not always as easy as it may sound. For example, there is no


guidance in the statute or legislative history on how SoundExchange should distribute royalties


to Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers. Is Tom Petty entitled to 50% of the featured artist share


with the remaining 50% allocated on a pro rata basis among the members of the Heartbreakers?


Similarly, should there be a special split for the Dave Matthews Band, where the name of the


band is the name of one of the members of the band? And what about in the case of Diana Ross


of SoundExchange in Docket No. RM 2005-2 (Aug. 26, 2005) (SX Ex. 417 DP); Reply Comments of
SoundExchange in Docket No. RM 2005-2 (Sept. 16, 2005) (SX Ex. 418 DP).
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& the Supremes versus The Supremes? In one instance Diana Ross is identified separately, but


does this mean her share of royalties should increase?


Distributions are also complicated if an artist is deceased and there are multiple heirs


(each of whom may have a different share) entitled to the royalties from the performance of a


single sound recording; this is particularly true where the artist is a group and more than one


group member is deceased.


Distributions could become far more complicated if the members of a band were


represented by different agents, with one member of a band represented by one collective and all


remaining members represented by SoundExchange. Under the theory of certain entities, the


members paid through SoundExchange would regeive less than the members paid through


another entity due to the possibility of others free riding on SoundExchange’s investments


without having to share in the cost of those investments. And, if there were multiple collectives,


then the difficulties associated with allocating royalties and deducting costs could be


exacerbated, as explained in more detail below. See infra at I6.


In an effort to maintain accurate information on artists’ arrangements for division of


royalties as well as basic contact and tax information, SoundExchange actively engages in artist


outreach. SoundExchange regularly attends music industry conferences and makes presentations


to artist management firms, record labels, performing rights organizations and law firms that


represent artists. SoundExchange also works with music associations to spread awareness of its


services, and it advertises online, on television, in print and over the radio. SoundExchange


personnel are available to artists (as well as to copyright owners and licensees) to provide


information and answer questions, and we do so on a regular basis. SoundExchange encourages


copyright owners and performers to join as members but, as explained above, provides
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information and distributes royalties to copyright owners and performers regardless of


membership.


For undistributed royalties, eight SoundExchange staff members’ responsibilities include


conducting research to locate artists and obtain their payee information. Even where


SoundExchange is able to determine the identity of the artist and record label, that does not mean


that SoundExchange knows where to locate them. Locating accurate payee information for a


sound recording can be very difficult, especially if the recording is listed in a non-active, deep


"catalog," or involves an artist who does not have a U.S. corporate entity designated to receive


royalties on his or her behalf. Through niche programming, services perform many sound


recordings of smaller, tess well-known labels and performers .who are hard to find (and the


problem is magnified if they are no longer in existence). SoundExchange spends a significant


amount of time addressing this problem in two ways. First, SoundExchange personnel publicize


the organization, its mission, and its functions in order to ensure that artists and copyright owners


are aware that they may have royalties owed to them. We hope that individuals who learn about


us will contact us to provide us with the information we need to pay them. Second,


SoundExchange performs extensive research to locate and contact individuals who may be


entitled to royalties. For example, we rely on databases such as Celebrity Access and All Music


Guide as well as information provided by other organizations within the music industry, both


domestic and foreign, to locate artists. SoundExchange also utilizes temporary employees and


interns to assist in locating individuals and entities entitled to royalty payments. I suspect that


the number of"difficult-to-pay artists" and labels will increase tremendously once webcasters


start providing reports of use to SoundExchange following the promulgation of format and


delivery specifications.
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Under my direction, SoundExchange has conducted a total of nine royalty distributions


covering over 650 million sound recording performances, the most recent having occurred on


September 20, 2005. To date, SoundExchange has allocated more than $55 million in royalties.


SoundExchange strives to minimize the administrative costs associated with royalty collection


and distribution, and it has decreased those costs each year that it has been in operation.


SoundExchange maintains a staff of fewer than 20 individuals. We project administrative costs


(exclusive of expenses incurred in participating in rate adjustment proceedings) of under 12.5%


of total revenue for 2005 and under 10% of total revenue for 2006. For comparison purposes, I


believe the administrative costs for the American Society of Composers, .Authors and Publishers


("ASCAP") and BMI are typically around 16% of total revenue.


II. A SINGLE COLLECTIVE SHOULD BE DESIGNATED TO COLLECT AND
DISTRIBUTE ROYALTIES


As a practical matter (and generally as a legal matter as well), SoundExchange (or its


precursor) has operated as the sole collection and distribution agent for royalties under the


Section 1 I2 and 114 licenses. Other than Royalty Logic, Inc. ("RLI") and the small number of


copyright owners and performers it purports to represent, I am not aware of any copyright owner


or performer -- let a/one any service -- who will advocate for the creation of a multi-tier


system for collection and distribution of royalties5 or for the designation of multiple agents.6 In


fact, the licensee webcasters appear to object to the creation of a multi-tiered system or any


Under a multi-tier system, SoundExchange would be required to collect royalties and then transfer them
to another agent that has been designated by a copyright owner or performer to distribute its royalties.
Allocations would need to be mn to determine what portion of collected royalties should be paid to
another agent who may represent only one copyright owner or performer.


Under a multi-agent system, licensees could have to make their royalty payments to different agents
according to the designations made by copyright owners and performers.
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obligation to provide payments and reports of use to any entity other than SoundExchange. See


Joint Comments of Radio Broadcasters in Response to the Copyright Royalty Board’s


Supplemental Questions Regarding Format and Delivery in Docket No. RM 2005-2 at 23


(Aug. 26, 2005). This is true even though the large commercial webcasting services in the first


webcaster proceeding presented Ron Gertz, the owner of RLI, which purports to be a competing


collection and distribution agent, as a rebuttal witness on their behalf. If the services are not


supporting the creation of a multi-tiered system and the overwhelming majority of copyright


owners and performers, as represented by SoundExchange, oppose such a system, I question how


such a system could be created under the willing buyer/willing seller standard set forth in the


statute.


I discuss the problems associated with a system that includes more than one collection


and distribution agent because I anticipate that RLI will raise the issue in this proceeding. If a


system were created to allow for at least two collection and distribution agents, then I question


how the rationale could be applied to limit the number of agents to two. If each copyright owner


or performer had the fight to designate his/her own agent, then the Board would potentially have


to allow an unlimited number of collection and distribution agents to collect and distribute


royalties. See id. If this were the case, then there would be an incentive for copyright owners


and performers -- even SoundExchange’s members -- to designate agents other than


SoundExchange so that they could avoid certain costs that SoundExchange incurs for the benefit


of all copyright owners and performers and shill those costs to the copyright owners and


performers remaining with SoundExchange. Adding multiple distribution agents to the process


would substantially increase the administrative costs SoundExchange already incurs, as


explained in more detail immediately below, and the result would be substantially increased
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overall administrative costs associated with the royalty collection/distribution process. Thus, a


multi-agent system would appear inconsistent with the concept of an efficient licensing system


whose costs are borne by all copyright owners and labels.


The purpose of the royalty collection and distribution process is "to make prompt,


efficient and fair payments to Copyright Owners and Performers with a minimum of expense."


67 Fed. Reg. 45,240, 45,267 n.46 (July 8, 2002) (SX Ex. 407 DP). Each of SoundExchange’s


procedures that I have outlined above is designed to further this purpose. The Librarian of


Congress has recognized that "Copyright Owners and Performers commend Sound Exchange...


[and prefer it as] a non-profit organization that has already invested heavily in a system designed


to locate and pay Copyright [O]wners and Performers." Id. at 45,267. Indeed, through our five.


years of experience collecting and distributing royalties and our substantial investments in


recruiting and training the SoundExchange staff and in developing our custom computer


sof~:ware system, we have developed an efficient process for prompt and fair payments.


Much of that efficiency would be lost if additional agents were inserted into the


collection and distribution process. The Librarian was right to express skepticism of a system


involving more than one collection or distribution agent on the grounds that it would likely add


unnecessary expense and administrative burden. See ido A multi-agent system would be costly,


overly complicated, prone to delay and unreliable.


Based on previous discussions with outside software consultants, other collecting


societies as well as my staff’s and my experience with adjustments, conflicts in ownerships and


claims and dispute resolution (to track the affiliations of each copyright owner and performer on


a sound recording-by-sound recording basis), I estimate that modifying our systems to


accommodate a multi-agent system would cost, at a minimum, between $250,000 and $350,000.
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For example, if only one member of a band were represented by someone other than


SoundExchange, then SoundExchange’s system would have to be modified to track that


relationship.7 If different administrative rates were to be applied to copyright owners or


performers represented by an entity other than SoundExchange, the system would also have to be


configured to calculate different administrative rates for each sound recording in the database.


Given that each performance has at least two entitled payees (exclusive of the non-featured share


of royalties) - (1) the featured artist (which could be a group with multiple entitled parties) and


(2) the copyright owner - each of the copyright owner and the featured artist could be


represented by a different distributing agent. A multi-agent system thus has the potential of


requiring SoundExchange to account for every performance identified in a report of use multiple


times in order to properly allocate, distribute and adjust royalties. This would not be an easy


task, and it would place an enormous accounting burden on SoundExchange.


SoundExchange’s system presently contains entries for 150,000 copyright owners and


performers8 and over 700,000 sound recordings. For the system to recognize multiple agents,


SoundExchange would have to expend significant resources, both human and monetary, to create


the accounting platform necessary to track innumerable distributing agent relationships, keep


accounts current when entitled parties change affiliation with multiple agents, and still ensure


timely distributions.


Lester Chambers, a member of The Chambers Brothers, previously expressed an interest in having RLI
collect and distribute royalties on his behalf. As the default agent, however, SoundExchange would
collect and distribute royalties on behalf of all the other members of The Chambers Brothers.


For example, Paul Simon as a solo artist and Simon & Garfunkel as a group are two such performers of
the 150,000 even though Paul Simon may receive a single check for all of his performances as a solo
artist and as a member of a group.
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Under a two-tier system with SoundExchange as the receiving agent and multiple


distributing agents, SoundExchange would have to alter its procedures for processing SOAs and


royalty payments. SoundExchange currently processes the two simultaneously because the


functions are complementary, thereby minimizing administrative costs, reducing total processing


time and limiting the number of staff involved. But, if SoundExchange were not the exclusive


distributing agent, it might not be able to.release a payment for distribution until it agreed with


all other distributing agents that the SOAs for the distribution period were in order. It is


foreseeable that situations will arise where another distributing agent identifies as problems


entries on an SOA that SoundExchange would not consider problematic. SoundExchange would


be restricted fi’om using its discretion when dealing with paperwork that is incomplete, non-


standard or otherwise problematic. Instead, it would have to confer with all other agents to reach


a consensus on how to manage issues arising with services’ SOAs, payments and other required


paperwork. Considerable delays in distribution are foreseeable where payments cannot be


processed until such issues are resolved. Similarly, if a licensee failed to pay royalties in a


timely manner, SoundExchange and the other agents might need to discuss what steps needed to


be taken and by whom to ensure the payment of royalties and any late fees due. And, if any late


fees were owed and paid, there would be additional accounting to split them among distributing


agents.


SoundExchange would also have to alter its system to ensure that adjustments to correct


for distribution errors are properly debited or credited to royalty recipients whose affiliation with


a particular distributing agent changes over time.9 SoundExchange would no longer be able to


9 In a multi-agent systems, regulations would have to specify how and when a copyright owner or
performer may switch designations.
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rely on its current procedure of crediting or debiting individual copyright owner and performer


accounts, but would have to reach agreement with the other distributing agents on an adjustment


system and inter-agent dispute resolution process, which would add further costs and delays.


Based upon SoundExchange’s prior experiences with RLI, I am not convinced that these issues


can be worked out easily. When RLI was granted designated agent status in the first webcaster


arbitration it imposed significant delays in the simple matter of designing the SOAs and


ultimately did nothing to contn’bute to the creation and final form of the SOAs. I therefore


believe that the regulations governing a multi-tiered distribution system would have to set forth


in great specificity all of the steps to be taken to resolve problems, disputes or claims among


multiple agents and include a continuing role for the Board to resolve disputes, if any arose,


provided that such a role for the Board is permitted under statute.


Another example of how a multi-agent system would complicate the royalty


collection/distribution process is the hindrance it would cause to licensees’ ability to obtain


reliable information about the statutory license. Many licensees and potential licensees rely on


SoundExchange staff to answer questions, walk them through the process of complying with the


terms of the statutory licenses, calculating royalties owed, and complying with reporting


requirements. With a multi-agent system, licensees would not be able to rely on information


from the single source of SoundExchange and would likely have to contact multiple agents


according to the various affiliations of the copyright owners and performers whose sound


recordings they have performed. For example, different agents may have different


interpretations of the provisions of a statutory license (e.g., what level ofinteractivity is


permitted, if any, or how should the sound recording performance complement be interpreted for


purposes of classical recordings) or governing regulations, and a licensee, to avoid potential
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liability for copyright infringement, may feel the need to contact each agent in order to protect


itself. Under a multi-tier system with distinct receiving agents and distributing agents, it would


be unclear which entity’s information would be definitive. The confusion associated with such a


system inevitably would add costs and delays not present in a single-agent system, particularly if


licensees relied upon information from an agent other than SoundExchange, information which


SoundExchange disputed. In the alternative, SoundExchange might still have to field all of these


inquires and incur the expense of providing information to licensees, and other agents could


avoid these burdens by referring everyone to SoundExchange, without having to share in any of


the associated costs.


A multi-agent system could create problems for distribution policy matters, such as how


royalties to orchestras and non-human performers (e.g., Elmo), should be paid, what rules should


apply for distributing to bands where there are disputes among band members, etc. Currently,


SoundExchange endeavors to develop policies that apply fairly to all interested parties but if


each distribution policy decision also has to be worked out with multiple distributing agents --


who may disagree with SoundExchange’s proposed policies -- then many distributions could be


suspended or delayed due the inability of the agents to agree on allocation guidelines.


A multi-agent system could also raise problems for enforcement and audits. For


example, if the copyright owners and performers represented by other agents claimed that they


were not subject to any of the costs incurred by SoundExchange for audits and enforcement,


would SoundExchange have to share any recoveries obtained through enforcement or audits with


such other collection and distribution agents? I would hope not. If certain entities choose not to


share in the costs that are expended for the benefit of all copyright owners and performers, then I


do not believe the copyright owners and performers represented by SoundExchange should have
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to share any late fees, collection of unpaid royalties or audit recoveries with such entities. But


saying this in theory may create problems in practice, particularly when a service remits overdue


royalties after receiving a demand letter from SoundExchange. The question of how those


overdue royalties should be allocated will likely result in a dispute in a multi-agent environment,


particularly where some agents seek to avoid joint costs, but want to share in "joint" rewards.


These examples are illustrative of the added complications, costs and delays that a multi-


agent system would create. Further inefficiencies and delays are foreseeable, particularly when


disputes among and between potential distributees are considered. Moreover, based on


SoundExchange’s experience in collecting and distributing royalties to date, I believe that there


likely are additional inefficiencies that are unforeseeable. Each year that SoundExchange has


been in operation, I have been confronted with conflicts and complications in the collection and


distribution process, some of which I have described above, that neither I nor my colleagues


foresaw when SoundExchange began operating. Injecting one or more additional agent(s) into


the equation, in my opinion, would likely result in many new conflicts and complications that we


cannot predict.


The Librarian of Congress has recognized the natural efficiency of a single collection and


distribution agent for royalties associated with digital performance of sound recordings. 63 Fed.


Reg. 25,394, 25,412 (May 8, 1998) ("designat[ing] a single entity to collect and distribute the


royalty fees creates an efficient administrative mechanism") (CARP proceeding on digital


performance of sound recordings by pre-existing subscription services) (SX Ex. 411 DP).


Countries around the world have found that a single agent reduces administrative costs and


speeds distribution, and a single collective for receipt and distribution of digital performance
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royalties is the international norm.I° A single agent will best further the purpose of the collection


and distribution process -- "to make prompt, efficient, and fair payments to Copyright Owners


and Performers with a minimum of expense," 67 Fed. Reg. at 45,267 n.46 -- and should be


designated for collecting and distributing royalties for the digital performance of sound


recordings under Sections 112(e) and 114 of the Copyright Act.


III. MODIFICATIONS NEEDED TO LICENSE TERMS


I am concerned that the terms for the payment of royalties and the terms for


recordkeeping, once adopted, may be left unchanged in future proceedings which are likely to


focus primarily on royalty rates. SoundExchange’s experience over the past several years


demonstrates that a few of the terms found in 37 C.F.R. Part 262 must be modified to facilitate


the prompt, fair and efficient administration of the statutory licenses. As explained below, there


are a few of the current terms that frustrate SoundExchange’s ability to perform its function.


These terms make no sense in the context of the statute’s overall goal of providing fair


compensation to artists and record labels. SoundExchange requests that the CRB modify the


terms accordingly.


I am assuming for the purposes of my testimony that the general structure of the current


system -- with SoundExchange serving, in effect, as the sole agent designated to receive and


distribute statutory royalties w will continue. If that structure were to change to accommodate


multiple collectives, which SoundExchange strongly opposes, then there would likely have to be


~°Over 60 other countries -- including those with the most sales of sound recordings, i.e., the United
Kingdom, Germany, Japan, and Canada -- operate under a system in which a single collective collects
and distributes royalties. To my knowledge, only Brazil, Colombia, and the United States have
competing collectives that receive and distribute royalties for a particular right. In Brazil and Colombia,
disputes between collectives often result in royalties that are either delayed or never paid.
SoundExchange’s efforts to pay royalties to artists in those countries pursuant to reciprocal payment
agreements are otten frustrated because of the uncertainties attributable to the multi-collective systems.
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substantial revisions to the regulations to account for the complexity of a mUlti-agent system and


how conflicts and adjustments would be made among multiple agents.


A. Importance of Census Reporting


Although recordkeeping requirements are not set forth in Part 262, I do want to briefly


reiterate SoundExchange’s long-standing request for census reporting. SoundExchange has


previously submitted extensive comments on recordkeeping and, in particular, the need for


census reporting in response to the Copyright Office’s and the Board’s notice and requests for


comments in connection with their rulemakings on recordkeeping. I incorporate those comments


by reference and have attached copies of the most recent Comments (exclusive of attachments).


See Comments of SoundExchange in Docket No. RM 2002-1H (May 27, 2005) (SX Ex. 416


DP); Comments of SoundExchange in Docket No. RM 2005-2 (Aug. 26, 2005) (SX Ex. 417


DP); Reply Comments of SoundExchange in Docket No. RM 2005-2 (Sept. 16, 2005)


(SX Ex. 418 DP); see also Reply Comments of the Recording Industry Association of America,


Inc., in Docket No. RM 2002-1A at 69-78 (Apr. 26, 2002) (SX Ex. 414 DP). I will not belabor


what we have said in those submissions, but I emphasize here that accurate data is critical to the


integrity of the collection and distribution process that I have described above. As


SoundExchange’s comments explain, receiving reports of use in census form and in a uniform


format is the only way to ensure that copyright owners and performers receive accurate payments


for the use of their sound recordings.


B. The Terms Should State that the Failure to Pay Royalties When Required Followed
by Pa~a’nent of a Late Fee does not Preclude a Copyright Infringement Claim


Statutory licensees are generally required to pay their statutory royalties 45 days after the


end of each month. Unfortunately, many Iicensees fail to pay their royalties in a timely manner.
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When a licensee fails to pay royalties when due, they are subject to a late fee of 0.75% per


month.


I believe that there was an outstanding question as to whether the inclusion of a late fee


provision in the regulations precluded a copyright owner from filing an infringement action


against a service that failed to pay royalties in a timely manner. For example, I understood that it


might have been possible for a service to argue that, when it was sued for copyright infringement


for the failure to pay royalties, the service might have been able to make that litigation disappear


if the service simply paid the unpaid liability plus interest. If this were tree, then I think there


would be a significant incentive for services to not pay royalties in a timely manner, particularly


if they could never be sued for infringement and only had to pay a minimal late fee if challenged


by copyright owners.


I understand that Congress, in the Copyright Royalty and Distribution Reform Act


("CRDRA"), amended Section ! 14 to make clear that the inclusion of a regulatory term


providing for late fees does not affect a copyright owner’s other enforcement rights. 17 U.S.C.


§ 803(c)(7) ("A determination of Copyright Royalty Judges may include terms with respect to


late payment, but in no way shall such terms prevent the copyright holder from asserting other


fights or remedies provided under this title"). So that the terms established through this


proceeding clearly reflect the statutory preservation of copyright owners’ remedies for


infringement and put licensees on proper notice, I believe the Board should adopt regulations


that make clear that a licensee that fails to make royalty payments on a timely basis may be


subject to liability for infringement in addition to late fees.
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C. The Interest Penalt~ for Failing to Pay Royalties When Required Should be
Increased and Interest Char~es Should Accrue After a Demand for Payment


As noted above, licensees are generally required to pay royalties 45 days following the


end of the month for which the liability is calculated, but many services fail to meet this


deadline. 37 C.F.R. § 262.4(c). Late payments can range from a few days to a few months. In


some instances, services have gone several years without paying royalties. We also have


experience with a service failing to pay royalties for several years, filing for bankruptcy to have


its debt discharged, and then a purchaser of some, but not all, oft he assets of the bankrupt


licensee claiming to be a successor to the bankrupt entity for one purpose (to benefit from below-


market rates) but not for other purposes (with respect to unpaid liabilities).


I do not believe the 6urrent interest rate of 0.75% per month is an effective deterrent to


ensure that licensees pay royalties when they are due. In comparison, credit card companies that


do not receive payments from users by the due date are permitted to charge rates that are


significantly higher than the rate charged to webcasters. To ensure prompt payment of royalties,


reduce SoundExchange’s costs of obtaining payment from licensees, and to create disincentives


for licensees to delay payments, I strongly encourage the Board to increase significantly the


interest charges to be paid when a service fails to pay royalties when due. I believe increasing


the monthly rate from 0.75% to 2.5% would be appropriate.


While some may view a higher interest rate as a penalty, I believe it is better


characterized as motivation for those who seek the benefit of the statutory license to actually


comply with the provisions of the license. A higher interest rate would also level the playing


field between those services that comply with regulations and those that do not. When one


combines a low interest rate (0.75%) with the high cost of bringing an infringement action for
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failure to pay royalties, it is easy to see that there is an economic incentive for services to pay


royalties when they feel like it rather than when the payments are due.


We have had varying degrees of success invoicing services for late fees. ~ Many services


pay late fees when requested, which is typically within three weeks from the date we send out a


letter requesting payment of late fees. However, there have been occasions where a service has


been reluctant to pay interest penalties. We had a recent situation where a licensee received a


demand letter for late fees in July 2005, but failed to pay the late fees until October 20, 2005,


without being subject to any additional penalties.


To ensure that licensees do not have an incentive to refuse to pay late fees upon receipt of


a demand letter from SoundExchange, I would encourage the Board to adopt a regulation that


specifically addresses this situation. I propose that when SoundExchange requests the payment


of late fees from a service, the service be given a 20-day grace period in which to pay its late


fees. The 20-day period would run from the date of the letter or the postmark on the envelope,


whichever is later. If a service failed to pay the late fees within the 20-day period, then the late


fee amount should be doubled every five days that the late fee amount remains unpaid.


If a licensee makes an intervening payment for a monthly liability while a late fee penalty


is still outstanding, the regulations should provide that the intervening payment is first applied to


current liabilities and only after those are discharged will any surplus be applied to outstanding


~SoundExchange cannot calculate interest charges until payment is actually received. If a service has
failed to pay monthly royalties and we send a demand notice for payment, we alert the licensee to the
fact that it will be subject to interest charges but then do not invoice the service for late fees until we
receive the unpaid monthly royalties. This is because late fees are calculated by multiplying the amount
of royalties actually paid by the late fee rate established in the regulations, dividing that product by 30
(the estimated number of days in a calendar month) to calculate the daily late charge, and then
multiplying the daily late charge by the number of days between the due date and received date.
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late fees. I believe that only by making the financial penalty for failure to pay late fees


significant will copyright owners and performers be ensured of prompt payment.


In order to avoid confusion about when payments are due, I would also encourage the


Board to clarify in any regulations that when a payment due date falls on a weekend or federal


holiday, that the due date be extended to the next business day. The current regulations provide


that payments are due by the 45th day after the end of a month, which means that payments not


received by the 45th day, even if that day falls on a weekend or federal holiday, are arguably late.


SoundExchange has voluntarily refrained from charging late fees until the second business day


following the 45tla day after the end of a month if the 45tla day falls on a weekend or federal


holiday. Clarification of this issue would benefit licensees and SoundExchange, and I believe


the clarification should be codified in the regulations.


D. Penalties Should Also Apply for Services that Fail to Submit Completed Statements
of Account and Reports of Use


Current regulations require services to submit completed statements of account ("SOAs")


at the same time that the service remits payment to SoundExchange. 37 C.F.R. § 262.4(f).


Unfortunately, services frequently fail to submit completed SOAs or even any SOA. Because we


require SOAs to confirm payments and to allocate royalties, it is critical for us to receive these


forms from licensees. There is currently no penalty for failing to submit a completed and signed


SOA short of the filing of an infringement action. I expect that copyright owners would be


unlikely to file an infringement action against a service that paid royalties but failed to file an


SOA, even though this failure creates significant problems for SoundExchange (including the


inability to verify whether the licensee has paid the correct amount). I therefore encourage the


Board to impose a late fee charge on any service that fails to submit a completed SOA when due.
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The late fee should be calculated as if the service had failed to pay royalties when required, even


if royalties were paid in a timeIy manner.


Similarly, I believe late fees should also apply where services fail to submit valid reports


of use in a timely manner. Without a financial incentive to comply with regulations, I am afraid


that many services will fail to submit their reports of use when required.


E. Licensees’ Statements of Account Should be Public


Copyright owners and performers periodically ask SoundExchange for information about


royalty payments for particular services’ performances of their sound recordings under the


licenses established by Sections 112(e) and 114. They want to know details such as how much


in royalties they are earning from performances of their work by a given service and whether


they are owed royalties that have not been paid. This is the information licensees supply in their


SOAs (hereinafter "payment information"). See 37 C.F.R. § 262.4(t"). The current regulations


nevertheIess contain a confidentiality provision that precludes disclosure of SOAs even to


copyright owners, performers and SoundExchange Board Members who are copyright owners or


performers. 37 C.F.R. § 262.5. While copyright owners and performers may receive


information about royalties in aggregated form from SoundExchange, i.e., the total amount of


royalty payments they receive for a given distribution period, 37 C.F.R. § 262.5(c), they are


precluded from obtaining information about specific services’ royalty payments, 37 C.F.R.


§ 262.5(d).x2


~TBy contrast, the Copyright Act provides for copyright owners to receive notice of the use of their sound
recordings. 17 U.S.C. § 114(f)(4)(A) (directing the Copyright Royalty Judges to "establish requirements
by which copyright owners may receive reasonable notice of the use of their sound recordings"). The
Copyright Office has rejected the claim that reports of use should be kept from copyright owners based
on a theory that services have a proprietary interest in prohibiting the disclosure of their playlists. 63
Fed. Reg. 34,289, 34,295 (June 24, 1998) (concluding, in announcement of interim notice and
recordkeeping requirements for pre-existing subscription services, that copyright owners must have


(footnote continued on next page)
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Licensor copyright owners and performers need payment information for several


purposes. When a given service has failed to comply with a license by not paying royalties,


copyright owners need details concerning the non-payment in order to make an informed


decision about what action to take. They need to know how much in royalties a given service


owes (i.e., how much money is at stake), how frequently they pay late, and how overdue the


payments are in order to decide whether a copyright infringement suit would be economically


justified. For example, it might not make sense to spend thousands of dollars on an infringement


action if a service had typically been paying a few hundred dollars a month and then went three


orfour months without paying any royalties. Conversely, if a service had been paying royalties


of tens of thousands of dollars a month and then stopped paying, copyright owners might be


more willing to initiate litigation against the service. By the same token, licensors need to know


how far in arrears a service is in order to gauge what action is appropriate; one or two months in


arrears may warrant measures less severe than if the service were six or more months in arrears.


Copyright owners also request payment information for budget purposes. They want to


include estimates of incoming royalties in their revenue projections. They also need this


information when they are negotiating collectively with licensees. Licensee services have


occasionally directed SoundExchange to disclose details about their royalty payments to their


outside counsel, but then refused to allow similar disclosure to sound recording copyright


owners. I simply do not understand why the owners of the sound recordings transmitted under


access to reports of use after weighing services’ confidentiality interests against copyright owners’
interest in receiving the reports as well as the services’ own interest in minimizing administrative costs).
Services that transmit sound recordings pursuant to Section 112(e) or 114 by definition transmit them
publicly, and the playlists that they have performed are "historical fact." ld.; see also Unif. Trade
Secrets Act § 1 (4) (1985) (defining "trade secret" to mean information that "derives independent
economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to, and not being readily


(footnote continued on next page)
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statutory license should not have information on services’ use of their sound recordings. It is my


understanding that in their direct licenses (i.e., licenses negotiated in the marketplace rather than


established by statute), copyright owners receive detailed information on the usage of their


recordings by licensees. See, e.g., Testimony of Steve Bryan (Warner Music Group); Testimony


of Mark Eisenberg (Sony BMG); Testimony of Ken Parks (EMI); Testimony of Larry Kenswil


(Universal Music Group) (submitted herewith as part of SoundExchange’s direct written case),


Simply because a service takes advantage of a statutory license rather than a direct license --


when the same recordings are being transmitted or distributed -- should not preclude a copyright


owner from learning about the uses of hi!!her/its product and revenue derived from such use.


Copyright owners and performers have also asked for payment information in the context


of bankruptcy proceedings, for use in determining what action to take, if any, concerning


royalties owed by a service that has filed for bankruptcy. SoundExchange’s inability to disclose


information on a bankrupt service has hindered its ability to work with its copyright owner


members on royalty collection strategies. In addition~ where regulations preclude us from


disclosing information to individual copyright owners, those owners are themselves handicapped


if they wish to file their own claims in the bankruptcy proceeding but lack sufficient information


to file a proof of claim.


The current regulations, by precluding SoundExchange’s disclosure oflicensee-specific


information to individual copyright owners, fail to recognize that SoundExchange itself likely


lacks an independent cause of action against a service that fails to pay royalties. My


understanding of the law is that, in order to file an infringement action, only the owner or


ascertainable by proper means by, other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or
use and is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to m~int~in its secrecy").
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exclusive licensee has standing. SoundExchange, when granted specific rights by copyright


owners, is only a non-exclusive licensee, and when it is acting on behalf of non-members, it


likely would not have any right of enforcement. Therefore, current regulations limit payment


and financial information to the agent that has no rights to pursue a claim to unpaid royalties, and


precludes disclosure to the principals that do have enforceable fights. This situation strikes me


as absurd and unworkable.


In addition, SoundExchange needs to be able to share payment information with its Board


of Directors, all of whom are either copyright owners or performers. SoundExchange Board


Members need full information about the royalties that the organization is responsible for


collecting and distributing in order to make informed policy and operational decisions.


Decisions on enforcement actions (which are funded from royalties), budgeting, and other Board


responsibilities, are dependent upon the ability to review information about royalty payments.


Moreover, it is an odd situation to be prohibited by regulation to disclose relevant and material


information to my Board.


SOAs should be available not just to copyright owners and performers, but to the public


as well. Much of the information about services’ statutory activities -- e.g., the number of


listeners or tuning hours -- is publicly reported by industry analysts such as Arbitron. I


understand that services voluntarily supply that information to the analysts and then attempt to


capitalize on the analysts’ reports for their own benefit. SoundExchange, by contrast, is not


permitted to disclose to the public the information that it possesses on streaming services’


activities, which could contradict the information being reported by third parties or the services


themselves. The terms for the Sections 112(e) and 114(d)(2) licenses should not provide
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services with the ability to restrict disclosure of information about their operations to instances


where only they benefit from the disclosure.


I have not heard any public policy justification for allowing payment information from


statutory licensees to be kept fi’om the public generally or from copyright owners, performers


and SoundExchange Board Members (who are themselves representatives of copyright owners


and performers) specifically. Comparable information concerning other statutory licenses, e.g.,


the Section 11 ! license for cable television systems and the Section 119 license for satellite


carriers, is filed publicly. I have attached to my testimony as SX Exs. 259 DP - 264 DP sample


statements of account filed by cable television systems and satellite carriers -- which specify the


licensees’ royalty payments for the statement period and are available to the public at the


Copyright Office. I do not believe there is a basis to conclude that simply because licensees


deposit their SOAs with SoundExchange rather than the Copyright Office the information they


report should be kept confidential.


Services benefit greatly from being able to transmit all of their royalty payments to a


single collective agent rather than having to deal with copyright owners and performers on an


individual basis.13 Licensors rather than licensees pay for that convenience in the form of


reduced royalty payments, as SoundExchange’s administrative costs come out of the royalties


licensees pay. This benefit to licensees should not come at the further price oflicensors’


inability to obtain information that they would have if services paid royalties and reported


directly to them. Because the licenses are public in nature, copyright owners and performers,


13If the arguments of RLI for a multi-agent collection/distribution system are accepted, services might be
required to provide reports of use directly to an unlimited number of agents for copyright owners and
agents. If such a system were adopted, it would make no sense for an unlimited number of agents to
receive information from licensees without that information also being made available to the principals
of those agents.
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their representatives and the members of the Board of SoundExchange should be entitled to


receive all of the information that the services deliver to SoundExchange. If the services do not


want to have this information disclosed publicly, then they have the right to seek a direct license


from individual copyright owners. If the services believe that payment information is too


sensitive for public disclosure, then they should have to at least negotiate over that right at arm’s


length rather than having federal regulations grant them protections that do not serve the public


interest.


The terms adopted in this proceeding therefore should not include confidentiality


limitations on the SOAs submitted by licensees, and SoundExchange should be permitted to


make such information available to copyright owners, performers, its Board and the general


public.


F. The Regulations Must be Modified to Facilitate Prompt and Efficient Verifications
,of Royalty Payments from Licensees


Current regulations provide for the verification of SOAs and accompanying royalty


payments. 37 C.F,R. § 262.6. SoundExchange’s experiences with an analogous provision that


applies to preexisting subscription services, 37 C.F.R. § 260.5, indicates that the regulations on


verifications~4 should be modified in the following respects:


1. The regulations should be clarified so that it is clear that the verification is to confirm


the information reported on a SOA. All information necessary to verify the data reported on a


14I intentionally use "verification" rather than "audit" because I understand that the word "audit" may
have specific meaning to accountants. I have been told that an audit generally refers to the fairness of a
company’s financial statements, which is much more extensive an inquiry than what SoundExchange
and copyright owners and performers may want, which is an examination or verification of the
calculation of royalty payments due from a service. I therefore believe the regulations should refer to
verifications or examinations rather than an audit.
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SOA, including financial records, computer server logs, etc., should be subject to the verification


procedure set forth in Section 262.6.


2. Section 262.6 provides that only the Designated Agent, SoundExchange, is permitted


to conduct a verification. This provision is the result of negotiations that took place during the


first Webcaster arbitration (in 2001) and would appear to deprive copyright owners and


performers -- the entities entitled to royalties -- of substantial rights. Specifically, I do not


understand why a copyright owner or performer should be denied the right to verify royalty


payments if SoundExchange, for its own business reasons, decides not to conduct a verification.


For example, the copyright owner or performer of a niche genre of music may wish to verify the


payments from a service that plays music from that niche, but SoundExchange, for legitimate


and sound business reasons, may decide that a verification of that niche service does not make


economic sense. Should the owners and performers of that music be deprived of the right to


verify payments from the service because of SoundExchange’s reluctance? I do not believe that


is fair or appropriate, and I request that the Board modify the reguIations so that all interested


parties may conduct a verification of a statutory licensee’s SOA. Such a change would be


consistent with the provision found in Section 260.5(g) of the Copyright Office’s regulations.


37 C.F.R. § 260.5(g).~s


3. The language of Section 262.6(b) -- allowing SoundExchange to conduct a single


verification of a licensee "during any given calendar year, for any or all of the prior 3 calendar


years" -- may have appeared straightforward when it was drafted by lawyers, but in practice it


15Section 260.5(g) provides: "[F]or the purposes of this section, interested parties are those copyright
owners who are entitled to receive royalty fees pursuant to 17 U.S.C. 114(g), their designated agents, or
the entity designated by the copyright arbitration royalty panel in 37 CFR 260.3 to receive and to
distribute the royalty fees." I believe performers should also be deemed interested parties now that they
have been granted a right for direct payment. See 17 U.S.C. § 114(g)(2)(D).
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has caused confusion. For example, ifSoundExchange files a notice of intent to verify payments


in December 2005, I think the provision allows SoundExchange to verify the years 2002, 2003


and 2004, even if the actual work will not begin until 2006, but there is at least an argument that


2002, 2003 and 2004 are not the three years prior to 2006, the year in which the work will


actually take place. I think the regulation should make clear that the notice of intent to verify the


payments of a service covers the three-year period prior to the year in which the notice is given,


even if the audit work does not occur until an even later year. From SoundExchange’s


perspective, it would be better if the regulations allowed a verification of the year in which


notice of intent to verify is given and/or any of the three prior years, provided that no year may


be subject to an audit more than once.


4. Section 262.6(c) requires SoundExchange to file with the Copyright Office a "Notice


of Intent to Audit." While I think I understand why this is required (to allow other potentially


interested parties to have knowledge of the verification in case they want to also participate), I


question whether this provision as drafted makes sense. For example, although the regulation


requires the notice, it does not explain what happens after the notice is filed. SoundExchange


has to file the notice and then the Copyright Office has to publish it within 30 days, but does this


mean that the verification cannot commence until after the 30-day period runs? Can the


verification commence immediately following publication of the notice in the Federal Register or


must there be some additional delay? Also, what happens if other parties want to participate in


the verification; what precisely would be the respective rights and responsibilities of the different


parties participating in the verification?|6


~6And, as noted above, in a multi-agent system, you could have one agent conducting a verification that
the other agents refuse to pay for, but then have those non-paying agents seek to share in any recoveries.
This is an example of why a multi-agent system does not make sense when you are talking about a


(footnote continued on next page)
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I view this language as vague, and we at SoundExchange have had to guess as to how


long to wait after filing a Notice of/ntent to Audit to commence the verification. This ambiguity


should be clarified or the provision should be stricken and each interested party should have an


independent right to conduct a verification regardless of whether any other party had previously


conducted a verification.


5. Section 262.6(c) also requires that an "audit... be conducted by an independent and


qualified auditor identified in the notice.’’~7 The regulations, however, do not specify what


independent means. For example, SoundExchange has used one company to conduct a


verification where some of the principals of the company have acquired copyrights to both


musical works and sound recordings. I understand that this practice is not unusual in the music


industry where auditors frequently understand the value of copyrights based on their work and


consequently buy copyrights as investments. But the ownership of unrelated sound recording


copyrights should not preclude a person or entity from being deemed independent.


The provisions of Section 262.5(d)(2) also use the language of"independent and


qualified auditor." It is my understanding that the proper interpretation of that language is also


the interpretation that makes the most sense given the regulation’s objective, viz., that the


independence of an auditor goes more to whether the person or entity is independent of the


licensee that is the subject of the verification, not independent vis-h-vis’ the licensor that has


requested the verification. Someone whose rights are potentially infringed by a service’s failure


statutory license, where all copyright owners and performers should share in the costs of securing
benefits for everyone.


~7I do not understand why an auditor has to be identified in the notice. If for some reason SoundExchange
needed to switch auditors after an initial selection and publication in the Federal Register,
SoundExchange should not have to file a new notice with the Copyright Office and await another
publication in the Federal Register.
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to calculate and pay appropriate royalties should certainly have the fight to conduct a


verification. I therefore believe that the verification provision should be amended so that it is


clear that the independence of an auditor means independence from the licensee and not the


requesting licensor.


6. Those entitled to verify the payments from a service also should not be limited to


individuals who are Certified Public Accountants ("CPAs"), as CPAs are more expensive than


non-CPAs. This would needlessly increase costs, particularly to smaller entities who may wish


to audit a service. It is my understanding that in the music industry, non-CPAs (such as business


managers and other professional representatives of copyright owners and artists) frequently


conduct verifications on behalf of artists, and I see no reason why that practice should not be


applied under the statutory license. The scope of who is qualified to conduct a verification


therefore should be expanded in both Sections 262.5(d)(2) and 262.6(c) to include non-CPAs.


The regulations should also make clear that a qualified individual does not mean only one


experienced in interpreting financial books and records. In manyinstances a verification of


statutory liability will require an ability to interpret server logs to determine whether


performances or aggregate tuning hours were properly reported. I therefore believe the


regulations should allow verifications by individuals who are competent to determine whether a


service has properly calculated its statutory liability.


7. Finally, Section 262.6(g) requires the party conducting the verification to pay for the


costs of the verification unless the underpayment by a licensee is determined to be 10% or more


of the actual liability. I believe this threshold of 10% is too high and creates an incentive for


services to underpay their statutory royalties. At a 10% threshold, services could have an


incentive to underpay by 9%, knowing that the only likely consequence is an obligation to pay
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the underpayment (excluding for the moment the possibility of an infringement action). This


does not seem justified. Services are in sole possession of the information necessary to calculate


their royalty payments and they should have to bear the risk of paying for a verification if they


underpay by 5% or more. The lower the threshold for burden shifting, the greater the likelihood


that services will accurately calculate their liability. Shifting the costs of verifications to


SoundExchange or sound recording copyright owners or performers who do not have the fight to


refuse to license a service -- even one with poor credit or a poor history of payment compliance


-- seems inappropriate. I therefore encourage the Board to reduce the threshold in


Section 262.6(g) to 5%.


G. The Regulations Should Authorize the Collection of Refunds in the Event of
Incorrect Distributions


I understand that when the Copyright Office makes partial distributions of royalties under


Sections 111 and 119 it requires the Phase I claimants to sign a document that obligates them to


refund money to the Copyright Office in the event a Phase I claimant receives royalties in excess


of the amount finally determined to be allocable to them. A copy of such a document is attached


hereto as SX Ex. 265 DP. I believe the regulations adopted in this proceeding should establish a


similar rule - obligating copyright owners and performers who receive a distribution in excess of


the amount to which they are entitled to refund such monies to SoundExchange, upon written


demand.


As noted above, there are instances where an incorrect amount of royalties is distributed


to copyright owners and performers. In most instances, the incorrect distribution amount will be


adjusted in a subsequent distribution. But, if the amount of an incorrect distribution is too large,


it may take an extended period of time for the incorrect distribution to be fully recovered. So as


not to harm entitled parties or reward those who received an improper distribution, I respectfully
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request that the Board include a regulation that requires the repayment of royalties in the event of


an improper distribution. Such a regulation will ultimately benefit all copyright owners and


perfo_rmers and ensure that only those who are entitled to royalties ultimately receive them.


H. No Waiver of Rights from SoundExchan~e’s Acceptance of Royalty Payment


SoundExchange has heard that certain services have argued that because they have paid


statutory royalties to SoundExchange and SoundExchange has accepted such payments, the


copyright owners and performers represented by SoundExchange have waived the right to argue


that the service is making transmissions not eligible for statutory licensing. I believe this


argument has no legal merit, but it does call for clarification in the regulations.


In light of the large number of services that can pay royalties to SoundExchange and


SoundExchange’s limited staff and resources, it is simply impossible to expect SoundExchange


to evaluate each service’s eligibility for statutory licensing for every month that the service pays


royalties. Moreover, because SoundExchange collects royalties on behalf of all copyright


owners and performers, not simply those who have specifically authorized it to serve as an agent,


SoundExchange does not necessarily have the authority to reject royalty payments on behalfof


those copyright owners for whom it does not have written authorization. In addition, different


copyright owners may have different opinions as to whether a particular service or functionality


is eligible for statutory license. Also, SoundExchange likely does not have the right to file an


infringement action. For these reasons, SoundExchange’s acceptance of statutory royalties


should not be deemed a waiver of the rights of any copyright owner.


! believe language similar to that found in the disclaimer that SoundExchange has posted


on its website -- "SoundExchange’s acceptance of a service’s payment does not express or


imply any acknowledgment that a service is in compliance with the requirements of the statutory


licenses. SoundExchange, its members and other copyright owners reserve all their rights to take
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enforcement action against a service that is not in compliance with those requirements" --


should be codified in regulations so that all services are aware that SoundExchange’s acceptance


of payment from a service does not waive the rights of any of the copyright owners on whose


behalf SoundExchange is accepting royalties, whether as an express agent or a default agent.


http://www.soundexchange.com/licensee home.html.


Transmission of Recordings of Comedic Performances Should be Clarified as
Compensable


I am aware of at least two services that are making transmissions of copyright sound


recordings of comedic performances. SoundExchange also has received inquiries from


representatives of comedic performers about whether statutory licensees are paying royalties for


the public performance of these non-musical ffork sound recordings. This is an issue that


admittedly has not received a great deal of attention from SoundExchange, copyright owners or


licensees, but it is important because of its impact on comedic performers.


I suspect that the services transmitting comedic performances are likely making such


transmissions from sound recordings and not the audio portion of an audiovisual work. So that


the performers on comedic works are compensated for the transmission of their works, I believe


the regulations should specify that the transmission of such recordings are compensable. I also


believe such works should not be classified as "talk" programming (e.g., news, talk, sports or


business programming), which in my mind refers to live programming and not programming


specifically recorded for release to the public on a CD or in digital form.


J. Provisions Providing for Successor to SoundExchange Should be Deleted


Section 262.4 of the current regulations contains detailed provisions as to what should


happen if SoundExchange is not incorporated as a separate entity, dissolved or ceases to be


governed by a board consisting of equal numbers of representatives of Copyright Owners and
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Performers. 37 C.F.R. § 262.4(b)(2)-(3). Because SoundExchange has been separately


incorporated and has no plans for dissolution or changing its board structure, I believe


Section 262.4(b)(2)-(3) should be deleted from the current regulations. These provisions were


an issue at the time the rates and terms for 2003 and 2004 were negotiated and are no longer


applicable.


CONCLUSION -


SoundExchange has developed an effective and efficient mechanism for accomplishing


the enormous task of collecting and distributing royalties for the hundreds of millions of sound


recordings performed annually under Sections 112(e) and 114 of the Copyright Act. To


maximize that distribution of royalties, SoundExchange should.remain the sole collection and


distribution agent. Consistent with the Copyright Act, it should be made clear that where a


copyright owner has satisfied the elements of a claim for copyright infringement, the regulatory


provision concerning payment of late fees does not preclude the claim. And information about


payments under the public licensees conferred by Sections 112(e) and 114(d)(2) should be


available publicly. The existing regulations should also be amended to account for the additional


issues that I have described above.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing testimony is true and correct to the


best of my knowledge.


B~-’rie L. Kessler
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Freundlich for Royalty Logic. We had, I


think, discussed - I think Mr. Watkins on


that phone call, that we were going to go


second. We have one witness, and it just


made, we thought, logistical sense to just


put our witness on, get all the cases on


that side in first, and then have the


broadcasters come after that. But I just


want to sort of clarify that, because I have


to make plans to go back to L.A., and then


to get back here with my one witness.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: You have no


response at this point, but we’ll get you


one soon.


MR. FREUNDLICH: Thank you.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr.


Perrelli.


Honor.


Kessler.


MR. PERRELLI: Thank you, Your


Sound Exchange would call Barrie


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE"


Ms. Kessler, for remaining standing.


Thank you,


Would
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you please raise your right hand.


WHEREUPON,


BARRIE KESSLER


was called as a witness and, after having


been first duly sworn, was examined and


testified as follows:


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Thank you.


Please be seated.


MR. PERRELLI: Your Honor, with


your permission, I’ll hand out binders with


Ms. Kessler’s testimony. Thank you, Your


Honor.


DIRECT EXAMINATION


BY MR. PERRELLI:


Q Ms. Kessler, can you give your


full name for the record?


Barrie Kessler.


And can you tell the Board your


A


Q


job title?


A Yes. I’m the Chief Operating


Officer of Sound Exchange.


Q And in that job, what are your
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responsibilities?


A All the operational functions of


the organization report to me, including the


membership outreach function, all of the


distribution operations functions, the


accounting and royalty administration


functions, and the general legal and


compliance functions. In addition, the IS&T


function, the systems development and


extensions report to me.


Q And when you say IS&T, what does


that refer to?


A Information Systems & Technology.


Q And how long have you served in


that position?


A Since the summer of 2001.


Q And what was your position before


your current job?


A I was the Director of


Distribution Operations.


Q For Sound Exchange?


A For Sound Exchange, yes.
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that role?


A


And how long did you serve in
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That was since November of "99 to


the summer of 2001.


Q And what were your job


responsibilities in that job?


A In that role, my responsibilities


were to ascertain the business and systems


requirement for the royalty distribution


system, to design, build, and implement that


system, and all of the data ingestion


requirements around that system, meaning the


performance logs, as well as the royalty


accounts.


Q So with respect to the royalty


collection and distribution systems now


operating in Sound Exchange, were you in


charge of developing those?


A Yes, I was the architect.


Q I want to start with an overview


and ask you just how you describe sort of


overall an overview of what it is that Sound
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Exchange does.


A Sound


the collection


Page


Exchange is responsible for


and the ti-mely, and


efficient, and transparent distribution of


royalties under Sections 112 and 114 of the


Copyright Act.


Q Okay. From whom do you collect


royalties?


A We collect royalties from a


number of licensee types, including the pre-


existing services, the S©ARS, business


establishment services, and the webcasters.


Q Do you also collect royalties


from foreign collecting societies?


A Yes, we have limited collections


from foreign collecting societies.


Q And how many     can you identify


how any different services you collect


royalties from?


A With


categories?


Q Sure.


respect to each one of those
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A The PES, we currently have two;


the SDARS we currently have two; the


business establishment services two;


webcasters over 570, I believe.


Q Now when you talk about 570


webcasters, does that reflect the number of


webcasting channels that are available to


the public?


A No; .in no way does that number


reflect the number of channels. That number


is substantially higher. You have your


large commercial webcasters who have many,


many, many channels of music. You also have


licensees who are reporting as part of a


broadcast group, so there’s one reporting


by, for example, a Clear Channel, but that’s


on behalf of many terrestrial stations that


are simulcasting over the internet.


Q Do you also have webcasters


reporting who are aggregators?


A Yes, we do. In the case of Live


365, they aggregate many, many individual
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webcasters, many hundreds.


And to whom do you distributeQ


royalties?


A We distribute royalties to the


copyright owner of the sound recording


transmitted, as well as the featured


performer, and also the non-featured


performers through their union. That would


be AFTRA and AF of M.


Q And how do you decide how much to


give each of those groups?


A It’s set by the statute. There’s


a statutory split of 50 percent to the


copyright owner, 45 percent to the feature


performer, and 5 percent total to the non-


feature performers. And that’s with respect


to the 114.


Q
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And with respect to Section 1127


That is I00 percent of those


royalties are distributed to the copyright


owners.


Q Do you have to be a member of
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Sound Exchange in order to receive royalty


distributions?


A No, you do not. Membership is


not required, and we make no distinction


between a member of a non-member with


respect to collections and distributions.


Q And can you give the Board a


rough sense of the number of performances of


sound recordings that Sound Exchange has --


on which Sound Exchange has received reports


to-date?


just about
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Yes. We have currently processed


700 million performances from


licensees who are reporting.


MR. PERRELLI: Okay. With the


Court’s permission, I’m going to put up the


demonstrative exhibit. And for the record,


this is a blown-up versions. It’s labeled


Sound Exchange Demonstrative 54, but it is a


blown-up version of Sound Exchange Exhibit


211DP. We’re going to get into these issues


in a little bit more detail.
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BY MR. PERRELLI:


Q Can you describe what this


demonstrative exhibit reflects?


A Yes. This demonstrative reflects


the basic functions of Sound Exchange from


the moment we collect the royalty to the


point where we distribute the royalties to


copyright owners, and artists, and some of


the post-distribution activities that ensue.


Q Okay. And what was your role in


developing these processes?


A I was the architect of these


business processes.


Q And how long did it take Sound


Exchange to develop the system?


A Sound Exchange spent a great


deal, a tremendous amount of time, energy,


and money developing both the business


processes and the systems that model those


processes to effect the distribution to


copyright owners and artists. And while


there was an initial investment in these
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systems and services, we have since expended


additional resources refining, expanding,


and making more efficient the business


process, as well as the underlying computer


system.


Q Does that process continue to


this day?


A I expect it will always continue.


Q I want to go step-by-step through


the various steps of your collection and


distribution efforts. First of all, does


Sound Exchange bill webcasters for their


usage of sound recordings?


A No, we don’t. We’re not a kind


of typical business that has a product,


sells the product, invoices for the product,


receives payments, and then delivers the


product. We’re in a situation of self-


invoicing by the licensees. All of the


information that Sound Exchange needs to


distribute the royalties are in the


possession of the webcasters, and that
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i includes the performances that they’ve


2 transmitted, as well as the number of


3 listeners to those performances. And in


4 addition, all the financial information is


s in their possession.


~ Q And what kind of information does


7 Sound Exchange need from, in this instance,


8 webcasters in order to conduct its


9 collection and distribution operations?


i0 A Ideally, we receive several


pieces of information. First is an election
O12 of which license metric they’re going to be


13 making their payments. We receive, ideally,


14 the payment itself, along with a statement


i~ of account reflecting how the royalty


i~ obligation was calculated. Concurrent with


17 the receipt of those three documents is the


i~ performance log, which lists all of the


19 performances performed during a specific


20 period.


21 Q And just so we’re clear, when you


~
22 talk about a performance, what are you
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referring to?


A Performance is a transmission of


a sound recording that’s listened to by an


end-user. It’s a non-interactive digital


transmission.


Q You talked about several


different pieces of paper. Can you explain


what information that you receive on each,


for example, the statement of account?


A Yes. Depending if the webcaster


is paying on a percentage of revenue,


percentage of cost, per performance, or


aggregate tuning hour, it reflects that


metric, and the usage of the content times


the applicable rate resulting in the royalty


obligation. In addition to the extent a


minimum fee was paid, that royalty


obligation is reduced by the minimum fee,


and if the minimum fee is not exhausted,


then the balance is the current royalty


obligation.


Q And, again, on the reports of
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use, what is the report of use, and what


information does it provide Sound Exchange?


A A report of use is a listing of


sound recordings transmitted, which includes


information, such as the title, the artist,


the album, the marketing label, in some


cases the catalogue number, in other cases


an ISRC, and it reflects transmissions


during a relevant period. It will also


reflect the number of performances or


aggregate tuning hours for that performance.


Q Now does Sound Exchange always


get those different pieces of paper, those


different pieces of information from


webcasters?


A No, we commonly don’t get all of


the paperwork, payment, and logs at the same


time. We sometimes receive payments without


any statement of account. The alternative


is true, we get statements of account


without the attendant payment. We are


currently not receiving performance logs
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from many, many, many of the webcasters, but


it is not uncommon for us not to receive all


the items necessary to log the receipt of


the payment, and ultimately distribute those


royalties.


Q Now without a statement of


account, are you able to actually distribute


royalties?


A No, we are not. The statement of


account reflects the period for the payment,


and in order to match the payment with the


log, we need to know what date the payment


is for, what period the payment is for. In


addition, certain services are paying on


behalf of a great many stations, or they are


paying multiple royalties in one check, and


so without the statement of account, we have.


no idea how to attribute that money on a


station-by-station basis, or to which


service that licensee is paying for.


Q And without the reports of use,


are you able to distribute royalties?
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A No, the reports of use are the


basis for the distribution. Without that,


w~ have no way of knowing which performer’s


recordings have been transmitted, or


copyright owners, as well.


Q You mentioned that you don’t get


reports of use from at least some


webcasters. Can you explain why?


A Currently there are no final


regulations with respect to the reports of


use for the webcasters to the extent of the


format of those reports, and the mechanism


that they are to deliver them to Sound


Exchange. There are regulations in place


with respect to the information they’re


supposed to retain and ultimately report to


us, but without the format, the file format,


the manner in which they actually deliver it


to Sound Exchange, those regulations have


not been promulgated.


Q Why is the file format important


to Sound Exchange?
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A Well, it’s critical to the


efficient processing of the performances.


If webcasters can report in any old file


format with information in any order they


please, there’s no way that we could build


an efficient system that would ensure the


prompt and efficient payment to the


copyright owners and artists that these


services are building their businesses on.


Q Let’s go through the process.


Assuming you’ve gotten the statement of


account and the report of use, can you


explain the first step once Sound Exchange


receives payment from a licensee?


A When we receive the payment, of


course, we log that payment and deposit the


check. We review the statement of account


for completeness, and accuracy, and we


forward the logs to our distribution


operations department.


Q And what’s the next step in your


processing of payment and in the logs?
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A Well, in some cases in step one


there is some fol!ow-up required, if


information is mis~ing, or a payment is


received late, so there may be special


follow-up in step one. But presuming that


everything is received together and on time,


we’re able then to move to step two, which


is the loading of the performance log into


our computer system for identification.


Q And can you explain that log


loading process and how it operates?


A Yes. First, we receive the log


and the system tries to recognize the log,


and verify that the log is structurally


loadable, meaning that the format is proper


and can be loaded. Upon successful loading


of the log, then each performance in the log


is examined to see if we have received that


performance in the past from this or another


webcaster, and to the extent that it has


been seen before, we match it to an existing


record in our database. If the performance
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has not been matched, we move into step


three, and manual identification. The


system kind of learns as ft goes along. We


retain all the performances from all the


webcasters, and all the licensees who have


ever reported. And we know that webcasters


and licensees don’t always report everything


exactly correctly in the title, artist,


album, label, catalogue, copyright owner,


and so on in those fields, and so we expect


to see the same performance reported


incorrectly or improperly repeatedly from


the same service.


Q And how does your software


account for that or address that problem?


A We take all of those improperly


reported records and ascertain what the


proper text representation is for that sound


recording, and so we match all these


incorrect incoming - incorrect from a text


standpoint incoming sound recordings, and


match it to our standard actor processing
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value, so it’s kind of our master version of


all those variations of how a sound


recording can be reported.


Q You talked about matching it


against an existing database. Where did


Sound Exchange get that database?


A Sound Exchange built that


database from the reports of use from the


licensees themselves.


by any other source.


It was not pre-loaded


This has all be


discerned from the perfection of data


reported by the services.


Q Is there any requirement for


copyright owners to register their works


with Sound Exchange?


A No, unfortunately there is no


requirement for copyright owners to register


with Sound Exchange for the payment of their


royalties, and as a result, we only get the


information from the licensees themselves.


Q And when you’re talking about


matching, how many records are you talking
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about matching in any particular report of


use or log?


A Well, as I said, we processed -


over or nearly 700 million individual


performances, and the amount of performances


from log to log varies depending on what


period we’re loading, but it’s in the tens


of millions of records. And our system is


able to identify in the exact matching step


number two, typically anywhere from around


70 percent to all the way up to 93 or 95


percent matching.


Q If you have the artist and the


name of the sound recording, is that enough


to tell Sound Exchange to whom to pay


royalties?


A No, it’s not enough information


to ascertain that. Just having a title of a


song and an artist’s name doesn’t lead us to


the exact recording being reported.


Q Why not?


A Because artists record the same
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songs, multiple versions of the same songs


throughout the life of their career, which


could span many decades. If the artist is a


group, the group members may be different on


one version of the sound recording to the


next, and the feature performer, the non-


featured performers, the background


vocalists and musicians will change from


version of the sound recording to the next,


even though it’s the same song and the same


group.


Q Why can’t Sound Exchange simply


pay Fleetwood Mac if it’s a Fleetwood Mac


song?


A Well, Fleetwood Mac is a good


example of a featured artist who over their


30 or 35 year career has changed the


composition of their group frequently,


almost from album to album, and they’ve re-


released songs that they previously recorded


on a subsequent album, and so in their case


we pay the individual members of the group.
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And unless we know what album the track has


been performed, we don’t know which version


of the group it is. If we don’t know which


version of the group it is, then we don’t


know who the individual performers are who


are entitled to the royalties.


Q Is it sufficient for Sound


Exchange to pay out artists and copyright


owners to get a sample of data from an


individual webcaster showing a sample of the


performances?


A No. There’s nothing that I’m


aware of that says some artists should be


paid and some shouldn’t, or some copyright


owners should be paid and some shouldn’t.


And by definition, a sample will exclude


copyright owners and artists from the


receipt of those royalties to the extent


they’re not present in the log, simply by


virtue of it being a sample.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Ms. Ablin.


MS. ABLIN: Your Honor, I would
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object to this last question and answer and


move to strike it. Sample reporting is an


issue that’s been dealt with in the separate


record keeping proceeding. It’s not a part


of this proceeding. I think the statute is


clear that the terms to be set in this


proceeding are terms of royalty payments,


not record keeping terms. There’s a


separation provision, I believe l14(f) (4) (A)


that talks about the record keeping


requirements. As Ms. Kessler testified,


there are already interim requirements in


place at the Copyright Office, and now it’s


in the Board’s hands, are dealing with


issues like sample versus census. It’s been


considered in this separate proceeding.


However, Mr. Simson, when he testified


earlier in this proceeding, admitted that


this was not an issue, sample versus census


and record keeping is going to be determined


by the Board here. In the other proceeding,


there are lots of other parties that are not
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privy to the testimony going on in here


which is an adjudicatory proceeding as


opposed to a promulgation of regulations


done by notice and comment, so I would move


to strike that, as well. That list of


exhibits which we can handle now or later


that Ms. Kessler is sponsoring and that deal


exclusively with the record keeping


proceeding.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Ms. Ablin, I


appreciate your attention to relevance to


the matters before the Board, but


unfortunately at this point, if we had


applied that standard to the evidence we’ve


received, about 80 percent of what we’ve


heard would not have been heard. Your


motion is denied.


Q


back and finish this topic. You talked


about Sound Exchange looking at sampling.


Has Sound Exchange looked at the impact of


BY MR. PERRELLI:


MS. Kessler, I want to take you
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sampling on the distribution of royalties to


copyright owners and performers?


A Yes, we have. Based on census


reporting supplied by a webcaster, we


conducted a sample on those performances


which reflect the two week sample per


quarter which has been indicated in the


interim regulations, and we found that over


40 percent of the artists.performed in the


census were not picked up by the sample.


And those that were picked up by the


samples, some of those artists were over-


paid, and some of the artists, of course, we


under-paid.


Q On whom does that problem fall


most directly in the artist and copyright


owner community?


A It falls     the displacement of


the royalty payments falls most heavily on


independent copyright owners, the small


copyright owners, and the feature artists.


Q We talked about Sound Exchange’s
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automated matching. Is the software that


Sound Exchange uses off-the-shelf software?


No. It’s completely customA


built.


Q Now if the software is unable to


match a particular sound recording with an


existing sound recording on Sound Exchange’s


database, what’s Sound Exchange’s next step?


A The next step is the .system will


present to a computer user a listing of all


of the sound recordings that have not been


matched; in other words, we have not yet


seen them reported or identified them


previously. In some cases, these sound


recordings are new releases, and we expect


around a 7 or 8 percent new release rate, so


we anticipate not matching everything. But


it also includes sound recordings that may


have a match in our database, but based on


the complex algorithm in the matching, the


automated matching, it was unable to a


degree of certainty match that sound
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recording, and so one of our staff has to


look at the computer screen with the


unmatched recording, and then below that are


typically a list of six or so possible


matches that represent that same sound


recording.


Q Are there particular kinds of


sound recordings or works that raise more


difficult issues for matching purposes?.


A Yes. Sound Exchange has a couple


of categories of problematic performances.


The first is the compilation album, where a


copyright owner is marketing the overall


album and licensing tracks from other


copyright owners. I can think of, like for


example, the Soprano soundtrack. I believe


it’s a Sony compilation, but of course, they


license independent and other major label


content. Very often licensees will report


compilations not with the individual


copyright owners of each track, but the


overall marketing label for the sound
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recording.


Further, they often won’t


identify who the featured artist is, but


rather they’ll report the featured artist as


various because it’s a compilation and


different artists are on different tracks.


Kind of a running joke at Sound Exchange is


the first band that’s named various is in


for quite a windfall because we’ve got a


number of recordings that are reported that


way. But Sound Exchange, of course, has to


undertake the tremendous research involved


in finding alternate sources of information


to truly identify who the copyright owner


is, and who the featured artist is, so


compilations are challenging.


Classical music is another big


challenge for us. I can’t tell you how many


times a sound recording is reported, the


featured artist is really the composer, and


so it’s -- we know who the composers are.


What we’re trying to find out are who the
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featured artist is, and so sometimes based


on other information on the record, for


example, the-album, or the track title, we


can get a sense of who the featured artist


may be, which symphony recorded that


particular composition. But often, it


requires a tremendous amount of research to


make that determination.


Q Are there particular problems


caused, challenges posed by foreign works?


A Yes. Foreign works are another


challenge, in part because there’s not a lot


of candidates for staff that have extensive


knowledge of all types of world music. But


remember, Sound Exchange is paying out sound


recordings that are transmitted by services


that are playing a vast array, a great


breadth and depth of music, and that


includes quite a lot of world music, so


we’re not just paying U.S. artists, we’re


paying artists who are all over the world,


and their content is being performed by
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these services, and it makes it quite


difficult to identify with certainty what


the sound recording is.


Q And what kinds of additional


information is helpful to Sound Exchange


when it’s engaged in this kind or research?


A We rely on additional sources of


sound recording information. We rely quite


a lot on All Music Guide with whom we have a


license to use their information. And their


information is far more extensive than the


title, artist, album, label type of


information. It has biographical


information, members of the groups, liner


notes, years an artist recorded, what other


bands or groups they may have participated


in and recorded with. And sometimes that


additional information, in conjunction with


the limited fields that are reported to us,


we’re able to discern what the sound


recording really is.


With respect to our classical
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music challenge, we provided AF of M, the


non-featured union, with a list of, I want


to say over 90,000 records to-review. They


have quite a lot of -- they have staff who


are quite experienced with respect to


classical music, and so we rely on these


types of partners to help us through the


identification process.


Q And how large is Sound Exchange’s


staff that works on this kind of research?


A Well, it will fluctuate depending


on that initial match rate that’s


established, but anywhere from four to eight


staff members are working through the


unmatched performances.


Q Now what happens if you cannot


identify what sound recording a particular


performance, what sound recording artist a


particular performance is?


A If we can’t identify the sound


recording, then we can’t determine who’s the


entitled party of the sound recording that’s
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entitled to the distribution of the


royalties.


Q Do Sound Exchange employees


continue to research unmatched performances?


A Oh, yes. I mean, we never stop


in our quest to identify what the sound


recording really is. And sound recordings


are placed in a separate account and noted


as unidentified, and we continually go back


and look, and refine, and perhaps down the


road another licensee will report something


like that track, and it will show up in one


of the potential matches for the sound


recording. And this is an ongoing process


that continually is occurring.


Q Once you have a match for the


sound recording, are you able then to pay


out the royalties owed for that sound


recording?


A No. A simple identification of


what sound recording this actually is, is


really just the start for being able to pay
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out on that sound recording. Each


performance has a copyright owner


entitlement, a featured artist entitlement,


and a non-featured artist entitlement, and


so we have to identify who the copyright


owner is, how they want the royalties to be


paid to them. In other words, their 50


percent share, who to make the check out to,


where to send the check, where to deposit


the funds if it’s a direct deposit or a


wire. And similarly, on the artist side, we


have to assign the appropriate account to


the artist side of the performance, because


as I mentioned, just because you know it’s


Fleetwood Mac, doesn’t mean it’s a Fleetwood


Mac from the 80s is the same Fleetwood Mac


that reported in the 90s, so you have to


identify with certainty the sound recording,


and which account it should be assigned to


for purposes of that payment.


Q Now this account assignment


process, is it automated or manual?
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A It’s automated to the extent that


we have seen the performance before and it’s


assigned to an account. It’s not automated


if it’s a new performance, or if it’s one of


the performances that we’re able to identify


who the sound recording is, but we never got


information from the copyright owner or


artist of how to pay out on that track, so


artists, we find artists, artists come to us


and then we register them as an account in


the system, and attach their performances to


that account. And then we establish how the


money is to be paid out on those particular


tracks.


Q How do you decide how to pay out


particular artists of a particular track?


A We will always take the direction


of the artist, and we will pay it out the


way the artist instructs us to. To the


extent that that artist is a group, the


whole group will tell us how to pay out


those tracks.
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Q You talked about how the artist


might tell you to pay out a particular


track. What kinds of directions do you get


from artists in terms of different ways to


distribute royalties for particular tracks?


A Well, typically when the artist


is an individual, they may have a company


that they want us to send their royalties to


for business purposes. Some artists want us


to make the check out to them and send it to


someplace other their home. Some artists


want us to pay them the royalties and send


it to a particular address. Some artists


who are living abroad will have to have tax


withholding on their royalty distributions,


and so in the simple case of the individual


artists, it’s typically i00 percent of the


royalties go to them or their company that


is handling the accounting for them.


With groups it can become more


difficult. Absent the direct instructions


from the group members, Sound Exchange has a
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number of policies on how to split the


royalties among those artists.


Q And can you describe some of


those policies?


A Yes. I guess it’s important to


note here that the objective is to be as


fair and transparent as possible with


respect to the distribution of royalties, so


in no case do we have     the approach is to


value the members of the group fairly, and


so each member of the group will get their


pro rata share. So if there’s four members


of the group, each will get 25 percent of


the performance for that sound recording.


And remember, that’s of the 45 percent of


the performance’s value, so they get 25


percent or 45 percent.


In the case where, by virtue of


the sound recording it’s not so easy to


split it evenly among the group members, and


this is an example in classical music where


you have the orchestra, the soloist and the
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conductor, and they’ve all contributed to


the creation of the sound recording - those


are the kinds of things that Sound Exchange


will not in a vacuum make a policy decision


about. We go out to the artist community in


the form of roundtables with artist


managers, artist attorneys, and the artists


themselves, present some of these examples


and complications to those groups. We try


to determine what current business practices


are with respect to the division of


royalties, with the whole objective to have


our stakeholders buy into the policy and


help Sound Exchange establish them.


Then the policies go to a Sound


Exchange committee called the Distribution


Policy Committee, which was created by


virtue of the bylaws. And the policies are


presented to that committee, with options or


recommendations that Sound Exchange has


gathered through these roundtables that


we’ve held. The Distribution Policy
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Committee then will decide the best course


of action, and make a recommendation to the


full board for adoption.


Q And who makes up the Distribution


Policy Committee?


A It’s evenly comprised of three


copyright owner members and three artist


members.


Q And who makes up Sound Exchange’s


Board?


A That is also equally comprised of


artists and copyright owners, nine copyright


owners and nine artists.


Q When Sound Exchange distributes


its royalties to individuals, does it


identify for the artist, for example, how


the royalties may have been divided up among


other members of a group, for example?


A Yes. Sound Exchange produces a


very detailed and thorough statement to each


artist and copyright owner, for that matter,


who is paid a royalty. And without showing
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confidential information, such as Tax Ids or


addresses, we do show each artist how that


group’s royalties were split, so the 25


percent or whatever they’re instructed us,


however they have instructed us to split the


royalties.


Q What happens if there are


disputes among a group, for example?


A. We do have some disputes where


the members of the group can’t decide how


the royalties, or can’t agree on how the


royalties should be split. In those cases,


we immediately put the account on hold and


simply accrue the royalties earned by those


sound recordings for future distribution,


and we hold those royalties until the


dispute is resolved.


Q And what role does Sound Exchange


play in resolving that dispute?


A Sound Exchange would never make a


determination of how to split the royalties.


What we do try to do, however, is facilitate
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the communication among the disputing


parties, remind them that the royalties


aren’t going to get distributed if they


can’t agree on how to allocate the payments


of those royalties. And we’re more in kind


of a broker situation than anything else.


Q I don’t mean to interrupt you.


Do you want to finish your answer?


A We. haven’t yet had a situation


where a dispute has gone on for a long


period of time where it had to be referred


to another one of Sound Exchange’s


committees, which is the Dispute Resolution


Committee.


Q And has that committee ever


decided any dispute?


A Not to-date. I have no doubt


there will be an occasion when it will have


to, but so far, no.


Q One of the things we didn’t talk


about was, are you distributing monies just


to artists, or also to their heirs, for
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example?


A Sound Exchange has seen in its


performance log such a breadth of music


spanning many decades, and we have quite a


number of featured artists who have died,


and so rather than trying to pay the


featured artist, we’re looking for their


heirs. And when you look at the breadth of


music being performed~ and the vitality of


it, you see that in some cases we’re


actually looking for heirs of heirs, so


we’re always looking to find those entitled


to the royalties from a particular artist’s


recordings.


Q Do performances by non-human


performers, Barney, for example, or the


Muppets, do those raise particular problems?


A Yes, that’s another area that


Sound Exchange, I’m telling you, didn’t


anticipate when we first launched, but we do


have the Muppet characters, and the


Chipmunks, and Barney, and on and on. And
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again, webcasters do perform a lot of


children’s music. It’s a wonderful array of


children’s music, and a lot of times these


are animated characters or non-human


characters, and Sound Exchange struggled


with this issue, and took it to our


roundtables and to our committee, and we


looked at the legislative history, and we


pondered our options around this. And it


was ultimately determined that we should try


to find the voices behind the animation, or


the voices in the costume. And that’s


exactly what we’re doing, so we are trying


to find outlets to determine who the actual


voice is that recorded that sound recording.


Q You’ve talked a number of times


about the breadth of music performed. What


do you expect to happen with respect to the


breadth of music on which you’re going to


receive reports when all of the webcaster


data comes in eventually?


A Once all the webcasters are
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reporting, and we do look forward to that


day, I expect that just the shear volume


will increase by virtue of going from a


handful of licensees reporting, to the 570,


plus all of their individual stations, in


the Live 365 example, I expect that we’re


going to see an absolute explosion in the


number of performances reported. I would


also not be surprised if we see-sound


recordings that aren’t new releases, but


have never been performed by the services


currently reporting, again, because there’s


just this incredible breadth of music that’s


being transmitted by the webcasters.


Q We’ve gotten to the account


assignment section of this chart. If you


can’t figure out who the copyright owner or


performer is, what happens to that account?


A The performances for whom we


can’t identify the artist, or we don’t


receive them from the artists instructions


~
2     on how to pay them, they’re assigned to an
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account, an escrow account where we continue


to accumulate those royalties in the hope


that our various outreach mechanisms will --


that artist will eventually come forward or


the copyright owner will eventually come


forward and make a claim to those


performances.


If we’ve been able to identify


the copyright owner but not the artist, we


will pay the copyright owner 50 percent


share. If we’re able to find the featured


performer but not the copyright owner, we’ll


pay that, so we pay to the extent that we


can. But if on either side we’re unable to


fulfill that payment obligation, we escrow


those funds and identify those performances


as undistributable.


Q And for those copyright owners


and performers you able to identify, do you


have any obligations with respect to income


tax, for example?


A Can you repeat that?
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Q With respect to copyright owners


or performers you are able to identify, do


you have any obligations with respect ~o the


Internal Revenue Service?


A Yes. Unless we receive the


proper tax information from the featured


artist or copyright owner, we’re required to


withhold a certain percentage of the


royalties and pay that to the IRS. And if


it’s an artist who’s resident in the United


States, it’s a certain percentage, but if


it’s an artist resident in another country,


which we have quite a number of artists


residing all over the world, then we have to


determine what the tax treaties are, what


the proper withholding is. And even if they


do provide us with tax information, there is


sometimes a tax withholding obligation, so


we have to be cognizant of any of the latest


changes in any of those tax treaties, and


constantly reviewing our processing of


foreign artists’ royalty payments to make
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sure the withholding is done properly.


Q Once you’ve identified the


copyright owner or performer, does that mean


you know how to locate the individual or the


company?


A Oh, no, I wish it were so. We


spend a tremendous effort on locating


artists, and you think if you’re an


organization, that’s primary function is to


cut checks and pay the deserving artists and


copyright owners, it would be an easy job.


But we have found that, once again, the


breadth of the content and the vast array,


and just the shear numbers of artists who


are entitled to the royalties, it’s quite a


daunting task to locate, find, and not only


that, but get the artist to tell us where to


send the check to. Sometimes filling out a


simple piece of paper, an artist isn’t


always the easiest to get that information


from them. So, of course, we need to know


where to cut the check, or the bank routing
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information where to make the deposit.


Q Once you’ve -- let’s assume


you’ve got all that information and you’re


ready to move to the next step, step five,


allocation and distribution of royalties,


what does Sound Exchange do there?


A Allocation and distribution is


kind of the culmination of this process


where we actually get to send royalties to


the deserving copyright owners and artists.


The allocations happen four times a year on


a quarterly basis. Distributions have been


done on a quarterly basis, but we’re looking


at more frequent distributions in order to


get more money to more artists more


frequently, more timely.


The first step in that process


is, as I said, the allocation, and the


allocation is where we take the royalties


received by each licensee and allocate them


to the performances reported by that


licensee. In the case of just one
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webcaster, if they paid us $i00 and there’s


i00 performances, each one of those


performances is valued at a dollar. In the


case of a broadcast group, for example,


Clear Channel that’s reporting for many,


many, many, many different stations, and


this goes back to why we need the statement


of account, we take the money attributable


to each station and allocate that money


across those performances.


Q Why isn’t the value of a


performance the same regardless of the


licensee?


A First, not all webcasters have


opted for the per-performance or the


aggregate tuning hour metric of payment, but


more importantly, because we’re in a


situation where it’s just sample reporting;


in other words, the two weeks per calendar


quarter of reporting, we don’t have a full


accounting of each and every performance to


value at the per performance rate, so our
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only option then is to allocate the


royalties received across those


performances.


Q Can you explain in a little bit


more detail how you actually allocate


particular performance with or particular


set of featured artists or copyright owners?


A Yes. As I said, the first step


is allocating the royalties received on a


station-by-station, channel-by-channel,


licensee-by-licensee basis. Once that has


been done for the entire group of licensees


to whom we’re distributing, we then


consolidate those allocations on the


copyright owner and the artist level. So in


the example I gave before, if there’s I00


performance, each performance is $I.00, and


Madonna has one performance, and then on


another allocation there’s $i,000, the same


i00 performances, and her performance is


worth $i0, that performance consolidated is


$ii. That $ii is then split based upon the
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statutory requirement of 50 percent to the


copyright owner. In the Madonna example, I


think it’s Warner, and then 45 goes to


Madonna, and 5 percent goes to the non-


featured unions. So there’s the allocation,


the application of the statutory split, and


the consolidation of all these allocations.


Once you’ve allocated, then you


have to figure out based on the ~ccount


assignment how to pay out the featured


artist portion, the 45 percent. So if you


take an artist, for example, Eric Clapton,


who’s been a solo performer, a member of the


group Cream, Blind Faith, Derrick and the


Dominoes, and all the collaborations he’s


done, he may have a different split on a


variety of performances, but we still send


him one check consolidating all those


individual allocations.


Q Do you report to him how each of


those allocations was made?
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Q


cut a check?


A Not quite. Not quite. We make


sure that we’ve got the right tax


withholding applied to the distribution, and


then we create a banking file, which is an


electronic file that we transmit to our


banking partner, and then they process that,


and actually cut the checks, or effect the


direct deposit. While that’s going on,


we’re running our statements, which is a


detailed comprehensive listing of each and


every sound recording to whom the recipient


is being paid.


Q You’ve got another step that


comes after the allocation and distribution


step, which refers to adjustments. Can you


describe for the Board what that is?


A Yes. Typically, Sound Exchange


will see a spike in customer care calls


after a distribution. Each distribution


we’re distributing to more artists, and more
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At that point, are you ready to
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copyright owners. Some cases, it’s the


first payment received by a particular


artist or copyright owner. As they’re


reviewing their statements, they may find


misallocations on their statements; in other


words, performances that we are paying them


for that aren’t really their’s, or we’ll get


calls or emails from recipients that say,


you know, I know my recording was performed


on this service, and why isn’t it on my


statement, and so the statement is our


product and our mechanism for communicating


with our artists and our copyright owners to


further refine the data that we’ve


distributed on. Remember that we’re


distributing based on what the licensees


have reported, based on all the research and


perfection of the data that we can, but we


will inevitably get an allocation and a


distribution incorrect. We have this


sophisticated adjustment engine that permits


us to debit the improperly paid party, and
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credit the party to whom we should have


originally made the payment.


And then in the next distribution


cycle, that adjustment is manifested or is


actually effected, so it’s out of future


royalties from the improperly paid artist,


they pay back the credit that we’ve made to


the artist that we should have paid.


Q Do you sometimes hear from


artists saying that they shouldn’t have been


paid?


A Yes. We have, on occasion, heard


from artists who will send a check back


along with a statement and say, you know,


I’m not that John Williams. I’m a different


John Williams, and by the way, I know how


you can reach him, and here’s his contact


information, so that has happened by virtue


of, again, the incredible amount of music


being performed, the not common but not


particularly uncommon occurrence when we


incorrectly pay out a royalty.
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Q At the end of this process, what


happens with royalties that can’t be


distributed?


A Again, those royalties are held


in separate accounts and we continue to chip


awayat the undistributed royalties in an


effort to maximize the amount of royalties


that we’re paying through to the deserving


featured artists and copyright owners.


Q Now do the Copyright Office’s


regulations provide for what’s supposed to


happen to that money?


A Yes. The regulations say that


we, after three years from the time of


payment by the licensee, the undistributed


funds may be used to offset the cost of


administering the royalties.


Q And has Sound Exchange ever


applied that provision?


A


21


22


Q


to do?


No, we have not.


What has Sound Exchange decided
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A We have our first three


distributions that under this three-year


rule would technically be eligible for this


type of release and offsetting of


administrative costs. Our board has twice


voted to delay and defer the release of


those funds to give Sound Exchange ample


time to implement its variety of artist and


copyright owner outreach activities to reach


as many as possible entitled parties to the


royalties. And most recently, the


Distribution Policy Committee has


recommended if a release of these funds is


going to occur, that we limit it to the


first distribution; in other words, not all


three distributions that otherwise would be


eligible will be released.


Q Does Sound Exchange have a goal


for what percentage of the royalties it


hopes to distribute?


A Yes, my staff doesn’t like to


hear this, but i00 percent. We would like
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to pay absolutely every penny out to every


artist and every copyright owner. That’s an


ideal that I don’t expect that we will ever


reach, but our goal by October of this year


is to be able to pay out 65 percent of the


artist royalties, and 85 percent of the


copyright owner royalties.


Q Now how does that compare to the


ability of other collecting societiesof


which you’re aware in terms of paying out


royalties?


A I think one good comparison is


SENA, which is the Dutch collecting society.


It took them approximately i0 years to get


to between a 90 and a 95 percent pay through


rate. Sound Exchange is in its fifth year,


and we expect to be at 65 percent, and are


quite proud of that achievement. But it’s


important to kind of compare the two


organizations. I mean, SENA is paying Dutch


artists, and Sound Exchange is not just even


paying American artists, we’re paying
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artists worldwide, so the task before us is


far greater than that of the Dutch, but we


will strive to meet that mark.


Q I want to move on to some other


aspects of Sound Exchange’s operations.


First of all, we’ve talked a number of times


about outreach. Can you talk a little bit


about Sound Exchange’s efforts to find


copyright owners and performers?


A Yes. You know, this is a fairly


new entitlement, and Sound Exchange has some


general outreach activities that it year-in


and year-out undertakes, and those include


attendance at industry conferences and


events, participation on panels, speaking


engagements, attendance at music festivals,


participating in these roundtables with


artist groups, and then, of course, general


advertising, both print and we’ve gotten an


occasional story done on television about


us, and so we work those angles. And those


are kind of our general, here’s what Sound
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We might have money


We have some print ads that-we


For example, we had the back of


the ASCAP magazine for a few months that was


meant to reach out to those songwriters who


happen to be recording artists, as well, so


we have our general outreach. We also have


a number of specific outreach activities


that we undertake.


Q Can you describe the more


specific outreach opportunities?


A Yes. We have found that one of


the most efficient ways to find artists who


are entitled to these royalties is to work


in conjunction with other organizations


whose membership may overlap with our


artists that we are to-date unable to find


and pay. Those organizations include our


two unions, AFM and AFTRA. We’ve done


matching exercises with their membership and


our unpaid artists, and been able to get
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contact information for a great many


featured performers by virtue of this


exercise. CD Baby sent out an email blast


to about i00,000 artists, many of whom own


their own copyright, so they’re entitled to


both the featured artist portion and the


copyright owner portion of the sound


recording. Our phones rang off the hook or


two and a half weeks as a result of that


mailing, and we found many, many, many


artists and copyright owners through that


endeavor.


We work with the Grammy


organization, MARIS, and the Latin Grammys,


LARIS. We’ve done coordinated outreach


efforts with the Blues Foundation, the Folk


Alliance, all the individuals escape me at


this moment, but there must two dozen


different organizations that we’ve worked


with in our effort to find featured artists


and sound recording copyright owners, and


also let them know that we exist, this right
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exists, and we may have royalties owed to


you.


Q Do you also work with foreign


collection societies on locating artists


overseas?


A Yes, we do. We have found that


entering into reciprocal arrangements with


foreign societies helps us find a great many


artists that are citizens of other


countries. For example, we have such


arrangements with PPL in the UK, SENA in the


Netherlands, Abramus in Brazil. We’re


working with RAAP to pay through - that’s


Ireland, we pay RAAP for Irish artists, and


we’re working on     we’re in the process of


negotiating about a dozen more of these


reciprocals. It’s our view that the local


society will have better reach to their


artists. They know who their artists are,


they keep up with changes of address and


that sort of thing, and so it’s a very


efficient way for us to get these royalties
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paid to those artists.


Q Why doesn’t Sound Exchange have


agreements with a broader range of foreign


societies?


A Well, not all territories have


collecting societies. Some territories have


what we call emerging societies where the


right is relatively new, like in our


country, and are not yet established. And


we’re a little circumspect with whom we


enter into these agreements because we


believe that these organizations need to be


similarly situated as Sound Exchange,


meaning the philosophy of paying through the


maximum amount of royalties as quickly and


efficiently as possible. We like the


organizations to have a similar status, the


non-profit status, or some sort of


government designation so that we know that


they are a credible organization, and we


have restrictions in our agreements that


require them to return money to us to the
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extent that in three years they’re unable to


pay it through to their artist.


Now I did kind of want to make


the distinction that even if we pay RAAP for


Irish artists, and Irish artists can


certainly come directly to us, and we will


always honor paying the artist directly.


This is just one more thing we can do to get


as much of the royalties out to the featured


artists and the copyright owners.


Q Talked a lot about Sound


Exchange’s operations. How large is Sound


Exchange staff?


A We’re 26 full-time employees, we


have two positions vacant at the moment, so


a total of 28. We also have the unpaid


interns that help Sound Exchange out.


Occasionally, we hire temporary help,


depending on the spikes in our workload.


Q What kind of skills do you look


for in employees at Sound Exchange to do


this kind of work?
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A Well, a knowledge of music is the


most important skill with respect to being


able to do this matching research and


outreach. I think there’s only four of us


on staff that aren’t musicians or performing


artists. It’s remarkable how little talent,


for example, I have, compared to my staff,


but many of them are aspiring performers.


You know, obviously, we have certain roles


that require certain skill sets, like our


general counsel services and so forth, but a


lot of this work, a lot of this process,


it’s just never been done before in the


United States, and we’re building it and


refining it as we go, and our staff is very


dedicated, with a deep understanding that


they’re in the service business, that their


job is to get this money out as quickly,


efficiently, and as accurately as possible.


Q Does Sound Exchange calculate an


administrative rate?


A Yes, we do.
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Q And can you describe for the


Board what that is?


A Sure. The administrative rate is


a percentage that reflects the cost Sound


Exchange has incurred compared to the amount


of royalties is has collected.


Q And what Sound Exchange’s


administrative rate been over time?


A Well, in the early years it


hovered around the 20 percent figure. And,


again, that was when royalties were low, and


we have start-up costs. It has consistently


dropped each year. Last year our final


admin rate was a little over 7-1/2 percent,


and this first quarter I don’t have


finalized financials for the first quarter,


but it looks like it will be south of that.


Q And does that figure include


repayment for prior proceedings to set


royalty rates?


A It includes current, but not the


original CARP that established the
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webcasting rate. That proceeding is being


repaid through, we have a promissory note,


and the terms of that require us to pay the


difference between our actual admin rate and


20 percent, and that differential is used to


pay down that debt. At spinoff, when we


spun-off and became an independent


organization, we repaid $3 million of an


original $9 million debt, and based on this


differential, we’ve been able to pay down


the debt every year. And this year we have


a balance of just a little bit more than 2-


1/2 million dollars. And I suspect that


based on the royalties that we’ve collected


for the first quarter, and the containment


of our costs, that we will easily repay the


remainder of that debt based on-the results


of 2006.


Q


admin rate.


entities that are collecting monies for


public performances?


You talked about Sound Exchange’s


How does that compare to other
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A It’s far lower. Our 7-1/2 admin


rate compares to, I don’t know, 14, 16


percent for ASCAP and BMI, so it’s very low,


and getting lower.


MR. PERRELLI: Your Honor, I


still have a ways to go, but I actually am


at a breaking point. I don’t know what the


schedule the Court intends for this


afternoon, if we’re going to continue until


3:1, or if this would be a time for a break.


continue.


13


14


15


Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Go ahead and


MR. PERRELLI: Okay. Thank you,


BY MR. PERRELLI:


Ms. Kessler, I want to shift a


little, and we’ve covered a lot of ground


about collection and distribution. I want


to talk about how all of this might be


different if there are multiple designated


agents, all administering the same statutory


license. First of all, I want to ask you,
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can you explain the distinction between a


statutory license and its rates and terms


set by the CRB, and a direct or voluntary


license?


A Yes. The statutory license is a


license that is one set of rights, one set


of terms, one set of rates that applies to


everybody evenly, and ultimately those rates


and terms will be set by this Board. And


compared to a direct license, which permits


a copyright owner to directly negotiate with


a service as to those rates and terms for


the use of their sound recordings. And this


could be the copyright owner themselves, or


through someone that they’ve designated to


negotiate that direct license.


Q So if a copyright owner doesn’t


like the rates and terms that come out of


this proceeding, are they able to actually


license their content separate and apart


from this proceeding?


A Yes, the statutory license is
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non-exclusive. We can’t force anyone to


operate under the statutory license. Any


copyright owner is free to negotiate


directly and establish whatever rates and


terms are in their interest.


Q You talked in your written


testimony about a multi-tier designated


agent system. Can you explain what that is?


A The way I understand the multi-


tier system is there would be the concept of


a receiving agent, and then designated


agents, and so the first level would be the


receiving agent would receive all the


royalties, and the reports of use, and the


paperwork, and the statements of account and


all that sort of thing, and then they would


figure out how to distribute, or they would


administer the distribution to each of the


individual distributing agents for their


downstream distributions.


Q How is that different from a


multi-agent system?
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A The way I understand the multi-


agent system to work is, anybody could be a


designated agent, and you could have two, or


ten, or a hundred of them, and you would


eliminate the receiving agent concept.


Q Now of the -- well, who would


decide how much to be paid to each


designated agent under the multi-agent


system?


A I can only presume the licensee


would have to figure out how to do the


splits in the payments to the individual


designated agents.


Q Why couldn’t each designated


agent bill the webcasters?


A Well, the way it works now is we


don’t have the information available. A


designated agent wouldn’t have that


information available to them until the


licensee reported to them, so it’s based on


the usage of the sound recordings. And the


sound recordings could be represented by the
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same -- one sound recording could be


represented by multiple agents, so until you


get the performances, you wouldn’t be able


to determine what the split is.


Q Now among the three options, the


single agent system, a multi-tier system, a


multi-agent system, which one is more


efficient?


A Oh, a single designated agent is,


by far, the most efficient way to administer


a single license, like a statutory license


with a single rate and a single set of


terms. In my view, the statutory license


should be administered with a single set of


rules, and one organization should be tasked


with the administration and implementation


of those rules.


Q What would the impact on overall


costs of distribution of royalties be from


having a multi-tier or a multi-agent system?


A They would increase tremendously.


Q What would the impact be on the
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time, the promptness of distribution of


royalties for a multi-agent or a multi-tier


system?


A I have no doubt that in a multi-


agent system there will be disputes, and


those disputes among the agents will cause


delays, and some of those disputes, I don’t


know how they would get resolved. And it


would ultimately impact the timely,


efficient, and fair distributions to all the


copyright owners, and all the artists who


are entitled to the royalty under the


statutory license.


Q Does the fact that we’re talking


about the administration of a single


statutory license, rather than a set of


voluntary licenses, affect your thinking on


this?


A Yes. I mean, it seems common


sense to me that you’ve got one statutory


license, one set of terms, there’s one price


set, there’s one rate, and there should be
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one set of rules on how that is


administered. In a direct license


situation, you could be licensing a whole


panoply of rights and different rates and


different terms for different business


purposes, but on behalf of that copyright


owner, so the alternative to the statutory


scheme is always direct licensing. But in a


statutory situation, there’s no     it seems


inefficient, and excessively and unnecessary


costly to have multiple agents.


Q Couldn’t you have cost


competition among designated agents?


A Well, to me, cost competition is


really nothing more than an incentive to


free ride, and by that I mean, I could


foresee in a multi-agent system where one


designated agent undertakes all of these


costs, and all of this marketing and


outreach, and all of these efforts to pay


through royalties, and another designated


agent just free riding on all of the work
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done by the other designated agent. And


that’s with respect to whether it’s the


costs associated with a rate setting


proceeding, or trying to draw down - reduce


the undistributed royalties, or what have


you.


Q What’s the benefit of that kind


of free riding?


A Well, that the designated agent


who’s free riding doesn’t incur the costs.


They potentially have a lower admin rate.


We can’t compete on price here, we can only


compete on costs. And in spite of all the


good work that the one designated agent is


doing, the other designated agent enjoys the


benefit of the cost reduction. And to the


extent that designated agent is a for-profit


company, they get to keep that.


Q What is the effect on the


incentive to do research, for example, on


unmatched performances in a system like


that?
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A I think it creates a disincentive


to dedicate resources to those types of


activities, that it’s to the benefit of the


free rider not to distribute royalties


rather than distribute them.


Q Going back up to the


demonstrative exhibit, can you explain to


the Board the kinds of additional costs and


inefficiencies that you would find in a


multi-agent system each step along the way?


A Yes. I believe that there are


complications, delays, and increased costs


throughout this series of steps that are


required to distribute royalties timely and


efficiently. I think in step one, the first


area of confusion will be with the licensees


themselves, who do they report to, who do


they pay, how much do they pay, how do they


figure out their split among the designated


agents. For them when they call, for


example, Sound Exchange, they get consistent


information about the statutory license,
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about the rates and terms and what they have


to do to comply. Now do they have to call


all the designated agents to make sure that


they’re operating under the same


understanding with respect to the license,


so I think it will be difficult for the


licensees, in the first instance.


The actual splitting of the


money, I’m not sure how that will occur,


because you would essentially have to go


through this entire process practically to


distribution, and then come back and say


okay, well, that results in so much money


going to this designated agent by virtue of


which artists and copyright owners are


represented by the individual designated


agents, so I’m not sure even how the


payments are made. And if there’s some


approximation of how the payments are to be


allocated among the multiple, the two, the


ten, hundred designated agents, I would


fully expect there to be disputes about
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shares of who gets what. I don’t know how


those disputes get resolved, but I assure


you that those disputes will cause delays in


the distribution to copyright owners and


artists.


In addition, Sound Exchange


doesn’t spend any significant amount of time


requiring compliance from its licensees so,


for example, someone doesn’t pay on time and


we send them a late payment notice, if Sound


Exchange does that and receives a payment


for late fees, how is that split among the


designated agent? So audits and enforcement


is another area of how do you fairly spread


those costs among all the designated agents


to avoid this idea of free rider, where one


designated agent might engage in an audit on


the payment side of things, and resulting in


additional royalties to copyright owners and


artists, and yet the free rider agent


benefits from those additional royalties


without having done a single thing, so that
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is with respect to payments and the logs,


those are some of the complications, delays


and additional costs that I see.


Q Do you see additional


inefficiencies and costs in the matching and


research aspects of the collection and


distribution operations?


A Sure I do. I mean, again, Sound


Exchange firmly believes that the proper


identification of what that sound recording


is, is essential to the accurate and prompt


payment of the royalty. We expend resources


both manual and automated, and we’re


constantly refining our matching algorithm


and efficiency with the use of technology.


Another designated agent may decide you know


what, we’re just not going to spend those


kinds of resources. We’d rather keep that


money for something else, and not process


the logs in the same level that Sound


Exchange or another designated agent might,


which will ultimately result in one
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designated agent thinking the sounding


recording and the log is something, and


another designated agent saying it’s


something else all together. And again,


this all leads to the improper distribution


of royalties, so I think just in these two


steps alone, there’s a free rider issue, as


well as a different result among the


designated agents.


Q Moving to account assignment, do


you see additional inefficiencies and costs


from a multi-agent system, or a multi-tier


system?


A


remember, that’s identifying that it’s


Fleetwood Mac, and then identifying all the


different versions of the group, and all the


different pay splits on the track. This is


where my head explodes. I don’t know how


you are going to figure out account


assignment when you’ve got two or more


designated agents applying different policy


Yes. The account assignment, and
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splits, or different valuations of the


performance. I mean, one designated agent


could say, you know what, drummers always


deserve 5 percent more than everybody else,


and Sound Exchange values every performer,


feature performer evenly, and you could end


up in a situation where the claim on the


sound recording is in excess of i00 percent.


And I just don’t know how you work that with


multiple agents who are operating under a


single license, the point of which is to pay


all artists and all copyright owners fairly,


without respect to membership in an


organization, and then you get the situation


where rules are being established by


designated agents that are inconsistent with


one another. .So I don’t know how this


works.


Q Would you expect to see


competition among designated agents for


drummers or trombone players?


A Well, I mean, that’s the extreme
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of this. Of course, that could happen, but


I also see the designated agent spending


money just in general on marketing to


artists and copyright owners to have them


join their organization, an unnecessary


expense, in my view. We would much prefer


to spend those funds on finding actual


artist contact information to effect the


royalty, rather than competing for


performers to join our organization. And,


again, there’s no differentiation between


members and non-members under the statutory


Scheme.


Q Moving to the allocation and


distribution of royalties, do you see


additional inefficiencies and costs by a


multi-agent or a multi-tier system?


A Now that piece almost has to


happen first in order to make the initial


distribution among the designated agents, so


this whole thing gets out of order. But


let’s presume we were even able to make the
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original allocation of the royalties among


the agents, and now we’re at the point where


there’s an allocat±on and distribution. As


I said earlier, we do have the situation


where based on the reports of use from the


licensees, we’ve inadvertently paid an


artist or a copyright owner for something


that wasn’t their’s. Now we’re in a


situation where you have two or, I don’t


know, 50 or however many designated agents,


and we’re seeing-that we inadvertently paid,


or allocated this royalty to one of their


artists that they represented, versus one of


our’s, and now you’ve got inter-agent


adjustments going on. How you ever


reconcile that, resolve disputes around


that, how the money gets reattributed


properly to the right designated agents, it


would require so much in terms of systems


development, accounting systems, and also,


some agreement among the agents, so I just


don’t know how any of that would work.
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Q In looking at these various


systems, the single agent, the multi-agent,


and the multi-tier system, did you look at,


or did you consider other models in other


countries or in the United States?


A We’ve looked at how other


countries handle the similar right to the


statutory license, and most countries have a


single entity charged with the


administration of the license. Even


countries where the copyright owner was


administered apart from the featured artist,


we’re seeing mergers occur. For example, in


the UK, PBL which represents the copyright


owners, and Pamra and Aura, which represent


the artists, have now merged into a single


type line, and it’s for the very reasons of


efficiency, to eliminate cost duplication,


and to better serve copyright owners and


artists collectively, that they have merged.


And another example in the UK is with the


Mechanical Rights Society and the Performer
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Society, MCPS and PRS, they also merged,


again for efficiencies and economies of


scale. And when you look at countries that


have multiple agents, for example, Brazil,


which at one point had 14, it’s highly


dysfunctional, with tremendous delays,


royalties never getting anywhere near the


entitled parties, and little by little we’re


se~ing a reduction from those 14 societies.


I think they’re down to maybe eight now, so


elsewhere in the world the model when you’re


comparing the statutory license with a


similar right elsewhere, it’s a single


organization.


Q Did you consider ASCAP, BMI, and


SESAC, all of which administer public


performance rights for music publishing?


A You know, that’s not an apples-


to-apples comparison. Sound Exchange is


operating under a statutory license, that’s


what’s at issue here, and its rates and


terms that will be decided in this
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proceeding. ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC are more


akin to the direct licensing, where on


behalf of members, their members, and their-


members only, negotiate in the marketplace


rates and terms for a variety of uses of


their copyrights. They engage in these


negotiations and rate settings independent


of one another, and only for their members.


In a statut.ory license, it’s really


everybody, it’s all the copyright owners,


it’s all the artists, without distinction of


membership, and if a copyright owner wishes


to escape the statutory rates and terms,


they are welcome to do that through a direct


license. And so that this is in no way a


comparison and, therefore, was not a model


we considered.


Q Do your comments about the


additional costs and inefficiencies apply


whether there are two, or ten, or fifty


designated agents?


A Well, the moment a second
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designated agent is introduced into the


statutory scheme, you’re going to incur


costs in systems, revamping systems,


revamping business processes, retraining


staff, developing marketing campaigns, so


all the costs are introduced the minute a


second designated agent exists. And it only


increases exponentially with each and every


other designated agent that comes along.


Q Would you also envision delays in


the distribution of royalties?


A I have no doubt there will be


extensive delays in distributions.


Q Now has Sound Exchange looked at


the cost that would be required to modify


its systems for a multi-agent system?


A Yes, we have looked at the cost


of just modifying the systems, and I believe


it’s between a quarter of a million and


$350,000 simply to remodel this, and that’s


just the start, I mean, that’s just a drop


in the bucket of the way the costs will
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just this piece of the technology.


Q So that $250,000 does not include


personnel and other costs?


A It does not.


MR. PERRELLI: Your Honor, if


this is a time for a break, I imagine I have


20 minutes or so remaining.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: We’ll recess


for i0 minutes.


MR. PERRELLI: Thank you.


(Whereupon, the proceedings went


off the record at 3:13 p.m. and went back on


the record at 3:28 p.m.)


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Thank you.


We’ll come to order. Mr. Perrelli?


MR. PERRELLI: Thank you, Your


19 BY MR. PERRELLI:


20 Q Ms. Kessler, just to finish up


21 the subjects that we were talking about


~
22 before the break, have you heard from
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licensees about whether they would prefer to


pay and send reports of use to a single


licensee -- sorry, a single designated agent


or multiple designated agents?


A No, the licensees have repeatedly


stated that they want to submit payments,


paperwork, and reports of use to just one


agent.


Q Now, in SoundExchange’s history,


have you experienced working in a multi-


agent system before?


A Yes. RLI was designated for the


’98 to ’02 period, and we did have occasion


to attempt to work with them on one aspect


of the distribution services.


Q Can you explain that experience


of attempting to work with RLI?


A Yes. We were working under a


deadline where we had to post a statement of


account on our website and make that


available to licensees for the calculation


of their royalty obligation. And as we
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understood, the designated agents were


required to work together to come up with,


you know, paperwork, the statements of


account that were jointly created.


And so in the first instance, it


was difficult to get the meeting with RLI’s


principals to even begin the conversation.


And, again, we were working under a


deadline, so time was of the essence. We --


you know, finally after, you know, a couple


of tries we were able to get a meeting in


the form of a conference call with Ron Gertz


and Doug Brainin -- I think he’s the CFO of


MRI or RLI or both of them.


And they clearly had not given


any thought to the statement of account.


They had little or no opinion about the


statement of account or how this would work.


They asked questions that I found irrelevant


to the purpose of that meeting, which was to


come up with a statement of account. And so


SoundExchange went ahead on its own and
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designed the statement of account and posted


the statement of account for all licensees,


irrespective of, you know, how many


designated agents or who ultimately would be


administering the royalties.


So that experience led me to


believe that if on something as simple as a


statement of account there wasn’t


cooperation, I couldn’t imagine on the more


complicated issues that might arise that


they would be any more cooperative.


Q Now, in that 1998 to 2002


timeframe, did RLI distribute any royalties


under the statutory license?


A No, not to my knowledge. They


didn’t come forward with -- as representing


any copyright owner or artist during that


time period.


Q Since that 2002 timeframe, can


you describe SoundExchange’s experiences


with RLI?


A Yes. In the ’03/’04 period where
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the rates were ultimately pushed forward and


settled by the parties, RLI forced a CARP


based on the sole term of the designated


agent status. And, of course, SoundExchange


encountered costs in both money and time


preparing a case to argue our position on


the multi-agent scheme. And inexplicably,


before the proceeding commenced, RLI


withdrew, and, you know, SoundExchange had


already incurred not insignificant


expenditures preparing that case.


Q Again, since that 2002/2003


timeframe, have you     what efforts have you


seen RLI undertake on behalf of copyright


owners and performers?


A      They have done absolutely


nothing. In fact, they have worked contrary


to the interests of copyright owners and


artists, supporting the rates of the music


users, not trying to maximize the benefit to


copyright owners and artists. They have not


advocated for census reporting, which would
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ensure the accurate and fair distribution of


royalties to copyright owners and artists.


I have seen no indication of them


working for copyright owners’ and artists’


interests. And, in fact, you know, their


sister company, MRI, as I understand it, the


objective is to get the lowest possible


price for -- that music users have to pay


for copyrights.


MR. STEINTHAL: Your Honor, I


rise to object on foundation grounds to the


last comment, which is also unresponsive to


the question itself.


MR. FREUNDLICH: I raise the same


exact objection. There was no foundation.


She is speculating about what MRI does or


doesn’t do.


MR. PERRELLI: I’m happy to ask


her questions about what MRI does or doesn’t


do, and to lay the foundation for that


question.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: You don’t
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MR. PERRELLI: I’m not going to


resist their motion.


couple of questions.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


sustained.
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I’m happy to ask a


Objection


BY MR. PERRELLI:


Ms. Kessler, are you aware of


what MRI’s business is?


To an extent, yes.


Okay. What is the extent of your


They represent music users with


respect to musical works, and the objective


is to get the lowest possible price that


they have to --


MR. STEINTHAL: You Honor, I


again move to strike. There’s no foundation


for her testimony as to what MRI’s objective


is.


MR. FREUNDLICH: Same objection.


She is completely speculating.
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CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: So the


objection is that "their objective is" as


opposed to "-I observed that they."


MR. STEINTHAL: Right. I don’t


believe she has established a foundation for


commenting on what MRI’s business is or what


its objective is.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Sustained.


MR. PERRELLI: I’m just going to


move on, Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: All right.


BY MR. PERRELLI:


Q Ms. Kessler, at the end of your


written testimony there are a number of


terms     issues discussed, specific areas,


specific terms issues. Why is SoundExchange


proposing changes to a number of terms in


the statutory license?


A We have found that, through our


experience in administering the license,


that there are some things that we propose


be changed, in some cases tweaks or in some
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cases terms that we would like changed or --


in order for us to fulfill our mission of


the prompt and efficient distribution of


royalties.


I believe that, you know, a lot


of these were established before there was


an agent in the role of administering the


royalty and the license, and so there are


just some things that we believe should be


adjusted in order, you know, to facilitate


the prompt distribution of royalties.


Q Among the recommendations that


you make are some changes to issues related


to late payment.


the Board?


A Sure.


Can you describe those for


Right now there’s -- when


a licensee pays late, there is a nominal


late fee that is required on the amount of


royalties paid. And, you know, it’s a low


amount and we would hope for something that


would give us more teeth and more -- and


incentivize licensees to pay their royalties
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on time.


You know, the prompt payment of


royalties is the first step in a prompt


distribution. And so, you know, at the low


amount of interest that they’re paying on


their late fee, in conjunction with the only


other remedy available to us, which would


likely be a copyright infringement suit, we


had hoped that there would be something in


between where penalty and interest could be


applied to the late payment of royalties.


Q And has SoundExchange indeed had


problems with late payments?


A Yes, we’ve had problems with both


non-payment and late payment that have gone


on for weeks, months, years. And so


particularly where there are licensees who


are paying just minimum fees or small


amounts, it’s not likely going to be the


economic decision of the copyright owners to


bring an infringement action, yet those


licensees continue to enjoy the use of the
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sound recordings on their services.


Q Have you also had problems with


late or failure to submit statements of


account and reports of use?


A Yes.


SoundExchange.


This is a problem for


There’s no penalty, there’s


no late fee assigned to the non-compliance


of submitting paperwork. And so, again, but


for a copyright infringement action, I don’t


know of any way that we can, you know,


encourage or incentivize licensees to submit


their paperwork timely and as required by


the regs.


Q Has SoundExchange had problems


under the current confidentiality


regulations that govern the statutory


license?


A Yes. There are a couple of


specific areas where the confidentiality


clause causes SoundExchange some difficulty


and frustration. You know, the first is


with respect to the audit provision. You
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know, our Board is comprised of copyright


owners and artists, and we’re unable, under


the current terms, to share the results of


an audit with copyright owners.


And so unless we get permission


from the licensee that we’ve audited, we’re


unable to share information from the audit


report that would allow them to make the


appropriate next step business decisions of


how to proceed, you know, based on the


royalties at stake as determined by the


audit process.


We’re also unable to share


payment history of a particular licensee


with our copyright owners. Remember that


our copyright owners are sitting on our


Board. Our Board approves, you know,


financial and programmatic, you know,


activities of SoundExchange, and so we’re


only permitted to share with them in the


aggregate our receipts, but not with respect


to any particular licensee.
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This is particularly problematic


with respect to copyright owners trying to


determine if there are other things that


they want to engage in with respect to, you


know, a potential infringement or non-


compliance by the licensee. Without being


able to share that information, they are


unable to make those business decisions.


Q What information can you share


with copyright owners about a particular


licensee that’s, say, delinquent in payment?


A What we can say -- you know, that


they have a history of paying on time or not


paying on time, but not the amount of money


at risk.


Q Why do the copyright owners want


that information?


A Because one of the factors in


determining what next actions to take is,


you know, the cost of, you know, engaging in


copyright infringement action makes sense


against the amount of royalties that may be
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collected.


Q You also make some proposals


about audit provisions. Can you explain the


audits that SoundExchange currently


conducts?


A Yes. We have conducted two


audits of the pre-existing services, and we


have noticed about a dozen audits that we


intend to conduct this year.


Q And without going into specific


details about what you found in any


particular audit, can you explain generally


what you find in these audits?


A Well, what we find primarily is


that it’s very     it’s impossible to share


the results of the audit with our Board or


with our appropriate committees because of


the confidentiality issues. And so it makes


it difficult for us to go to the next step


in resolving issues identified in the audit.


MR. PERRELLI: I believe, Your


Honor, I think we will -- I will conclude
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the examination of Ms. Kessler and leave the


rest of the specific details to her written


testimony. Thank you, Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Thank you.


You’re not next, Mr. Freundlich.


MR. FREUNDLICH: Okay, Your


Honor. Can I just ask a quick question? I


didn’t catch the last words that he -- that


you said. Leave the rest of the details --


I just didn’t hear what you said.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: For her


written -- for her written statement.


MR. FREUNDLICH: Oh, okay. I’d


like to ask to go next, but if it’s Your


Honor’s preference that I don’t, then I’ll


stand back.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Based on our


rotation that has been established, you’re


pretty near the end of the line.


MR. FREUNDLICH: All right.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr.


~
~.2     Steinthal?
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MS. ABLIN: Your Honor?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Yes, ma’am.


MS. ABLIN: If I may, before we


move into the cross examinations, I’d just


like to ask for some clarification on one


thing. I understood Your Honor’s ruling


earlier today about Ms. Kessler talking


about census versus sample that sample --


I’m sorry. I understood Your Honor’s ruling


earlier today about Ms. Kessler talking


about     testifying about census versus


sample reporting     I just wanted to clarify


whether the denial of that motion also


applied to the exhibits, which I don’t


believe I squarely raised, but I would like


to do so now just to, again, receive further


clarification.


Exhibits 414 through 418 were a


set of pleadings that had been filed in


various recordkeeping proceedings that


lawyers, I believe, from the Recording


Industry Association of America, and then
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SoundExchange had filed, signed by their


counsel, that dealt with various


recordkeeping issues that they have proposed


to admit through Ms. Kessler’s testimony.


I just would, again, squarely


move to -- or, you know, seek clarification


whether you have also denied moving to


strike those and just point out that if


those stay in evidence -- and perhaps this


is just going to be the unfortunate result


certainly the parties on this side would


feel compelled, if there’s record evidence


on recordkeeping issues handled elsewhere


that’s admitted into the record, you know,


in the upcoming rebuttal phase, we’re going


to feel compelled to put those same


submissions in if, you know, Exhibits 414


through 418 stay.


So if you could just clarify,


Your Honor, if those -- if my motion to


strike those exhibits was denied, and, you


know, we can act accordingly in the next
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phase.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Ms. Ablin,


that’s not a proper form to address that


issue, in an oral motion in the middle of


the testimony, so you’ll present that in


writing or in more -- consistent with the


regulations on dealing with the provisions


of a written statement.


MS. ABLIN: Qkay. We will do


that, Your Honor, in the written submission.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Thank you.


MS. ABLIN: Thank you.


CROSS EXAMINATION


BY MR. STEINTHAL:


Q Good afternoon, Ms. Kessler.


A Good afternoon.


Q You mentioned at the beginning of


your testimony that there were some 570


webcasters I think that you said that were


making payments, is that right?


A That’s correct.


Q Is it correct that more than 90
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percent of the webcasting royalties come


from less than i0 of those webcasters?


A I don’t know if it’s -- it’s I0.


You know, it could be as many as 15 or 20,


but it’s not i0.


Q Okay. The 570 webcasters that


are making payments, do they include the


simulcasters or radio signals?


A Yes, they do.


Q Do you know roughly how many of


those 570 are engaged in simulcasting as


opposed to non-simulcast webcasting?


A Well, it’s difficult to ascertain


from that number, because, again, the


broadcast simulcasters would be counted once


as a broadcast group, but they would


represent quite a large number of stations.


So I don’t have that figure for you.


Q But in terms of that 570, roughly


how many are entities that are engaged in


simulcasting?


A I don’t know the answer to that.
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Is it over half?


I wouldn’t expect so, no.


And you mentioned that there were


difficulties in reporting or that there was


bad reporting from your perspective. Can


you draw any conclusions as to what


categories of companies have been the


greatest violators in your view, compared to


others?


A No, I can’t.


the data in that regard.


I never quantified


We load logs and


for efficiencies consolidate those


performances irrespective of licensee for


the purposes of the identification and the


account assignment. So there was never any


operational reason to examine the data in


that regard.


I will tell you that it has not


been my experience that one licensee is a


particularly bad actor or a bad data


reporter over another. I think that, you


know., each log has its issues, and, you
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know, each log is dealt with by staff in the


manner that I described earlier.


Q Are there specific objections you


have with the reporting made by the DiNIA


companies?


A I’m not sure --


Q I’ll be more specific, so that --


in particular, Microsoft and AOL and Yahoo


and Live365 that are testifying in this case


for DiMA?


A I don’t understand the question.


That they’ve objected about the reporting or


Q NO, no.


A that I have objections or


SoundExchange has objections --


Q Right. That SoundExchange


A -- to the way they’re reporting?


Q had specific objections with


the manner of reporting by those four


companies.


A Wel!, remember that there aren’t
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any regulations in place with respect to the


format and delivery of those reports of use.


As a result, those webcasters who


voluntarily report, the reports are coming


in inconsistently. But I would expect that


once the regulations are promulgated that


SoundExchange would work with their


licensees -- your DiMA companies -- to work


through those issues.


Q And when you talk about the


regulations being promulgated, through what


process does that happen? It’s a process


different than this proceeding, correct?


A Well, prior to CARP reform, the


process was through a notice in


recordkeeping proceedings.


Q Right. And is it your


understanding that the notice in


recordkeeping proceeding process still goes


on with respect to matters that have been


subject to those kinds of proceedings


before?
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A I understand that terms are under


the auspices of this Board, and I don’t know


the -- where the notice in recordkeeping


will be determined.


Q Okay. And by that, you mean


where -- the issues relating to


recordkeeping and reporting?


A Correct.


Q I just want to ask you some


questions about the terms portion of your


testimony, which start at page 24, and as to


which Mr. Perrelli just asked you a few


questions towards the end of your


examination.


A Thank you. I’m sorry. You said


page?


Q It starts at page 24. Section 3


of your written testimony is modifications


needed to license terms. And you only spent


a little bit of time on your oral testimony


on that subject, and there are certain


questions I wanted to ask about that.
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First of all, the importance of


census reporting, which starts at page --


starts on page 25 of your written testimony,


and you did testify a bit about that this


afternoon. Is it your testimony, Ms.


Kessler, that no sample can be accurate for


purposes of providing SoundExchange with


ample information to distribute royalties


collected?


A No. My testimony is that I have


never seen any evidence by any of the


licensees that prove that a sample results


in the proper allocation and distribution of


royalties. That wouldn’t disenfranchise


certain artists or copyright owners.


Well, you’re familiar with the


fact that internationally it’s common, is it


not, in particular for radio, for


collections by collecting societies to be


distributed on a sample basis, correct?


A I’m not aware if that’s common.


I do know that over the years other
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organizations that distribute royalties are


moving to census reporting that is conducted


through technology, you know, monitoring          -


services of each and every performance.


Q But are you familiar with the


fact that, for example, in broadcast radio


the general practice of collecting societies


has been to distribute based on a sample and


not a census?


A Well, no, I understand that ASCAP


and BMI have been monitoring radio stations


for quite some time now through their joint


ventures with technology services companies


like Media Guide to -- and those are census


collection. I mean, they collect all the


data. And one of the purposes for that is


to distribute royalties.


Q Is it your testimony that they


actually distribute for broadcast radio


based on a census rather than a sample at


this point?


A I don’t know if they are or
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they’re not. I know that the     one of the


chief purposes of investing in this joint


venture was to collect the broadcast


performance information.


Q And while I would certainly agree


with you that a census is better than a


sample in terms of getting more information,


is it correct that samples can be created


that are generally accurate barometers of


the greater use being made of a given media?


A Well, since all that information


is in the possession of your clients and the


broadcasters, I would like to see that


analysis done on that census reporting


applying various samples to see if there is


a mathematical and scientific and


statistical way. I have never seen any


evidence, and to the contrary


SoundExchange’s own analysis reveals, you


know, that based on information reported by


certain webcasters to SoundExchange’s sample


does not. remotely result in the fair
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distribution of royalties to artists and


copyright owners.


Q Other than that one snapshot that


you looked at, are you aware of any other


tests of samples that have been done of


webcaster performances under the statutory


license to see how accurate a sample could


be?


A I’m unaware, and I’m unaware of


any evidence put in by your clients in any


notice and recordkeeping proceeding that


would prove your supposition that sample is


appropriate.


Q I’m not supposing anything. I’m


just asking you some questions, okay?


A Well


Q Now, in Section B, starting on


page 25 of your testimony, it deals with


your request that the terms state that the


failure to pay royalties when required,


followed by payment of a late fee, does not


preclude a copyright infringement claim. So
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is it your testimony, then, that you want


the regs or the law to explicitly state that


non-payment of a statutory fee could result


in copyright infringement penalties to the


entity that didn’t pay on time?


A


A


testimony?


Q


A


Q


A


please?


Q


proposal is.


Penalties?


Copyright infringement penalties.


Is your question about my written


Yes.


Can I take a moment and


Sure.


(Pause.)


Can you repeat your question,


I first want to find out what the


Is the proposal that if a


18 statutory licensee doesn’t pay on time that


19 you want the statute to read, or the regs to


20 read, that a statutory licensee can be


21 liable for copyright infringement for having


O1 22
failed to pay its statutory royalties?
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A The objective of this request to


change to the term is so that a persistently


delinquent licensee who doesn’t pay on time


and, in fact, could go months and, you know,


in one case years of not paying their


statutory obligation had simply, by paying


those royalties and getting those up to date


and paying the attendant late fee, does not


absolve them from a potential copyright


infringement action.


Q      So you     well, let me ask it


this way. Do you have any basis that you’re


aware of for legislating that the failure to


pay a licensee fee during a time period when


someone is operating under a statutory


license could render that entity liable for


copyright infringement during that time


period?


A I’m not an attorney, but my


understanding is that failure to comply to


the rates, the payment of the royalty


obligation and the terms, would expose a
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licensee to a potential copyright


infringement action.


Q Did you have any basis for


proposing what is set forth in Section B of


your testimony in terms of support from any


other medium or any other statutory license


regime?


A Well, again, you know, this


requested change in the term is just to


clarify that simply by making the payment


and paying the late fees does not absolve


you or -- or inhibit a copyright owner from


bringing an infringement case, simply


because you ultimately, after many months or


however long of non-payment, you know,


finally paid your royalties and late fees.


That’s all this is saying.


Q I understand what you’re saying


it’s saying. My question was: did you have


any basis, in other statutory licenses or


any other support, for the request to change


the terms being made in this aspect of your
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You know, I think this is clear


in -- I don’t remember


respect to the PES.


not done in a vacuum.


term.


Q


maybe the -- with


I’m not sure. But it’s


This is not a new


But you don’t cite PES, meaning


the pre-existing services, statutory


license?


A Well, it’s not cited in the


testimony, no.


Q And are you familiar with the


fact that copyright infringement penalties


are pretty draconian, up to $150,000 per


infringement, if it’s wilful? Are you


familiar with that?


A Well, I wouldn’t agree that they


are draconian. I would agree that they are


not insubstantial.


Q Well, hypothetically, ~if a


licensee owed $150 for a given license


period, and it could be rendered liable for
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just one infringement at $150,000, wouldn’t


you believe that to be fairly draconian


relative to the amount of royalties due?


A No, I do not believe that.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: It would be


a big incentive.


MR. STEINTHAL: Excuse me?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: It would be


a big incentive.


(Laughter.)


MR. STEINTHAL: That’s for sure.


BY MR. STEINTHAL:


Q Now, aren’t there other less


draconian ways to-arrive at the same result


that you’d like to get, meaning


incentivizing people to pay on time?


A I think that there are a


combination of changes that could be made


that would incentivize licensees to pay on


time. I do not, however, believe that if a


licensee doesn’t pay on time, and doesn’t


pay their late fees or otherwise comply with
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the various aspects of the statutory


license, that a copyright owner -- again,


this isn’t my decision, it would be the


copyright owners’ decision -- if they chose


to pursue a copyright infringement action,


that’s completely up to them.


Q Well, let me ask you this. Did


you consider, for example, whether to solve


the very problem you’re talking about, which


is having to sue people for not making


payments on time     did you consider, for


example, whether if the regulations were


amended to provide that in any action


brought by SoundExchange to collect for non-


payment SoundExchange would be entitled to


the attorney’s fees incurred as part of any


such effort, might be another way of making


sure that SoundExchange is not out of pocket


for having to pursue late payers?


A I don’t disagree that there are


ways in which SoundExchange could     or the


regulations or the terms could be written to
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incentivize folks to pay on time and to


submit the appropriate paperwork, and I’ve


made a number of suggestions in my testimony


of how that would happen.


SoundExchange’s copyright.


But it’s not


You know, we’re


administering the license, and if a


copyright owner feels that non-compliance


with the terms of the license, you know,


warrants a copyright infringement action


they should absolutely be entitled to do so.


And one doesn’t impact the other.


Q       Then, why do you need to change


the rest? If your position is that a


copyright owner has the right anyway, why do


we have to saddle the regs with explicit


language of the nature that you’re seeking?


A To make it clear.


Q So apparently it’s not that


clear, is it?


A I wouldn’t be requesting a change


in my testimony if it were crystal clear.


Q Okay. So it’s not clear that an
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entity that doesn’t pay a statutory license


fee is liable for infringement simply for


failing to pay, correct?


A Again, failure to comply with the


statutory license     it’s my understanding,


as a non-lawyer, that a copyright owner does


have the avenue of bringing a copyright


infringement action.


Q But that was the very thing that


you just said was unclear, which is why you


wanted to clarify it, right?


A No. I wanted to make clear that


by simply finally making your payments


didn’t absolve you of the     or protect you


from a potential copyright infringement


action is what I said.


Q I guess that just puzzles me,


then, as to why you need the change in the


regulation.


Let me have you turn to page 27


where you talk about the interest penalty.


And is it true     I mean, I’m just reading
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from your testimony here on pages 27 to 29


that you seek a change in the regs to


increase-the late payment fee from .75


percent to 2-1/2 percent per month, right?


A


percent per annum?


A I trust your calculation.


Q Do you know of any other


collecting society that has late payment


fees as high as 30 percent per annum?


A Well, I think the point here is


that, you know, we want to disincentivize a


licensee from waiting and waiting and just


paying this nominal amount. And if they’re


similar to the IRS that charges penalties


and interest when taxes aren’t received,


that that would incentivize licensees to pay


on time.


Q Do you view SoundExchange as


operating essentially like the IRS?


A I do not, nor would I want to


That’s correct.


So if I get that right, that’s 30
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undertake that massive undertaking. But I’m


using that as an example of, you know, the


concept of some sort of graduated or


escalating penalty for lengthy and repeated


non-payment of royalties that inhibit


SoundExchange’s ability from making the


timely distributions that it is charged to


make.


Q. Well, wouldn’t a better analogy


be to whatever the late payment fees are


that are prevalent with collecting societies


in the United States and elsewhere?


A I don’t know what those late fees


are, and I haven’t really given thought to


whether those would be, you know, applicable


or not.


Q


A


Q


So where did


I was trying to


I’m sorry. Where did the 2-1/2


percent come from, then?


A In my testimony I’m trying to


solve an administrative problem that we have
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seen where licensees for months and months


aren’t paying their royalties, or repeatedly


they do not pay their royalties on time.


And I can only surmise that having a rate of


.75 percent isn’t a very big problem for


them if they continue to pay late.


And this is a suggestion of what


may give some teeth to the requirement


and, I mean, it’s the requirement in the


first instance -- to pay on time.


Q I understand that. I’m not here


to defend deadbeats. I’m here to try to


make sure that whatever the regs are that


are ultimately rendered are fair. Okay? Do


you know of any collecting society that


comes near a 30 percent annual rate for late


payments?


A I don’t know if it would be near


or not, because I don’t know what their late


fee percentages are.


Q Is it the fact that the number


just came out of SoundExchange’s desire to
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make sure that people pay on time, so let’s


pick a high number, that they don’t want to


have to pay as a late fee, w±thout any


consideration of comparable late fees


existing in other collecting society


arrangements?


A Can you repeat the question?


Q Let me rephrase it this way. Is


it true that the numbem that was taken here


was taken without consideration of any other


comparable collecting society late fee


arrangements, the 2-1/2 percent per month?


A You know, I     the number was


reflective of what credit card companies


charge when you don’t pay on time, and it


was something that we felt was a substantial


enough late fee to disincentivize licensees


from paying late. That’s where it came


from.


Q And when you talked before about


a graduated late fee for people that are


recalcitrant, this proposal isn’t a
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basically changing the late fee to 2-1/2


percent per month or 30 percent per annum,


is that right?


A Let me take a second to look at


this, please.


(Pause.)


Well, when I talked about the


graduated late fee, I was really referring


to the second paragraph on page 28, with


respect to the grace period, and then late


fees would be doubled.


Q Doubled on top of


A Yes.


Q -- the 2-1/2 percent


A So that’s the


Q per month or


A -- graduated.


Q


you will.


should also apply for services that fail to


submit completed statements of account and
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Right. Let’s turn to page 29, if


When you talk about penalties
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reports of use. Let me ask you this: did


you consider how one would resolve


situations where entities might not have


every bit of information on a SoundExchange


reporting form and what the implications


would be if they were subject to late


payment fees for failure to provide


information that doesn’t exist?


A Well, my job is to consider how


SoundExchange distributes royalties timely,


efficiently, transparently, and accurately.


And so in order to get the royalties out on


time, we absolutely need a completed and


accurate statement of account. That’s the


first step in this entire process and will


result in delays in distributions otherwise.


So what I considered was what


might be an approach to solve the problem of


missing statement of accounts or     or


incomplete statements of account. And, you


know, there’s a 45-day window after the end


of the month where the statements of account
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can be prepared, and that seems ample time


to collect the information on the statement


of account     a statement of account, by the


way, which the licensee opted to take.


So if they were unable to report


and comply with that, then perhaps the


statutory license wasn’t the way for them to


go.


Q Well, we don’t even have, as.you


said at the beginning, final reporting and


recordkeeping regulations, right?


A That’s on the reports of use, not


on the statement of account information.


Q But on the reports of use     your


proposal here applies to both statements of


account and reports of use, right?


A Yes.


Q So you’re proposing that there be


late payment penalties for incomplete


reporting for reports that we don’t even


know what they’re going to be, and whether,


for example, a given reporting obligation
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would be applicable to every individual


licensee, right?


A So that was a multi-part


question, and I -- I’ll try to address --


address it. You know, there is an


obligation for a licensee to report the use


of the sound recording to the copyright


owner. That is their obligation. The


mechanism for doing that is through the


reports of use. Reports of use have been in


operation with the pre-existing services for


a long period of time, and, you know, so the


you know, the idea that reports of use


are something brand new and unknown just


really isn’t the case.


The piece of the notice in


recordkeeping that’s outstanding is not what


data elements should be reported, and it’s


what format should the file be in, and how


do you physically deliver that file or


electronically deliver that file to


SoundExchange. So maybe I’m not answering
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let me ask


it this way.


pieces.


A


Q


I’ll do it in little bits and


Thank you.


If we go to what an ISRC code is


would you tell the Panel what an ISRC


code is?


A


Q


A


Yes, I know what an ISRC code is.


What is it?


It’s the International Sound


Recording Code, which uniquely identifies a


sound recording.


Q And doesn’t SoundExchange want


licensees to report the ISRC code with


respect to all of their transmissions?


A Yes, we do.


Q And isn’t it true that it doesn’t


exist with respect to a!l of the sound


recordings?


A Isn’t it true that it doesn’t


exist with all the sound recordings.
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Q There isn’t an ISRC available to


every webcaster for each sound recording


that it transmits, is there?


A Well, I know that at least for


the last 16 or so years ISRCs have been


assigned to new releases.


quite a bit of catalog.


I mean, that’s


But we’re not


asking for ISRC to the exclusion of other


information. If you read the reporting


requirements, you know, licensees have the


option of reporting the ISRC or the


marketing label on the album or some other


combination of fields.


So it’s not     it’s not a


requirement. It’s an either/or situation.


To the extent that you have it, it’s a great


bit of information for us to have. If you


don’t, then go ahead and report these other


elements.


Q But in a situation where you’re


proposing that a report that’s not


"complete" when so many fields of
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information are being requested, could


render a licensee liable for late payment


penalties when they’ve done their best


efforts to comply, isn’t that a bit penal


when the issue of what is complete or not


complete may depend on the eyes of the


beholder?


A I don’t believe completion of the


file is remotely unknown. I think the


regulations are quite clear that if you’re


going to report the ISRC you need not report


other fields. If you report the other


fields, you need not report the ISRC. A


computer program can examine that file and


ascertain, to the extent on a record-by-


record basis, what is complete and what


isn’t, what has adhered to the reporting


requirements and what has not.


And, no, I do not think that it’s


unreasonable to expect a licensee to comply


with, you know, the terms of the statutory


license when they get the tremendous benefit
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of using copyright owner and artist sound


recordings. So I think they should report


and report timely and completely in order


for us to get through this entire process


and distribute the royalties.


Q And I’m not suggesting otherwise.


However, when a licensee is reporting, as


you said, hundreds of thousands of


performances of sound recordings during a


given reporting period, have you or have you


not seen situations where the licensee feels


that it has reported completely, and


SoundExchange feels that there are a couple


of things missing?


A Well, first, you know, the


regulations aren’t final. So, you know,


currently while webcasters are required to


retain the information, they aren’t yet


required to deliver those reports of use to


SoundExchange.


Secondly, you know, I’m not


really understanding your characterization
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of reporting. I mean, first of all, you


know, I believe I have all the fields right,


but it’s title of the sound recording, it’s


the artist, it’s the marketing label and


album, or the ISRC, and then the number of


performances in your transmission category


and some other elements about the licensee.


But with respect to identifying a


sound recording, it’s a handful -- truly a


handful of fields. That is not unreasonable


when the sound recording and the information


about the sound recording ~and the act of


transmitting that sound recording is in the


possession of the licensee.


Q Isn’t it true, Ms. Kessler, that


the basis of the information that the


licensee has is directly from the record


companies that provide it with the sound


recordings for purposes of airing?


A I’m not sure how webcasters


obtain the product from which they stream.


I don’t know if they’re getting it directly
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from the record company or through a third


party, like a Loudeye. I don’t know where


your olients are getting either the sound


recordings or the information.


Q So do you have any basis for


testifying that every one of those fields is


information that the webcasters have for


every one of the sound recordings that they


stream?


A You know, at the risk of


repeating myself, it’s not that all five


fields are required. It’s some combination


of them that are required. And the purpose


of it is to identify the sound recordings,


so we can pay it out. And if you don’t


provide it to us, where will SoundExchange


SoundExchange won’t know


~s Q
19 A


21 reports, ma ’ am.


~.2 at all.


The suggestion is not --


the information --


that you not get these


The suggestion is not that


The question is whether, when you
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have a proposal, that because a report in


your judgment is not complete, even though a


licensee has endeavored to provide


information in response to a reporting


obligation, that if there is this dispute


between SoundExchange and a licensee over


the completeness of their report, they


should be rendered liable for late payments


when they have endeavored to comply but


there is a dispute as to the completeness of


it.


i
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Well


Is it your position that there


should be a late payment fee in that


circumstance?


A I firmly believe that a late


payment should be in place when a service


simply doesn’t send us any report of use.


You know, SoundExchange’s experience has


been     as I’ve explained in this process,


we get misreported information, poorly


reported information, all the time. And we
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expend a lot of resources to clean up those


those records of use in order to get our


job done and distribnte the royalties.


If after all of this we still


don’t know what the sound recording is


because one of your clients is reporting


Bach as the featured artist and     or


various as the featured artist or something


like that     we have no remedy to require


you, or we have no resource of funds to go


out and do something else, apart from


depleting the statutory royalties that are


going to copyright owners and artists.


The intent of this is to


disincentivize sloppy recording and the


untimely delivery of reports of use.


Q Is it your position that a good


faith effort to report, that nonetheless


yields not as much information as


SoundExchange would like, should render a


licensee liable for late payment fees?


A Well, let me answer it this way.
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SoundExchange has demonstrated its


willingness to work with licensees on the


reporting issues. We have] and we will, and


we do. But to the extent that there is


repeated behavior of not making any attempt


to rectify issues identified in trying to


process those reports of use, I think, yes,


there should be a penalty of     you know,


short of a copyright infringement action for


that repeated type of behavior.


But in the first instance, not


reporting -- you know, not even sending a


log in at all should definitely -- there


should definitely be a penalty for that. It


delays our entire process when we don’t


receive logs on time.


Q You didn’t answer my question.


In the instance where there is a good faith


effort to report     I didn’t say a recurring


problem, which is what you answered     in


the instance of a good faith effort to


comply with the reporting obligations, and a
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disagreement or dispute between


SoundExchange and the licensee as to whether


the information provided is complete, is it


your position that SoundExchange in that


situation should get a late payment fee?


A I think that SoundExchange -- and


I did answer this, and I said that to the


extent SoundExchange works with the


licensee, and when you see improvement in


the reporting, and we work together to try


to rectify the problems, then there is no


problem.


But to the extent that there is,


you know, no effort being made to report the


very basic five fields, not even -- some


combination of that information, in order


for us to definitively know what sound


recording was transmitted, yes, I think that


a penalty should be applied.


Q So when you said in your answer


that you didn’t think there was a problem


when there’s a good faith effort to comply
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and an exchange of-information between


SoundExchange and the licensee, I gather


when you said there was no problem that your


position is there’s no need for a late fee


for that particular circumstance.


A I would say that when we work


with licensees and they-demonstrate a


willingness and an improvement that


SoundExchange     this is on a case-by-case


basis, and I don’t have the particulars in


front of me, but it -- you know, it should


be our     you know, we would have the option


of waiving those late fees. But not to have


them in the first instance would give us


absolutely no ability to require accurate


and timely reporting.


Q Well, isn’t another way of


dealing with it to make clear that good


faith efforts to comply on a non-recurring


basis don’t yield a payment -- a late


payment obligation as distinguished from


your request to have it across the board,
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and the ability of SoundExchange and its


discretion to waive?


A I think that’s an alternative,


but I prefer my recommendation.


Q Well, I’m sure you would.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I’m somewhat


puzzled by your questions focusing more on a


fault issue. Isn’t the issue who is in the


best position to provide information in


order to have an efficient system as opposed


to fault?


MR. STEINTHAL:


I think that there is a


Well, Your Honor,


this whole issue


of the terms is one that is full of data


issues and the like.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Right.


MR. STEINTHAL: It’s not just a


question of fault.


objections here


In other words, our


and we didn’t have notice


of these proposed terms until SoundExchange


filed its case. And to the extent we have


any concerns about these terms, we will deal
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with them in our rebuttal case. What I


wanted to do in this cross is just simply,


on certain of the issues that I know our


clients have some concerns about, ask


questions as to what the bases are and what


the limits are of the proposals.


So, for example, in this


instance, Your Honor, it’s simply a question


of I don’t dispute the notion that repeat


offenders that either don’t pay or don’t


report in a good faith, accurate manner


should be subject to some term provisions,


whatever they may ultimately be.


But one of the things that I have


trouble with in reading these terms is its


over-precautionary in favor of SoundExchange


approach. So, for example, there is a lot


of data here. The witness is talking about


the fields. We’re talking about hundreds of


thousands of sound recordings. It is not


uniform.


The data that the webcasters get,
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as you’ll hear, is not uniform. Some of


them are old sound recordings where there is


no ISRC number. The data we get is     you


know, we rely on the sound recording


providers that give it to us or what’s in


the actual album or the CD that we, you


know, digitize to put on the server to get


that information.


So the universe of information


isn’t perfect. And I’m simply trying to ask


questions, so that we can ultimately get to


a world in which good faith efforts to


report, which may not be exactly what the


licensors wanted to have, don’t render


somebody responsible for financial


penalties. I’m not here to argue in favor


of deadbeats, as I said before.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Right. But


my     my question deals with -- because I


would think that the focus is on who is in


the best position to provide the


information, and perhaps some incentives are
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required on one part or the other as part of


the terms in order to encourage people to do


that. But


MR. STEINTHAL: But we’re only in


the position


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I hear you


all talking about who is at fault, and that


just doesn’t seem very important.


MR. STEINTHAL: Well, this seems


to be     their proposal seems to be a no-


fault situation, where if the data isn’t


complete you get penalized. And if we don’t


have the data, and we have no way of getting


better data than what we have, then that, in


our view, is an unfair system.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: But if


you’re determined to be the one in the best


position to provide the data, then the fact


that you don’t have the data is no excuse.


MR. STEINTHAL: Well, again, Your


Honor, the question is: do you require of a


licensee     a statutory licensee to report
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data that may not exist?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Which


wouldn’t be a very good regulation.


MR. STEINTHAL: No, it wouldn’t


be.
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concern.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Yes.


MR. STEINTHAL: And that’s our


the question.


more detail.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Right.


MR. STEINTHAL: And to have a no-


fault situation where completeness is


required, otherwise you have a late payment


fee, and if we don’t have the information in


the first place     and that’s the nature of


We will deal with these in


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: If the


system requires data that doesn’t exist,


then the system needs changing.


MR. STEINTHAL: Exactly.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Okay. Thank


22 you.
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proposed terms regarding audits.


correct that the proposal is that


SoundExchange be permitted to audit
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BY MR. STEINTHAL:


Now, there’s a provision in your


And am I


licensees with its own staff rather than


requiring independent outside auditors doing


the auditing of the licensees?


A If you don’t mind, if you could


give me a page reference, so that I


Q I believe it’s in Section F


starting on page 35.


A Thank you. And I’m afraid I’m


going to have to ask you to repeat the


question.


Q Well, my question is whether the


SoundExchange position is that SoundExchange


ought to be able to conduct the audit with


its own staff rather than use an outside


independent auditor to do the auditing


function.


A Well, let me answer your question
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this way. SoundExchange is confronted with


a situation where audits rather than being


financial in nature are data and analytic or


technical in nature. And so we are


wondering if there should not be a


clarification as to what an independent


auditor is.


And to the extent that


SoundExchange has the technical capability


of doing the data analytics, you know, our


the question is:


independent or not?


what makes an auditor


I believe that’s what


we’re getting at here.


Q Well, isn’t the


under statutory licenses, hasn’t


SoundExchange or its predecessor been


required when conducting audits to do


independent audits with outside auditors?


19 A


20 Q


21 was doing


22 A


in the past,


Isn’t SoundExchange required


Or its predecessor, RIAA, when it


To engage an outside auditor.
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The way I understand the regulation that’s


in place right now is that an independent


auditor is to conduct the examination.


Q And in suggesting that


SoundExchange be able to do that itself


without requiring an independent auditor,


what’s the basis for seeking to change a


system that requires outside independent


auditors to one where SoundExchange can


conduct the audits with their in-house


people? Or is that just something that


SoundExchange would like and it has put it


in the regs as something it would like?


A I’m just reading again.


(Pause.)


Where is this language that


you’re referring to?


Q It     I’m not sure where this


specific language is, but, it’s the subject


of what you’re testifying to.


A I just want to make sure I


respond.
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point 5 on pages 38 and 39.


THE WITNESS:


Honor.


well.


MR. STEINTHAL:
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You might try


Thank you, Your


I thank you as


THE WITNESS: You know, this


discussion is really about what does


independence mean. I mean, that’s     we’ve


come cross auditors who own copyrights, and


the question is, you know, does that


disqualify them under the independence


factor, because they own copyrights, as


opposed to independence from the licensor.


BY MR. STEINTHAL:


Q Well, then, is it your testimony


that SoundExchange is not seeking to be able


to conduct the audits, whether they be


technical or financial, through their own


in-house people?


A Well, I think to the extent that


SoundExchange develops technology that can
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examine the server logs in a cost effective


manner that we should     we would like to be


able to conduct those types of technical


data analytic audits.


Q And are you familiar with any


precedent and other statutory license


schemes that permits the licensor to conduct


audits through their own in-house staff


rather than through independent outside


i0 auditors?


11 i


12 Q


13 A


14


15


16
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Well, remember, you know


Just yes or no would be fine.


Well, I can’t     I can’t just


answer yes or no. I can say that, you know,


SoundExchange doesn’t own any copyrights.


We’re administering a license. It’s


copyright owners who own     own     and


they’re not exactly licensing their content.


A statutory license is being taken by virtue


of it being established by the government.


So, you know, no, to answer your question,


I’m not aware of what you’re referring to,
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but I just wanted to make clear that we’re


not the licensor. We’re administrating the


statutory license.       -


Q And my question is simply whether


you are familiar with any other statutory


license scheme where the licensor or its


administrator is permitted to conduct the


audits through their own in-house staff as


distinguished from relying on outside


independent auditors?


A I’m not familiar with how other


statutory licensees conduct their audits.


Q And to be clear, is it


SoundExchange’s proposal that just the


technical audits be able to be conducted by


their in-house staff or technical and


financial as well?


A Just the examination of the


server logs, the technical audits where


we’re looking at the numbers of performances


reported on the statements of account.


Q So you’re not seeking to have a
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system in which the financial audits, to the


extent they’re conducted, of a licensee be


conducted by anyone other than an outside


independent auditor?


A I had not contemplated that, no.


Q And there are outside independent


technical auditors, are there not, including


Mr. Bernstein’s company, which is currently


under contract by SoundExchange to conduct


audits of the very licensees in this


proceeding?


A Royalty Review Council is one


auditor that we identified who may have the


capability of doing these types of audits.


We’ve identified him in our notices of


intent to audit.


Q And to be clear, that’s in


relation to notices that were sent by


SoundExchange to, among others, AOL and


Yahoo and Microsoft and Live365, in


connection with a prior license period?


A That’s correct.
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Q Okay. Now, there’s another


provision that you propose in relation to


the audits, which is on pages 39 to 40,


where you propose a change in the     what


I’ll call the error threshold for which


penalties are imposed where you basically


propose that the current i0 percent leeway


be changed to 5. percent, is that right?


A Yes.


Q And just to be clear, currently


under the regs, if an audit reveals a


differential of less than i0 percent, then


SoundExchange pays for the cost of the


audit. But if the differential is greater


than is i0 percent or greater, then the


licensee has to pay for the cost of the


audit. Is that what your --


A That’s my understanding, yes.


Q And you propose to change that i0


percent to 5 percent, correct?


A That’s correct.


Q Do you have any basis in other
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statutory licenses for changing that i0


percent to 5 percent?


A No. The basis for this change is


that this could essentially result in a i0


percent discount to the licensee. It’s that


for, you know, the audit period they could


underreport, you know, and not hit this i0


percent threshold and never have -- be


required to reimburse SoundExchange for the


cost of the audit. And it just seems like


an incentive to underreport, and it should


be tightened.


Q Do you have any evidence


A It’s a practical solution to a


problem that we have identified.


Q Do you have any evidence under


the current statutory license of licensees


deliberately underreporting by 9 percent?


19 A


20 webcasters ?


21 Q


22 A


Do you mean with respect to


Yes.


We haven’t conducted the audits
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Q So when you talk in paragraph 7


at the bottom of page 39 you say,


"At a i0 percent threshold, services could


have an incentive to underpay by 9 percent,


knowing that the only likely consequence is


an obligation to pay the underpayment,


excluding for the moment the possibility of


an infringement action," that’s just a


hypothetical assumption on your part,


because you’ve got no evidence that under


the current system people are actually


deliberately underreporting at 9 percent,


right?


A We have not conducted the audit,


so I have no results to examine.


Q And have you undertaken before in


making this proposal to look at other


collecting society arrangements to see what


the prevalent practice, if any, is with


respect to where there is a cost shift for


the cost of an audit in terms of
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underreporting?


A No, I did not.


Q Did you look at any other


benchmarks to justify the change from i0 to


5 percent?


A No, I did not.


Q Take a look on page 42 and


Section I, the section on transmissions of


recordings o.f comedic performances. What’s


the basis for this change?


A Again, it’s a clarification that


a sound recording consisting of spoken word


is also compensable under the statutory


license as opposed to musical content.


Q Is it SoundExchange’s position


that under the prior license comedic


performances are not required to be paid


for, and this is a change to -- to elaborate


upon the existing performances, subject to


license?


A SoundExchange believes comedic


performances are compensable, but we wanted
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to make it absolutely clear in the event


that there might be some confusion with


respect to what licensees were required to


pay.


Q Have there been any disputes


between licensees and SoundExchange over the


issue of comedic performances?


A      I wouldn’t characterize it as a


dispute. I would characterize it as a


reporting issue that they were unaware that


they might have to report performances on


their spoken word channels, and that, in


fact, yes, they should and they are


compensable.


MR. STEINTHAL: No further


questions, Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Let me just


follow up on that last question. Is there


any difference between comedic reporting --


recordings versus any spoken word


recordings, or is that just --


THE WITNESS: This was one
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specific clarification that we requested.


And to the extent that, you know, spoken


word booked as a sound recording     it seems


to me it should be compensable as well.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Thank you.


Okay.


CROSS EXAMINATION


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q Good afternoon, Ms. Kessler.


A Good afternoon.


Q It’s good to see you again. I’d


like to start by asking you about a


to page 16.


statement.


Q


2O


21


22


statement or


your testimony.


to page 16, shorten this a little bit.


That’s the more direct


that you made on page 2 of


Actually, let’s go straight


Go


Yes.


And I believe that back in


October 31st or thereabouts when direct


cases were due, you testified that


SoundExchange had allocated more than 55
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million in royalties.


A Yes.


Q And just so we have all the


figures down, what is that number today?


A As of the distribution we’re


conducting right now, that’s nearly 70


million.


Q And that’s out of how much in


royalties that’s been collected?


A This distribution represents two


quarters of -- am I permitted to say this?


MR. PERRELLI: I’m not sure I


know the answer to     to the extent the


witness is going to get into restricted


testimony about a particular licensee or


licensee payments, it may require us to go


into closed session.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: What


restricted testimony?


MR. PERRELLI: Well, I don’t


believe she has any restricted testimony in


her direct testimony, but it’s     as I
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understand from the witness’ hesitance, she


may feel that the question requires her to


reveal some restricted information.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Well, you’ll


have to be more specific before you’re


persuasive.


MR. PERRELLI: I’m not sure I can


be more specific, since I don’t     to the


extent that the question is seeking


information about specific payments by


specific licensees, that is information that


is     has been treated as restricted under


the protective order, and this is


specifically confidential under the


regulations.


So to the extent that the


question seeks that information, and Ms.


Kessler was about to provide that


information, that information should be


restricted, and I think pursuant to the


regulations needs to be treated as


restricted.
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regulation?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


MR. PERRELLI:


sir, I believe it’s the PES.


to the PES, it’s 262 -- 261.


talking about


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


I didn’t understand -- with your


What
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It’s 261     or --


If it relates


And if we’re


I’m sorry.


interchange, I didn’t understand your


answer.


MR. PERRELLI: If it relates to


the pre-existing subscription service, it’s


36 CFR 261. If it relates to the satellite


digital audio radio services, that relates


to the prior     a private agreement, which


is subject to the confidentiality provisions


within that agreement and has been treated


as restricted in this proceeding.


It may make sense for Ms. Ablin


to ascertain from the witness what types of


information she is seeking to elicit, so


that we can identify most appropriately the
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basis for the restriction.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


say{ng that under the regs 361


MR. PERRELLI: 261.


Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


pre-existing.


MR. PERRELLI:
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You’re


I’m sorry,


-- 261 for


Yes, sir.


satellite?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: And 262 for


MR. PERRELLI: For satellite,


that is the subject of a private agreement


agreement


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Private


MR. PERRELLI: Which has


confidentiality provisions in it that


restrict that information.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


the question nor the answer that has been


given, so please proceed, Ms. Ablin.


MS. ABLIN: Thank you, Your


That’s not
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BY MS. ABLIN:


Q     -And how much of     I believe my


question right before the little break was


how much -- you had said that nearly 70


million in royalties had been allocated.


How much had been collected? That’s


70 million that has been allocated out of


what bigger number?


A Oh, the total collected to date?


I don’t know what that number is. What I


can say is that the distributions have taken


us through collections on the PES and the


SDARS through the end of 2005. Remember,


the webcasters haven’t been required to


report because of the outstanding


regulations on format delivery and     file


format and delivery specifications. So


without the logs we can’t distribute those


royalties, and I just don’t have that figure


off the top of my head.


Q Okay. So for the --
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A So we’ve distributed royalties


collected through Q1 of 2004 for the


webcasters, and through the end of 2005 for


the PES and the SDARS.


Q Okay. Well, let’s start with the


webcasters, the money that you have


distributed through Q1 2004. How much total


webcaster money, through that quarter, has


been collected? Putting aside what happened


after Q1 2004.


A I have innumerable reports that


say all this. Off the top of my head


sitting here in this moment, I can’t recall


what the exact number of     of what we’ve


distributed. I know that for the ’98 to ’02


period it was in excess of $i0 million, but


I’d have to refer to my distribution reports


to be able to answer your question with


accuracy.


Q I guess what I’m trying to get at


is, out of the money, approximately -- out


of the money that has been collected through
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Q1 2004 where you do have a basis for paying


it out, what percent of that money has been


distributed versus the percent that is


sitting in an account because you haven’t


been able to find, for example, the


copyright owner that it needs to go to?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I couldn’t


hear your question.


MS. ABLIN: I’m sorry. I can try


to repeat all of that again.


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q I’m trying to get at how much


of the total money that has come in, how


much of the     for webcasters, through Q1


2004, how much of that money has been


distributed versus the money that has not


been distributed, for whatever reason, it


has either not been allocated or it is


sitting in an escrow account, because you


don’t know how to allocate it?


A So with respect to the copyright


owners’ share of the royalty, 85 percent of
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the money has been paid through to the


copyright owner, and 15 percent is


unidentifiable, either because of our issue


with the sound recording or our issue of


locating the copyright owner that we should


pay.


For copyright owners, what about


the artist money?


A On the artist side, we’re at


about a 60 percent pay-through rate to


featured artists, and we expect to hit the


65 percent pay-through rate by October.


Q October of this year.


A Yes.


Q And can you -- I know you can’t


give a number with precision without looking


at reports, but can you just give a ballpark


of how much money we’re talking about that


has come in, just to your best recollection?


A Well, if we take the 70 million


that we’ve allocated and approximate, you


know, between the artists and the copyright
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owners, whatever that blended percentage is


paid through, that would result in what we


have been able to not only allocate but pay


through. So I think that blended rate must


be what is -- 35 and 15, it’s, you know, 60


percent or whatever it happens to be.


Q Let me just make sure I’m on the


same page with you.


A Yes.


Q The 70 million -- because I don’t


know that I am     the 70 million that has


been allocated, has that amount also been


distributed, or has it just


A Yes.


Q -- been allocated?


A Yes. No, we allocate and


distribute --


Q Okay.


A -- at the same time.


Q So when you testify that a


certain amount of money has been allocated,


it has also been distributed?
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A No. The distinction is that the


allocation has occurred, and the


distribution from the sound recording to the


accounts has occurred but may not have


resulted in an actual payment due to the


lack of address information or identify of


the artist or copyright owner to pay. So we


distributed the funds to the sound recording


level. It just hasn’t necessarily resulted


in a check to a recipient.


And those percentages that I was


describing to you, the 65 percent pay-


through or the 85 percent pay-through is


what we have been able to successfully


allocate and distribute in the form of a


payment. The remaining percentage is what


is in our unidentified escrowed accounts


waiting identification.


Q Okay. I’ll leave that. Not


quite sure, but I’ll have to I’ll go


back.


A And if you’re asking, you know,
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what is collected versus what is allocated,


we’re we’ve allocated through 2005 for


two of the PES and the SDARS. But due to


this lack of reporting on the webcasters, we


have only been able to distribute through Q1


of 2004.


Q And then, how does the amount of


money sitting in what I think     I believe


you testified was called a suspense account,


how does that amount of money relate to what


is allocated?


A That is what has been allocated


but not paid out, so --


Q Okay. And about what percentage


of the total royalties collected for


webcasters is sitting in an expense account


a suspense account, rather?


A It’s that similar percentage


Q Okay.


A and spread across all our


royalty streams. Thirty-five percent of the


artist entitlement and 15 percent of the
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copyright owners has yet to be distributed


in the form of a payment to those entitled


parties.


Q Okay. If you could     I guess


you are on page 16 of your testimony still,


correct? And you said there that you


projected that SoundExchange’s


administrative costs, exclusive of expenses


incurred in participating in proceedings


such as this one, at the time you projected


a figure of 12-1/2 percent as of October


20O5.


A Yes.


Q Now, I thought I heard you say a


couple of hours ago that the actual number


was 7-1/2 percent?


A A little bit more than 7-1/2


percent for 2005. That’s correct.


Q And did you ever provide     did


you provide documents to your counsel that


showed the basis for this number? Because I


don’t see     obviously, it’s a recent
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number. It didn’t appear in your written


direct statement.


A We will provide documents -- I


mean, I have documents, obviously, that


calculate the administrative rate and the


factors that go into it, and that I provided


to counsel     I mean, I’m assuming I


provided that report to counsel, but I


think that I did.


Q Okay.


A But not the 7-1/2 percent,


because we just closed our books for ’05.


So the 12-1/2 was based on a budget


projection, and in actuality the admin rate


was a little north of 7-1/2 percent after we


closed our books for 2005.


And the books closed on whatQ


date?


A Recently. We just had our


accountants take a look at them and certify


them, and we’re about to be audited for that


2005 period.
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Q Now, in the 7-1/2 percent rate,


were legal fees     I think you said legal


fees, for example, for this proceeding are


included in     for the current proceedings,


I’m not talking about the past CARP


proceedings, are


A Well, any legal fees, whether it


was this proceeding or some other licensing


activity, yourgeneral legal is included in


the 7-1/2 percent, except the CARP


repayment. The CARP repayment that we’re


making is based on the differential between


our actual admin rate last year of a little


more than 7-1/2 percent and a 20 percent


cap.


Q So your 2006 projections, then,


do they take account of     for example, if


current legal proceedings are now going to


be included in the administrative rate on a


going-forward basis, did the 2006 estimate


account for, for example, the legal fees


getting incurred right now in this room, in
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this proceeding?


A We estimated just some amount for


the purposes of coming up with the admin


rate. And remember that the cost of the


proceeding is for a five-year license


period. So under accounting procedures you


would capitalize those costs over the term


of the license.


So withrespect to the expression


of the admin rate, we’re taking one-fifth of


our estimated cost for each year of the


license.


Q But you are, in fact, including


the one-fifth in there.


A It is in there, yes.


Q Okay. I’d like to hand you a


document in a minute here, which is going to


be marked as Services Exhibit 134.


(Whereupon, the above-


referred to document was


marked as Services


Exhibit No. 134 for
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identification.)


Actually, before I do this, I’ll


just direct you to your witness statement


again where you say on page 16, for


comparison purposes when you’re, again,


discussing your admin rate, that you believe


the administrative costs for ASCAP and BMI


are typically around 16 percent of total


revenue.


A


Q


Yes.


I just wanted to -- we’re going


to expiore that statement a little bit. And


I’m going to hand you a document that we


received in discovery from your counsel.


It’s Bates numbered SX74113 to 114. It’s a


actually, why don’t you describe this


press release for us, Ms. Kessler. Are you


familiar with this? Have you seen this


press release?


A No.


read it?


I’ll have to


Certainly.


may I first


13ad2755-a5e5-49c7-9e76-e2ea64529c9c
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(Pause.)


Have you finished reading


A I have.


Q the press release? I will


represent to you that this was produced by


your counsel as a document that supported


the statement that you made in your witness


statement concerning the administrative


expenses. Have you ever seen th~s document


before today?


I believe I have read thisA


before.


Q You have read this document.


Okay. And could you describe the document?


A It’s a description of BMI and its


reporting for the ’04/’05 fiscal period.


It’s collections, it’s costs, and it’s


describing the year that it had.


Q And just for the record, the


document is dated September 12, 2005?


A Yes, it is.


Q It’s covering the fiscal year
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year is.


Q


that on the


spanning the 2004/2005 timeframe?


I’m not sure what BMI’s fiscal


Well, at least the document says


in the first sentence it’s


covering whatever they call "fiscal


’04/’05." It’s reporting a rate over a


period of let’s back up. The document is


reporting revenues over a period of time


that they are describing as fiscal


2004/2005.


A Yes. But, again, I don’t know if
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Q Sure.


A fiscal year 2005 ends in


January of ’05 or September of ’05.


Q Well, that’s fine.


A I don’t know what 12-month period


they are describing here.


Q But in any event, the revenues


that BMI posted for the period of time were


728 million?
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A


release.


Q


Yes, according to this press


And they also state that BMI’s


royalty distribution out of those     that


revenue pool to BMI affiliated songwriters,


composers, and publishers was over 623


million for the time period?


A That’s what this document says.


Q And it states that BMI’s


operational expenses as a percentage of


revenues were 14.2 percent?


A That’s correct. That’s what this


says.


Q So in other words, the amount


that BMI did not distribute, I take it,


would be the difference between the revenues


that they received and the money that was


actually paid out, right?


A You’ll have to ask them.


know what their undistributed royalties


consist of.


Q Okay. Well, at a minimum, the


I don’t
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press release says that their operating


costs were 14.2 percent of their revenues,


correct?


A That’s what this press release


says, yes.


Q Okay. And if you just simply


perform the calculation of taking the money


that they     that BMI reports in here as


having been collected, and you divide into


that the money that they actually paid out


-- and, actually, I’d like you to do that


for us. I brought a calculator.


A I’ll accept your characterization


that the difference between the 700 million


and the 623 million is what they incurred in


their admin cost. Is that what     how you


19


2O


21


Q Okay. Which is     I was just


trying right, and that number comes out


to be approximately what they report as 14


22 A Fourteen percent. Okay. I
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accept that.


Q Okay. Fair enough. Now, BMI,


just like SoundExchange, that performance


rights organization engages in license


negotiations on behalf of its affiliated


songwriters and publishers, and what-not?


A BMI, on behalf of its members,


and their members only, negotiates the


rates. That’s right.


Q And BMI also participates in


rate-setting proceedings     well, let me


back up. BMI operates pursuant to a consent


decree, correct?


A I understand that BMI operates


under a consent decree, yes.


Q And there is a rate court that


has been established to litigate fee


disputes when BMI is not able to reach


agreement with potential licensees over


funds?


A When BMI is unsuccessful in its


negotiations, which I don’t even know the
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last time that happened, then they would be


subject to a rate-setting procedure.


Q You’re not aware of the BMI/Musi~


Choice, for example, rate court proceedings?


A I don’t -- no, I’m not.


Q In any event, BMI, when they


don’t reach agreement, they do participate


in these rate court proceedings. And the


purpose of those is to set a rate.


A My understanding is that, absent


a negotiated deal, they are subject to a


rate-setting procedure, yes.


Q And BMI also, on behalf of its


members, or perhaps with the participation


of its members, also engages in direct


enforcement actions or copyright


infringement actions on behalf of its


members, correct?


A I would assume that BMI enforces


its license and engages in compliance


activity, although I certainly can’t speak


to what, if anything, they do. I would
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assume that BMI does those things.


Q You know, if BMI engages in


and all of those activities are activities


that SoundExchange engages in, correct? Or


let’s back up.


A Go ahead and ask the question.


Q SoundExchange, like BMI, engages


in license negotiations.


A      No, no. SoundExchange is nothing


like BMI. We are not a membership


organization. We have to pay -- we pay


copyright owners and artists, whether they


are members or not of SoundExchange. So


we’re not a membership organization. We’re


not remotely like BMI in that respect.


You know, BMI, in my view, is


engaged in more of a direct licensing type


of a situation, where SoundExchange is


operating under a statutory license. I


think those things are completely different,


and so I wouldn’t agree with you that


SoundExchange and BMI operate the same way.
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Q Well, no, that’s actually not


what my question was. I simply asked


whether SoundExchange, like BMI, engaged in


the activity of license negotiations. BMI,


in fact, negotiates licenses and


SoundExchange negotiates licenses.


A      If you oversimplify it, that’s


the case. But, again, the license that


we’re involved with, which is a statutory


license and the license that BMI is


negotiating, which is akin to a direct


license, are just different. But licensing


occurs, if that’s what you’re asking.


Q Yes, that is, and


A Licensing occurs.


Q And so BMI     all I’m trying to


get at is BMI incurs costs in negotiating


licenses.


A I assume that they do, yes.


Okay. Just like SoundExchange


incurs costs in negotiating licenses.


A Oh, we incur costs with respect
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to licensing, yes.


Q Now, I believe you testified that


for 2005, although your stated


administrative rate was a little over 7-1/2


percent, the actual deduction was 20


percent, because there’s still this


outstanding CARP repayment figure that has


not been repaid. And so the monies that are


actually being deducted for administrative


expenses by SoundExchange total 20 percent


of collections for 2005?


A That’s correct. But remember


that the 7-1/2 percent is the cost of


actually operating SoundExchange. And that


pursuant to a promissory note for the


repayment of some startup costs with respect


to the rate-setting for Webcaster I are


being repaid over time through these


royalties.


Q Right. But for the year 2005,


the activities that we’re talking about that


are included in the CARP repayment rate are


13ad2755-a5e5-49c7-9e76-e2ea 64529c9c
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the same types of activities -- namely,


participating in a rate-setting proceeding


that BMI engages in as part of its


operations.


A Well, the way in which the rate


was established for Webcasting I is not, as


I understand it, the way BMI’s rates are


set. But if what you’re saying is that the


differential between actual operating costs


and the 20 percent is what we are required


to pay down the promissory note for the


startup arbitration cost, that’s correct.


But that was from a prior period. That’s


not the current -- a current cost to


SoundExchange.


Q But it’s


This is repayment of startupA


costs.


Q Just looking at the year 2005,


though, in fact, SoundExchange took a 20


percent deduction.


A
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SoundExchange took a little more
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than 7-1/2 percent to cover operations, and


the differential between the 20 percent and


the 7-1/2 percent was used to repay the


debt. That’s the way I characterize it.


Q So the total deduction from both


of those sources was 20 percent.


A Twenty percent.


Q For 2005.


A For 2005.


Q And according to this press


release, BMI’s deduction was 14.2 percent,


correct?


A According to this press release,


yes, their admin rate is 14.2 percent.


Q So actually, for 2005, BMI


deducted a lesser percentage from its


revenues received as SoundExchange -- than


SoundExchange did, correct?


A See, I think that you’re


incorrect in how you’re characterizing this


admin rate. When we talk about the 20


percent, it’s on certain royalty streams.
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Other royalty streams are -- the 7-1/2


percent are applied. So blended across our


various royalties, the admin rate is not 20


percent.


I believe that this number that


BMI is reporting is, if you broke it down


into various licenses that they administer


and enforce, that sort of thing, some would


be i~ excess of the 14 percent, and some


would be below, you know, would be around


this 14.2 percent.


But this number is not well


described to the extent of, what is it


really costing them to enforce in their


clubs, and this number may be artificially


reduced from     you know, from royalties


that we’re receiving. And so that’s why I


want to be very clear in how we describe


SoundExchange’s admin rate. That on certain


royalty streams, the way you’re describing


it the admin rate is 20 percent simply


because of the repayment of this debt.
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But the actual cost of operation,


which is what I think this percentage


reflects, or is the comparable to


SoundExchange’s number, is 7-1/2 percent.


Q Let’s talk about the webcasting


stream, though. I take it that the


webcasting CARP royalties     or CARP


expenses, rather, have not yet been repaid.


A From the CARP I, Webcast I


Q Yes.


A CARP proceeding, we owe a


balance of $2-1/2 million for those costs.


Q So the deduction in


administrative expenses to the webcasting --


in the webcasting stream of royalties was,


in fact, 20 percent.


A That was 20 percent, but our


blended admin rate is not 20 percent, which


is what     I think this admin rate that


they’re reporting is a blended admin rate


across licenses. Do you understand what I’m


trying -- you know, I’m trying to, you know,
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understand what this number is across all


their royalties, which is what I think they


are reporting and what SoundExchange reports


across all of its royalties.


Q When you refer to     when you say


"blended admin rate," though, the 7-1/2


percent number, as I understood your


testimony, was not a blended rate. That was


your actual operating cost?


include the CARP repayment?


A


Q


A


is?


It did not


That’s right.


So what would


That’s right.


Do you know what the blended rate


A I actually don’t have that report


in front of me, so, no, but it’s not 20


percent.


Q But the webcaster deduction was,


in fact, 20 percent.


A The webcaster deduction for that


license is 20 percent, and the difference
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between actual cost and the 20 percent is


used to repay the bank.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Ms. Ablin,


could I clarify confusion that I have from


that last answer? Do I understand correctly


that they have been no distributions on


webcasting since first quarter 2004?


THE WITNESS: Yes.


CHIEF JUDGE.SLEDGE: So how can


there be a deduction of 20 percent in


distributions in 2005 if you’ve made no


distributions?


THE WITNESS: Well, that’s an


excellent question. So we don’t take our


admin rate at the moment; the money goes


through this entire cycle. We’re permitted


to deduct the cost of operating


SoundExchange from the royalties received.


So at the moment of distribution,


we know that costs for any particular period


in this example 7-1/2 percent -- that’s


what we     that’s when we book the admin
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rate for accounting purposes. But in order


to operate SoundExchange, we need the admin


rate, you know,-on a cash basis to pay for


the costs of operating SoundExchange.


So, and I know this is a little


complicated, it confuses our auditors all


the time, but the booking of the admin rate


and the taking of the admin rate aren’t the


same thing.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


THE WITNESS:


MS. ABLIN: Your Honor, I note


Thank you.


You’re welcome.


the time, and I’m about to move into another


area. Perhaps it might be --


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: That’s a


good suggestion. Thank you. We’ll recess


Mr. Handzo, did you have


MR. HANDZ0: No, I’m sorry. I


just wanted to alert the Board that what


we’re going to do is pick up with Mr.


Kenswill tomorrow, because of scheduling


issues. So we’ll bring Ms. Kessler back
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understood.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: That’s


MS. ABLIN: And if I might


clarify, because it obviously involves me,


will Ms. Kessler     is she scheduled to


appear at the end of Mr. Kenswill’s


testimony or


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Tha-t.’s what


he went over this morning.


MS. ABLIN: I’m sorry. I must


not have been here.


MR. HANDZO: Yes, she is. I


mean, I think our assumptions have been that


Mr. Kenswill is likely to go all day, but


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: We don’t


need this on the record. You all can have


that conversation. All right. We’ll recess


until 9:30 in the morning.


(Whereupon, at 5:11 p.m., the


proceedings were adjourned, to reconvene at


9:30 a.m., the following day.)
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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S


(9:34 a.m.)


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr.


Perrelli?


MR. PERRELLI: Yes, sir. We are


prepared to resume with Ms. Kessler.


CHIEF JUDGE ~SLEDGE: All right.


Thank you.


Ms. Kessler, I remind you that


you’re under oath.


THE WITNESS: Thank you.


WHEREUPON,


BARRIE KESSLER


was recalled as a witness and, having been


previously duly sworn, resumed the witness


stand, was further examined and testified as


follows:


CROSS EXAMINATION (cont’d)


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q Good morning, Ms. Kessler.


A Good morning.


First, I’d like to revisit just a
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couple of the issues that we touched upon on


Tuesday, just for a few questions here.


A Would you mind speaking up a


little, please?


Q I’m sorry. Yes. I’d like to go


back and touch on a couple of questions that


relate to our conversation last Tuesday. Do


you recall when we talked about


SoundExchange’s allocation     and I believe


you testified that they had allocated


approximately 70 million to date?


A That’s correct.


Q And I just     I don’t believe I


ascertained how much of the total royalties


they had collected to date. Could you give


me your best approximation, as the Chief


Operating Officer, of that number?


A Yes. Remember that we’re unable


to distribute webcasting royalties as a


result of awaiting the regulations with


respect to format and delivery. And I


believe those amounts are about $i0 million
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for that period. In addition, we have not


distributed the first quarter distributions


for 2006, which is approximately $15


million.


So remember that we allocate and


distribute in arrears, because we’re


awaiting reports of use and the payments,


and so forth. So that’s my best estimate.


Q So the total amount collected to


date is still the number I’m trying to get


at, which I take it has got to be a number


in excess of $70 million.


A That’s correct. It would be the


$70 million plus the 25 that I just


identified.


Q


A


Q


A


Q


So $95 million.


Approximately.


Okay.


Is my best recollection.


Sure,    sure.


specific dollar amounts.


ballpark.
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We won’t hold you to


Just to give us a
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And then, I also don’t believe I


got from you how much money has actually


been paid out to date across all statutory


licensees, the money coming in from all


statutory licensees getting paid out.


A Yes. Of the 70 million


allocated, which is the only way I can


express the pay-through rate, if you assume


about 45 percent goes to the featured


artist, we’re paying for almost 65 percent


of that money. Of the copyright owner’s


share, which would be 50 percent of that


money, we’re paying through about 85 percent


of that money.


The undistributed royalties are a


result of the inability to identify the


sound recording with certainty, or being


unable to identify or locate a copyright


owner or a featured artist. Or it’s a


result of not having payment information in


which to actually cut a check to a copyright


owner or a featured artist.
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So the first quarter royalties


for 2006 have not been allocated or


distributed, and then of the 70 million that


we have allocated, that’s the pay-through.


Q And what about the five percent


that goes to the unions?


A That goes direct to them.


fully paid through.


Q Okay. Thank you.


Now, we also talked for quite a


while on CARP repayments. I’m sure you


recall that testimony.


ascertain from you


I just wanted to


are there any other


CARP proceedings, besides the prior


webcaster proceedings, for which


SoundExchange was repaying CARP fees in


2005?


Q


2O


21


I 22


That’s


CARP fees?


In what SoundExchange has called


CARP repayment -- the CARP repayment costs,


the initial $9 million.


A The $9 million was all from the
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PES and Webcasting I CARP proceeding.


That’s it.


Q Okay. And the only CARP


proceeding that was still getting repaid in


2005 was the webcaster proceeding?


The PES and the webcastingA


proceeding.


Q


A


Q


Okay.


That’s correct.


And is the preexisting


subscription services CARP repayment


complete, or will there be a repayment on


that category of services for 2006?


A It’s combined with the


webcasting, so the CARP repayment includes


both     both     you know, both licenses,


both the PES and the webcasting.


Q Okay. And then, I’m sure you


also recall our discussion Tuesday about


BMI’s administrative or operating costs, and


we talked at some length about those costs


vis-a-vis SoundExchange’s costs. Do you
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recall that testimony?


A Yes, I do.


Q And in your written testimony, I


believe also in your oral direct testimony,


you drew a comparison between the two


operating expenses of SoundExchange on the


one hand and ASCAP and BMI on the other. Is


that right?


A Yes.


Q And we went through some


activities that BMI engages in as part of


its operations. Do you remember that


testimony?


A I remember you describing what


those activities were.


And do you remember, for example,


affirming that BMI participates in rate


court proceedings     for example --


A I understand that BMI


participates. I have no way of knowing if


those costs are reflected in the admin rate


expressed in that document you showed me,
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however.


Q Well, how else would BMI fund


rate court proceedings, if not from their


royalties?


A


Q


I have no idea.


Okay. Fair enough. And one


activity we did not touch upon I think with


BMI is statutory license rate-setting


proceedings. And I believe you testified


that BMI is not participating in this rate-


setting proceeding under Section 114. But


it is true, is it not, that BMI participates


in other statutory license proceedings?


A I’m not sure what rate settings


they participate in.


Q Well, are you aware, for example,


that there is a Section 118 statutory


license that covers non-commercial


broadcasting?


A I know there’s a Section 118. I


wouldn’t begin -- I couldn’t begin to


explain what 118 covers.
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Q Are you aware at least that


Section 118 concerns musical work public


performances?


Honestly, I’m not sure what theA


118 does.


Q


A


Okay.


I’m not -- you know, I’m in the


114 and the 112 world, so


O~ay. Well, at a minimum that’s


a proceeding that SoundExchange does not


participate in.


A That I can say.


Q Okay.


A We are not participating in that.


Q Are you familiar with the Section


118 jukebox license, statutory license?


A No, I am not.


Q Are you familiar with any other


statutory licenses besides the 112 and 1147


A      I know a little about the 115,


but not much.


Q But no others, okay. Now, you
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also testified that -- about ASCAP’s


administrative costs. We’ve been mostly


focusing on BMI up until now. Is that


correct, that you     you did, in fact,


testify in your written statement about


ASCAP’s operating expenses in addition to


A Yes.


Q -- BMI’s.


A Yes.


Q And I believe you gave a 16


percent estimate of their operating expenses


in your written statement?
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A


Q


for ASCAP?


Yes, I did.


What did you base that number on


Just my knowledge and experience


in what others state that the admin rate for


ASCAP is.


Q Did you do any independent


checking on ASCAP’s website, or did you call


anyone at ASCAP to


A I looked on ASCAP’s website and
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don’t recall if there was a figure on there


or not. But I did look on their website,


yes.


Q Well, let’s take a look at


we’re going to take a look at a document


here that’s being marked as Services Exhibit


151.
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I’Ii give you a moment to review it.


(Whereupon, the above-


ref.erred to document was


marked as Services


Exhibit No. 151 for


identification.)


Are you finished? Okay. And,


i~ Ms. Kessler, I will represent to you that


15 this is a document that was     it was


16 printed off ASCAP’s website on June 5, 2006.


17 And could you tell us the date of this


18 document and the title of the document, or


19 the title of the release?


20 A The date I see is March 13, 2006,


21 ASCAP Adapts to Rapidly-Changing Music


Harket and Reports Record Revenues, Royalty
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Payments, for the Year 2005.


Q And in this document, ASCAP


reports its operating expenses at 12-1/2


percent, is that correct?


A Yes, that’s what it says.


Q And like BMI     let me rephrase.


ASCAP engages in the same types of


activities as BMI by and large, does it not?


A "That’s my understand±ng.


Q Okay. And, in fact, ASCAP also


participates in, for example, tape surveys


to survey radio station performances, is


that correct? That would be another


activity undertaken by ASCAP?


A I don’t know if they are still


doing that. I know that they at one time


did that. But with their joint venture with


Media Guide, they are doing full monitoring


of broadcast stations. So I’m not sure if


they’re still engaged in that activity or


not.


Q Okay. Ms. Kessler, I’m about to


Page 17
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hand you another document, actually, that is


going to be marked as Services Exhibit 152.


And while the exhibit is getting marked, I


will represent to you that this is going to


-- that this memo --


(Whereupon, the above-


referred to document was


marked as Services


Exhibit No. 152 for


identification.)


A I’m sorry. I can’t really hear


yOU.


Q I’m sorry. I will represent to


you that this document was also printed off


ASCAP’s website on June 7, 2006. And if you


could just take a look at the radio


description in the middle of the page there,


and then I’ll ask you a question or two


about that.


A Okay.


Q Now, this is a document that’s


at the top of the page it’s described as
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about ASCAP identifying performances,


correct ?


A Yes.


And in the radio section in the


middle of the page ASCAP, as of June 7th,


still publishes on its website that it


conducts tape surveys of actual broadcasts,


Okay, yes.


Okay. I’m going to switch gears


for a minute now, and we’re going to talk


about some of the terms that you are


proposing to be changed. If you could turn


to pages 39 and 40 of your testimony.


A Yes.


Q And one of the terms that you


propose to be changed is the audit


underpayment term. You propose that the


cost for the audit be flipped to the


licensee at a five percent underpayment in


lieu of the current i0 percent underpayment,


correct ?
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A Yes.


Q And are you aware that the i0


percent cost flipping underpayment term was


a term agreed to by all of the parties,


including the Recording Industry Association


of America, for the license period 1998 to


2002?


A I know that that is a term. I’m


not sure that     I don’t recall if it was


negotiated or agreed upon or -- I don’t know


how it came to be, but I understand that the


five percent is the -- I’m sorry, the i0


percent threshold is the number in the term.


Q Ms. Kessler, when were you first


hired as SoundExchange’s Chief Operating


Officer?


A I was promoted in the summer of


2001.


Q And at the time, SoundExchange


was an unincorporated division of the


Recording Industry Association of America?


A That’s correct.
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Q So when the terms were being


discussed in the CARP proceeding that


occurred in 2001 covering the period 1998


through 2002, did you have any input into


what those terms would be? Did RIAA’s


counsel consult you at all concerning the


terms?


MR. PERRELLI: I’m going to


object to the extent that this is starting


to get into communications with counsel


about that proceeding.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


Ms. Ablin, let me ask, why is it relevant


what somebody agreed to in     prior to 1998


as to what we’re doing in 2006?


MS. ABLIN: Your Honor, just to


I was just trying to establish that the


terms that are in place now were     were


terms that at least at one point in time


SoundExchange was willing to accept.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Why is that


relevant?


Page 21


In addition,
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MS. ABLIN: Well, I think it is


relevant that     if a party at one point in


time is willing to accept terms, and if


there has been no material change in


circumstances since that time


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Do you think


it’s conceivable that you can show that


there’s no change     material change of


circumstances from 1998 to 2006?


MS. ABLIN: I think with some of


the terms I can, yes, Your Honor, including


this one. And if you’ll permit me to ask


one or two more questions. And if it


doesn’t work, I can move on.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: The


objection is sustained.


MS. ABLIN: Well, Your Honor, I


understood the objection to be getting into


attorney-client privilege material.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: That’s


correct.


MS. ABLIN: Okay. Okay. So I’II
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rephrase my question.


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q Did you participate at all in


setting the terms or in     yes, in setting


the terms for the 1998 to 2002 proceeding?


A Did I participate? My job is to


implement the license, the administration of


the license, the terms of it. And to the


extent that     I don’t recall if     you


know, my involvement in those rates and


terms, but my job is to implement those


terms, you know, and to establish the


guidelines for staff and the computer


systems to interpret those terms correctly.


Q Okay. So you just don’t recall


one way or the other if


A I wouldn’t have been asked     I


just     I’m not a copyright owner. I run


the operations of the organization, and my


role is to give input as to the


administrability of terms, not what they


ought to be.
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Q Ms. Kessler, I’m going to hand


you a document that has been marked as


Services Exhibit 153. I’m going to see if


this document refreshes your recollection at


all.


Page 2 4


(Whereupon, the above-


referred to document was


marked as Services


Exhibit No. 153 for


identification.)


I will represent to you that this


is a document entitled Request to Enter the


Party’s Proposed Terms Into the Record, and


the date at the top of the document is


December 20, 2001. If you could turn to the


second page of the document. Do you see at


the top of the page it’s been signed by


Michelle Woods from Arnold & Porter?


A Yes.


Q Who is Michelle Woods?


A She is an attorney with Arnold &


Porter who worked on the first CARP.
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Q And so she represented


SoundExchange as part of RIAA during the


1992 to -- 1998, rather, to 2002 proceeding?


A Yes.


Q And do you see on -- if you flip


back to page i, the second paragraph. Do


you see on here the language that says,


"After a long and detailed settlement


negotiation, the parties have reached


agreement on all but one of the proposed


terms. That issue concerns the appointment


of an agent to receive and distribute


royalties." And then, going on to the third


sentence, "The parties, therefore, request


that the agreed-upon terms attached hereto


as Exhibit A be admitted into evidence." Do


2O
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22


you see --


A Yes, that’s what it says.


Q Have you ever seen this document


before today?


A Probably.


Q Can you flip to Attachment A of
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the document?


A Yes.


Q And if you could turn to page 7,


and Section 5G on that page, do you see


there that one of the terms that RIAA and


many other parties agreed to was a i0


percent cost of living provision?


A A one percent --


Q A i0 percent threshold for


flipping the costs of the audit at which --


let me back It’s a i0 percent thresholdup.


underpayment threshold past which the


costs for conducting an audit flip


A Yes.


Q -- from okay. Flip to the


licensee --


A Yes.


Q -- being audited. Okay. And I


believe you testified on Tuesday that


SoundExchange has not conducted -- not yet


conducted any audits of any webcasters --


A That’s correct.
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Q in this proceeding. So you


don’t know whether any webcasters have, in


fact, underpaid by any amount.


A I wouldn’t be able to without an


audit.


Q Okay. Are you aware that


SoundExchange again voluntarily agreed to


extend this I0 percent term for the


2003/2004 license period?


A I understand that SoundExchange


agreed to the whole package that was


extended for the ’03/’04 period.


Q Including this term?


A This term wasn’t there.


Q Okay. Ms. Kessler, if you could


turn to page 26 of your testimony.


Actually, before we do that, I wanted to ask


you, have you seen Attachment A     going


back to this agreed-upon terms document we


were discussing, you said that you had seen


this document before. Have you seen


Attachment A?
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MR. PERRELLI: I’ll object.


You’re mischaracterizing the witness’


testimony. Her only answer on the document


was probably     whether she had seen it


before was "probably." She didn’t confirm


whether she had seen it or not.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Sustained.


MS. ABLIN: I’ll rephrase.


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q Ms. Kessler, have you seen this


document before? Let me ask that again.


A Likely that I have seen this


attachment.


Q Have you seen Attachment A


before?


A It is likely, it is probable that


I saw it this attachment, yes.


Q      Do you recall whether you had any


input into the creation of Attachment A?


A Again, my job is to implement


terms and --


Q But my question was: do you
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recall whether you have had input into this


document?


A It’s unlikely that I would,


because my job is to implement the terms and


ascertain the administrability of the terms,


not what the terms would have been.


Q So it’s unlikely you had input


into this document.


A That’s right.


Q Okay. Now, if you could turn to


page 26 of your testimony. And on that page


you make a request of the Board to adopt


regulations that state that a licensee that


fails to make royalty payments on a timely


basis may be subject to liability for


infringement in addition to late fees, is


that correct?


A Yes.


Q Now, I just want to explore that


statement with you a little bit, just to


make sure I understand fully your position


O
I22     on that request. Is it your position that
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copyright owners should have a right to sue


a licensee for infringement if a licensee


is, for example, 30 days late in paying its


license fees?


A I think that decision is up to


the copyright owners.


Q So they should have the right to


sue for infringement?


A Again, I think the decision is


not mine to make. It’s up to the copyright


owner to decide if a 30-day late payment


rises to the level of a copyright


infringement action.


Q But your position is that it


should be up to the copyright owners to


Page 3 0


16 decide that.


17 A


i~ Q


Yes.


And they should have the rights


19 under the regulations in the first instance.


20 A I’m not sure I understand that


21 question.


O1 22
Q It’s your position that the
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copyright owners should have that right to


decide whether to sue for infringement.


A I think it is their decision to


make.


Q And they should have that right


Page 31


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Ms. Kessler,


you’re not answering the question.


THE WITNESS: Then I must


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Please


listen to the question and answer it.


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q Are you asserting that the


copyright owners should have the right to


sue for infringement if a licensee is 30


days late in making payments?


A If that is their decision, yes,


they should have the right to sue, if they


feel that that non-compliance warrants a


copyright infringement action, yes.


Q And would that still be your


position for a licensee that’s, say, one day
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late in making payments?


A I can’t imagine that a copyright


owner would make that decision, but, again,


if     if they wanted to sue under that


situation, they should be entitled to sue


under that situation.


Q Okay. I’m just trying to


understand what your position is.


A One day, 30 days, you know.


Q Okay. And would that also be


your position irrespective of the amount in


fees by which a licensee is late? For


example, if a licensee is late in paying,


say, $i0.


A This is theoretic. Again, I


can’t imagine in a business situation a


copyright owner under those circumstances


would sue. But I think that they should be


permitted to, if they so desire.


Q Okay. So in other words, just to


sum up this last string of questions, your


O1 22     position is that a copyright owner should
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have the right to sue for infringement if


literally a licensee is a day late and a


dollar short.


A If you want to characterize it


that way, you can. That’s not what I said.


I think in a real business situation that


wouldn’t occur, but it is their right to sue


for copyright infringement if they feel that


a licensee is, you know, not complying with


the statutory license. So yes.


Q Okay. And would that also be


your position if SoundExchange had accepted


payment of the full fee plus the late fee


and deposited it?


A Just say that one more time,


please.


Q Yes. Would your position remain


the same even if the licensee had paid in


full the license fees due plus the late fee,


and SoundExchange had cashed the check or


deposited the check?


A Yes.
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Q Okay. If you could turn to


you’re almost there     pages 27 to 29. I


think that’s in the vicinity of where you


are. Now, there I believe you’ve asked for


an increase in the late payment interest


rate from .75 percent per month to 2.5


percent per month?


A That’s correct.


Q Okay. And I believe you


discussed with Mr. Steinthal on Tuesday that


on an annual 2.5 percent a month 30basis is


percent -- 30 percent interest per annum?


A I accepted his calculation, yes.


Q Okay. Well, in fact 2-1/2 times


12 is 30.


A Okay.


Q Okay. And, of course, that


calculation would just be of simple


interest. Are you seeking compound interest


or simple interest?


A I think SoundExchange would be


pleased with compound interest, but would
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likely take not compounded interest.


Q Okay. Are you aware that the .75


percent a month interest term was also a


term that was agreed upon in 2001 to cover


the period ’98 to 2002 by the recording


industry?


A I understand that that was a term


in that agreement, yes.


Q And you understand also that that


term was then extended by agreement to apply


to the 2003/2004 license period as well?


Yes, along with all the otherA


terms.


Q Okay. Are you aware that some


states have usury laws that limit the


maximum amount of interest that can be


charged?


A


don’t know for certain that they do. But


Q Okay. So in coming up with the


30 percent interest request for the late fee


amount, did you do any analysis of what


No. I assume that they do, but I
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those usury laws might say and how they


might limit interest rates for their -- in


their state?


A No, I did not.


Q Okay. So you’re not aware of


whether an annual interest rate of 30


percent would exceed any state’s usury law.


A No, I am not.


Q Okay. Okay.


the 30 percent annual interest rate that


you’re seeking, you’ve also requested I


believe that the late fee amount would


double every five days that the amount


remains unpaid


get this wrong


Now, in addition to


and please correct me if I


in excess of 20 days after


Page 3 6


the postmarked date on a demand letter from


SoundExchange? I refer you to page 28 of


your testimony.


A Yes, that the -- after the 20-day


period the late fee should be doubled every


five days.


Q Okay. Let’s walk through an
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example of this request, just to make sure I


understand your position here. We’ve


already established that if a service is


late in paying royalties the initial


interest rate that you’ve sought would be 30


percent --


A Yes.


Q per year. And then, suppose


that SoundExchange sends a demand letter and


the service would     pays royalties let’s


say 46 days after the postmark on the demand


letter     46 days. So I take it that that


service would get a 20-day grace period --


A Yes.


Q and then after -- the fifth


day after the 20 days     so in other words


the 25th day after the postmark of the


demand letter, the late fee amount would


double.


A


Q


Yes, every five days.


Okay. So on the 25th day the 30


percent per year interest rate would double
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to 60 percent per year.


A      I don’t know if the math works


like that, but     I mean, it’s clear from


my statement that the amount of late fees


should double.


Q     Okay.


if you take two percent of $i00, that’s $2,


correct?


A


Q


Well, and in fact, two --
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Right.


And if you double the two


percent, you come up with four percent.


A That’s correct.


Q And four percent of $i00 is $4.


A Yes.


Q Four is double two, four percent


is double two percent, correct?


A Yes, that’s correct.


Q Okay. So then, that means that


on day 30, which is an additional five days


after day 25, the 60 percent would double to


120 percent.


A The $4 would double to $8, yes.
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Q And on day 35, the 120 percent


would double to 240 percent?


A The $8 would go to $16.


Q On day 40, just to     I’m trying


to get us to the 46 days I posited. On day


40, 240 percent would double to 480 percent?


A      I’m not sure how you’re doing


your math. It’s fairly simple. The amount


of late fees owed would double every five


days. So, you know, 2 to 4 to 8 to 16 to


32, and so on, yes.


Q And that means that the annual


percent would also double? If the absolute


amount doubles, that’s equivalent to the


percent rate -- the percent


A The way you’re describing it,


that seems right. But I don’t know.


Q Well, we can all go back and


check it, and I’m sure your counsel will


tell me if I’m wrong in his submission. So


on day 40 we’re up to 480 percent, day 45,


the 480 percent would then double to 960
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i percent, correct?


2 A That’s quite a disincentive to


~ pay late, isn’t it?


~ Q Yes, it is. And so now we’re at


~ day 46, so that service is paying the


~ equivalent of a 960 percent interest rate.


7 JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: Excuse me, Ms.


8 Ablin. Are you suggesting that that’s the


9 APR?


10 MS. ABLIN: Yes.


O 11 JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: You might want


12 to check your math. Okay. Well, we will do


I~ that, Your Honor.


i~ BY MS. ABLIN:


I~ Q And you’ve also testified that


i~ you want the same increase in late fees,


17 whether it’s doubling the amount or doubling


18 the interest rate, however you want to look


19 at it. Those late fees would apply even to


20 a service that has paid on time if they have


21 an error, for example, in their statement of


account?
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A If the statement of account or


the performance logs are delinquent or


incomplete, and SoundExchange is, therefore,


unable to timely distribute royalties, I


think that they should be penalized for it.


And this is the metric we’re using for that


interest and penalty, yes.


Q So if a service has left out a


piece of one bit of information from a


statement of account, your position would be


that SoundExchange has the right to assess


the late fees at the levels we’ve just been


discussing?


A That is not what SoundExchange


does. SoundExchange works with its


licensees to help them through the statement


of account process, so that it is     the


objective is to have it accurate and


complete, so that we can conduct our


distributions timely. And I can’t imagine


that SoundExchange wouldn’t go back to a


licensee and say, you know, "You left out
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this calculation," or "did you" -- you know,


"You haven’t sent us a statement of account


at all."


And in a situation where that


behavior is persistent, I think we’d need


something apart from copyright infringement


action to give us some teeth and some


incentive     and to incentivize the


licensees to comply with the terms of a


license that they took.


Q But in the first instance,


though, your position as a theoretical


matter is that SoundExchange should have the


right     irrespective of what happens in the


real world, SoundExchange should have the


legal right to charge these late fees, if a


statement of account is incomplete.


A You’re asking me to answer a


question in a theoretic sense that I know


with SoundExchange would not happen. But if


you want to take it to that extreme and that


level of absurdity, the answer would be yes.
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But that’s not what would happen with


SoundExchange.


Q Okay. And it’s not what would


happen, because that wouldn’t be reasonable


for SoundExchange to do that, would it?


A It wouldn’t happen, because


SoundExchange -- SoundExchange’s objective


is to get the money to the featured artists


and the copyright owners. And the only way


we can do that is to obtain information


that’s in possession by the licensees. And


if we don’t get it timely, then our artists


and our copyright owners suffer the


consequences.


Q Now, you testified just a few


minutes ago I believe that even if


SoundExchange has accepted payment in full


from a licensee that was late, along with


the late fee, and deposited that money, they


should still     SoundExchange     the


copyright owners should still have the right


to sue for infringement?
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A The request is to make it clear


in the terms that simply by finally paying


your royalties and meeting your late fee


obligation does not release you from a


copyright infringement action. That’s what


we’re requesting.


Q And I believe on -- and I’m


referring to page 41 of your testimony, if


you’d like to take a look at it. I believe


that you’ve stated that the contrary


argument that --


A I’m sorry. 41?


Q Yes, I believe it’s 41. I


believe you stated on that page that the


contrary argument that copyright owners will


have waived the right to argue that the


service is making transmissions not eligible


for statutory licensing. Therefore, they


would be entitled to sue -- would not be


entitled to sue has "no legal merit."


A Just give me a moment. I’m not


seeing that language.
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Q Sure.


A So are you referring to the


sentence that says, "The copyright owners


and performers represented by SoundExchange


have waived the right to argue that the


service is making transmissions not eligible


for the statutory license"?


Q Yes. And then, the following


sentence where you say, "I believe this


argument has no legal merit."


A Yes.


clarification.


But it does call for


That’s what we’re seeking.


Q Right. Well, I just want to


focus on your "no legal merit" statement.


You don’t hold a law degree, do you?


A No, I don’t.


Q Maybe that’s a blessing. You


wouldn’t spend so much time in proceedings


such as this. Have you ever attended law


school?


A


Q


No, I have not.


Have you ever taken any legal
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courses?


A


question.
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Yes,    I have.


Taught -- well, let me finish my


Have you ever taken any legal


courses that would have taught that that


specific position that you testified to has


no legal merit?


A No.


Q Okay. Okay. If you could turn


to page 30 of your testimony. Now, here you


include a request that licensees’ statements


of account should be made public?


A That’s right.


Q Okay. Let’s talk about this


request for a few minutes. Again, I take it


you’re aware that the confidentiality terms


currently in place were, again, part of the


package of terms that was agreed to for the


’98 to 2002 proceeding, and then agreed to


again for the 2003/2004 proceeding by the


recording industry.


A Yes.
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CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Ms. Ablin,


you continue to return to that, and you’ve


never established any basis on which any of


that is relevant.


MS. ABLIN: Okay.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: This is


about the fourth time that you’ve gone into


it now.


MS. ABLIN: Well, Your Honor, I


believe it is relevant if at one point a


party agrees to a term and there are no


material


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


shown us any relevance, so we’re waiting for


that.


MS. ABLIN: Well, going back to


the audit provision, for example, Your


Honor, with the cost     if there has been --


I believe the burden is on the party seeking


a change in the term to demonstrate that


there has been a material change in


circumstances that would justify the change


Well, we’ll --
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You’ve never
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from something that they had agreed to.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


you say that?


MS. ABLIN:


Page 48


Now, why do


That the burden would


be on them to seek a change? Otherwise,


they would have to demonstrate good cause


for something that has been agreed to.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Why do you


say that?


MS. ABLIN: I think it’s self-


evident. But if it’s not, then we can


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Do you mean


if somebody makes an agreement one year, and


five years later they make another


agreement, the fact that they made a prior


agreement, they’ve got to explain why


they’re taking a different position?


MS. ABLIN: Your Honor, I think


that it’s, at a minimum, relevant to the


current argument that a term change is


sought, and, you know, how relevant it is


would go more to the weight of that
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position. In any event, I will refrain from


making this point any more and move on.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Nobody has


objected, so I just -- I’ve still been


waiting on you to clarify why any of that is


15


relevant. That’s why I asked.


MS. ABLIN: Okay.


that for briefing.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


MR. STEINTHAL:


may on that point --


MS. ABLIN:


we’ll go ahead with Ms. Ablin.


We’ll save


Q Okay. Going back to the


confidential information terms that we’ve


been discussing, one of the reasons that you


give for why copyright owners should have


access to information relating to statements


of accounts -- let me back up. You list a


number of reasons in your written testimony


b94692~398~46b-b80~7ef5d154c805
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I believe as to why you’re seeking this


change.


A Yes, that’s correct.


Q And one of those reasons that you


give is that you believe that copyright


owners should have it, so they can decide


whether to sue for copyright infringement,


is that correct?


A I think that copyright owners are


entitled to know how much a licensee has


paid or paid late or their payment history


with respect to non-payment, so that they


can make ’the business decision and move


forward with some future action, including


copyright infringement action, yes.


Q Well, it’s true, is it not, that


the current regulations already allow


SoundExchange to disclosure the identities


of services that have obtained licenses and


whether or not -- licenses under Section 112


or 114, and whether or not those services


are current in their obligations to pay
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minimum fees and submit statements of


account?


A That’s true, but not the amount.


And that’s a critical element when you’re


making a decision whether to proceed with a


lawsuit.


Q But at a minimum, SoundExchange


is able to disclose those licensees that are


delinquent.


A At the very minimum.


Q Copyright owners, Ms. Kessler,


are always free to track music use on


various services themselves, aren’t they?


A Well, I’m not sure how a


copyright owner could track music usage


without an audit or being able to review the


reporting of SoundExchange --


Q Well, at a minimum, a copyright


owner would be able to find out from


SoundExchange who in fact is delinquent,


correct?


A That’s correct.
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Q And then, they would be able to,


just as anyone in the general public is able


to, go online and listen to the webcast and


see if their music is being played, correct?


A Well, for anything presently


being performed, not necessarily things that


have happened in the past or in the future


when they are unable to listen.


Q Sure. But to get a sense of the


extent to which their music is being played


on that service, to get a rough sense, they


could in fact listen online to the service


itself.


A They could listen, but remember


the webcasters are playing such a breadth


and depth of music that, you know, it’s


conceivable that it would take, you know, 24


hours for them to hear something that they


owned, particularly if they’re a small


copyright owner or an artist who owns their


own masters. So while, yes, that’s one way


to gather the information, it’s not a
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particularly good way.


2 Q When you were formulating this


3 request that SoundExchange be permitted to


4 disclose this type of information to


~ copyright owners, were you aware that ASCAP


6 radio     that the ASCAP radio broadcaster


7 license agreement requires ASCAP to treat


8 similar information from radio station


9 licensees as confidential and forbids ASCAP


10 from disclosing that to its members?


O111 A I hadn’t I did not know that.


12 Q So you didn’t research or compare


13 with any of the license agreements that


14 ASCAP has done.


~ A I didn’t look at ASCAP. My job


~6 was to address SoundExchange’s needs.


17 Q Okay. So you also wouldn’t have


~8 looked at any BMI license agreements to see


19 what their confidentiality provisions would


20 look like.


21 A No, I did not look at BMI.


O
122


Q Now, another reason you give in
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support of your request to -- for a change


to the confidentiality terms is to enable


copyright owners to include royalty


estimates in their revenue projections. Is


that correct?


A That’s correct.


Q Now, putting aside the question


for the moment of whether it’s appropriate


under the regulations to use licensee data


for independent business reasons other than


royalty collection and distribution, we’re


putting that issue aside, copyright owners


already are able to see royalty payment


information in aggregate form across all


licensees, so long as no individual licensee


is identifiable?


A That’s correct.


Q And receiving that type of


aggregated royalty information would enable


copyright owners to estimate incoming


royalties for the purposes of including them


in their revenue projections, wouldn’t it?
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A Reviewing the history would give


someone a basis for projecting future


royalties, yes.


Q Okay. And another reason that


you gave, I believe     we’re still on page


31 of your testimony -- for a change to this


term is that copyright owners need payment


information when they are negotiating


collectively with licensees. Is that


That’s correct.


I take it you were talking about


negotiations under the statutory licenses at


issue here --


A That’s correct.


Q when you made that statement.


And so those negotiations, as I believe you


testified on direct, would lead to statutory


rates that would apply to everyone within


the category of service for the license


being negotiated?


i That’s correct.
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Q And so, again, copyright owners


are able to see aggregated information


across various categories of licensees under


the current regulations, is that r~ght?


A They are able to see the license


royalties in the aggregate. But when you’re


in the negotiating period and negotiating


with such a vast array of groups,


individually and not collectively, in order


for them to make good decisions and informed


decisions, they need to know with more


specificity the receipts.


Q But SoundExchange doesn’t


typically negotiate with individual


licensees one by one, do they? Their job is


to establish statutory rates that would


apply to categories of licensees, is that


true?


A Can you repeat that?


Q SoundExchange does not engage in


license negotiations with individual


services, individual licenses for a
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particular service, as opposed to licenses


that would apply more generally across a


group of similarly situated licensees.


A Yes. SoundExchange would be


involved in negotiations with groups of


licensees, such as the participants that are


here today.


Q Now, you’re aware that both


SoundExchange and DiMA have proposed, as one


of their -- at least one of their license


metrics, a percentage of revenue fee metric


in this proceeding?


A I’m aware that DiMA


I just want to make sure I --


Q


A


Q


your company, has -- your organization,


rather, has proposed rates in this


proceeding that include a rate based on a


percentage of the service’s revenues?


A That’s correct.
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I’m sorry.


I’ll break that into two pieces.


Thank you.


Are you aware that SoundExchange,
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Q And are you also aware that DiMA


has proposed in this proceeding a rate based


on the service’s percentage of revenues?


A I believe that’s true, yes.


Q So under your proposal to change


the confidentiality provisions so that


copyright owners can see information related


to statements of account, that would enable


copyright owners to see individual services’


revenue data, would it not, if a revenue fee


metric is adopted?


A That’s correct.


Q Okay. We are going to switch


gears now. We’re done with the terms. Now,


if you could turn to page 2 of your


testimony. And I just wanted to focus on


one of your statements there. You say that


you believe there are hundreds of services


from whom SoundExchange collects statutory


royalties, correct, on this page?


A Yes.


Q And if I remember correctly, I
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i believe that you stated that the number of


2 services paying royalties was on the order


3 of correct me if I’m wrong -- 570?


~ A That’s correct.


~ Q Okay. Now, you’re aware that


6 there was a CARP proceeding, because we’ve


7 talked about it on several occasions, that


8 was convened in 2001 to establish rates for


9 the 1998 to 2002 period?


i0 A That’s correct.


O Q rates were set throughIi And that


12 CARP proceeding process and approved by the


i~ Librarian of Congress as a result of that


i~ proceeding?


i~ A Yes, I am.


16 Q And then, you’re also aware that


17 those rates were extended by agreement, with


18 a few tweaks here and there, but largely


19 unchanged through 2003/2004, that period?


20 A Yes, the rates were pushed


21 forward.


O
122


Q Now, those rates that were set
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through the CARP process, those are not the


only rates under which services pay


royalties to SoundExchange, are they?


A That’s correct.


Q In fact, some services pay under


alternative agreements that were negotiated


pursuant to the Small Webcasters Settlement


Act?


A That’s correct.


Q And that act resulted in


agreements that apply to both commercial


services and non-commercial services?


A That’s correct.


Q And you’re also aware that RIAA


and NPR negotiated a separate license


agreement?


A


Q


the 2004 period?


A That’s correct.


Q And so some webcasters have paid


royalties to SoundExchange through that
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For the     which period?


For the ’98 to at least I believe
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A That’s correct.


Q Now, just to get a better sense


of who we’re talking about here, I’m going


to show you a document that we’ve marked as


Services Exhibit 154. And I will represent


to you this is a document we received after


the close of business the eve of your


testimony on Tuesday.


I should also point out at this


time that the document I handed out has been


marked as restricted. And I’m about to ask


some questions about this document and


wanted to give counsel for SoundExchange the


opportunity to move -- toLgo into closed


session.
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(Whereupon, the above-


referred to document was


marked as Services


Exhibit No. 154 for


identification.)


MR. PERRELLI: If you’ll give me
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just a moment to review.


MS. ABLIN: Certainly.


MR. PERRELLI: I know there was


some restricted information, but it was


redacted off that document.


not need -- I don’t believe


And so we may


I think the


restricted information was licensee


information, a particular licensee on the


second page. So, actually, I don’t believe


we need to go into restricted session.


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q Now, this document was Bates


numbered before it was produced to us as


pages, just for the record, SoundExchange


114258 through 261, and it’s titled Receipt


and Enforcement Effectiveness Tracking. Ms.


Kessler, are you familiar with this


document?


A


21
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Yes, I am.


Can you describe the document for


us?


1
22 A Yes. As the title describes,
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this is an analysis of the receipts and the


effectiveness of some of our enforcement and


compliance activities, which includes


minimum fee analysis, total receipts


analysis, payment receipt date analysis, as


well as a series of other analyses which


breaks the licensees into various


categories.


Q Did youplay a role in the


creation of this document?


A No, I did not.


Q Do you know who did?


A Yes, I do.


Q Who is that?


A That would be our legal


department, under the direction of Gary


Greenstein.


Q Did you review the document


before it was produced to us to verify


whether it was accurate?


A I reviewed the document before it


was produced, yes.
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Q And can the figures on here be


trusted to be accurate?


A Yes, they can.


Q Now, if you could turn to page


SXI14260? I believe it’s the third page of


this document. Now, I believe you just


testified that this page and the following


page list various categories of services,


and it also lists the number of each


services     the number of such services in


each category that paid royalties at any


time during the listed year.


A That’s correct.


Q And 2005 is the most recent year


reflected on this chart for which license


fees have been


correct?


A Yes.


are in place, is that


This license expired in


2005, but there is an ongoing requirement to


pay under the current rates for 2006.


Q Sure. But I’m just trying to get


at the fact that no rate~ are in place yet.
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Regardless of the payment obligation, there


are no rates in place for 2006.


A That’s correct.


Q Okay. So let’s look at the data


in the 2005 column, then. And I see     the


first category listed on here is commercial


webcasters, is that correct? And you list


248 services that were commercial


webcasters?


A Yes.


Q And those commercial webcasters


would have paid under the rates set through


the CARP proceeding that were then extended


through 2003/20047


A That’s correct.


Q And then, I should say later


extended by statute through 2005?


A Yes.


Q And then, the next category on


this document contains information about new


subscription services.


A That’s correct.
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And the new subscription services


there are 20 such new subscription


services listed, is that correct?


A That’s correct.


Q And those services also would


have paid under the CARP rates -- for ease


of reference, I’m going to call the rates


the rates that were set in the ’98 to 2002


proceeding, and then extended all the way.


through 2005, I’ll refer to those as CARP


rates. Is that acceptable?


A That’s acceptable.


Q Okay. So the new subscription


services listed here, would they all have


paid under the CARP rates?


A Yes.


Q Okay. And then, the third


category there, could you explain what


services would be included there, even


though it’s a null set?


A These are the eligible non-


subscription services, and I’m not sure what
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the NSTS stands for. But the ENTS are the


eligible non-transmission services.


Q Could it possibly be --


A Non-commercial perhaps.


Q Could it possibly be new


subscription transmission services?


A Oh, yes. New subscription


transmission services, yes.


Q And would the     if there were


any services listed in the 2005 category,


those services would also pay pursuant to


the CARP rates?


A That’s correct.


Q Okay. Moving on to the fourth


category, which is labeled SWSA Commercial,


there are 26 such services listed in the


SWSA Commercial category?


A There are 26 services in the SWSA


category, Swissa (phonetic) Commercial.


Q Swissa (phonetic), okay. I’ll


refer to Swissa (phonetic) is a term that


O
1 22     you use to denote SWSA.
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SWSA.


A Internally, that’ s what we call


3 Q Okay. I’ll try to refer to that


~ as Swissa (phonetic) myself.


5 A And those 26 SWSA commercial


~ services, I take it, would have paid under


7 the SWSA small commercial rates that were


8 established pursuant to the SWSA?


9 Q You’re correct. Which again,


i0 just so the record is clear, SWSA denotes


O111 the Small Webcasters Settlement Act,


12 correct?


13 A Correct.


i~ Q And then, moving on to the next


i~ category, in 2005 there are 68 services


i~ listed in the category called SWSA Non-Comm?


17 A That’s correct.


18 Q Now, the services in that


19 category I take it would be non-commercial


20 services other than non-commercial


educational entities that would have paid


under SWSA rates?
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A I believe so. That’s correct.


Q And moving on to the next


category, which is SWSA educational, there


were 203 such services listed in that


category?


A Yes. According to this report,


203 SWSA educational services, yes.


Q And those services would have


paid under the SWSA non-commercial


educational entity rates, is that correct?


A That’s correct.


Q And finally, we have as the last


category the Non-SWSA Non-Comm category.


And I note 13 such services for 2005, is


that right?


A Correct.


Q And those services, I take it,


would have paid under the non-commercial


CARP rates, is that correct?


A The non-commercial CARP rates,


not the SWSA rates. That’s correct.


MS. ABLIN: Okay. Your Honor,
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2O


I’d like to offer this Exhibit 154 into


evidence.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any


objection to Exhibit 1547


MR. PERRELLI: No objection.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Without


objection, it is admitted.


(Whereupon, the above-


referred to document,


previously marked as


Services Exhibit No. 154


for identification, was


admitted into evidence.)


THE WITNESS: Your Honors, may I


ask when we might be having a break?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


stop a little bit after Ii:00.


to stop now?


THE WITNESS: No, no.


wondering.


21


Q


BY MS. ABLIN:


We normally


Do you want


I was just


Just to be clear, then, Ms.
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Kessler, if we add up the number of services


for 2005, I came up with the number 578,


which largely aligns with your 570 number


that you provided earlier. I’m happy to


have you verify the 578, or if you can


accept that, we can --


A I’ll accept that.


Q -- go through the math if you’d


like. Okay. .And another question about


this document     I don’t see a category


listed for NPR stations. Are they reflected


in this document?


A I would imagine they are in one


of the other categories under which they


fit. But I’m not sure, because like you I


don’t see the breakdown of the individual


licensees.


Q All right. But NPR stations


don’t pay pursuant to CARP rates, do they?


A Well, absent a rate or absent a


negotiation or a settlement with NPR, they


need to be paying under one of the existing
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rates, right?


Q      Okay. Let me rephrase the


question. We established earlier that there


is an NPR agreement in place, correct?


A Yes. I’m not sure when that


agreement expired. And to the extent that


it expired prior to


Q Oh, I see.


A then they would have to be


paying under an alternate rate. But, again,


I just -- it just escapes me sitting here


today which rate they’re paying under.


Q Okay. For at least the     the


NPR agreement was in place in 2004, correct?


A I think it went for     at least


from ’98 to ’04, but I don’t recall what


happened after that.


Q Okay. So those NPR stations that


were     that are licensed and paying


royalties pursuant to the NPR agreement, are


they reflected anywhere in this document for


2004?
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A Again, I’m assuming they are, but


absent a detailed listing of all licensees I


can’t say for certain.


Q Okay. Just so we’re clear on the


math on this document, just a couple of


other questions before we leave it. Just so


we have a count of the services for 2004, I


take it we would get the count listed in


this document again by adding up the various


categories of services and coming up with a


number, is that correct?


Yes, I would imagine that the


the 420 equals the individual


A


math in


categories, yes.


Q


A


I’m sorry. The math in the?


In the column 2004, where it says


number of services that paid royalties at


any time during the year, the 420 figure.


Q Yes. Okay. At this point, Ms.


Kessler, I’d just like to see if you can


help me clear up some honest confusion


between a couple of documents we received in
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discovery, so I’m going to hand out a


document. It has previously been marked as


Services Exhibit 98.


And I note that this document is


marked restricted. When it came up before,


I know we went into closed session, so I


will hand a copy to your counsel and allow


him the opportunity to so move at this time,


if he chooses.


MR. PERRELLI:


Ms. Ablin to ask a question about it, and


then I’ll make an appropriate motion.


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q I will represent to you, Ms.


Kessler, that this document was produced to


us by your counsel as support from an


assertion in Mr. Simpson’s witness statement


concerning the number of services paying


royalties and the amounts paid by them for


the year 2004.


And I will also represent to you


that when I asked     attempted to ask him


Page 74


I’m going to allow
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about this document, he said that, despite


the fact that it supported a statement in


his testimony, that you would be the person


more familiar with the document. Have you


seen this document before?


A I don’t know if I have.


Q Could you take a look at the


document and tell us -- describe the


document for us?


A It appears to be a listing of


services’ parent name, the amount     some


amount, I’m assuming it’s royalties, and it


looks to be perhaps what is a percentage


I don’t know     of some sort, perhaps the


total. I don’t know without doing the math.


But that’s what it looks like to me.


Q And at least according to the


document, if you flip to the last page of


it, there are three lines there that says


total webcaster payments for 2004, and it


lists a figure of just under 9.7 million.


A Yes.
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Q And it says that the top i0


webcaster payments for 2004 comprised 8.95


million, give or take?


A That’s what it says, yes.


Q And the percentage of royalty


payments represented by the top i0


webcasters it lists as 92.4 percent?


A For 2004, yes.


Q For 2004, yes.


A That’s what it says.


Q Do you know who     I guess I’m


still puzzled at     do you know who within


SoundExchange would have prepared this


document?


A It possibly came out of our


Royalty Administration Department or it was


created at the direction of our general


counsel for compliance purposes or some


other licensee-specific purpose.


Q Do you recognize the formats in


the document as a document that was


generated by someone at SoundExchange?
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A


spreadsheet.


Q


Well, it’s clearly an Excel


But do you recognize it to be


information that would have come -- would


have been generated by SoundExchange?


A Well, certainly, the information


contained in here appears to be information


from our database of licensees and parents


as this document describes. So I’m assuming


it -- you know, it came from a SoundExchange


source.


Q Can the document be relied upon


to be accurate in the numbers?


A These numbers look like numbers


I’ve seen in other documents, so I would say


yes.


Q I take it SoundExchange would


attempt in documents it’s generating to be


20 Absolutely. Of course we would.


21 Okay. Well, my question -- and


O
122


this truly is just a matter I was confused
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about. If you look at the left-hand column


here, you see the handwritten notations


which I will represent to you are from me,


just the i0, 20, 30, 40, the numbers on


here. I was just trying to obtain a count


of the services, and I came up with 309.


And I was just confused as to the difference


between the 309 listed on this document


versus the 420 or so listed on the document


we’ve just been looking at.


A Well, if you note, that column


heading is parent name. And a parent may be


paying and reporting for multiple services,


multiple broadcast stations, that sort of


thing. So that’s one possibility for the


difference in the figure.


Q Is that the-only possibility that


sitting here today you can think of?


A You know, I’m not sure when this


list was prepared. But it’s possible


licensees paid late for this period and we


didn’t receive the payments until 2005 but
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attributed them to 2004. So, you know, this


information is just more current -- is


likely more current than this, depending,


again, when this information was prepared.


MS. ABLIN: Okay. Your Honor, I


would offer Services Exhibit 98 into


evidence.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


objection to Exhibit 98?


MR. PERRELLI:


Honor.


is admitted.


Any


No objection, Your


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Exhibit 98


(Whereupon, the above-


referred to document,


previously marked as


Services Exhibit No. 98


for identification, was


admitted into evidence.)


JUDGE WISNIEWSKI: Just for


purposes of clarity in the record, Ms.


Kessler, when you say that this document’s
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figures are more up to date


you characterized it


which document you’re


THE WITNESS:


I forget how


could you identify


Oh, I’m sorry.


Yes, I would assume that the exhibit marked


154 is more up to -- is likely more up to


date than Exhibit 98.


JUDGE WISNIEWSKI:


yOU.


Okay. Thank


THE WITNESS: You’re welcome.


BY MS. ABLIN:


While we’re on the subject, Ms.Q


Kessler, of services     making counts of


services making royalty payments, I’m about


to show you another document that’s getting


marked as Services Exhibit 155.


MR. PERRELLI: Your Honor, I


neglected on Services 98 to ask that it be


admitted into the record on a restricted


basis. The document includes licensee-by-


licensee payments for the year 2004, so


individual licensees and individual
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payments. The discussion -- the question


and answer     was all public, but the


document itself is required to be


confidential under -- pursuant to the


regulations, 37 CFR 261. So I move to have


the document admitted on a restricted basis.


MR. MALONE:


may I be heard on that?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


moment. Ms. Ablin?


MS. ABLIN:


Your Honor, please,


Just a


I have no objection.


Mr. Malone?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Yes, sir.


MR. MALONE:


the case then has been made only for


restricting that part of the document which


has names of licensees. So I would suggest


as a more appropriate and less restrictive


alternative that only the names of the


licensees be restricted, which would leave


us to address the numbers apart from the


names of the licensees in the open.


Page 81


It seems to me that
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CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


be accomplished, Mr. Malone?


Page 82


How can that


MR. MALONE: Well, simply that


the restrictive order extends beyond the


record, in the sense that it says who may


have the I take it the information.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: The exhibit


is what is being offered.


MR. MALONE: Righ~: But I think


that restrictions on the use of the exhibit,


and what I think should -- is more


appropriate under the circumstances, that


the use of the non-confidential information


be permitted under the terms of the order,


even though the document itself, without


that blanked out, could not be.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I’m sorry.


I still don’t understand.


accomplished?


MR. MALONE:


the Board to do anything.


How could that be


Well, I’m not asking


What I am asking


is simply that there be no restriction on
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the use of the non-confidential portions of


the document. And that’s counsel’s


responsibility, as is in the case with any


restricted document.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I don’t


think we have the ability to -- I don’t


think there is an ability under the


protective order to apply the protective


order to the portion of an exhibit andnot


provide the other portions of the exhibit.


I think you are     I’m suggesting you’re


asking a physical impossibility.


MR. MALONE: At the risk of


trying your patience, the


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


the patience.


(Laughter.)


MR. MALONE: Yes, Your Honor. It


seems to me that the order does two


different things. One, it says that you may


not disclose a document to an unauthorized


person. It also I think prevents counsel


I’ve ordered
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from simply orally reading the document to


an unauthorized person.


What I am saying is that to the


extent the reading of the document is


confined to non-confidential information, I


think that should be permitted under the


order that has been entered. And I would


like it clear from the fact that we have now


established that parts of the document


contain confidential information, and


severable parts of the document do not.


Counsel is at liberty to disclose the non-


confidential information to unauthorized


persons.


JUDGE ROBERTS: Mr. Malone, if we


were to do that for this document, how does


that impact the other documents that have


been admitted into evidence, many of which


are subject to the protective order?


MR. MALONE: At this point at


least, I don’t think you’re establishing a


precedent beyond this particular document as
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to which the question has been raised. So


far as I’m aware, the question has not been


raised to any of the other documents to


which you refer.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: We are


simply not able to enforce a modification of


the protective order that is in place for


each exhibit. And our -- you are completely


free, of course, to take information from


this that you think is not subject to the


protective order and use that. But that


would be subject to your part when you get


to cross examination.


MR. MALONE: Thank you.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


objection is overruled.


granted.


Q


The


The motion is


BY MS. ABLIN:


MS. Kessler, I’m now going to


hand you a document that has been marked as


Services Exhibit 155. And I will represent


to you that this is an interrogatory
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response that we received from your counsel


in the course of this proceeding, and it’s


specifically Interrogatory Response Number


9. And before I


(Whereupon, the above-


referred to document was


marked as Services


Exhibit No. 155 for


identification.)


A Okay.


Q I’m sorry. Before I --


A I’m not a lawyer, so this is --


what do you     is there a number 9 I’m


supposed to be looking for?


Q No. I was just stating for the


record that this, in fact, is


SoundExchange’s ninth interrogatory


response, as reflected on the second page of


the document.


A Okay. Gotcha.


Q And before I move on, I will note


that there was an attachment, Attachment i,
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produced in conjunction with this


interrogatory response that contains


information that SoundExchange has


designated as restricted. And, again, I


will pause to allow SoundExchange counsel to


move -- to go into closed session if it so


chooses.


MR. PERRELLI: Once again, Your


Honor, I’ll wait for a question and answer


to see if it leads to restricted


information.


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q I would like to focus your


attention, Ms. Kessler, specifically on the


attachment to this document. Could you


please take a look at the attachment? And


after you’ve had a chance to review it, if


you could describe it for us.


A It appears to be a listing of


services, licensees, and their parent, and


unfortunately this copy has     you know, the


heading names aren’t so clear. It’s a
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little difficult to read, but it has their


-- what type they are, the amount, which I


assume is a royalty payment amount, looks


like perhaps that says     my eyes aren’t as


good as they used to be -- station letters


or -- and then various amounts throughout --


from 19 -- I think that’s an 8, 1998,


through 2005.


Q Are you familiar with this


document?


A I’m familiar with these oftypes


documents, yes.


Q And this one, in particular, sets


forth a list of non-commercial services,


specifically, and the payments they have


made to SoundExchange for the time period


you described, is that correct?


A The legend includes non-


commercial SWSAs, yes, it appears to be.


Q Were you involved in the


preparation of the document?


i I don’t recall.
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Q


prepare it?


A


Did you oversee those who did


I have overseen similar types of


things, but this particular document I’m not


certain. But we generate this type of stuff


wi thin SoundExchange.


Q Okay. And do you believe the


information in the document to be accurate?


A Yes, I do.


Q And just so it’s clear to


everyone here, could you just explain the


simulcast column on the left-hand side? I


see true and false as the two possible


options listed in that column. What does


that denote?


A That’s our way to differentiate


between a broadcast radio station


simulcasting over the web compared to a


licensee who is what we call internet only.


They are only transmitting over the web,


they don’t have a terrestrial counterpart.


Q Okay.
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A So true would mean that they are


a simulcaster, broadcast simulcaster.


Q And, again, just so it’s clear


for the record, in the legend at the top,


the service categories listed in the


document include, for example, the     well,


actually, let’s look at the fourth column of


the document. Let’s start there. You see


there’s a big grouping of services that have


been categorized as NCPB services, and those


will be, according to the legend, non-SWSA,


non-commercial public broadcast services.


A That’s correct, yes.


Q So those would be services, I


take it, paying under the CARP, the non-


commercial CARP rates?


A I would assume so, yes.


Q And then, the next category was


to -- going down the column 4 is NCW?


A I’m sorry. The non-commercial


CARP rates include in your definition the


NPR agreement, correct?
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Q Not in my definition.


Not in your definition.
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So, yes,


I’m not -- I’m not sure if these are NPR


stations or these are non-commercials paying


under the CARP rate.


Q Okay. So


A I just don’t remember what this


category means.


Q So the NCPB category would either


be, then, I guess services paying under the


non-commercial CARP rates or possibly


services paying under the NPR agreement.


A It may be, yes.


Q Possibly, okay.


A I just can’t say for certain.


Q Okay. And then, moving on to the


next category, which is NCW


A Yes.


Q -- those services denote,


according to the legend, non-commercial


services paying under the Small Webcasters


Settlement Act of 2002?
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Yes.


And I take it those would be all


SWSA and non-commercial webcasters except


for SWSA non-commercial educational


entities?


A


Q


Yes.


Okay. And then, flipping through


the pages until we hit another category


listed, we come a few pages down to NEE


A Yes.


Q as a category. And those


services would be the non-commercial


educational entities paying pursuant to the


SWSA rates.


A That’s right.


MS. ABLIN: I would like to offer


Services Exhibit 155 into evidence.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any


objection to 1557


MR. PERRELLI:


no objection. We would only ask, Your Honor


Your Honor, I have


O122     -- move, Your Honor, that it be subject to
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the protective order for the same reason as


the prior document we discussed, which it is


a document that has licensee by licensee and


specific payment information, and it should


be protected as confidential under the


regulations.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: This is


undecipherable to me. Where are you


referring to licensee-by-licensee specific


information?


MR. PERRELLI: I apologize.


is the attachment, Attachment i, which is a


spreadsheet which has individual stations


and their payments on a year-by-year basis.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Where are


the payments?


MR. PERRELLI: They are on the


right-hand side of the spreadsheet under


columns for individual years.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


that are blacked out?


MR. PERRELLI: I don’t think


This


The columns
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they’re     they are shaded, and, therefore,


difficult to read, but those are -- I


believe they read, at least the last eight


columns, read 1998,


on.


’99, 2000, 2001, and so


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: The payments


of what is what I’m -- I haven’t heard yet


what you’re --


MR. PERRELLI: I apologize, Your


Honor. Payments of royalties to


SoundExchange.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: And where do


you see that that -- these are payments of


royalties to SoundExchange?


MR. PERRELLI: I believe that is


clear from the question, the interrogatory


question, which is Interrogatory Number 9,


and the answer thereto. This attachment is


a response to that question, Interrogatory


Number 9.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any


objection to the ~~_~on of the
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protective order to Exhibit 155?


(No response.)


No objection. The motion is


granted.


Any objection to the admission of


Exhibit 155?


MR. PERRELLI: No objection, Your


Honor.


CHIEF.JUDGE SLEDGE: Without


objection, the exhibit is admitted.


(Whereupon, the above-


referred to document,


previously marked as


Services Exhibit No. 155


for identification, was


admitted into evidence.)


THE WITNESS: Your Honor, would


it be possible to request a break now?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: We’ll recess


for i0 minutes.


(Whereupon, the proceedings in


the foregoing matter went off the
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record at ii:06 a.m. and went


back on the record at 11:19 a.m.)


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: On the


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q Ms. Kessler, are you aware that


record labels frequently or at least


sometimes provide terrestrial radio stations


wi[h free CDs in the hopes of obtaining air


play for those particular recordings?


A I’m aware they provide product to


the stations. I’m not sure what the intent


behind it iso


Q Okay. Are you aware that labels


sometimes provide product to radio stations


in advance of the commercial release date of


a particular sound recording?


A I’ve heard that that happens,


yes.


Q Are you aware that the copies of


those sound recordings or products provided


sometimes only contain information
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concerning the title of a sound recording


and the featured artist?


A I’ve heard that as well, yes.


Q Now you referred, I believe


Let me direct you to page 25 of your


testimony and you refer there to


SoundExchange’s longstanding request for


census reporting.


A Yes.


Q And of course, sample versus


census reporting is an issue that’s already


been addressed at length in a separate


record-keeping rulemaking proceeding. Is


that correct?


A Notice in record-keeping, there’s


been extensive discussion of this. Yes.


Q Are you aware that as ASCAP and


BMI only require sample reporting of


terrestrial radio stations?


A I know that in the past they’ve


relied on samples for their distributions,


but I’m also aware that they monitor 24/7
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comprehensively terrestrial radio stations


currently.


Q But the activity of monitoring


though is an activity that ASCAP and BMI


undertake. Correct?


A That’s correct.


Q It’s not an activity that the


radio stations are required to do. Correct?


A I kno~ the radio stations don’t


do that and that ASCAP and BMI undertake


that activity. Yes.


Q Okay. And as for the radio


stations themselves, ASCAP and BMI do not


require them to submit census reporting. Is


that true?


A I believe so, but I’m not exactly


sure of what requirements ASCAP and BMI have


with respect to reporting.


MS. ABLIN: Okay. Well, let me


show you a document then that has been


marked as Services Exhibit 156 that I will


represent is a document printed off BMI’s


21
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website on June 7, 2006.


(Whereupon, the above-


referred to document was


marked as Services


Exhibit No. 156 for


identification.)


THE WITNESS:


MS. ABLIN:


Okay.


And just if you could


let me when you’re finished reviewing the


document. Are you finished? Okay.


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q Ma’am, this document is titled


"Royalty Information: U.S. Radio Royalties."


Correct?


A That’s correct.


Q And if I could direct your


attention to the paragraph in the middle of


the page on the first page entitled -- It’s


immediately after the heading, "Commercial


Radio." It states there that "BMI uses


information provided by its commercial radio


station licensees to determine performances.
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All licensed stations are requested to log


performances for a three-day period each


year with different stations logging each


day of the year. This sample is unfactored


to create a statistically reliable


projection of all future performances on all


commercial music format radio stations


throughout the country." Is that correct?


A That’s what it says, yes.


Q so at according to this BMI


document, they require samples from radio


stations of music use for only three days


per year.


MR. PERRELLI: Your Honor, I’m


going to object to this. The witness is


reading a document that she’s seen for the


first time and hasn’t indicated she knows


what it is and for her to say this is what


BMI does I think is an improper use of this


document. If she wants to ask Ms. Kessler


what she knows or doesn’t know, I think she


O
122     can do it. Simply reading from the document
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CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:
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Ms. Ablin.


question.


MS. ABLIN: I’ll rephrase the


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: All right.


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q Ms. Kessler, are you aware in


fact of what BMI’s sample versus census


music use reporting requirement is for


commercial radio stations?


A As I said, I know that ASCAP and


BMI have relied on samples in the past, but


they also have technology ventures with


companies that are doing comprehensive


monitoring. To the extent that they are


using that for their royalties, I don’t


know.


Q But I guess that wasn’t exactly


my question. My question is are you aware


of what BMI requires radio stations to


report.


A Apart from reading this document,
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I wasn’t aware of this three-day situation.


Q Okay. Are you aware of what


ASCAP requires radio stations to report?


A I believe that at one point again


they required a sample. I forget how many


hours sitting here today, but also they have


their Media Guide which does comprehensive


24/7 monitoring of terrestrial radio


stations.


Q Right, but again that’s not an


activity that radio stations are required to


undertake. Correct?


A No, they are doing the


monitoring. So


Q ASCAP is doing the monitoring.


A ASCAP is doing the monitoring.


That’s correct.


Q Are you aware that the Section


118 regulations governing noncommercial


public broadcasters require samples for only


one week a year?


A No, I’m not aware of that.
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Q Now do you recall in your


testimony I believe on Tuesday during your


direct examination that you stated, I


believe, that SoundExchange analyzed a


sample of census reporting supplied by a


webcaster to determine how many artists were


captured in the sample?


A We conducted Yes, that was my


testimony.


Q


A


quarter last year perhaps.


Q And just for the record, what


months were included in that quarter?


A Of the analysis?


Q Oh, I’m sorry. That’s when you


conducted the analysis.


A Yes.


Q The third quarter and that would


have been in the time frame of which three


months?


A You know, September, October,


When was that analysis conducted?


It was probably we did that third
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November time frame probably.


Q Okay. And who conducted the


analysis specifically?


A SoundExchange conducted the


analysis.


Q Who within SoundExchange worked


on this project?


A Jonathan Sowers, Christine Patton


conducted the analysis at my direct,


supervision and review.


Q so SoundExchange employees in


other words conducted the analysis.


A That’s correct.


Q And what was the census period


covered in the analysis?


A It was a three month period. I


believe it was the first quarter of 2005 if


I’m not mistaken.


Q And just so it’s clear, would the


first quarter 2005 refer to the last three


calendar months of 2004 or are you talking


calendar quarters?
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2005.


A No. January, February, March


Q Okay.


I believe.


So the census period was the


first three months of 2005 was the census.


Correct?


A I believe so, yes.


Q And what was the sample that you


analyzed?


A We examined two conservative


seven day periods.


Q And do you recall which seven day


periods within the quarter you analyzed?


A I know they were randomly


generated, but I don’t recall specifically


which two conservative seven day periods


were identified.


Q And how many webcasters did you


analyze in this study?


A One.


Q Which webcaster was that?
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which one to analyze?


upon XM?


A


How did you decide to analyze,


How did you settle


Well, they’re the only ones


reporting census data to SoundExchange.


Remember that there are no regulations


promulgated for the webcasters and so we


could only rely on information that was


voluntarily reported and the interim


regulations state that webcasters are only


required to submit two seven conservative


day periods throughout a calendar quarter.


And so the fact that we had one webcaster


who was voluntarily reporting in the first


instance and secondly, providing census


data, they were the logical candidate to


conduct the study because obviously you


can’t do a sample if you don’t have census


reporting.


Q


which you had data that you considered


Page 106


Were there other webcasters for
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analyzing?


A No.


Q And XM transmits a number of


channels, does it not?


A Yes, they do.


Q Do you know about how many?


A I don’t recall, no.


Q Did you analyze all of XM’s


channels?


A Yes, we did.


Q Do you know how many genres of


music XM transmits?


A No, I don’t.


Q But in any event, did you analyze


all of the genres how many ever there are


that XM transmits?


A Yes.


JUDGE ROBERTS: Ms. Kessler, XM


is voluntarily offering this information I


presume because they were already providing


information for their satellite services.


Is that right?
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THE WITNESS: That’s correct.


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q I know you stated that the two


seven day periods, two conservative seven


day periods, were randomly generated. Could


you describe how the random generation


process worked?


A Yes, there’s a function in Excel


called Random or Random Number or something


like that and so based on all the available


days Excel randomly generated the first day


of the first seven day period and another


one for the second. It’s a function in


Excel.


Q Did you analyze any other


quarters besides the one quarter, the first


quarter of 2005?


A No, we did not.


Q You just analyzed one quarter.


A That’s correct.


Q What were the confidence limits


on the percent of artists that you stated
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were not picked up in the sample?


A I’m not sure what you mean by


confidence level. We simply looked at those


that were included in the sample and those


that weren’t included in the sample and


that’s how we determined being a percentage


of all artists compared to those that were


missed.


Q Did you perform any sort of


statistical analysis on the result or you


just simply ran a count of X songs appeared


in the sample versus why songs appeared in


the census?


A The analysis we looked again are


of those artists that were performed during


the three-month period compared to those


that were picked up by the sample and what


the difference was. That’s what we


examined.


Q And I guess what I’m getting at


is did you perform any sort of statistical


analysis apart from what you just described.
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A We did what I described. We


compared what was in the census to what was


missed in the sample, what was in the sample


and how the artists who were in the sample


were either over compensated or under


compensated for their performances of sound


recordings.


Q So beyond that, you didn’t


9 perform any sort of     Beyond what you just


i0 described, you performed no other sort of


O 11 analysis.


12 A No, the analysis I described is


13 what we conducted.


i~ Q Now XM is not a radio


15 simulcaster, are they?


~6 A No, they are not.


17 Q Did you perform any sample versus


18 census analyses on any radio simulcasters?


~9 A We have no data from radio


20 simulcasters. So we were unable to do so.


21 That information is in the possession of the


O
122


radio stations and to the extent they would
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conduct that analysis, I would be interested


to see those results.


Q So I take it that’s a no.


A No.


Q So your analysis consisted then,


just to recap, of a single webcaster, that


is XM, for a single two weeks or two


conservative seven day periods during a


¯ single calendar quarter.


A


Q


Correct?


Correct.


Now as a mathematician and data


analyst, you would agree, would you not,


that the larger a sample the more accurate


it becomes?


A Well, I’m either a statistician


or a mathematician. I have analyzed data


extensively and obviously the more you


analyze things the more you’ll see a trend.


But we analyzed the data we had available to


US.


Q And in considering the size of


the sample, you don’t typically consider the
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data from just one source, do you, but from


all sampled sources?


A I would love to work with the


broadcasters and the webcasters to examine


the data and see if there is something


beyond census reporting that would result in


the equitable distribution of royalties, but


I don’t have that information. So I’m


unable t~do so, but I would love to have a


much larger size of data to examine. Yes.


Q Did your written direct testimony


discuss this analysis at all?


A Through I think incorporation of


all my comments and SoundExchange’s comments


with respect to notice and recordkeeping,


yes.


Q So the analysis that was


performed in the first quarter of 2005 is


ste forth in one of the exhibits that was


submitted.


A I think that’s right or it was a


prior study that we did.
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Q I’m sorry. Could you repeat


that?


A It was either the study that I


described that was in my notice, in


SoundExchange’s notice and recordkeeping


comments or a prior analysis.


Q And that’s something that’s been


submitted in this proceeding as evidence?


A Ye~,~ by incorporation, those


documents are exhibits -


Q Could you point me to the


document?


(Discussion off the microphone.)


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q Ms. Kessler, if I could just


interrupt you for one minute? Did you state


earlier that you performed this analysis in


October or November of 2005?


A Yes, I believe we conducted the


analysis in the third quarter of "05, yes.


Q Which would be October, November


and December of "057


! 12
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A Third quarter would be July,


August, September.


Q July, August, September.


A Yes, sorry about that.


Q Okay.


(Discussion off microphone.)


MR. PERRELLI: Your Honor, I


think it will speed things along if I can


identify the section, .assist the witness


rather than having her page through many


exhibits.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


that’s not permitted, Mr. Perrelli.


Honor.


MR. PERRELLI:


Thank you.


THE WITNESS:


I’m afraid


Fair enough, Your


So I think it’s
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Exhibit 418DP page 13 where the discussion


of sample reporting takes place and since


the exhibits to this document aren’t in this


book I’m not sure of the study is


incorporated with this document. There may


be a reference in an earlier discussion
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however. I’m unable to locate it --


(Discussion off microphone.)


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q Ms. Kessler, did you prepare a


study plan before conducting the analysis


outlining what the purpose of the analysis


would be?


A Yes.


Q And is that pr~gided in one of


the exhibits that we received?


A I don’t know.


Q In any event, a minute ago you


were not able to find the study or documents


related to the study.


A Yes, I haven’t been able to find


it yet.


Q Did you keep a record of the


techniques you used to analyze the data?


A


exhibit s ?


A


Yes, we did.


Is that included in any of the


I don’t know.
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Q You were not able to find it a


minute ago in any event.


A That’s correct.


MS. ABLIN: I have no further


questions.


THE WITNESS: I might have found


it. It appears that on page nine -


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Just a


moment. Are there any questions, bY NPR?


MS. BROWN: Yes.


CROSS EXAMINATION (NPR)


BY MS. BROWN:


Q Good morning, Ms. Kessler.


A Good morning.


Q My name is Kris Brown and I


represent National Public Radio. I just


have a few questions for you to clarify some


of the documents that Ms. Ablin asked you


about. If you could turn first to Services


Exhibit 154. It’s the full page printout


that was just produced. If you turn to page


three of that exhibit that’s marked
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SX0114260.


A


Q


analysis.


A Yes.


Yes.


Under the column ENTS NSTS


A


those were?


A


Okay. And you’ll see in 2005


that that number is reduced to zero.


A Yes.


Q Do you know if those two services


under 2004 and ENTS NSTS were moved to


another category?


A They likely were but I’m not


sure.


Q Do you know which category they


were moved to?


A No, I don’t.


b9469267-5398-,$46b-b80~7efSd154c805


Q I see that two services are


listed there for 2004.


Yes.


Do you know which two serv±ces
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Q If you turn to the next page


marked SXI14261 under category NONSWSA


NONCOM analysis.


A Yes.


Q I believe in response and clarify


me if I’m incorrect to Ms. Ablin’s question,


you said that you thought NPR and CPB funded


station were reflected in this category.


A I said I didn’t know which


category they might be reflected in. I


think that’s what I said.


Q So is it your belief that NPR and


CPB funded stations are reflected somewhere


in this document?


A I don’t know if they’re reflected


in this document or not.


Q What is your basis for your


belief that they may be reflected in the


NONSWSA NONCOM analysis?


A Well, to the extent that their


license agreement expired and again I’m not
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likely have to pay under one of the existing


CARP rates which would be or the SWSA rates


which are the ones presented here.


Q Are you aware that there are


approximately 799 CPB funded and NPR member


stations?


A I know there are hundreds of NPR


stations, yes.


Q And here in this category under


NONSWSA NONCOM analysis for 2004, there are


14 services listed. Is that correct?


A That’s correct.


Q And that’s less than 799.


A Yes, it is.


Q And for 2005, there are 13


services listed. Is that correct?


A That’s correct.


Q And that’s less than 799.


A Yes, it is.


Q And for 2006, there are seven


services listed. Is that correct?


A      That’s correct.
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And that’s less than 799.


It is and to the extent that NPR


was reported as broadcast group with all of


its hundreds of stations then they might be


represented as one in one of those numbers.


Q Do you generally receive reports


from all NPR member stations or at least


those that are performing webcasting?


A What type of reports?


Q Reports as required by


SoundExchange in terms of webcasting by NMP


member organizations.


A Again often broadcast groups


report, they pay with a single check and


their statements of account are supposed to


indicate all the individual stations


broadcasting, but they often neglect to do


SO.


Q And to the extent that you had


received a lump sum payment from NPR, do you


think that would be reflected on this chart


here?
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A To the extent -- Well, the lump


sum payment I believe was for 1998 through


2002 but again I’m not sure when that


license expired. So to the extent that it


extended to 2004, it may be reflected in


there. I simply can’t say.


Q Okay. I’d like to draw your


attention to Services Exhibit 155 and if you


would turn to Tab i. Again this is just to


clarify Ms. Ablin’s question and correct me


if I misheard you, but I think that you said


that you thought that NPR and CPB funded


stations were reflected in the category


that’s denoted on this chart as NCPB or


NONSWSA NONCOMMERCIAL public broadcasts.


Yes, I said that they may be. I


And looking on page one which


I’ii represent to you is the only page that


contains the notation for NCPB according to


this category, under that if you look a few


lines down ComedyCentral.com is listed
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there. Can you tell me why that’s included


in the NCPB category?


A No, I can’t.


Q And to your knowledge, is Comedy


Central an NPR or CPB funded station?


A I don’t know.


Q And you’ll look going down,


several of these stations are listed with


the parent name Moody Broadcasting Network.


A Yes.


Q And to your knowledge are any of


the stations with the parent Moody


Broadcasting Network part of NPR or CPB?


A I don’t know.


Q And I’ll represent to you that


for the category NCPB there are 42 stations


listed on this chart.


A


this chart.


A


Q


Repeat that.I’m sorry.


There are 42 stations listed on


Categorized as NCPB?


NCPB. I’ll represent that to you
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and that’s far less than the 799 NPR and CPB


member stations. Is that correct?


A It’s far less than the 700 figure


you quoted me, yes.


MS. BROWN: May I have one


moment, Your Honor? No further questions.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr.


Freundlich, any questions?


MR. FREUNDLICH: Yes, Your Honor.


CROSS EXAMINATION (ROYALTY LOGIC)


BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


Q Good morning, Ms. Kessler. I’m


Ken Freundlich of Royalty Logic, Inc.


A Good morning.


Q I have a few questions for you.


In listening to your testimony over these


past two days, is it fair to say that you


oppose Royalty Logic’s attempt to get DARPA


which we refer to as Direct Accounting


Royalties Payment and Auditing directly from


the licensees as the same basis as


SoundExchange does because you think
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competition would create inefficiencies?


A So that’s a complicated statement


that you made. Let me characterize it this


way. SoundExchange believes that under a


single license with a single set of rates


and terms that there should be one set of


rules and those one set of rules should be


administered by one organization. To the


extent that a copyright owner or a licensee


for that matter wishes to engage in a direct


deal and conduct direct licensing, of course


they are welcome to do so. The statutory


license is nonexclusive and in that


situation, if the copyright owner or the


licensee wanted to identify an agent to do


that on their behalf, they are welcome to do


Q I appreciate you reconstituting


my question, but my question was do you


think that competition would create


inefficiencies.


A I think that competition in a


b94692b7-5398~46b-b80~7efSd154c805
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statutory framework leads to free ridership


and it’s inefficient and overall costs right


across all copyright owners and all artists


would increase.


Q So is that a yes to that


question?


A Yes, it would introduce cost


inefficiencies.


Q Okay, and what about those


artists and copyright holders that do not


want to be affiliated with RIAA and


SoundExchange that want their own


representation? What about those people?


A Copyright owners are free to


engage in direct licensing and could have


any representation they so desired.


Q So they can direct license but


they can’t appoint another agent to do their


business on the same basis as SoundExchange.


Is that your testimony?


A My testimony is that we’re the


sole designated agent right now and we
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represent members and nonmembers alike, all


copyright owners and artists entitled to


payment under the statutory license, but


anyone who wants to engage in direct


licensing may do.


But doesn’t the law, Ms. Kessler,


give nonmembers of SoundExchange the choice


to designate their own agents?


A There is the concept of common


agents somewhere in the law, but it’s not


clear if they’re acting in the capacity of a


designated agent or simply a common agent


which would represent that artist or


copyright owner subsequent to the


distribution from SoundExchange.


Q I know you’re drawing a


distinction between designated agents and


common agents, but my question would be


would that choice that the law gives that


you just referred to be meaningful if a


nonmember of SoundExchange was not paid the


same amount of money for the same
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performance as a member of SoundExchange.


MR. PERRELLI: I’m going to


object to the extent that he’s trying to


characterize the law and ask a nonlawyer to


provide some form of interpretation.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Please


rephrase, Mr. Freundlich.


MR. FREUNDLICH: Okay.


BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


Q Would it be fair for a Royalty


Logic member to receive payments on a


different basis, a different amount, for the


same performances as a member of


SoundExchange, Ms. Kessler?


A Again, SoundExchange is not a


membership organization. We do not


discriminate between members and nonmembers.


But should a collection of members of an


organization wish to differentiate the value


of those performances I would imagine that


they could.


Q But only after SoundExchange
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processed and took their own administrative


costs out of the payments.2


3
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correct?


A


Isn’t that


In the event that they are a


common agent receiving royalties from


SoundExchange, yes. Their downstream


distribution, I’m assuming that with the


-agreement of the membership they could apply


any rules they so chose.


Right, and the performances would


not be valued, get the same amount of money,


as the ones that went through SoundExchange


to SoundExchange payees.


A SoundExchange doesn’t


differentiate among members or nonmembers.


All performances are valued equally and it’s


a question of their rotation or listenership


that one performance will earn more money


than another.


Q Ms. Kessler, isn’t direct


accounting reporting payment and auditing


from the licensees the only way that a non
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SoundExchange payee can assure that they get


the same amount for the same performances as


a SoundExchange payee?


A I’m not sure I understand the


question.


Q Well, if Royalty Logic, for


example, was not getting direct accounting


royalties payment and auditing rights from


the licensees, how could they assure that


their members would get payments on the same


basis as a SoundExchange person?


A      Again, I’m not sure what you’re


asking. I mean SoundExchange reports in


great detail to every recipient of royalties


exactly what they’re being paid


SoundExchange for and as far as I


understand, a copyright owner or artist as


an audit rep to SoundExchange and certainly


could examine our allocations and


distributions. Our system is completely


transparent and doesn’t differentiate in any


way.
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Q So the copyright owners would get


to audit SoundExchange. That’s what you’re


saying.


A They can audit SoundExchange. I


believe that’s right.


Q So Royalty Logic would be in the


same position. They would have to audit


SoundExchange in order to see what the


payments were that cam~ in from the


licensees.


A No, again, we’re not permitted to


show individual licensee payments. We’re


only allowed to do so in the aggregate.


That aggregate figure is displayed on the


statement so they know precisely what the


pool of money is that’s being allocated and


distributed. From there, they see their


individual performances as a copyright owner


or as an artist and what performance was


valued and then they see their statutory


split applied to that.


Q So the Royalty Logic people
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wouldn’t get the same information as the


SoundExchange people then. Is that correct?


A If Royalty Logic is a common


agent on behalf of a copyright owner or an


artist, they would get the same information


that any other recipient of royalties from


SoundExchange would get.


Q From SoundExchange, but they


wouldn’t get the same information that


SoundExchange got from the licensees, would


they?


A They would not get the reports of


use or the individual payment information


that SoundExchange gets. That’s correct.


Q So non SoundExchange payees, the


members of Royalty Logic, are going to be


forced then under your interpretation to


rely on the SoundExchange Recording Industry


of America (RIAA) auditing for your


decisions of when you’re going to audit, how


you’re going to audit, the licensees.


A You know SoundExchange has an
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audit with respect to the licensees and


we’ve asked that copyright owners, any


copyright owner, have the same right to


audit. It may be collectively. There may


be a business reason to audit services or


not audit other services that we don’t think


we should stand in the shoes of each and


every copyright owner with respect to that


audit right and we’ve requested t~at any


copyright owner be permitted to audit a


service.


Q To audit the licensees.


A Correct.


Q And would that include RLI?


A To the extent that RLI is a


copyright owner which I don’t think they


are.


Q So it wouldn’t include RLI if


they were designated as an agent for their


members.


A Well, again this is theoretic but


if RLI is a designated agent by this board,
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then they would be operating under some set


of rules that I would assume includes an


audit right.


Q And what if RLI were a common


agent?


A To the extent RLI is a common


agent representing copyright owners those


copyright owners have an audit, should have


an audit right to the licensees.


Q But RLI would not under your


interpretation?


A You’re drawing a distinction. If


they are representing a group of copyright


owners who wish to audit a service, then


whether it’s the RLI conducting the audit or


the copyright owner giving permission to RLI


to conduct the audit, I’m not sure how that


would work since we don’t have regulation or


rules around that.


Q Ms. Kessler, do you think that


Royalty Logic’s members would compromise


their right to choose a collective based on
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SoundExchange’s notion of


and what’s not efficient?


A


Q


what’s efficient


Repeat the question please.


Do you think that a Royalty Logic


member would compromise its right to choose


whichever collective it wanted to affiliate


with based on your company’s notions of


efficiency?


A I think


MR. PERRELLI: Your Honor, I’m


going to object to asking her to guess


what’s in the mind of the Royalty Logic


members with her, I guess, the premise of


this question.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr.


Freundlich.


MR. FREUNDLICH: I’ll rephrase


the question.


BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


Q Do you think it’s fair to make


Royalty Logic members and non members of


1
22     SoundExchange or non payees of SoundExchange
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compromise their right to choose based on


SoundExchange’s notion of what’s efficient


and what’s not?


A You know I tried to make this


clear that I think under a statutory license


with a single right and a single set of


rates and terms that there should be a


single set of rules and that those rules are


best administered by a single agent who like


SoundExchange represents copyright owners


They’re on our board of


They participate in our various


and artists.


directors.


committees and that is the appropriate place


for the administration of this statutory


royalty.


Q But haven’t the Royalty Logic


members in fact demonstrated what they think


about SoundExchange’s decision making by


affiliating with Royalty Logic because


they’ve not had a good experience with the


RIAA and the major labels in the past?


MR. PERRELLI: I object again. I
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don’t know how she could possibly testify


about whatever experience Mr. Freundlich is


representing.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


Q


Sustain.


BY MR. FREUNDLICH-


I want to go back to the other


question which you still haven’t answered,


Mr. Kessler. Do you think it’s fair that


Royalty Logic members should have to not


have a right to choose which collective they


want to do their bidding with respect to


these royalties and take it through


SoundExchange?


A You know again a copyright owner


has the right to engage in direct licensing


and determine what they feel is fair outside


of the statutory license. Once a statutory


license is in place, however, I think this


is across all copyright owners and all


artists and services can take that license.


So if you’re operating in a statutory


framework, again I feel a single
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organization better serves that collective


community for both efficiencies and cost


saving reasons.


Q You keep referring to the


efficiencies, Ms. Kessler, but isn’t this


really about choice?


A In a statutory license, I’m not


sure what choice you have. Again, if you


want choice, you may direct license. Under


statutory license, the price is set, the


terms are set, the ways in which you can


exploit those sound recordings is set. So


there is not choice in that situation. The


choice exists outside of that license.


Q Are the methods of payments to


your copyright holders set?


A The method of payments to our


copyright owners and artists are mandated by


statutory splits and further with respect to


the payees’ schedules by the recipients


themselves.


Q I’m not talking about the
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amounts. Are the frequency of payments set


or is that something the SoundExchange board


decides?


A As far -- No, there is no term


with respect to a requirement with the


frequency of distributions that


SoundExchange conducts quarterly with


respect to allocations of new royalties and


more frequently with distributions of


checks.


Q But that’s a decision that


SoundExchange makes. Correct?


A That is a decision that


SoundExchange makes in conjunction, wel!,


with the approval and direction of its


committees and it’s board of directors


comprised equally of copyright owners and


artists.


Q But it’s not comprised of any


Royalty Logic members, is it?


A To my knowledge, Royalty Logic is


0 I22     not a copyright owner and to the extent they
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So


But you’re not aware that any of


your committees and board of directors are


populated by any Royalty Logic members.


A No, I’m not aware of that.


Q And in terms of the auditing, are


the auditing policies of SoundExchange also


set by its board?


A Well, the auditing provisions are


set forth either in the statute or in


regulations.


Q


So that’s where those are set.


Are you talking about the


auditing rights of the -- The frequency with


which you’re going to conduct audits is set


by the regulations?


A No, the regs or the terms are


silent with respect to frequency. It does


establish the right however.


Q So you set your own audit


policies then, SoundExchange does.


A Again with the input direction
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and oversight of our board, yes.


Q Right, but there are not RLI


members on that board to your knowledge, are


there, Ms. Kessler?


A That’s correct.


Q Okay. Now you described in some


detail in your direct written statement as


well as in earlier testimony, the manner in


which you receive payment logs, I guess you


refer to those as statements of accounts,


from webcasters and how they are logged in


and processed by SoundExchange. Correct?


A Yes.


Q Ms. Kessler, is this receipt and


logging of statements by SoundExchange


anything different than what any data


processing entity would have to do with


that material like ASCAP or BMI or Harry


I can’t speak to how they process


I can speak to how SoundExchange


deals with its statements of accounts,
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payments and reports of use.


Q But wouldn’t you say that having


logs occasionally failed to conform with


format and delivery specs in the job of


matching and research to assure correct


association of copyright owners and


performers with performance is something


that a data processing entity like


SoundExchange has to do to perform its


function?


A You know SoundExchange has


undertaken a number of activities with a


level of thoroughness and comprehensiveness


in order to ensure that royalties are


received by absolutely everyone entitled to


them and to the extent that SoundExchange


has gone through this very broad process of


making sure that sound recordings are


identified accurately and that we conduct


all the necessary outreach to pay out as


much of the royalties as we possibly can,


that is something that SoundExchange in its
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philosophy has undertaken. What other


collecting societies or similarly situated


organizations do, I just can’t speak to.


Q But aren’t all these things that


SoundExchange has undertaken in fact common,


everyday functions of the business of


copyright research and royalty accounting?


A Again, I think that depending on


a company’s membership, their profit motive,


their other activities, may trade off one


thing for another. SoundExchange is simply


administering a single license with single


terms and doing that as fairly,


transparently and efficiently as possible.


So I can’t speak to the business decisions


or where resources are expended in other


organizations.


Q And you’re administering those


licenses based on in part on the regulations


and in part on the decisions of


SoundExchange’s board and all those


committees you described.
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A You know we’re heavily regulated


and we adhere to those regulations and to


the extent that the regulations or the terms


are silent or unclear on issues we engage


our copyright owner and artist community


with input and guidance on the most


efficient and transparent way to implement


those policies. So it is with the very


people who are receiving the benefit of the


royalty distributions that are making the


decisions of what to do with those


royalties.


But none of those very people


include members from Royalty Logic to your


knowledge, do they?


A No, they don’t.


Q Now in your direct statement and


in some of your testimony, you state that


millions of performances that SoundExchange


logs in are principally from the preexisting


subscription services and satellite


services. Do you remember making that
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statement, Ms. Kessler?


A Yes.


Q And these would include Muzak,


Music Choice, DMX, XM and Cirius. Is that


right?


A That’s correct.


Q So processing information from


these five services constitutes the lion


share of your experience at SoundExchange.


Would that be correct, Ms. Kessler?


A The lion share with torespect


processing performances or in general?


Q Right, processing performances.


A Yes, that’s correct.


Q So your system essentially


receives the bulk of its data from these


five sources. Is that correct?


A That’s correct.


Q And each of these five companies


has very sophisticated play lists and data


presentation in your requested format, don’t


they?
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A Sophisticated? I think it’s the


minimum necessary to get to the point where


you can fairly and efficiently distribute


royalties. I’m not sure quite sure how


sophisticated it makes it though.


Q But your testimony in this case


just so we can be clear is based on reports


primarily received from these five companies


and conjecture with respect to the rest who


are not reporting because there are no rules


in place for the formats of those reports.


A Well, there are interim


regulations in place with respect to the


data elements and other information that the


services will likely be required to report.


So we are not in the dark with respect to


the data content. What we are in the dark


about is what file format and by what


mechanism those reports are delivered to


SoundExchange.


Q And are you aware, Mr. Kessler,


that for example MRI processes reports from
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over 300 different local television stations


each with their own or slightly different


formats of data presentation?


A I’m unaware of what data


ingestion MRI conducts.


Q And that the television use, the


MRI reports, are generally excerpts of


songs, three second cues, five second


background cues which are even more


difficult to match than those that you’ve


described at SoundExchange.


A First, I couldn’t speak to the


difficulty of the matching, but I can’t


speak to what MRI ingests as I’ve stated.


Q Now on page 14 of your written, I


don’t think you have to go there, but you


refer something called the "theory of


certain entities." Is that so, Ms. Kessler?


It’s on page 14 if you want to take a look.


It’s the second full paragraph.


A Page 14?


Q Where you say -- I’ll read it
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into the record for clarity here. You’re


saying "Distributions could be formal or


complicated if the members of a band were


represented by different agents with one


member of the band represented by one


collective and all remaining members


represented by SoundExchange. Under the


theory of certain entities, the members paid


through SoundExchange receive~less than the


members paid through another entity due to


the possibility of others free riding on


SoundExchange’s investments without having


to share the cost of these investments and


if there were multiple collectives, then the


difficulties associated with allocating


royalties and deducting costs could be


exacerbated as explained in more detail."


Do you remember that statement? Is that a


true statement?


A Yes.


Q So is it your testimony that if


there are multiple collectives the system of
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collection and payment of royalties would


more inefficient and complicated?


A If there are multiple agents,


it’s my view that the cost would be


increased, delays would increase and it


would be far more difficult to distribute


royalties, yes.


Q so is it your belief, Ms.


Kessler, that a system with any check~-and


balances to SoundExchange is cost structure


and investment is more efficient?


A SoundExchange has extensive


checks on its costs and expenditures because


of its board oversight. I mean again the


recipients of the royalties are on our board


and on our committees and they are the ones


that review our budget, approve our


programs, have twice deferred the taking of


the undistributed royalties to reduce


SoundExchange’s costs to give us an


opportunity to reach more and more copyright


owners and artists who deserve the
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royalties. So I disagree with your


characterization that SoundExchange’s


expenditure of funds goes unchecked in some


way.


Q But it’s -


A That’s not the case.


Q So you’re describing checks and


balances then that are internal to


SoundExchange. Correct?


A By its committees and its board,


yes.


Q But there aren’t any Royalty


Logic members on those committees or board,


are there, Ms. Kessler?


A No, there is not.


Q Isn’t it true, Ms. Kessler, that


the board of SoundExchange does not


represent all copyright holders and


performers?


A Well, SoundExchange’s board


consists of nine copyright owners. So it -


Q But that’s not my question. My
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question is isn’t it true, Ms. Kessler, that


the board of SoundExchange does not


represent all copyright holders and


performers.


A SoundExchange represents members


and nonmembers. So to that extent,


SoundExchange does represent all copyright


owners who aren’t direct licensing outside


of the statutory license.


Q But aren’t there in fact many


independent labels and artists that are


members of Royalty Logic that are not


represented by SoundExchange?


A I don’t know who they are.


Q But hypothetically, if there are


some, is it your testimony that


SoundExchange still represents them even


though they don’t want to be represented by


SoundExchange?


A SoundExchange pays all copyright


owners regardless of membership in


SoundExchange.
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Q And sets policies as you


described before based on information they


received from persons other than the Royalty


Logic members?


A SoundExchange sets its programs


and its policies and its budget based on


approval by its board of directors, yes.


Q But you agree, Ms. Kessler, don’t


you, that all artists and performers deserve


a say in how their dollars are spent by


their collective?


A In a perfect world, every


statutory recipient would be involved in and


participate. But there are tens of


thousands of featured artists, some of whom


are groups, and have group members of three


or four or five people. There are thousands


of copyright owners here in the United


States and around the globe. There are many


artists who own their own masters and in my


view and the decision lies with this board


of what organization is going to be charged
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with the humbling task of fairly


distributing these royalties to those


entitled parties.


Q So are you advocating, Ms.


Kessler, denying Royalty Logic’s members and


others a say in how their chosen collective


spends their money and how their payments


are calculated?


A I can’t speak to what those


members decide or not. It’s up to them.


But you’re saying they don’t have


I’m saying again at the risk of


repeating myself that in a statutory


framework it makes more sense to have a


single agent administering a set of rules


that apply to all copyright owners and


artists who are within the statutory


framework and those that don’t like it may


direct license outside of it. That’s what


I’m saying.


Q Are you familiar with artists
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known as Dr. Dre and Metallica?


A Yes, I am.


Q And that they sold million of


records over the past roughly i0, 15 years.


A Yes, I am.


Q Okay. So you’re saying that Dr.


Dre and Metallica for example shouldn’t be


entitle to a choice in their collectives and


receive royalties on the same exact basis as


a SoundExchange member for equivalent


performances?


A I’m saying that Dr. Dre and


Metallica receive their royalties on the


same basis as anybody else who received


royalties from SoundExchange and I’m not


denying Metallica their say. We would


welcome them to participate on our advisory


committees and we have artists’ seats on our


board and we would welcome their


participation.


Q But that would be involuntary


though because Dr. Dre and Metallica and
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SoundExchange and the Recording Industry of


America.


A


Honor.


I’m not sure --


MR. PERRELLI: Objection, Your


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Sustained.


BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


Q Isn’t it true, Ms. Kessler, that


if SoundExchange is acting as the


monopolistic funnel through which all


royalties flow that an non SoundExchange


member would receive less than a


SoundExchange member for the same exact


performance?


MR. PERRELLI: I’m going to


object one on simply just arguing with the


witness and making statements too. I think


she has answered the question over and over


again that talks about copyright owners and


performers whether they’re members or not


and how they are paid.
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Rather than


rephrase, can you not go over the same


things you’ve covered many times.


MR. FREUNDLICH: Fair enough,


Your Honor.


BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


Q Now, Ms. Kessler, you’ve


presented to us samples of statements of


account from SoundExchange to its members.


Correct? We have some of those that are


attached to your testimony. We have seen


those.


recipients?


Q


i


Q


SoundExchange statements to its


Right. To its members.


Yes.


Now do these statements show the


recipient of funds from SoundExchange, how
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the calculations were arrived at? For


example, what costs were first deducted from


the gross receipts?


A I’m not sure if the admin rate is


on the statements. The total amount of


royalties collected are and then the


payments made to recipients is what is


displayed, not the admin rate.


Q Not the admin rate or any other


information about cost deductions. Isn’t


that correct, Ms. Kessler?


A In our annual reports, all of


that is fully expressed.


Q But it’s not on the any of the


reports to the artist, is it, to the members


I should say? Sorry.


A Well, again we send statements to


members and nonmembers and as I said, the


admin rate is not on the statement, but it’s


elsewhere within SoundExchange’s public


information.


Q Could you tell me which exhibit
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looking at there for that


Do you mean where the admin rate


Yes, well, you just looked at


some portions of the exhibits that -


A Yes, 252 is a statement from


SoundExchange.


Q Now you say though, Ms. Kessler,


that one of the goals of SoundExchange is to


create a fair system of royalty payment and


allocation. Isn’t that correct?


A Yes.


Q So how can a member determine


that SoundExchange is being fair if the


statement’s giving so little information


about how SoundExchange is arriving at the


net payment to them?


A Again SoundExchange posts an


annual report on its website so that artists


and copyright owners, the general public,


whomever, can examine what our costs are and
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effective admin rate is.


And how do you tell the members


about the fact that in order to find out


what costs are being deducted they have to


go to the SoundExchange website?


A Well, if they inquire at


SoundExchange a staff member will certainly


tell them what the admin rate is and what


the link is where they can see the annual


report.


Q So then if they don’t make a


phone call to your customer service person


asking the question, they have no way of


finding that out, do they?


A They can find out. I mean it’s


not hidden what SoundExchange admin rate is.


It’s on our website. So they’re welcome to


come and see that.


Q Right, but if they don’t ask for


the information how are they going to know


that they could go to the website?


A I don’t know how they would know.
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Q Is it fair that you haven’t


communicated that to them as part of their


statements?


A No     Well, if you’re saying is


the admin rate absent from the statement,


yes, it is and it’s an excellent suggestion.


Q And on the website, is there


information with respect to each member’s


statement as to how much of an overall cost


has been deducted off of their statements?


A Well, every copyright owner and


artist is subject to a single admin rate.


Again in a statutory license, it seems to be


fair to me that all recipients of the


statutory royalty share equally in the costs


of administration unless of course the


licensees want to pay for the administration


and statutory license.


Q And none of the members have any


independent way of knowing, for example,


that that $9 million that the RIAA lent to


SoundExchange to start itself, the startup
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costs, are being deducted from their


royalties, do they?


A No, it’s evident from the annual


report on our website what the CARP


repayment is. We’ve never attempted to not


discuss the CARP repayment.


But again just to be clear, the


only way that a member can find out about


this CARP repayment again is to go on the


website. Right?


A Yes, I think I’ve answered that.


Q Okay. Thank you. But isn’t it


true, Ms. Kessler, that in order for the


system to really be transparent and


auditable by its members that statements


would have to be more detailed?


A Again, if you look at the


statements, they are quite detailed with


respect to the list of sound recordings but


I’ll certainly take back the idea of putting


the admin rate on each statement. The


problems is that there’s an admin rate that
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differs from royalty stream to royalty


stream. So it’s going to further complicate


the statements, but I think it’s a great


idea.


Q Right, but until you heard that


idea from me, had anybody at SoundExchange


considered putting that amount of


information on the statements so they could


be more transparent?


A Not to my recollection.


Q And how complicated would that be


to provide that information on a sta[ement?


A I don’t know. I’ll have to ask


our Development Team how difficult it will


be.


MR. FREUNDLICH:


have until 12:45 p.m. today.


timing?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


right.


Your Honor, we


Is that the


MR. FREUNDLICH: Okay.


BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


Yes, you’re
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Q Now on page 16 of your written


testimony, you make the statement that there


have been nine royalty distributions to


date. I just want to make clear.


been another one since then?


A


Q


have there been to date?


A


No. 13.


Has there


There have been several, yes.


So how many royalty distributions


I think we’re Up to     We skipped


We didn’t skip a distribution, but


we didn’t incorporate 13 as a distribution.


I think we’re up to 16 now. Can you tell me


what page it is on?


Q It was 16 at the top. I think


Yes, the very first line.


Yes, we’re up to, I think, 14 or


Is there any reason why there


couldn’t be more frequent payments to


members, maybe on a monthly basis?


A Again we’re examining


distributions and increasing the frequency
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from quarterly to perhaps every six weeks or


monthly in order to expedite the receipt of


royalties to feature performers who


previously we were unable to find that we


have located or that they’ve come forward,


but these are business decisions and with


respect to cost containment any given


distribution is not an expense free


activity. So we try to balance th÷ costs of


those distributions with the frequency of


those distributions. But certainly as the


royalties have grown over the years, we have


increased those distributions and


demonstrated that to our artists and


copyright owners that we have increased the


frequency.


Q Let’s turn to the unallocated


money. You testified that there’s a bulk of


money that is remaining in an unallocated


escrow account. Is that correct?


A There is a percentage of


undistributed royalties that are accounted
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for that we’re unable to pay the copyright


owners and artists as of this day, yes.


Q And that would be the 35 percent


for the artists and the 15 percent for the


copyright holders.


A That’s correct.


Q That’s the flip side of what you


say could be paid through.


A That’s correct.


Q Okay. And is that -- I’ve come


up with a rough figure of what I think that


is. I just want you to let me know if


that’s in the ball park of $16 million.


Does that sound correct?


A That sounds high to me but it is


millions of dollars.


Q Is it more than $I0 million?


A Yes, probably.


Q Is it more than $15 million?


A I don’t think so. We’re


analyzing all of that right now. So I can’t
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specificity.
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Q Now you also testified that the


SoundExchange board voted or recommended


that SoundExchange hold over that


unallocated amount for more than the three


years that the statute allows.


correct?


A


Is that


Well, to be clear, the regulation


permits the reduction of costs of


administration by the undistributed funds


three years after the date of payment by the


service and SoundExchange’s board has twice


delayed the use of those funds to offset


costs to permit SoundExchange ample


opportunity to ramp up its undistributed


funds strategies to reach the maximum number


of copyright owners and artists as possible.


Q Is there any idea, as of in


discussions, as to when in fact those moneys


will be applied to reduction of costs of


administration of funds?


A Yes, there has.


meeting in a couple of weeks where I believe


There is a board
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that decision will be made, but the policy


committee recently came to a recommendation


that will be presented to the board that


only the undistributed funds with respect to


SoundExchange’s very first distribution of


over five years ago be subject to this type


of release and offsetting of costs. So it’s


a fraction of the figure that you stated.


Q Do you anticipate that they’re


going to roll that in over time then, just


starting way back then and rolling forward.


Is that what’s been discussed?


A The recommended policy is to


stagger that and again at each stage,


reviewing the progress that SoundExchange


has made with respect to pay-through rate to


determine when the appropriate time is to


make that release.


Q Doesn’t this current system with


the three-year recoup, with the permission


to recoup costs of administration after


three years, or as extended by the policies,
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doesn’t that create an incentive for


SoundExchange not to locate unidentified


artists so that they can apply the money at


some point to the recoupment of costs?


A On the contrary, if our copyright


owners and artists as represented our board


wanted to get that money somehow to offset


costs then they wouldn’t have extended the


release of those funds nor would they as a


matter of course fund activities and


programs that SoundExchange recommends to


reduce that figure. So I think that by


virtue of the ownership of SoundExchange,


again the copyright owners and artists who


are entitled to these royalties, they have


demonstrated their commitment to reducing


that pay-through rate.


In addition, I think other


societies around the world recognize that


commitment of SoundExchange by entering into


reciprocal payment arrangements with


SoundExchange. They have the same
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philosophy as SoundExchange with respect to


paying through absolutely as much as


possible.


Q Are those societies helping


SoundExchange to identify some of the


unallocated recipients?


A Yes, they are.


Q And wouldn’t an additional


collective in this situation help to


identify even more of those unallocated


recipients?


A If you’re referring to would RLI


help, I have no idea if their motives would


be such that they would want to reduce the


undistributed royalties. RLI is a for-


profit company and it gives me pause to


think they may participate in that way.


Q Ms. Kessler, you are aware, are


you not, that the DiMA Companies and RLI


have entered into an agreement for DiMA to


provide RLI with direct accounting reporting


payment and auditing?
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A I understand that there is some


arrangement that RLI or MRI and DiMA have.


I have no idea with respect to the


particulars.


Q It’s RLI, isn’t it? It’s not


MRI.


A Again, I’m not sure what the


particulars are.


Q Have you seen the agreement?


A No, I have not.


Q Were you aware of this agreement


when you made the statement on page 17 of


your written statement that "webcasters


object to having to report to more than one


collective"o


A


Q


Correct, Ms. Kessler?


MR. PERRELLI :


2O YourHonor.


21


No, I was not.


So that statement is false now.


I’m going object,


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Basis?


O
1 22


MR. PERRELLI: Objection. He’s
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trying to characterize it as a false


statement based on something that she


doesn’t know and he hasn’t been able to put


before her related to an agreement. He just


simply is purporting to exist.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


overruled.


THE WITNESS: Can you repeat the


question please.


Objection is


Q


"webcasters object to having to report to


more than one collective" is not false.


Isn’t that correct, Ms. Kessler?


A Without being able to see what


the agreement is to see what, if any,


reporting is required under that with


respect to any aspect of that agreement, I


certainly can’t say if this statement in my


testimony is inconsistent that time has


passed. At the time I made this statement,


it was absolutely true and today I would say


BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


So your statement on page 17 that
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it is still true absent any evidence that it


is not.


Q Okay. And you say that the


overwhelming majority of copyright owners


and performers oppose such a system, a


system with more than one collective. Is


that also correct, Ms. Kessler?


A Yes.


Q Did this overwhelming majority


that you described even know that there was


a choice?


A I would say that this


overwhelming majority are receiving payments


from SoundExchange, reports from


SoundExchange and they are with


SoundExchange and we receive so many


positive feedback from our artists and


copyright owners that we’re reporting


transparently with respect to their sound


recordings and how they’re being exploited


by these services. So I think that they’re


exercising their opinion by staying with
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SoundExchange and their feedback to


SoundExchange.


Q Are you saying that your reports


to your payees are transparent when they


don’t include any information whatsoever


about costs deducted from the gross


royalties?


A I am saying that SoundExchange’s


statement are transparent and comprehensive.


Q Transparent in what respect?


A With respect to the sound


recordings for which they are receiving


royalty payments.


Q But not transparent with respect


to the costs that you’re deducting from the


moneys that you’re getting for those sound


recordings.


A We discussed this. Our admin


rate is on our website. It’s a great


suggestion to put that on the statements


and when I go back, I will certainly make


that recommendation.
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Q But as they exist right now, the


statements are very transparent, are they?


A I am saying that they are


transparent.


Q Isn’t it true, Ms. Kessler, that


the settlement for the periods following


Webcaster 1 had SoundExchange agreeing to


extend the then existing rates only if the


webcasters would agree that SoundExchange


was the sole collective entitled to receive


royalties?


A I know that the rates and terms


for that period were extended. It was


likely done considering many factors, one of


which was that.


Q So SoundExchange insisted that


they would be the only collective. Right?


A As I said, that was one of the


terms with respect to that agreement moving


forward.


Q


with Mr. Simson’s occasional postings


Now you’re familiar, are you not,
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talking about RLI and the fact that there is


a competitor afoot for this function?


A What do you mean by "postings"?


Q On the website, occasionally Mr.


Simson writes a point of view on the website


and he’s described on the website I gather


for the SoundExchange payees to look at the


fact that RLI exists and that there’s


competition. Right?


A He has probably mentioned RLI in


our newsletter.


Q So you acknowledge on the one


hand SoundExchange acknowledges that there


is marketplace competition, but now you’re


sitting here trying to eliminate that


competition through the regulatory process.


A      I don’t know how many times I can


say this. It’s my belief that in a


statutory framework where there is no price


competition that this competition that


you’re describing leads to increased costs,


delays in distributions, confusion in the
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marketplace with respect to what rules are


being implemented. It will lead to


confusion with licensees, who they pay, how


they report, where they’re getting their


information of walking through the statutory


requirements and so that is my testimony.


Q      So that’s your opinion then, Ms.


Kessler. Right?


A No, that is


Q Is it based on any empirical


studies that you’ve done?


A It is based on my knowledge and


experience of the daunting task of


distributing royalties to tens of thousands


of artists and many, many hundreds of


copyright owners and administering a


statutory royalty where all of the


information we’ve received is in the hands


of the licensees and to wade through those


massive amounts of information to effect the


prompt and efficient distribution of


royalties to those entitled parties. That’s
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what my comments and testimony are based on.


Q Now, Ms. Kessler, it is true


though that at SoundExchange you created a


system that does not accommodate multiple


agents. Isn’t that correct?


A My testimony is that it would


cost roughly $250,000 to $350,000 to modify


it so that it could address at least what


we’ve been able to identify are the massive


complications of a multi-agent system.


Q Right. But you created a system,


did you not, that didn’t accommodate


multiple agents? Right?


A Yes, our system was created to


administer based on the business rules that


were established at the time.


Q On business rules established by


the SoundExchange board?


A By the regulation, by the


license, by the terms in the license, by the


statutory mandated splits and by other such


information, for example, requirements of
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the IRS and that sort of thing.


Q So it’s your testimony then that


SoundExchange is using its funds, moneys


that it intends to recoup against royalty


statements to build a system to create a


national monopoly for itself without


That is so not my testimony.


Okay. Well, isn’t it a fact that


SoundExchange is using its members’ funds to


build such a system to create a national


monopoly for itself without competition?


A No, it is not.


Q Well, isn’t that the effect of


what you’re doing by eliminating all other


agents including my client from this playing


field?


A No, it is not.


Q So are you saying that my client


can compete on the same basis as


SoundExchange then?


A I’m saying that your client can
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engage in direct licensing to the extent


that he can summon up copyright owners


selecting RLI to engage in that direct


licensing. That’s what I’m saying.


Q So based on that statement, why


are you objecting then to this board giving


Royalty Logic the same rights and


obligations as SoundExchange has for direct


auditing, reporting, payment ahd accounting


directly from the licensees?


A Because under a statutory


framework where there is a single set of


rates and a single set of terms, there


should be a single set of rules and those


rules should be administered by an


organization that overwhelmingly represents


copyright owners and artists or an


organization that makes no distinction based


on membership, that is a nonprofit and


engaged in activities that promote the fair


and efficient distribution of royalties.


So it is the decision of this
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board if they feel that a multi-agent system


would better serve copyright owners and


artists. But my testimony is that it would


only increase those costs. It would be a


disservice to copyright owners and artists


and that in a statutory framework cost


competition is nothing more than an


incentive to free ride.


Q Well, you testified, I thin~]


earlier, correct me if I’m wrong, that if


the copyright holders that, I want to


designate Royalty Logic, that Royalty Logic


can make direct licenses and achieve what


their goal is essentially to get direct


payments from the licensees.


correct?


A


statutory


licensing.


Q


statute.


A


Is that


It would completely bypass the


license by engaging in direct


That’s correct.


So they can’t do that under the


Again it’s a statutory license.
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There is a single rate. There is a single


set of terms. If copyright owners want


different rates and different terms, they


are welcome to go outside of the statute and


engage in direct licensing.


Q You are aware of Section iii,


that the statutory license contains Section


iii.


A I know very little of Iii. I


know there is a Section iii.


Q Are you aware that in that


section Congress provided for the collection


of moneys by the Copyright Office and a


process by which copyright owners could


receive their moneys as allocated in a CRB


proceeding, for example?


A


Q


the collection of statutory royalties in


Sections 112 and 114 is a natural monopoly,


that it must be served by just one


collective and that this collective should


I’m not aware of what iii says.


Do you contend, Ms. Kessler, that
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be SoundExchange?


A      I am saying that it is more


efficient. It reduces cost for a single


designated agent to administer a statutory


royalty with a single set of rates and a


single set of terms. Yes, that’s what I’m


saying.


Q Wouldn’t it be more fair to those


that have not designated SoundExchange to


perhaps a neutral third party body that is


not the Recording Industry of America’s


child to receive those royalties and then


pay them out on an equal basis to all of the


copyright owners?


A SoundExchange does pay out to


copyright owners and artists on an equal


basis. We make no differentiation between


membership and non membership. We have been


spun off from the RIAA since September of


2003. We are independent of the RIAA and at


the risk of repeating myself, I do believe


that SoundExchange fairly and efficiently
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represents the administrative needs of


copyright owners and artists under the 112


and the 114.


Q Now on page 18 of your written,


you say that "a multi-agent system is


inconsistent with the concept of efficient


licensing." That is your testimony. I


think you said that before. Is that


correct?


A Yes.


Q Now are you suggesting that


ASCAP’s fees would not be lower if BMI did


not exist?


A You know I don’t think ASCAP, BMI


and SESAC is an apples-to-apples comparison


to what we’re discussing today. But by


virtue of having multiple PROs engaged in


essentially the identical activities


necessarily duplicates or triplicates costs.


Q So you don’t think that ASCAP’s


fees are lower because of the competition


with BMI.
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A I think that they spend more


money on marketing than they otherwise would


need to spend, duplication of systems that


they otherwise might need to, but again


they’re not even remotely the same types of


organizations or operating under the same


framework that we are.


Q But ASCAP has 20 million members


and processes data in and out just like


SoundExchange does, doesn’t it?


A They are members of that


organization, yes.


Q    ASCAP is?


A Those 20 however many. I don’t


know what the number of ASCAP’s membership


is or BMI’s membership, but again, they’re


membership organizations.


Q Okay. So ASCAP has payees.


Let’s call them payees for the moment.


Doesn’t ASCAP process data coming in from


broadcasters and put out data going out to


copyright owners just like SoundExchange
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does?


A Yes, they do.


Q Okay, and doesn’t having more


than one collective in the PRO arena


actually keep ASCAP and BMI honest with each


other?


A Again what I’m saying is that


when two organizations are undertaking the


same sets of activities that they are


necessarily duplicating those costs. That


they may have other business reasons or


their members prefer one organization over


another for something apart from the


administrative aspect of the license. They


have that choice. We’re talking about the


administration of the single license.


Q Are you aware of the practice,


Ms. Kessler, in some bands for instance to


affiliate two of the band members with BMI


and two of them with ASCAP to see which


statement gives them the most funds?


A I’m not aware of that.
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Q Would it surprise you if that


practice existed?


A I don’t know that I’m


particularly surprised, no.


Q Would it surprise you further


that in many cases the numbers are not the


same?


A I don’t know that answer to that.


Q So for the same performances that


are reported by ASCAP and BMI, they come out


with different amounts for payments.


A Perhaps if they had census


reporting that wouldn’t be the case.


Q Okay. On page 18, you also state


that "the purpose of the royalty collection


process is to make prompt, efficient and


fair payments to copyright owners and


performers with a minimum of expense." Is


that correct?


Yes.


And this is in fact what it says


Correct?


A


in The Federal Register as well.
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A I’m not sure that The Federal


Register says.


Q But it’ s what SoundExchange’ s


policy seeks to effectuate.


A Absolutely.


Q So if the purpose of the system


is to make payments to the copyright owners


and performers with a minimum of expense,


isn’t it true that owners and performers


would benefit from another agent with


systems that they have in place leverage to


prevent excessive costs from having to be


borne by its members?


MR. PERRELLI : Your Honor, I


think I’m going to object. It’s been asked


and answered. I think we’ve been over this


quite a bit.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr.


Freundlich.


MR. FREUNDLICH: I think it’s a


different question. I’m talking about now


the systems that one collective may have in
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place over another. I don’t have anything


further on this particular point, but I


don’t see why that question -


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: All right.


Overruled.


THE WITNESS: Can you repeat the


question please.


BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


Q If the purpose of the system is


to make payments to the owners and


performers with a minimum of expense, isn’t


it true that owners and performers would


benefit from another agent with systems that


are already in place to leverage to prevent


excessive costs from having to be borne by


its members?


A Again if you have two or ten or


hundred designated agents all developing


systems, maintaining systems, extending


systems that the overall cost to the group


of copyright owners and artists who are


entitled to the payments under the statutory
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There would not be


Q Ms. Kessler, how many parties are


here seeking to become or get status on an


equal basis with


two, ten or i007


A


Q


A


SoundExchange? Are there


There is one.


Okay.


But that doesn’t preclude many


more from coming forward.


Q Right, but there’s only one here


today before this board.


A Right. One here today. That’s


correct.


Q And what if the alternative


collective for example would offer advances,


guarantees or other methods of financing to


its copyright owners and performers of the


royalty streams under 112 and 1447 Wouldn’t


that be a fair choice to offer to those


copyright owners and performers?


A So you mentioned advances? And
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what else?


Q Advances, guarantees or other


methods of financing.


A You know it’s contrary to -- In


the statutory license, there is a set pot of


money. If you’re advancing money to a


particular artist or a particular copyright


owner, you’re taking it away from other


copyright owners and artists. I don’t see


how that fair or transparent or efficient.


Q That’s assuming that all the


money comes from a zero sum, isn’t it?


A But again, SoundExchange’s role


here is to administer the statutory license.


So again, it’s one license, one set of


rules, one pot of money.


Q But the rules haven’t been set


with respect to how you’re going to treat


your copyright owners with respect to giving


advances, guarantees or other methods.


That’s just a policy of the SoundExchange


board. Correct?
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A Well, you may not differentiate


between members and nonmembers and


SoundExchange does not differentiate within


its members the value of their performances,


no.


MR. FREUNDLICH: Would this be a


good time?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Well, is it


a good time for you to conclude your


examination?


MR. FREUNDLICH: No, I have


probably another half hour.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: We will


recess until 3:00 p.m. Off the record.


(Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the


above-entitled matter recessed to reconvene


at 3:00 p.m. the same day.)


MR. FREUNDLICH: Your Honor, I


have revisited my 30 minute estimate. I


think it’s going to be quite a bit shorter.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Well, that’s


good news. Thank you.
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I knew you’d


Not personal


MR. FREUNDLICH: I understand.


BY MR. FREUNDLICH:


Q You testified, Ms. Kessler, about


the fact that Royalty Logic members can


directly license if they so choose not to


deal with the licenses that Sound Exchange


is procuring. Is that correct? Is that how


I understand your testimony this morning?


A Not that we procure, the


licensees take the license. It’s really the


license we’re administering.


Q But your testimony was that the


Royalty Logic people could go directly to do


that, as well.


A Yes. That’s correct.


Q So what you’re really saying then


is that a disaffected Sound Exchange member


who might choose to go to RLI, their only
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choice is to go to RLI to do a voluntary


license, which means they would have to


forego the statutory license?


A The rates and terms that they


determine are in their benefit could be the


statutory rates and terms, or something all


together different.


Q So they could potentially enter


into statutory licenses, but not have any of


the same regulations apply to them that


Sound Exchange does. Is that what you’re


saying?


A I’m saying that a direct license


can have any rates and terms that the


parties negotiate.


Q But if it turns out that that’s


statutory, wouldn’t it be more efficient to


just have everybody


field?


A


on the same playing


You know, again, the statutory


license should be governed by one set of


rules. And one organization is best suited
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to do that to eliminate duplicative costs


and all the other efficiency reasons I


stated before. So to the extent a copyright


owner wants to bypass that structure for


whatever reason, they certainly can do so.


Q Now do you say that -- are you


contending here that Sound Exchange should


be the sole agent for voluntary licensing,


as well?


A


Q


No, I’m not saying that.


Is Sound Exchange doing any


voluntary licensing?


A Sound Exchange has some payment


reciprocals with foreign societies.


Q How about the SDARS agreement, is


that a voluntary license?


A It is a voluntary license.


Q So there could potentially be


other situations where Sound Exchange is


making voluntary deals as opposed to the


statutory deals.


A Well, yes. Sound Exchange is
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administering that license, and it’s with


respect to the members of Sound Exchange.


Q So then you would agree, would


you not, that under your system here, that


an RLI member in order to receive direct


payments on statutory licenses, as opposed


to payments through the Sound Exchange


funnel would have to have two agents, one


for statutory licensings, which would be


Sound Exchange, and one for the voluntary


licenses, which would be RLI?


A Again, if a copyright owner


wanted a single agent for both purposes,


they could direct license.


Q But my hypothetical is that there


are, and we know that there are because


Royalty Logic is here and has members


representing to you that. If you’re saying


that Royalty Logic should go and get the


voluntary licenses, then isn’t the system


that you’re positing that a member of


Royalty Logic needs to have two separate
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agents, one for the voluntary license and


one for the statutory license?


A Well, that copyright owner could


still receive payment through Sound Exchange


for the statutory license. That’s true.


Q And would that befair and


efficient to those members, that they’d have


to go through both collectives?


A Again, the fairness and the


efficiency is really on behalf of all


copyright owners and all featured


performers, as well as the non-featured, so


we’re really looking at a collective group,


not any one individual because they still


have the direct license right if they want


to do something else.


Q How many copyright owners and


performers do you think would opt for such a


complicated system, to have one agent for


the voluntary and one agent for the


statutory?


A That’s a hypothetical. I have no
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way of knowing what the answer to that is.


Q But isn’t this whole event here


Sound Exchange’s attempt to keep Royalty


Logic off of this playing field on an equal


basis really just an effort to create a


monopoly in the statutory area so that you


can gain an advantage in the marketplace


overall for statutory and voluntary


licensing?


A No, it is not.


MR. FREUNDLICH:


anything further.


Honor.


I don’t have


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Malone.


MR. MALONE: Thank you, Your


Good afternoon, Ms. Kessler.


THE WITNESS: Good afternoon.


MR. MALONE: I’m Bill Malone,


representing some of the college


broadcasters and webcasters.


CROSS EXAMINATION


BY MR. MALONE:


Q In your testimony in the written
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form, and then on the stand in the past


couple of days, you’ve put, I think, a good


deal of emphasis on the word "efficiency."


In fact, as look I look at page 2 of your


written testimony of the paragraph, the


second sentence of the paragraph at the


bottom of the page, you speak of


"facilitating the receipt and distribution


of the royalties in the most efficient


manner possible." And I take it     well,


let me ask this. In this context, how do


you define, how do you measure efficiency?


A Oh, I think there’s a number of


ways you can measure efficiency. I think


it’s cost containment, it’s the numbers of


copyright owners and artists an entity is


representing and paying. I think it’s how


quickly - in Sound Exchange’s case, how


quickly we developed our royalty


distribution and began distributing. I


think it’s measured by the frequency and the


increase in frequency with which you


21
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distribute the royalties. I think it can be


measured by the throughput of Sound Exchange


staff with respect to setting up accounts,


the accuracy of those accounts. I think it


can be measured by the acceptance in the


world of PROs. Sound Exchange is a partner


with organizations such as PPL, RAAP, SENA,


and so on, so I think it would be measured


by quite a lot of factors, which I’m sure I


haven’t identified all of those. But


certainly, it is measured by the speed with


which, and at the minimum cost that you’re


able to fulfill the obligations of


administering the royalty.


Q You referred to, I think,


administrative costs or administrative


ratio. Relate that to efficiency, please.


A I think that’s an expression of


the costs the organization incurs compared


to the royalties that it collects and


distributes.


Q And this is the percentage that,
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I think with justifiable pride, you


mentioned had fallen from what - 18-20


percent to 7-1/2 percent?


A That’s correct.


Q So there are actually two


numerical terms that go into the calculation


of that ratio, one are the revenues, and the


other are the expenses.


A It’s the royalties and the cost,


yes.


Q Okay. Thank you. And so one can


improve the efficiency ratio by increasing


the amount of revenue per dollar costs that


you incur.


A That’s correct.


Q Well, let’s look at page i0, and


the paragraph in the middle of page i0 talks


about the threshold for distributing


royalties to a payee of $i0. Can you relate


that for me to the administrative ratio?


A I don’t know what that questions


means.
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Q All right. Let me ask it this


way. You say here that, you say rather than


distribute smaller amounts and incur


significant additional transaction costs,


you wait until there’s $i0 to pay out, at


which point that’s distributed. Explain to


me how that contributes to the efficiency.


A Sure. With every distribution


there are transactional costs, including


preparation of data, staff time, and then


the physical act of producing a distribution


in the form of paper, checks, postage,


customer care, all those types of things.


The $i0 threshold was established because


that’s when the IRS requires that you issue


a 1099, and so that seemed like a good


number. It wasn’t as large as, for example,


RLI’s $I00 figure, but it was a number that


was based by a government agency, and we


were able to eliminate certain incremental


and transactional costs, and feel that a $i0


amount wasn’t so unreasonable or even
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objectionable to an artist or a copyright


owner.


Q I’m persuaded. Now that’s on the


distribution side. Does the same principle


apply on the income side?


A We don’t receive royalty payments


that are that small, and I don’t think that


you can really compare the two, because the


royalties received are really the value for


the use of all of the music that’s


available, that’s commercially released, so


there’s a value to that. I’m not sure what


you’re asking. If you’re asking would we


not process a payment of $i0 or less?


Q Well, let’s sneak up on it a


little bit this way. There is a cost in


processing a payment to you.


A Yes, of course.


Q And if that cost is very large in


relation to the amount of the payment that’s


being booked, then your administrative


ratio, at least for that part of the
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business goes to hell, doesn’t it?


A Well, I think that’s a strong


term, but I think that you could have high


transaction costs when the transaction


dollar value is smaller, I think as a


general rule.


Q Percentage-wise.


A Okay.


Q So that would -- to the extent


that the administrative ratio measures


efficiency like that’s going to be tracked


from the favorable administrative ratio.


A Yes, but there are so few


situations where you would parse out the


work of administering a royalty to a task-


by-task basis. You look at all the tasks


involved with collection and distribution of


royalties, and you base your decisions on


the overall efficiency, not just one piece,


because certainly, we spend more time and


money on certain aspects than others.


Q Well, let’s focus for a moment at
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least, please, on payment size. If your


sole objective is to improve efficiency,


which translates into the administrative


ratio, you’re going to try to minimize the


number of payments that have a high cost in


relation to the amount times our payment,


receipts. You’re going to try to minimize


the number of transactions in which the


receipts are small in relation to the cost.


A Well, remember, too, that with


each payment, there’s a cost associated with


it, so you have to balance first the point


at which the cost of conducting the


transaction exceeds the benefit. And so


there is that, but certainly -- and also


because of the breadth of content that’s


being performed on the services, we have


occasion where performances are in fractions


of pennies, so it makes no sense to


distribute every single performance that has


earned a royalty when it could potentially


be less than a penny, and so we chose the
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$i0 threshold for the reasons I described


earlier.


Q In a sense, these two things


somewhat relate. That is, if you have


reports, statements of account I guess you’d


call them, and remittances coming in that


are small and represent a few listeners, a


few hours, whatever the measure is, and


that, in turn, leads to small distributable


amounts, and you put a cap or a floor,


rather, on the distributable amount, why,


there’s going to be some payments coming in


that are just going to get absorbed by the


system because you know from the outset that


they’re never going to show up on the


distributions.


A I don’t know that I can agree


with that statement.


Q Well, if you have remitters,


users, who are using, shall we say unpopular


musical works, for want of a better term,


they’re not going to be remitting very much
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money, and the works, because they’re


unpopular, are not going to have very much


money in the pool. And if that money is


less than $i0, the remittance goes to no


end.


A Well, again - I mean, if you look


at this on a licensee-by-licensee basis, a


licensee paying a $500 minimum fee may


result in a performance value of fractions


of pennies. But when you have hundreds and


hundreds of these types of services, and you


add those pennies up, you end up with a


check in excess of $i0 and you will be paid.


Q Only, however, if there’s an


overlap in the works being played.


A Yes. It would require that those


sound recordings are played across multiple


services.


Q Now there have been two exhibits


that you’ve discussed this morning, Services


Exhibit 155, which I think we call a


receipts log/payment report.
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You’re referring to the Exhibit i


Q The Attachment i, yes.


Yes.


And then there’s Exhibit 98,


which is a list of receipts by, I guess, 309


remitters.


A Yes.


Q And the Services Exhibit 98


appears to be confined to 2004.


A Yes.


Q All right. So relate what’s on


Services Exhibit 155 for 2004, and what’s on


Services Exhibit 98 for 2004.


A So there’s     I haven’t compared


these service-by-service, or parent-by-


parent, so I can’t do a complete overlap,


but I would assume that the parent name on


Exhibit 98 and the parent name on Exhibit


155, that there would be an overlap for a


column that is named 2004.


Q Well, except for the fact that
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the population of 98 covers commercial


services of some size.


A I’m sorry?


Q All right. For example, Yahoo


seems to be your big remitter on Exhibit 98,


and I don’t think one finds Yahoo on Exhibit


155.


A


I don’t know.- I’d have to look. So Yahoo -


let’s see, parent, Yahoo. I don’t see an


entry for Yahoo.


Q Well, in point of fact, on 155,


you don’t see any entries for the large


commercial webcasters at all.


A Okay.


Q So they’ve been screened out.


A Well, I don’t know they’ve been


Well, maybe they’re under Launch.


Maybe that wasn’t the intent


I think you’re right.


screened out.


for this


Q


Absolutely.


A Yes, I don’t know.
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Q But within the overlap of


populations then, the numbers should be, in


general terms, about the same for the


webcasters who are listed in 155.


Y~s. I think that would beA


right.


Q Now there was some uncertainty in


your testimony in answer to questions from


both Ms. Ablin and-Ms. Brown as to where NPR


stood. And you alluded to a couple of the


aspects of what I understand to be the


contractual arrangement between Sound


Exchange and NPR, or RIAA, as the case may


have been.


MR. MALONE: And I’m going to ask


to mark Services Exhibit 157, which is a


document of roughly 15 pages, Bates numbered


SX00585154-SX0085169, which is marked


"Restricted"


(Whereupon, Services


Exhibit No. 157 was


marked for
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identification.)


MR. MALONE: And it, I think I


may say safely, that it is the webcasting


performance and ephemeral license agreement


dated November 13th, 2001 between Sound


Exchange and NPR and Corporation for Public


Broadcasting.


MR. PERRELLI: Your Honor, at


this point, I’d like to ~nter an objection.


This is -- this license agreement is subject


to an express provision prohibiting its


disclosure, provision 5.2 of the agreement,


which expressly prohibits the introduction


or use by any person, including the parties


and any public radio station, with respect


to the rates, terms, or reporting


obligations to be established for the making


of ephemeral phono records or the digital


audio transmission of sound recordings under


17 USC Section 112 and 114, et cetera.


That provisions applies, and we


think precludes any use of this agreement in
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this proceeding, whether attempt to


introduce it into evidence or ask Ms.


Kessler about it. I would note that the


same agreement, which was entered into prior


to the decision of the Webcaster-i CARP was


also excluded by them, and not used by them


in any way, shape, or form, as part of their


deliberations.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Who is this


agreement with?


MR. PERRELLI: It’s between, at


that time, when Sound Exchange was an


unincorporated division of the Recording


Industry Association of America and National


Public Radio, the corporation, National


Public Radio and the Corporation for Public


Broadcasting.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Which does


not include Harvard Radio.


Your Honor.


MR. PERRELLI: That’s correct,


So the person offering it is


not a party to this agreement and,
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therefore, not bound bythe terms of the


agreement.


MR. PERRELLI: The argument I’m


making, I think, is not that Mr. Malone or


his clients are contractually bound, but


that agreements such as this - this is the


identical issue to the issue raised in our


motion on the SDARS agreement, which I know


is pending before the Board. And I wanted


to interpose that objection, and to the


extent that the Court wants us to file


something short to include use of this


agreement, or introduction of this agreement


in this proceeding on the same grounds, we


can do that, or I’m happy to have it simply


be added as part of an oral motion.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Restate the


last phrase again.


MR. PERRELLI: I apologize, Your


Honor. We’re happy to provide a written


motion to the Court if you would like us to


file a written motion, which argues that
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this agreement, for the same reasons that


the SDARS agreement cannot be introduced


into evidence in this proceeding. But I am


making an oral motion at this time.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: All right.


We’ll accept this issue as part of the


pending issue on the SDARS agreements. And


as I recall, and you all help me with this,


what we’ve done with those is proceed


subject to a motion to strike pending the


exclusion of those agreements.


MR. PERRELLI: That’s correct,


Your Honor. Thank you.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: All right.


MR. MALONE: In the event that
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MR. PERRELLI: Pardon me, Your


Honor. Assuming you’re going to go into


questioning on this - I’ll let you ask the


question before I move to go into restricted


session.


O
1 22


MR. MALONE: In the event then,
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Your Honor, that the Board should rule


against provisional allowance of the


exhibit, then I would want to move to strike


the testimony of the witness that


contradicts the terms of the agreement as


set forth in the exhibit.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


that the Board grants the motion to strike?


MR. MALONE: In the event that


the Board grants the motion to exclude or


grants the objection, however you wish to


put it, then I think that I would like to,


nonetheless, move to strike the answers of


the witness that are inconsistent with the


excluded exhibit.


In the event


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Ms. Ablin,


Didn’t I tell you on a similarremind me.


motion that that was not the proper form to


raise that issue?


MS. ABLIN:


Your Honor.


Yes, that’s correct,


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Just as long
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as I’m consistent, that’s not the proper


form to raise that issue.


MR. MALONE: Thank you, Your


Honor.


Q


you, and I direct your attention to


Paragraph 3.1. And the question is, does it


have a provision for a lump sum payment?


MR. PERRELLI: Your Honor, at


this time, I would move to go into


restricted session. The document was marked


"Restricted". It’s also subject to a


confidentiality provision in Section 5.1


concerning disclosure of this information


and requires treatment of it as confidential


information.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: That


involves parties that aren’t at issue now.


MR. PERRELLI: Well, Your Honor,


I think for purposes of the record, I think


this has to remain a restricted document
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You have the contract in front of
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It does not.


You have to meet your burden of proof to


establish that it fits within the protective


order before it’s restricted.


MR. PERRELLI: Well, Your Honor,


I think this is a contract between two


parties, both of whom are in this room, who


elected to make it confidentia! by its


terms, similar to license agreements


between, for example, record companies and


licensees, which I think have been treated


as restricted, and those confidentiality


provisions have been upheld, or have been


honored for prior witnesses. I ~hink the


same provisions and the same rules would


apply here, as well.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: That


argument is not persuasive, Mr. Perrelli.


Do you have any other argument?


MR. PERRELLI: The specific


question that Mr. Malone is asking relates
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to a specific term, the financial term of


this agreement, and I think that we have, I


think fairly consistently with respect to


such questions, included those in restricted


session when we’re talking about a license


agreement, a voluntary license agreement,


that includes a provision compelling


confidentiality.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: On which


paragraph did you ask, Mr. Malone?


MR. MALONE:


to Paragraph 3.1.


I asked with respect


asked --


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: 3.1.


MR. MALONE: And the question I


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I remember


the question.


MR. MALONE: Okay. And that


relates to the answer the witness had


previously given so that I don’t think with


that question I have gone beyond where we’ve


been before.
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CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Malone,


do you intend to disclose the number in


Paragraph --


MR. MALONE: That would be my


next question, Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any


objection to applying the protective order


to the specific term contained in Paragraph


3.1 of Exhibit 1577


granted.


No objection, motion is


(Whereupon, the proceedings went


into Closed Session.)
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I would like to markMR. MALONE:


as 158, Mr. Reporter, 158.


COURT REPORTER: Yes.


(Whereupon, Services


Exhibit No. 158 was


marked for


identification.)


MR. MALONE: And this is a two-


page document being Bates numbered


SX0075778a and Bates number SX00757778b.


And it’s headed "Sound Exchange Financial


Statement Inception Through Calendar 2005."


BY MR. MALONE:


Q And I’ll ask the witness if she


is familiar with this financial statement.


A Yes, I am.


Q And am I correct that the first


page, that is (a) is devoted to expenses?


A That is correct.


Q And then the second page - I’m


sorry - the second page is split, so again,


looking at the first section of the
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statement above the first appearance of the


word "redacted", that also deals with


expenses.


A


Q


That’s correct.


All right. Then the remainder of


page (b) deals with royalties collected or


revenues.


A Royalties and interest, that’s


correct.


Q Will you please clarify the


notation on page (b) that appears for


several entries, "RECON."


A Yes. That was simply a


verification of the math done in a prior


section of the spreadsheet.


Q Of this spreadsheet or of another


spreadsheet, or one of which this was part?


A Of this spreadsheet.


Q Of this spreadsheet. So the word


stands for reconcile?


A Reconciliation.


Q Reconciliation. All right. I
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think then the information I seek is


contained solely on the (b) page. And in


terms of the administrative ratio, is it


simply a matter of dividing the, for


example, for fiscal 2004, again, dividing


the 15,860,587 on the line total revenues


reconciliation with the line seven or eight


lines above which is marked total expenses


reconciliation, [o divide the bottom number


into the higher number, the upper number,


and get something that approximates the


administrative ratio?


A The administrative rate is


calculated by taking the costs, less the


interest received as the numerator, and the


denominator would be the total royalties


received.


Q All right. You’re going to have


to help me a little bit, find these figures.


The total expenses are 2,936,550 less the


offset of 228,111?


A Correct.
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Q And then the revenues that we’re


using as the divisor is here in the line


marked "total revenues" of the 15,860,587?


A That 15 million total royalty is


corrected, the 15,632,000.


interest


yOU.


It has the


Q All right. I understand. Thank


Now returning to the revenue side in


Services Exhibit 98, Which is the 2004


itemized receipts, and don’t answer before


counsel has an opportunity to object,


because I’m not quite sure where we are


here, but I’d like to     you suggested, I


think, in your testimony this morning some


uncertainty as to the last column that --


the last full column which starts with a


number somewhere in excess of $25 million.


A I’m looking at Exhibit 98.


Q Yes. And I’m looking at the


first line of that and trying to identify


the column that I’m attempting to address.


A The sum of amount, you’re looking
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Q


percentages.


A


Q
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Well, I’m looking one over in the


The percentage, yes.


Yes. All right. And then look


at the fragmentary column, which is


percentages that’s on the far right.


A Yes.


Q And would you agree that the


number in the far right column is simply a


cumulation of the percentages in the column


to the immediate left up to that point?


A That looks right, yes.


Q All right. And so that one would


say that if you got down to the 20th entry


here as identified by the numbers at the


extreme left of the chart


A Yes.


Q -- you have picked up 97.0212


percent of the total revenues, license fees


for 2004.


A That’s what the percentage
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appears to be displaying, yes.


Q All right. Now turn over,


please, to the fifth page which is


SX0073698, and the line that’s marked 270.


A Yes.


Q And I would, subject to


objection, would ask you to state the number


that’s on the far right of that line,


percentage.


A


Q


.0028 percent.


And do I understand the chart


correctly in the sense that what we’re


saying is that that particular remitter


contributed towards the total 2004 license


revenues 0.0028 percent of the total.


A That’s what I believe that


percentage does reflect, yes.


Q And so trying to sum up here a


little bit, the amount of revenues left


after line 20 is 3 percent of the total


webcaster payments for 2004.


A Yes.
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And that’s divided among 289


Approximately.


So it gets pretty thin down


there, doesn’t it?


A It adds up.


Q Now I’d like to talk about that


portion of your testimony here which deals


with recommendations and the matter for


penalties or increase in penalties for


incomplete reports, which I guess you call


statements of account.


A Okay.


Q And you told us --


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Malone,


we’ve reviewed that three times now on cross


examination. I hope that you’ll focus on


things that may be not have been covered


three times before.


MR. MALONE: Your Honor, I can


almost warrant that.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Thank you.
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seen anything like this before.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


everybody’s interest.


MR. MALONE:


159.
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I don’t think we’ve


That got


It was intended to,


(Whereupon, Services


Exhibit No. 159 was


marked for


identification.)


BY MR. MALONE:


Q I have marked as Services Exhibit


159 four pages of photocopies of what


appears to be an album or a recording. The


first page appears to be a picture of the


album cover, and I note in the upper right-


hand corner what appears to be a retail


price label. And this is for the new


exciting album called "AstroLaunch." And I


ask you to note immediately to the left of


the top of the L on the first page a number


which I make out as ES751, and I also call
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your attention to the legend at the upper


right-hand corner, which refers to the


Estrus, E-S-T-R-U-S Manufacturing Company.


Turning to the second page, this


appears to be the backside of the album. It


also bears the number in the upper right-


hand corner of ES751, and what do you take


the description in the upper left-hand


corner of the back of that cover to be?


You mean where it says "A Side -A


B Side"?


Q


A


Q


A


Q


Yes.


Two sides to whatever --


Is inside.


-- this is.


And would you interpret that as


there being two separate works, in your


parlance, on each side?


A We wouldn’t call those works.


Q Songs?


A They could be two disks, or two


sides of a media.
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Well, now --


I’m sorry. Are you referring to


A


media.


Q


"A Side" and "B Side"?


Yes.


Yes, two sides of a physical


So you would admit in your


experience the possibility that there’s an A


record and a B record?


A There’s an A side over there, and


then there’s a B side.


Q But it’s what, as a layman, I


would call one record.


A Well, yes, on an LP. But on a CD


it might be two CDs --


Q I see.


A referred to as Side A and Side


Q I see. All right. But there --


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I’m sorry.


That’s strange, you can have a two-sided CD?


THE WITNESS: No, that’s what I’m
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saying, it would be two different disks.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Two


different disks.


THE WITNESS: Yes.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Okay. I


didn’t think I’d ever heard of that.


BY MR. MALONE:


Q And can you infer that we’re


talking about two different songs or works,


whatever your terminology is on A, and on B,


whatever it may be?


A      I don’t know what’s on Side A and


Side B. I don’t know if it’s a single sound


recording, or multiple tracks.


Q I see. In other words, you don’t


identify "Philip K. Dick" in the Pet Section


of the Walmart as one song, and "The Man


From Uncle" as being the second song?


A It may be, it could be.


Q Believe me, this is closer to


your generation than it is to my generation.


A I think you under-estimate my
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Q That’s never dangerous. Now,


let’s look at page 3, and are you able to


perceive whether there are one or two, or


some different number of bands on side 2?


A
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I


MR. PERRELLI : Your Honor, I’m


going to object. He hasn’t established that


she’s ever seen this, and to ask her to try


to interpret the number of bands on this


document, I don’t see how the witness could


do that.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Number of


what?


MR. MALONE: Bands.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Bands?


MR. MALONE: Yes. There’s a


space between bands, so that if there are


six songs on a side in an LP, there will be


six visible breaks.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


that?


Can you see
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MR. MALONE: I think I can.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I can’t see


MR. MALONE: Well, I can


understand that. The light is a little


better here. But the witness in answer to


the objection, Your Honor --


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: The


objection is overruled.


MR. MALONE:
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Thank you.


BY MR. MALONE:


And, similarly, page 4 appears --


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Do you want


an answer to your question?


MR. MALONE: Well, yes.


BY MR. MALONE:


Can you discern that?


All right. And I would, as


to page 4, I would ask the same question.


A I can’t tell.
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Q Now, with reference then to your


testimony Tuesday afternoon, does it look at


all probable to you based on your experience


in the music industry, which you’ve told us


that a large percentage of your staff has,


that the ISRC, would you translate for me,


please?


A ISRC, the International Sound


Recording Code.


Q All right. Is it probable as to


this particular disk, which appears to be


seven inches vinyl, that the SRIC is there?


A I don’t know what this is. I


don’t know if there’s an ISRC on it or not.


If this is an LP that was released before a


certain time, it’s unlikely it would be on


there, but I don’t know what this is.


Q All right. Then you testified


that in default of a code embedded on the


record, that the licensee would be required


to provide certain other data elements in


order to allow you to identify the bands on
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the record. Which of the - I think you


mentioned five - and which of the five do


you find on this record album in this


record?


A I don’t know if this is the


complete packaging for this product or not.


I have no way of knowing if all the


information is here, so I don’t know what


this is.


Q


for the purpose of my question that it is


the complete package of ES751 as it was sold


retail.


MR. PERRELLI: Your Honor, I’m


going to object. I think he’s just asking


her to read from a document that she’s never


seen before and can’t identify.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


THE WITNESS:


question?


Well, if you will assume, please,


Overruled.


Can you repeat your


Q


BY MR. MALONE:


Of the elements that you say that
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the licensee should resort to in default of


the embedded code, how many of those


elements, or which of those elements do you


find from the exhibit?


A Well, these are a little bit of


an assumption because I’m looking at this in


a vacuum


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: No, wait a


minute.. A minute ago you said -- you asked


the same question, but you asked her to


assume that this was the entire package, the


entire retail package.


MR. MALONE: Yes. Thank you,


Your Honor. Under that assumption. I mean,


you’ve got it.


THE WITNESS: So Estrus could be


a company, a marketing label that put it


out, AstroLaunch would be the name of the


artist, the tracks on Side A are "Philip A.


Dick in The Pet Section of Walmart", and


there’s probably another track called "The


Man From Uncle", and Side B there are
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"Transmissions from Venus 94", which would


be the title of the song, and "Time Bomb


(The Avengers 6)" would be the title of


another song, so marketing label, artist,


title. I’m not sure which is the album, and


let me just read all this other text. Yes,


because when you read this it says


"Transmission from Venus 94", which has 94


after it because it is a "94 version of a


"93 song, so I’m assuming that’s the track


title. So those are the fields that I would


likely identify in this.


Q All right. And what would you


demand in addition in order to not charge


the webcaster with an incomplete report?


A Well, again, the regulations ask


for in addition to the name of the licensee


and the transmission category and the


program title, artist, album, and marketing


label, or ISRC, which you have, so this is


complete.


Q And unambiguous.
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A And unambiguous.


Q You’re absolutely certain about


what you’re drawing from this album.


A Well, I’m not the service that


selected this track to put in my playlist,


so if I had the benefit of that, this might


be perfectly obvious to me who is what,


because they selected to put that in their


playlist.


Q But not having the benefit of


that, you’re not totally certain.


A I’m not totally certain, no.


MR. MALONE: All right. I’m going


to mark for identification Services Exhibit


160.


(Whereupon, Services


Exhibit No. 160 was


marked for


identification.)


BY MR. MALONE:


Q The document has three pages,


which I will represent the first page is the
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cover of a Jason Molina album, the second


page is one side of a 45 rpm disk, and the


third page is the other side of that same 45


rpm disk. And I am informed looking at page


2, I am informed that the Magnolia Electric


Company is the name of Mr. Molina’s band,


and the small printing on the circumference


of the label at the center of the side of


the disk that’s on page 3! read as the


Chucklet Magazine located at P.O. Box 2514


in Athens, Georgia, which I guess fits with


Magnolia, from that part of the country.


And I would ask you, again, as to this


exhibit, if I correctly described it,


whether you think the 45 rpm disk has the


code embedded in it?


MR. PERRELLI: I’m going to


object, Your Honor, to the extent if Mr.


Malone, as he did before, wants to make a


representation that we should assume that


this is the entire packaging and the entire


material, as he did before. Otherwise, I
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would object to ask her to just simply make


a guess as to what is or what is not in the


packaging of this record.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Sustained.


BY MR. MALONE:


For the purposes of my next


question, or that question, would you please


assume that this is the complete product as


sold in retail distribution channels. And


my question then, subject to that


assumption, is, is it likely that the code


is embedded in this 45 rpm record?


A I have no way of knowing if the


ISRC code is embedded without reading it


with an ISRC reader. Again, if I had more


information, I could make a more informed


guess.


Q How far are you able to go with


what you have in front of you in identifying


the default elements, in default of the


code?


A The required data elements in the
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interim regulations require ISRC or album


name and a marketing label, so I think the


information from here we could probably


discern that.


Q May I try you as to each of those


elements, please?


A Jason Molina is the artist, "No


Hoon on the Water" is the track title, or


"In the Human World" is the track title,


Magnolia Electric Company might be the


marketing label or the name of the album, I


can’t tell from this.


Q You would exclude the possibility


that it’s the name of the band.


A I would say Jason Molina is the


featured artist. I’m guessing. "In the


Human World", I think Jason Molina is the


featured artist, and the Magnolia Electric


Company is the marketing label.


Q I’m sorry. And is?


A I would guess that Jason Molina


is the featured artist, and Magnolia
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Electric Company is the name of the company,


but I’m not familiar with this recording.


MR. MALONE: I think that


concludes my questions for the witness. Oh,


Your Honor, please, I have, I think, three


exhibits hanging there that I would like to


move into evidence. I would like tomove


into evidence subject to the pending


objection, the NPR contract.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: What exhibit


numbers?


MR. MALONE: 157, Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: All right.


That’s already


MR. MALONE: I’d like to


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Just a


moment. We’ve got a motion pending.


MR. MALONE:


MR. PERRELLI:


I’m sorry.


Your Honor, we


would object to the admission for the same


grounds of our motion to strike, so we would


request any ruling of the Court on that
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exhibit to be subject to that motion, and


also would request that, as required by the


terms, that it be subject to the protective


order, if it is entered into evidence, be


subject to the protective order.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Motion to


admit is taken under advisement.


MR. MALONE: I’d like to move the


admission of the Exhibit pertaining to the


financial statement which was 158.


AnyCHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


objection to Exhibit 1587


MR. PERRELLI:


Honor.


is admitted.


No objection, Your


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Exhibit 158


(Whereupon, Services


Exhibit 158 was


admitted.)


MR. MALONE: I’d like to move the


admission of Services Exhibit 159.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: On what
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basis?


MR. MALONE: On the basis that


the conduct of the witness on the stand in


terms of answering the presence or absence


of the alternate elements showed, I think,


grave difficulty, and I think that is a


reasonable proxy for what a program director


would face when up against making out a


report, such as Sound Exchange requires, and


threatens to penalize for incompleteness.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Malone,


I didn’t hear you answer my question. On


what basis can this exhibit be admitted?


MR. MALONE: I think it should be


admitted, Your Honor, in that it is a


demonstrative exhibit, if you will, in the


sense that the witness --


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


Demonstrative exhibit summarizes evidence.


MR. MALONE: Well, it also


demonstrates in a more literal sense of the


term the practical difficulty that her
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proposal would impose on the licensees. And


I don’t think that you can fully interpret


her reaction on the stand without the


exhibit in front of you.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: That may be


a proper use of something that has been


admitted, but I still haven’t heard you say


what basis there is to admit this exhibit.


MR. MALONE: This exhibit is the


exterior of the kind of works that Sound


Exchange’s license covers.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Is there any


evidence on that?


MR. MALONE: I can ask the


witness that.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: She’s not


familiar with it. She’s already said that.


19


2O


21


22


Maybe I’m going too far. All right.


Anything else?


MR. MALONE:


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


In response to Exhibit 159?


No, Your Honor.


All right.
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MR. PERRELLI: Your Honor, I


would object. The witness has never seen


the exhibit, can’t make any statements or


representations about the actual -- a series


of question~ based on assumptions, but not


on what the document is. She couldn’t


identify it, and there’s no basis for any


testimony about the voracity of anything


that, or of Mr. Malone’s representations of


that.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


Mr. Malone?


MRI MALONE: Well, I would like


to respond to the terms of the objection, in


that it’s not being offered for the voracity


of the content. It’s being offered to


illuminate the difficulty that Sound


Exchange seeks to impose on its licensees.


And I think the point is that she had before


her on the stand everything that a program


director would have had for him when he was


filling out the report.


Any further,
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No, there’ s


No, I suppose not,


but there are certain things I think that


would be obvious to someone in the industry,


as she says she is, and I don’t think


there’s any doubt there as to what the


practical problem is.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: The


objection is sustained.


MR. MALONE: Well, I will offer,


also, Exhibit 160, which is subject to the


same objection.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Any


objection to the offer of 1607


MR. PERRELLI:


Your Honor; no foundation.


Same objection,


MR. MALONE: Then, if I may, Your


Honor, I will bring in a live witness when


my time comes to CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


Based on the objection, the objection is


sustained.
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MR. MALONE: Thanks.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


Perrelli, any redirect?


MR. PERRELLI: I do, Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Go ahead.


MR. PERRELLI: I can continue, or


take a break. I’m happy to go either way.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Recess ten


minutes.


Honor.


MR. PERRELLI: Thank you, Your


(Whereupon, the proceedings went


off the record at 4:15:05 p.m. and went back


on the record at 4:24:53 p.m.)


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Thank you.


We’ll come to order. Mr. Perrelli.


MR. PERRELLI: Thank you, Your


Honor. Good afternoon, Ms. Kessler.


REDIRECT EXAMINATION


BY MR. PERRELLI:


Q During your testimony, we’ve


talked a good deal about statements of
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account. I’d like to direct you to Exhibit


212 that is attached to your written direct


statement. My only question is I’d like you


to point out in this exhibit what a


statement of account looks like, and what


information is required.


A The statement of account


describes which license you’re reporting


for, so this is for an eligible non-


subscription transmission service, where to


send payment, and the statement of account,


contact information, requesting the period


for the reporting on the statement of


account, the name of the entity and the


service name, and the URL, and in this case,


the numbers of performances during whatever


months is covered by this statement of


account, annual liability section, and a


signature page.


Q So how many pages is that?


A Three.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: What was the
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one before signature?


THE WITNESS:


liability.


The annual


BY MR. PERRELLI:


You were asked a number ofQ


questions about your rate of paying through


Has that number improved overto artists.


time?


A


Q


Yes, it has.


And can you identify what your


pay through to artists was a year ago?


A A year ago it was approximately


45 percent to 50 percent.


Q And where is it today?


A About 65 percent.


Q Did the decision of Sound


Exchange’s award not to distribute or not to


distribute to Sound Exchange royalties that


had been paid more than three years ago


affect that number?


A Yes. By not releasing those


undistributed costs to offset cost, it gave
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undistributed funds.


Q You received some questions about


monitoring webcasts. Let me take a step


back for a minute. When we talk about a


performance by a webcaster, what are we


talking about?


A We’re talking about the


transmission of a sound recording and a user


listening to ~it.


Q Okay. When we talk about


monitoring webcasts, can you identify,


without the assistance of webcasters, can


you by monitoring identify the number of


performances that a webcaster performs?


A You can only identify the sound


recording, but not how many people were


listening to it, which is part of the


definition of a performance by a webcaster.


Q Can you calculate the liability


of a webcaster paying on a per-performance


basis without information from the webcaster
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about listeners?


A No, you can’t.


Q And again, who has that data?


A The licensees are in possession


of that information.


Q And do you know in what form that


data exists?


A No.


Q Youwere asked some questions


about a sample, sampling project that Sound


Exchange had done. I’d like to direct your


attention to Exhibit 417, again, attached to


your written testimony, and ask you to look


at page 9. These are comments Sound


Exchange filed on August 26th, 2005, and just


ask if that page refreshes your


recollection, page 8 and 9, refreshes your


recollection about the sampling project that


was done?


A Yes, it does.


And can you again describe that


project for the Board?
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A Yes. We conducted a sample based


on a random period and a system identified


by Barry Massarsky, and we conducted the


sample against census reporting that


identified the titles and the artists that


are absent in the sample in the census


period.


Q


A


Sound Exchange.


Q Okay.


And who is Mr. Massarsky?


He’s an economic consultant to


You were asked some


questions about terms from 2001. In 2001,


did Sound Exchange have much experience


administering the statutory license?


A No, we did not.


Q In 2003, how much experience did


Sound Exchange have in administering the


statutory license?


A Some experience.


Q Today, how much more experience


has Sound Exchange had in administering the


statutory license?
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A We have massively more experience


with respect to administering the statutory


royalty.


Q And how did that experience


affect the recommendation that you made to


the Board with respect to the terms?


A It was the basis of those


recommendations.


MR. PERRELLI: Okay. I’d like to


mark as Sound Exchange Exhibit 1 just for


identification.


(Whereupon, SX Exhibit


No. 1 was marked for


identification.)


BY MR. PERRELLI:


Q Ms. Kessler, this is part of the


Copyright Office regulations concerning the


pre-existing subscription services.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: I’m puzzled


by your designation - Sound Exhibit i?


MR. PERRELLI: We labeled our


original exhibits according to with Sound
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happy to change that designation. We


haven’t had occasion to introduce exhibits


other than those that were with our written


direct testimony.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


first exhibit to --


exhibit.


This is the


MR. PERRELLI: This is our first


I think, and I don’t intend to
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offer this in evidence, I merely want to


refresh the witness’ recollection.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Go ahead.


BY MR. PERRELLI:


Q Ms. Kessler, if you’ll look at


260.2(d) which says "The licensee shall pay


a late fee of 1.5 percent per month, or the


highest lawful rate, whichever is lower",


does that refresh your recollection with


respect to the late fee owed by pre-existing


subscription services under the regulations


governing them?


A Yes, it does.
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Q Now in your experience with


webcasters, has the .75 percent monthly late


fee been successful in encouraging


webcasters to pay on time?


A I don’t find it to be a


disincentive to pay late.


Q With respect to the pre-existing


subscription services, have you found that


the 1.5 percent per month late fee has bee~


successful in encouraging them to pay


timely?


A No, we have chronic late-payers


with respect to the past.


Q Now, Ms. Kessler, there were a


number of questions you were asked about


confidentiality, confidentiality provisions


and your recommendations with respect to


that. Just so we’re clear, what information


can you provide copyright owners under the


current terms governing the statutory


license that went through 2005?


A We can only provide royalties
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received in the aggregate, and with respect


to any specific licensee, just if they are


current or not in their payments.


Q If a licensee is one month late,


what can you tell a copyright owner?


A That they’re not current with


their payments.


Q If a licensee is 12 months late,


what can you tell a copyright owner?


A That the licensee is not current


in their payment.


If you believe a licensee is


underpaying by $5, what can you tell a


copyright owner?


A We can’t tell them what that


underpayment is.


Q And if you believe a licensee is


underpaid by $i00,000, what can you tell


them?


A We cannot tell them that they are


$I00,000 short on their royalty obligation.


MR. PERRELLI: Okay. I’d like to
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Exhibit 2, and again, only for


identification to refresh the witness’


recollection.


Q
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(Whereupon, SX Exhibit


No. 2 was marked for


identification.)


BY MR. PERRELLI:


Now, Ms. Kessler, this is, again,


part of the rates and terms for pre-existing


subscription services, Copyright Office


regulations. If you’ll look at 260.6(f),


talks about the cost of verification


procedure, and discusses the cost shifting


provisions. Does that refresh your


recollection about the percentage rate at


which the costs would shift to a pre-


existing subscription service for


underpayment?


A Yes, it does.


And what is that?


Five percent.
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Q And is that consistent with what


you were recommending for this statutory


license?


A Yes, it is.


Q Now you were asked questions


about whether or not you have experience


with respect to auditing webcasters. Do you


have experience with respect to auditing


pre-existing subscription services?


A Yes, we do.


Q And without going into specific


licensees and the specific numbers, what


have those audits found?


A Significant under payments.


MR. PERRELLI: Your Honor, I


don’t have anything further.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr.


Steinthal, any further cross?


MR. STEINTHAL: No, Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Ms. Ablin,


any further cross?


MS. ABLIN: Yes, Your Honor, if I
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could have just 30-60 seconds.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Yes, ma’am.


RECROSS EXAMINATION


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q Ms. Kessler, Mr. Perrelli a few


minutes ago just showed you a couple of


provisions concerning the terms governing


the pre-existing subscription services. Do


you recall that?


A Yes.


Q Are you aware that certain of the


terms that you are seeking changes for are


actually terms that have been in effect with


respect to the pre-existing subscription


services?


A Some of the changes that Sound


Exchange is requesting are terms that exist


for the pre-existing services, yes.


Q Right. But some of the other


terms, as they currently exist in the


webcaster, or rather the eligible non-


subscription services and new subscription
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transmission services terms, provisions,


exist in their current form in the pre-


existing subscription services’ terms. Is


that correct?


A I’m not sure what those are.


Q Okay. Well, let’s start with the


confidentiality provision. That’s one of


the terms that your testimony seeks a change


for, the terms governing confidentiality and


statement of account information provided by


licensees.


A Yes.


MS. ABLIN: I’m going to show you


a document that’s been marked as Services


Exhibit 161.


(Whereupon, Services


Exhibit No. 161 was


marked for


identification.)


MS. ABLIN: And if you could take


a look at Part D to this term. And just for


the record, this exhibit is 37 CFR Part
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260.4, titled "Confidential Information and


Statements of Account."


BY MS. ABLIN:


Q Now, it’s true, is it not, that


the pre-existing subscription services’


terms contain a confidentiality provision


like the current confidentiality provision


that’s found in the webcaster terms?


A Yes.


Q And that terms restricts access


to the confidential information pertaining


to the royalty payments from going to


employees or officers of the sound recording


copyright owner or performing artist.


Correct?


A Yes, and we’ll likely ask for


this confidentiality provision to be changed


when we commence the PES proceeding.


Q Are you aware that this term, the


pre-existing subscription services’ term


has, in fact, been in place since 1998, so


it’s been in place for eight years?
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A 1998 or 19967


Q Well, perhaps it’s been in place


for ten years.


A Yes, I’m aware of when the PES


came into existence.


Q So your testimony is the term has


been in place for ten years?


A I’m not sure if this specific


term was a result of the extension of the


license, or this was in the original terms.


I don’t know.


MS. ABLIN: Ms. Kessler, I’m now


having marked as Services Exhibit 162 the


terms provisions governing pre-existing


subscription services as they were in place


in 1998.


THE WITNESS:


BY MS. ABLIN:


(Whereupon, Services


Exhibit No. 162 was


marked for


identification.)


Thank you.
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Q And if you could just flip to


page 25414 of this document, and take a look


at Section 260.4(d).


A Yes.


Q So does this refresh your


recollection whether the confidentiality


provision that we’ve been discussing was in


place, in fact, since at least 19987


A Yes.


Q With respect to the pre-existing


subscription services.


A Yes.


Q Are you aware that the Section


114 statutory license terms governing the


pre-existing subscription services also


include a term requiring that audits of both


statements of account and royalty payments


be conducted by independent auditors?


A That sounds familiar, yes.


Q And are you aware whether that


term has, in fact, been in place with


respect to pre-existing subscription
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I think that’s right.


You have the document in front of


you, if you would like to verify that that’s


correct.


A I’d like to verify it.


Yes, let’s do that.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Do you want


to refer her to a section?


MS. ABLIN: Yes.


same page that you were on before, which was


25414, again Section 260.4(d) (2).


THE WITNESS: I’m sorry. That’s


260?


It would be the


Q


19 allows only independent and qualified


20 auditors who are not employees or officers


21 of a sound recording copyright owner or


performing artist to access the pre-existing
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services confidential information.


A No, it says that "An independent


qualified auditor who is not an employee or


officer of the sound recording copyright


owner or performing artist, but is


authorized to act on behalf of the


interested copyright owner with respect to


the verification of the royalty payments,


verification of the royalty payments."


Q Right, which is the --


A Not the confidential information.


This is discussing the audit, yes.


Q Well, this is, in fact, a term


that talks about who can see the


information. Correct?


A Yes, that’s right. Excuse me,


yes.
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18 Q Okay. And so, in fact, this


i~ provision restricts access to that


20 information to independent and qualified


21 auditors who are not employees or officers


22 of sound recording copyright owners or
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performing artists?


A Yes.


Q And that term has been in place


since at least May 8th, 19987


A Yes.


Q Now, Mr. Perrelli also asked you


a series of questions about the sample


analysis that you and I spent a little bit


of time talking about this morning.


Correct?


A


minutes ago with Mr. Perrelli that Barry


Massarsky conducted that analysis?


A He didn’t conduct the analysis,


he set up the parameters for the analysis,


and my staff carried out the actual data


analysis.


Q And if you could look at page 9,


which I believe is the page Mr. Perrelli


directed you to, of Sound Exchange Exhibit


417 TP.


Yes.


And I believe you testified a few
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4177


Yes, 417.


Page 9.


Page 9, yes.


Yes.


And the first sentence refers to


a declaration of Barry Massarsky.


A Yes.


Q And I take i[ that that


declaration is where the analysis of the


sample that he performed was described?


declaration that was attached to this


exhibit describes the analysis, the sample


analysis that he performed?


A The parameters that he came up


with, yes.


Q


fact, included as an exhibit to this -


included as an attachment, rather, to this


exhibit?


A No.


Q Now I believe you told me that


Correct?


The


And that declaration was not, in
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the sample used in the analysis you referred


to earlier today was a sample consisting of


two seven-day periods.


A Two consecutive seven-day


periods, that’s correct.


Q In a quarter. And again,


directing your attention to page 9 where you


are, Mr. Massarsky, according to this


document, conducted a sample analysis using


samples consisting of a one-week period, a


three-day period, a three non-consecutive


day period, and a one-day period, so he


conducted four separate sample analyses.


Correct?


A


Q


Yes.


But according to this document he


did not, infact, conduct an analysis with


respect to two seven-day periods within a


quarter. Is that correct?


A That’s correct.


Q And I believe you testified


during your direct testimony a couple of
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days ago that in your analysis of the sample


of two seven-day periods, and I’m frankly


perplexed where that appears in the


Massarsky document, that you found that over


40 percent of the artists performed in the


census were not picked up by the sample.


A That’s correct.


Q If you could turn to page i0 of


this document, take a look at the first ~ull


paragraph. That’s a paragraph providing the


results of Mr. Massarsky’s work, is it not?


A The paragraph that begins, "The


results for the performers comparable".


Q Correct.


A Yes.


Q And there’s nothing on this page,


is there, that says that over 40 percent of


the artists performed were missed in either


a one-week sample, or in a sample of two


seven-day periods. Is there?


A No, it doesn’t mention the two-


week sample, no.
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questions.


MS. ABLIN: I have no further


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE:


any further questions?


MS. BROWN:


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr.


Freundlich, any further questions?


MS . Brown,


No, Your Honor.


I have no moreMR. FREUNDLICH:


questions, Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr. Malone?


MR. MALONE: No further


questions, please.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr.


Perrelli, anything arising from that cross


examination?


the Court?


excused.


MR. PERRELLI: No, Your Honor.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Anything by


Thank you, ma’am. You’re


THE WITNESS: Thank you.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Mr.
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Perrelli, who will be your witness Monday
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morning?


MR. PERRELLI: We will have


Michael Kushner testifying on Monday


morning, and he will be our last witness,


subject to our efforts to report to the


other side.
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CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Do you


expect Mr. Kushner to take more than one


day?


MR. PERRELLI: We anticipate him


to last the day, but based on consultation


with the other side, I think we all believe


he will be on and off on Monday, but it will


be the bulk of the day.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: So as we


described earlier, then we would be in


recess Tuesday and start back on Wednesday


with Mr. Freundlich.


MR. FREUNDLICH: Just one


clarification.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Yes, sir.
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MR. FREUNDLICH: If for some


reason the witness doesn’t conclude on


Monday, are we then going to start Royalty


Logic’s case on Thursday?


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Yes, sir.


MR. FREUNDLICH: So there’s


always going to be one full day in-between.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: One full day


in-between. We’ve got too much ahead of us


to not leave that time.


MR. PERRELLI: I think there’s


incentive to have Mr. Kushner be on and off


on Monday, so we’ll do our best.


CHIEF JUDGE SLEDGE: Thank you


very much. We’ll recess until Monday at


9:30.


(Whereupon, the proceedings went


off the record at 4:53 p.m.)
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The XM Experience


SX Exhibit 006 DP


Page 1 of 3


Don’t take our word for it... following are comments from our customers.


I had grown tired of AM/FM radio. I hated the annoying commercials, the contests/lotteries and
the same songs over and over. It got to the point where I did not enjoy listening to the radio.
That changed when I got XM in June 2003. I have listened to it every day since. The
programming choices are incredible. Also, to hear music on the radio without any commercials is
a dream come true! I’m impressed with the shows that get broadcast as well as the excellent
DJ’s/PD’s that are a part of XM.


William R.
Dolomite, Alabama


I knew the clarity wouM be great where I five because of the open space. However, I was amazed
to find that when I traveled throughout downtown Chicago, the reception was still crystal-clear
when crammed between the skyscrapers of Michigan Ave as well as all of the underpasses I
encountered. Great work XM.t


Lifetime Subscriber Here!


Trent S.
Bushnell, Illinios


The proof of the pudding as to the superior quality of XM radio lies with a behavioral change in my
husband. Prior to getting XM he would opt for the couch and TV and let me go off on my own.
Now he insists on joining me and as soon as he slips behind the steering wheel he puts on the XM
radio.


Rochelle S.
Fort Lauderdale, Florida


THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU... Since I activated my service two weeks ago I have yet to
listen to anything other than the XM format. Unbelievable sound quality, content and selection. No
more need to ever buy another CD.


The service is a bargain at twice the price.


Your loyal listener for life,


Hike S.
Simi Valley, California


http://testimonials.xrnradio.com/ 10/27/2006
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The quality of the programming is truly incredible! Now, how do I manage to ever get out of my
car?


William L.
Denison~ Texas


Damn XM. It now makes me want to spend more time in traffic and even take the long way
home. Great entertainment but start watching your mileage and fuel consumption go up. It’s that
good.


Timothy L.
Aliso Viejo, California


I am very impressed with the XM Service. The sound is crystal clear and the bass out of my
subwoofers has the windows shaking. The mixture of all types of music is delightful with the
sports, weather, talk and comedy. This is tight. It is a must have for music lovers.


3on P.
West Trenton, New Jersey


Commuting is better now! People convicted to road rage should be sentenced to XM.


3oseph L.
Seattle, Washington


As an over-the-road truck driver, I was totally frustrated with losing AM/FM signals every few
miles. Not anymore. With XM Radio, there’s crystal-clear reception throughout the USA and so
much news and entertainment to choose from. This is a driver’s dream come true.


Rob and Fran B.
Sumterville, Florida


My radio was activated at 1:30 AM EST and within one hour I had gotten more out of XM than in
20 years of listening to FM radio .... the programming and signal quality are absolutely
astounding ....


Kurt U.
Mount Vernon, New York


XM has made my life easier. Before XM I always had a problem, I could not leave the house in the
morning on time because CNBC would release important financial news info that I could not go
without. I would just stand there with my car keys in my hand. Now thanks to XM I can leave the
house with ease because I can take CNBC with me on the road. XM is the best.


Charles G.
Boston, Massachusetts
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Signed up just hours ago and am truely thrilled. XM Radio is everything you advertise and more.
My hearing is lower than average but the improved sound quality is so, so obvious even to me. I
drive on average 4 hours per day so will tune in alot but I recommend anyone that drives to get
this radio. A great deal, you have changed radio forever.


Greg K.
Milledgeville, Georgia


Read More >


Comments were collected from the XM web site from 2001 - 2004. Some quotes have been excerpted for brevity.
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Fantastic! My new Cadillac includes XM and it has completely changed my driving experience. I
never listen to conventional radio any more. Just flip from Sunny to Blue Grass to classical to old
radio programs to 50-60 tunes to CNN. It never ends. And the sweet quality! I swear, I have sat
in the car listening after I have arrived at my destination...and that has never happened to this
busy guy. When an old friend told me he was buying a new car, I suggested that he include XM.
He did so and told me within a week that it was the best feature on his new car. I agree.


Bob G.
Arlington Heights, Illinois


Without a doubt the greatest new entertainment experience of the decade. Programming is
awesome. It will take months just to sample everything available.


You delivered more than I expected.


Mitch W.
Lake Hary, Florida


XM is like having the biggest cd changer go with you e’verywhere. Say goodbye to all of those
annoying commercials and say hello to XM.


Derek K.
Macomb, Hichigan


I am a long haul truck driver who really got tired of always trying to find something decent to
listen to. You have solved that problem and I thank you so much. The sound quality is amazing.
This is as much a leap from FM as FM was from AM.


A CUSTOMER FOR LIFE!!!


3.R.S.
Georgetown, Texas


XM radio is a dream come true. I am addicted to it. I have already turned several members of my
family and some friends onto it. People from all ages in my family have found music channels
taylored to their tastes. My father-in-law can’t live without his 50’s and 60’s music, as well as the
comedy channels. I am impressed with LUCY channel 54.


Jose M.
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Viejo, California


For pennies a day I get to hear exactly what I want, when I want, and best of aft ANYWHERE I
want!


If you love music and are a radio fan who is sick and tired of losing your favorite station to a
format change, or if you are unable to find a station who even offers your favorite format, I urge
you to sample XM radio! I think you will be very pleased, I know I am!


XM ROCKS! Goodbye FM, FOREVER!!


Darryl C.
Los Angeles, California


Am I ever impressed! I travel several states for the company I work for as an account executive
and am often in areas without radio coverage. XM Radio will now allow me to enjoy my new
favorite stations and keep up with the pace of fast changing news where I would never be able to
before.


Thanks XM!


James G.
Greenville, Texas


< Previous


Comments were collected from the XM web site from 2001 - 2004. Some quotes have been excerpted for brevity.
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WRITTEN DIRECT TESTIMONY OF BARRIE KESSLER


QUALIFICATIONS


I am the Chief Operating Officer of SoundExchange, Inc. ("SoundExchange"). I have


held this position since July 2001. Before I became Chief Operating Officer, I served as


SoundExchange’s Senior Director of Data Administration, beginning in November 1999. Prior


to that, I worked as a database and technology consultant for the Recording Industry Association


of America, Inc. ("RIAA") for seven years. There, I developed the software for the certification


system for Gold, Platinum and Multi-platinum record sales, and created the royalty distribution


system for the Alliance of Artists and Recording Companies ("AARC").


My responsibilities as SonndExchange’s Chief Operating Officer include overseeing the


collection and distribution of royalty payments for the performance of sound recordings on


webcast, cable, and satellite services, including the services at issue in this proceeding. In this


capacity, I supervise SoundExchange staff who receive royalty payments from licensees,


determine the amounts owed copyright owners and performers, and distribute the royalties to


those individuals and entities. Additionally, I oversee SoundExchange’s license compliance







activities, manage its budget, and coordinate its systems requirements, development, and testing.


A statement of experience is attached to my testimony.


OVERVIEW


I am providing this testimony to the Copyright Royalty Board ("CRB") in order to give


the Board background on how SoundExchange collects and distributes royalties. I previously


testified in the CRB’s proceeding to set rates and terms for webcasting for the 2006-2010 license


period, Docket No. 2005-1 CRB DTRA. SoundExchange is submitting that testimony and all


related exhibits as designated testimony in this proceeding pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 351.4(b)(2). I


have sought to summarize the salient parts of that testimony and reaffirm that testimony here,


including the list of terms that SoundExchange believes must be modified in order to ensure the


smooth operation of the royalty collection and distribution system.


I am also submitting this testimony to request that SoundExchange remain the sole


collection and distribution agent, and to provide factual support for SoundExchange’s position


that neither the Sirius-EchoStar service nor the Capstar service is entitled to the rates available


for Preexisting Subscription Services ("PES").


DISCUSSION


I. SOUNDEXCHANGE’S COLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF ROYALTIES


A. Overview of SoundExchan~e


SoundExchange is a 501(c)(6) nonprofit performance rights organization established to


ensure the prompt, fair and efficient collection and distribution of royalties payable to performers


and sound recording copyright owners for the use of sound recordings over the Internet, wireless


networks, cable and satellite television networks, and satellite radio services (hereinafter


collectively "services" or "licensees") via digital audio transmissions. SoundExchange is
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governed by an 18-member Board of Directors that is made up of equal numbers of artist


representatives and sound recording copyright owner representatives.


Collecting royalties from hundreds of services and distributing the royalties to thousands


of payees is an enormous undertaking. Working together with statutory licensees, artists, unions


and record labels, we endeavor every year to streamline our processes and ensure that the


maximum amount of royalties we collect are paid out to those entitled to receive them.


SoundExchange has automated many of its functions (and such automation is critical to ensuring


efficient distribution of royalties), but, in many cases, SoundExchange staff still must undertake


the laborious process of tracking down individuals entitled to royalties and correcting or


completing misreported performance data.


Although SoundExchange is a non-member corporation, we frequently refer to those


record labels and artists who have specifically authorized us to collect royalties on their behalf as


"members." We have thousands of such record label and artist members, but also pay non-


members -- copyright owners and performers alike -- as if they were also members. We do not


discriminate between members and non-members; in fact, current Copyright Office regulations


require us to treat members and non-members equally when initially allocating statutory


royalties.


SoundExchange has been the representative of artists and record labels on a vast array of


issues, including notice and recordkeeping and rate-setting through the prior CARP process and


the current CRB process. Throughout, on behalf of all artists and record labels, SoundExchange


has sought the establishment of marketplace royalties and regulations that enable the prompt, fair


and efficient distribution of royalties to all those artists and copyright owners entitled to such


royalties.
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B. Royalty Collection and Distribution


SoundExchange’s core mission is to collect and distribute statutory royalties as


efficiently and accurately as possible. For managing royalty collection and distribution,


SoundExchange employs the following operational procedures. A flow-chart illustrating these


steps is attached as SX Ex. 211 DP to my designated testimony from Docket No. 2005-1, which


SoundExchange is submitting as part of its written direct statement in this proceeding.


Step 1: Payment and Log Receipt


SoundExchange’s Royalty Administration Department receives from statutory licensees


royalty payments and, ideally, three reports: (1) Statements of Account ("SOAs") that reflect the


licensee’s calculation of the payments for the reporting period; (2) Notices of Election that


indicate whether the licensee has utilized any optional rates and terms pursuant to 37 C.F.R.


§ 262.3(a); and (3) reports of use that log performances of sound recordings. Samples of these


reports are provided as SX Ex. 212 DP, SX Ex. 213 DP and SX Ex. 214 DP to my designated


testimony from Docket No. 2005-1, which SoundExchange is submitting as part of its written


direct statement in this proceeding.


Upon receipt of payment from a licensee, the payment is logged into our licensee


database. If this is the first payment from a licensee, a new profile is created for the licensee. If


the licensee has previously paid royalties, then the payment is entered under the existing profile.


Where licensees operate under more than one statutory license, the royalty payments from a


licensee are allocated among the various licenses under which the service is operating. The


reports of use ("logs") provided by services are loaded into SoundExchange’s system by the


Distribution Operations Department. SoundExchange is currently receiving performance logs


from Preexisting Subscription Services ("PES"), Satellite Digital Audio Radio Services


("SDARS"), and a handful of other services. The vast majority of new subscription services and
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eligible nonsubscription transmission services have not been providing reports of use, although


they should begin doing so under the CRB’s recent regulations specifying the format and


delivery specifications for reports of use. The following discussion of log processing is therefore


based principally upon SoundExchange’s experience handling logs from the PES and SDARS.


Logs -- which contain text information about the song title, album title, artist name, label


and other information, in addition to other transmission information -- sometimes will fail to


conform to SoundExchange’s existing format and delivery specifications. When a log does not


conform to those specifications, it fails to load automatically. SoundExchange personnel must


then review the reports, identify errors, obtain a corrected log from the service (or in some cases


rectify the errors internally) and then re-upload the reports into the SoundExchange computer


software system. It is also frequently the case that services fail to accurately report identifying


data for sound recordings by, for example, identifying an artist as "Various," reporting a


performer as "Beethoven" or "Mozart," or simply not providing required information. In each of


these instances my staff has to research the partially identified sound recording in order to


identify accurately the sound recording copyright owners and performers entitled to royalties.


Step 2: Matching


SoundExchange’s Distribution Operations staff runs the software program to match the


data reported in licensee logs with information in the SoundExchange database identifying


copyright owners and performers of particular sound recordings. Our complex log loading


algorithm attempts to match identical and similar data elements and combinations of data


elements from the incoming log against performance information previously received from the


services. If there is a match for a particular sound recording, then the program identifies the


corresponding copyright owner and performer information. If there is not a match, we then


conduct research as described in step three below.
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Each description of a performance on a service’s log is retained in our database, even if


the description incorrectly identifies a sound recording and SoundExchange staffhas corrected it


before uploading the log. Our system assumes that services will continue to report the


performance incorrectly in future logs. Rather than correct these performances each time they


appear in a log, the system matches to the incorrectly reported performances and then applies the


corrected information.


Step 3: Research


If there is no match for a sound recording, Distribution Operations personnel manually


examine the entry for the sound recording and attempt to determine whether it is new to the


SoundExchange database or whether it is already in the database under different identifying


information. This research requires a significant amount of staff time. Such research is often


required for new releases, works reported for the first time, works from small labels, compilation


albums and foreign repertoire. In the case of compilation albums, for example, finding copyright


ownership information is particularly time-consuming because, although the album is issued by


one label, each of the sound recordings on it could be owned by a different label.


SoundExchange conducts extensive data quality assurance work to ensure the correct


association of copyright owners and performers, on the one hand, and particular performances,


on the other. For example, the SoundExchange system detects what we call "performances in


conflict," a situation in which performances of the same sound recording are reported as being on


more than one label. In such cases, we conduct research to determine the correct label for the


sound recording. We also review situations in which an artist has performances of different


sound recordings with different labels or with "unassociated labels," which may indicate that the


label information provided to us was incorrect.
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Step 4: Account Assi~ament


SoundExchange’s Account Managers assign sound recording performances to accounts


belonging to copyright owners and performers. For example, a performance of Stevie Wonder’s


Isn’t She Lovely from his Songs in the Key of Life album under the Motown record label (part of


Universal Music Group ("UMG")) would be assigned to (1) Stevie Wonder’s account and


(2) Motown’s account. Performances of Motown’s sound recordings would be consolidated with


other UMG labels and the resulting royalty payment would be made to UMG. Account


assignments are based on the copyright owner and performer information provided by the


licensee as well as any information already in the SoundExchange database that copyright


owners and performers have supplied.


Not all performances can be assigned to a copyright owner or artist account in the time


leading up to a distribution. Performances for which a copyright owner or artist account is not


identifiable are assigned to a "suspense" account for later review and research. As soon as the


identification is made, these royalties are available for distribution in the next scheduled


distribution.


Step 5: Ro~’alt¥ Allocation and Distribution


Once we have processed all of the logs by a given class of services for a given period, we


are able to allocate royalties. Allocation takes place only after quality assurance steps are taken


to ensure accounts are payable, address and tax identification information is complete,


performances in conflict are resolved and copyright owner conflicts are resolved (to the extent


possible).


Allocation is the process by which a service’s royalty payments (made on a channel-by-


channel basis) for a given distribution period are paired with the transmissions of sound


recordings by that service during that period. The Royalty Administration Department first
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identifies the services and associated royalty payments that will be distributed. Minimum fees


must be prorated to the period to which they apply. Once I have reviewed and certified the


prorating of the minimum fees and the amount of the total fees, those fees are entered into the


distribution portion of our system. The allocation and distribution processes are then run.


As stated above, allocation pairs royalties collected fi’om a service with the service’s


sound recording performances. Once all allocations are completed, "adjustment processing" is


run. Adjustment processing involves assigning debits and credits to accounts in order to rectify


errors that occurred in a prior distribution. Upon completion of necessary adjustments, the


distribution occurs.


Distribution begins with consolidating allocations according to eaming entity (i.e., the


copyright owner or featured artist who has "earned" the money for tax purposes). For example,


if an artist is entitled to a share of royalties from multiple licensees, all of these royalties are


consolidated for that artist. The consolidated allocations are then assigned to copyright owners,


artists or other payees based on the payment schedule for each. Next, the system generates a


payment file, which we transmit to our banking partner. The bank then makes the payments in


the form of a check or electronic funds transfer. For performances of sound recordings, 50% of


the royalties net of allocable deductions are paid to copyright owners, 45% are paid to featured


artists and their third-party payees,~ and 5% are paid to non-featured artists,2 in accordance with


17 U.S.C. § 114(g)(2). Royalties paid for the making of ephemeral phonorecords under 17


U.S.C. § 112(e), net of allocable deductions, are allocated solely to sound recording copyright


~ A third-party payee is an individual to whom an artist has authorized SoundExchange to pay a
portion of the artist’s statutory royalties pursuant to a Letter of Direction. Producers are common
third-party payees.
2 In accordance with 17 U.S.C. § 114(g)(2)(B)&(C), we pay the 5% non-featured artists’ share to


an independent administrator who is responsible for the further distribution of those funds to
nonfeatured vocalists and musicians.







owners. SoundExchange provides each royalty-earning entity with a statement that reflects the


performances (and the licenses under which the sound recordings were performed) for which the


royalty payment is made. Sample statements for copyright owners and featured artists are


attached as SX Ex. 252 DP and SX Ex. 253 DP to my designated testimony from Docket No.


2005-1 CRB DTRA, which SoundExchange is submitting as part of its written direct statement


in this proceeding.


SoundExchange’s database containing payee information is derived from account


information received from record labels and artists, and includes such payees as the copyright


owners and artists themselves, management companies, production companies, estates and heirs.


We must, however, verify address and other information and secure appropriate tax forms


directly from each artist and label. If an earning entity3 fails to provide SoundExchange with tax


information, then we can still distribute royalties but must withhold a portion of the royalties


pursuant to Internal Revenue Service ("IRS") guidelines. All of the information provided to


SoundExchange from copyright owners and performers must be entered manually into the


royalty system. We hope to allow copyright owners and performers to input their own


information directly into our systems in the future, but there are costs and security issues


involved in building those extensions into our current system.


The threshold for distributing royalties to a payee is $10. Rather than distribute smaller


amounts (and incurring significant additional transaction costs), SoundExchange waits until a


payee is owed more than $10, at which point the full amount is distributed.


SoundExchange presently conducts distributions four times a year for statutorily licensed


performances (i.e., performances pursuant to 17 U.S.C. §§ 112(e) and 114) and twice a year for


3 An "earning entity" is the person or entity who has earned the royalties from a tax standpoint


and does not have to be the person who receives royalties.
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non-statutorily licensed performances for which SoundExchange has collected royalties,


typically from non-U.S, performing fights organizations who have money for U.S. performers or


copyright owners. Payments for which SoundExchange lacks sufficient information to distribute


to the appropriate copyright owner or performer are allocated to separate accounts in accordance


with 37 C.F.R. §§ 260.7, 261.8 and 262.8. When SoundExchange subsequently obtains the


information necessary to distribute royalties to a particular copyright owner or performer, it will


do so during the next scheduled distribution. Recipients of royalty payments may contact


SoundExchange regarding any perceived errors in distributed payments. Errors in payment


distributions may occur as a result of a service’s reporting incorrect or incomplete information


for a given performance.


Step 6: Adiustments


In the event an improper amount of royalties is paid to an entity (either too little or too


much), SoundExchange staff will make adjustments to accounts to correct any errors in a royalty


distribution. For example, if Copyright Owner A was incorrectly reported as the copyright


owner of Song X and received royalties for Song X, but the actual owner of that song was


Copyright Owner B, then SoundExchange would need to credit Copyright Owner B in a future


distribution and debit Copyright Owner A’s account for the improper distribution. Adjustments


typically take the form of an additional payment or a reduced payment to an existing account in


the next scheduled distribution. For copyright owners and artists who are newly identified and


for whom royalties have been accruing, a new account is created and royalties attributed to the


suspense account are transferred to the new account.
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C. Challenges Faced by SoundExchange


While these operational steps may sound straightforward and although SoundExchange


has gained tremendous efficiencies through its custom software system, the massive scope of the


undertaking and the frequency with which novel circumstances arise render the actual task of


collecting and distributing royalty payments extremely complex. SoundExchange maintains


licensee accounts for more than 3,200 webcast, cable, and satellite services that play sound


recordings originating from all over the world, in many cases twenty-four hours a day, seven


days a week. SoundExchange distributes royalties to nearly 25,000 copyright owner and


performer accounts. To date, SoundExchange has processed over 800 million sound recording


performances. And it is important to remember that those 800 million performances are


principally from the preexisting subscription services and the satellite services. That number will


increase tremendously once SoundExchange starts receiving reports of use from webcasters


under the CRB’s October 6, 2006 ruling on format and delivery specifications. I would not be


surprised if we had to match billions of performances each year once all webcasters start


providing reports of use, and we would welcome the opportunity to do so in order to pay even


more copyright owners and artists for the use of their recordings.


The process of matching performances of specific sound recordings to individual


copyright owners and performers is often difficult because many business arrangements in the


recording industry are intricate and continually evolving. For a given sound recording, there


may be multiple artists as well as multiple payees entitled to receive a portion of the royalties, as


well as the IRS. Further, members of a band often change over the course of the band’s


existence. 4 When a band that has undergone changes in membership releases multiple versions


4 The examples of band compositions that make distribution of royalties difficult illustrate a few


reasons why sufficient data to identify a specific sound recording is critical to SoundExchange’s
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of the same song, each release may involve payments to different people. Matching the


performing band members to a particular sound recording of such a song can be complicated.


For example, Fleetwood Mac has undergone multiple changes in membership since it originally


formed in 1968, making the task of determining which royalties belong to which members


arduous. And Sade is the name of both the individual artist Sade Adu and the band with which


she has sung. When SoundExchange receives reports from licensees that list only "Sade" as the


performing artist, it can be difficult to determine whether Sade Adu or Sade the band (which


includes other members in addition to Sade Adu) is the proper recipient of royalties for a sound


recording performance.


Band members may also share royalties on an unequal basis. In the easy case, bands or


artists have a corporation that receives the royalties and the corporation assumes responsibility


for dividing and distributing royalties among the band members. In some cases, however,


SoundExchange itself has to locate the information regarding shares, divide the royalties, and


make the payments to each band member.


The general rule we have created is to distribute royalties on a pro rata basis among the


members of a band, but that is not always as easy as it may sound. There is no guidance in the


statute or legislative history on how SoundExchange should distribute royalties to particular


bands. By way of example, is Tom Petty entitled to 50% of the featured artist share with the


remaining 50% allocated on a pro rata basis among the members of the Heartbreakers?


Similarly, should there be a special split for the Dave Matthews Band, where the name of the


band is the name of one of the members of the band? And what about in the case of Diana Ross


ability to distribute royalties to the parties to whom they rightly belong, as SoundExchange
explained in its Supplemental Comments concerning the proposed notice and recordkeeping
requirements.
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& the Supremes versus The Supremes? In one instance Diana Ross is identified separately, but


does this mean her share of royalties should increase?


Distributions are also complicated if an artist is deceased and there are multiple heirs


(each of whom may have a different share) entitled to the royalties from the performance of a


single sound recording; this is particularly true where the artist is a group and more than one


group member is deceased.


In an effort to maintain accurate information on artists’ arrangements for division of


royalties as well as basic contact and tax information, SoundExchange actively engages in artist


outreach. SoundExchange regularly attends music industry conferences and speaks to artist


management firms, record labels, performing rights organizations and law firms that represent


artists. SoundExchange also works with music associations to spread awareness of its services,


and it advertises in a variety of media outlets. SoundExchange personnel are available to artists


(as well as to copyright owners and licensees) to provide information and answer questions, and


we do so on a regular basis. SoundExchange encourages copyright owners and performers to


join as members but, as explained above, provides information and distributes royalties to


copyright owners and performers regardless of membership.


For undistributed royalties, eight SoundExchange staff members’ responsibilities include


conducting research to locate artists and obtain their payee information. Even where


SoundExchange is able to determine the identity of the artist and record label, that does not mean


that SoundExchange knows where to locate them. Locating accurate payee information for a


sound recording can be very difficult, especially if the recording is listed in a non-active, deep


"catalog" or involves an artist who does not have a U.S. corporate entity designated to receive


royalties on his or her behalf. Moreover, even when we locate artists or their managers, we still
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need them to return payee information so that we can send their royalties to them. All of these


steps mean that tracking down and paying the enormous number of artists and record companies


that make use of sound recordings on these services is a daunting task.


Through niche programming, services perform many sound recordings of smaller, less


well-known labels and performers who are hard to find (and the problem is magnified if the


labels are no longer in existence). SoundExchange spends a significant amount of time


addressing this problem in two ways. First, SoundExchange personnel publicize the


organization, its mission and its functions in order to ensure that artists and copyright owners are


aware that they may have royalties owed to them. We hope that individuals who learn about us


will contact us to provide us with the information we need to pay them. Second, SoundExchange


performs extensive research to locate and contact individuals who may be entitled to royalties.


For example, we rely on databases such as Celebrity Access and All Music Guide as well as


information provided by other organizations within the music industry, both domestic and


foreign, to locate artists. SoundExchange also utilizes temporary employees and intems to assist


in locating individuals and entities entitled to royalty payments. I suspect that the number of


"difficult-to-pay artists" and labels will increase tremendously when webcasters start providing


reports of use to SoundExchange in light of the CRB’s promulgation of format and delivery


specifications.


Under my direction, SoundExchange has conducted a total of thirteen royalty


distributions covering over 800 million sound recording performances. To date, SoundExchange


has allocated more than $83 million in royalties. SoundExchange strives to minimize the


administrative costs associated with royalty collection and distribution, and it has decreased
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those costs each year that it has been in operation. SoundExchange maintains a staff of fewer


than 30 individuals. We had administrative costs (exclusive of expenses incurred in participating


in rate adjustment proceedings) of 7.6% of total revenue for 2005.5 This is a remarkable


accomplishment, given the short time that SoundExchange has been in existence. For


comparison purposes, I believe reported administrative costs for the American Society of


Composers, Authors and Publishers ("ASCAP") and BMI are typically higher.


II. A SINGLE COLLECTIVE SHOULD BE DESIGNATED TO COLLECT AND
DISTRIBUTE ROYALTIES.


As a practical matter (and generally as a legal matter as well), SoundExchange (or its


precursor) has operated as the sole collection and distribution agent for royalties under the


Section 112 and 114 licenses. SoundExchange requests that it remain the sole collective.


In other proceedings Royalty Logic, Inc. ("RLI") has asked the Board to create a system


with multiple Designated Agents all administering the same statutory license rates and terms. I


expect RLI may make a similar request in this proceeding. Under the guise of seeking


"competition" among collectives, RLI has sought to undermine copyright owners and performers


at every turn. RLI is wholly-owned subsidiary of Music Reports, Inc. ("MRI"), which works


primarily for users of copyrights seeking to ensure that its clients pay the lowest possible royalty


rates. RLI and MRI share all the same employees and officers. MRI/RLI has provided witnesses


to support lower rates sought by webcasters in each of the webcasting proceedings before the


CARP and the CRB. Put simply, RLI is not an appropriate choice to serve as a collective to


administer the statutory license on behalf of copyright owners and performers.


In my testimony in Docket No. 2005-1 CRB DTRA, I discussed the problems associated


with a system that includes more than one collection and distribution agent. That testimony


5 The administrative rate for 2006 will depend in part on the royalty rates established by the CRB


for webcasters, litigation costs, and final royalties collected for the year.
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remains accurate today. SoundExchange’s system presently contains entries for 150,000


copyright owners and performers6 and over 800,000 sound recordings. For the system to


recognize multiple agents, SoundExchange would have to expend significant resources, both


human and monetary, to create the accounting platform necessary to track innumerable


distributing agent relationships, keep accounts current when entitled parties change affiliation


with multiple agents, and still ensure timely distributions. Adding multiple agents would not


only create administrative costs and burdens, but would also result in substantial delay in


distributing royalties owed. The resulting complexity and administrative burden would serve no


one and would lead only to a large number of disputes between collectives -- disputes that might


end up back before this Board (although it is unclear whether the Board has jurisdiction to


resolve them).


To me, a multi-agent system is anathema to the concept of an efficient licensing system.


It is worth noting that administering a statutory license is far different from what ASCAP, BMI,


and SESAC -- the musical works performing rights organizations -- do. Those organizations all


engage in direct licensing. They represent their members (and only their members) and are able


to compete for members by negotiating different rates and terms for collection and distribution of


royalties. They only collect and distribute monies for their own members, know precisely what


works they are administering, and have no responsibility to anyone other than their members.


Under the Copyright Act, SoundExchange is in the position of administering a statutory license


whose rates and terms are set by this Board. There cannot be "competition" between collectives


on rates and terms; the only "competition" would be created by one collective trying to free-ride


6 For example, Paul Simon as a solo artist and Simon & Garfunkel as a group are two such


performers of the 150,000 even though Paul Simon may receive a single check for all of his
performances as a solo artist and as a member of a group.
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off the efforts of another, as RLI has done in the past and appears poised to do in the future.


Moreover, because many copyright owners and performers will be members of no organization,


there must be an entity that has the responsibility of locating them and ensuring that they too


receive the royalties to which they are entitled. SoundExchange (or its predecessor) has


undertaken that responsibility since royalties began being paid under Section 112 and Section


114 of the Copyright Act.


Where a statutory license has specified rates and terms, it only makes sense for a single


entity to provide administration. As I discussed in my prior testimony, if multiple collectives


administer the same license, each with their own rules about what falls inside and outside the


statutory license, how much each service owes, and how much each artist or record company is


owed, the collection and distribution process will grind to a halt.


III. MODIFICATIONS NEEDED TO LICENSE TERMS


In my testimony in the webcasting proceeding, I recommended a number of changes to


the terms governing the operation of eligible nonsubscription transmission services and new


subscription services. SoundExchange’s experience over the past several years demonstrates that


a few of the terms found in 37 C.F.R. Part 262 must be modified to facilitate the prompt, fair and


efficient administration of the statutory licenses. I propose that those same terms be modified in


this proceeding as well in order to promote the statute’s overall goal of providing fair


compensation to artists and record labels. SoundExchange requests that the CRB modify the


terms accordingly.


I also want to reiterate briefly SoundExchange’s long-standing request for census


reporting. SoundExchange has previously submitted extensive comments on recordkeeping and,


in particular, the need for census reporting in response to the Copyright Office’s and the Board’s


notice and requests for comments in connection with their rulemakings on recordkeeping. I will
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not belabor what we have said in those submissions, but I emphasize here that accurate data is


critical to the integrity of the collection and distribution process that I have described above. As


SoundExchange’s comments explain, receiving reports of use in census form and in a uniform


format is the only way to ensure that copyright owners and performers receive accurate payments


for the use of their sound recordings. In Docket No. RM 2005-2, SoundExchange submitted a


Declaration from Barry Massarsky, the President of an economic consulting firm, which


discussed some of the inadequacies of sampling that would result in copyright owners and artists


being underpaid. I am attaching that Declaration here as further support in this proceeding. See


SX Ex. 001 DP.


In addition, SoundExchange would like to ensure that the Board makes clear that the


definition of revenues for any of the licenses should include in the base of revenues against


which a percentage is to be applied all revenues "paid or payable." We have had experience with


services not collecting revenues from third parties (either as a de facto discount or possibly in


exchange for some other consideration). The result is that some revenue that should be attributed


as part of the revenue base is hidden and thus not counted. That is not fair to artists and record


companies on whose behalf SoundExchange is collecting royalties.
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V. THE THP CAPSTAR/DMX SERVICE


I am aware that in the context of SoundExchange’s motion for referral in this proceeding


regarding the conditions under which an entity may be a preexisting subscription service, the


Board has reserved as an issue of fact whether Capster is the successor to DMX. See CRB Order


(August 21, 2006). I would like to provide the Board with the following information and to
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emphasize that SoundExchange has always taken the position that Capstar is not a successor to


DMX and not entitled to the rates available for Preexisting Subscription Services. See SX Ex.


002 DP (Referral Motion and Exhibits, May 4, 2006).


In February 2005, one of the specifically identified PES -- DMX Music, Inc. -- filed a


chapter 11 petition in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware. In the


Bankruptcy Court, SoundExchange objected to DMX’s efforts to assign its PES Compulsory


License, and DMX stated in court that it never intended to assign the license. Id.


Capstar purchased a portion (but not all) of DMX’s assets from the bankruptcy estate. In


doing so, it (1) denied that it was a successor to DMX, (2) specifically excluded the PES


Compulsory License from the list of obligations it was assuming, and (3) disclaimed any


responsibility for the approximately $2.6 million in statutory royalties that DMX owed to


SoundExchange. Id. Portions of the record in the bankruptcy proceeding are included in SX Ex.


002 DP.


After purchasing those assets and denying DMX’s liabilities, Capstar then reversed


course and filed a Notice of Use of Sound Recordings Under Statutory License with the


Copyright Office, claiming eligibility for the PES Compulsory License. Capstar also filed a


Notice of Intent to Participate in Docket No. 2006-1 CRB DSTRA, again claiming that it was a


PES. Id.


SoundExchange has consistently informed Capstar that it believes that Capstar is not a


successor to DMX and not entitled to the rates available for Preexisting Subscription Services. I


am attaching as an exhibit letters that SoundExchange has sent to Capstar in which


SoundExchange repeatedly made its position very clear and expressly reserved its rights and the


rights of its copyright owner members to pursue claims against Capstar/DMX for improperly
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claiming the benefits of a Preexisting Subscription Service. See SX Ex. 101 DR


(correspondence).


CONCLUSION


SoundExchange has developed an effective and efficient mechanism for accomplishing


the enormous task of collecting and distributing royalties for the hundreds of millions of sound


recordings performed annually under Sections 112(e) and 114 of the Copyright Act. To


maximize that distribution of royalties, SoundExchange should remain the sole collection and


distribution agent. The existing regulations should also be amended to account for the additional


issues discussed in my testimony in Docket No. 2005-1 CRB DTRA. In addition, neither the


Sirius-EchoStar service nor the Capstar service is entitled to the rates available for Preexisting


Subscription Services.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing testimony is true and correct to the 


best of my knowledge and belief. 


Date: 
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Before the
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD


LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, D.C.


In the Matter of:


NOTICE AND RECORDKEEPING FOR
USE OF SOUND RECORDINGS UNDER
STATUTORY LICENSE


)
)
)
)
)
)
)


Docket No. RM 2005-2


DECLARATION OF BARRY M. MASSARSKY


I, BARRY M. MASSARSKY, declare:


1. I am President of Barry M. Massarsky Consulting, Inc., an economic consulting firm


that provides advisory consulting services to a host of music industry clients relating to music


licensing and royalty earnings. I have held this position since 1992, when I fouaded the firm.


2. As President of Barry M. Massarsky Consulting, I specialize in performing economic


analysis, with a particular emphasis on the valuation of licenses to perform copyrighted works.


For example, I serve as an economic consultant to the performing fights orgarfization SESAC, in


which capacity I have developed state-of-the-art survey and distribution concepts in the Latina


radio music field.


3. I have consulted for many copyright owners with interests in the digital music field. I


have advised SoundExchange since its inception and, prior to that, the l~ecording Industry


Association of America, Inc. ("RIAA") in its performance of the responsibilities now assumed


by SoundExchange.


4. I have testified in Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel ("CARP") proceedings and


provided economic counsel on digital music license initiatives to SoundExchange, RIAA,


SESAC, Zomba and BMG. In addition, my firm supports both the RIAA and Motion Picture


Association of America ("MPAA") in peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing litigation.







5. The cases in which i have testified or served as an expert include United States v.


American Soc. of Composers, Authors and Publishers, 981 F. Supp. 199 (S.D.N.Y. 1997);


Determination of Statutory License Rates and Terms for Certain Digital Subscription


Transmissions of Sound Recordings, Docket No. 96-5 CARP DSTRA, Copyright Office, Library


of Congress; Zomba Recording Corp. v. MP3.Com, lnc., Nos. 00 Cir. 6831 and 00 Cir. 6833,


2001 WL 770926 (S.D.N.Y. Jul 10, 2001); Major,Bob Music v. MP3.Com, lnc., No. I:01-cv-


04036-JSR (S.D.N.Y. 2001); Country Road Music v. MP3.Com, Inc., No. l:02-cv-08006-JSR


(S.D.N.¥. 2003); Fonomusic, lnc. v. MP3.com, Inc., No. 1:02-cv-08617-JSR (S.D.N.¥. 2003);


Arista Records lnc. v. Launch Media, lnc., No. 1:01-cv-04450-RO (S.D.N.¥, 2004); and Motown


Record Co., L.P.v. iMesh.Com, lnc., No. 03 Civ. 7339, 2004 WL 503720 (S.D.N.Y. Mar 12,


2004).


6. Before I started my consulting firm, I worked for the American Society of Composers,


Authors and Publishers ("ASCAP"), the world’s largest performing rights organization, fi"om


1981 to 1992. I started at ASCAP as an Economist and in 1987 was promoted to Senior


Economist. At ASCAP, I coordinated the services of ASCAP’s outside survey consultants and


helped to design, analyze, review, and apply ASCAP’s survey results.


7. Between 1977 and 1979, I worked as an economic consultant to the U.S. Department


of Justice, conducting economic analyses pertinent to the federal government’s antitrust suit


against IBM.


8. I received my Bachelor of Arts, cure laude, from Boston University in 1977 and a


Masters of Business Administration from Cornell University in 1981.


9. I have authored "The Operating Dynamics behind ASCAP, BMI and SESAC, the


U.S. Performing Rights Societies," which appeared in Technological Strategies for Protecting


Intellectual Property in the Networked Multimedia Environment, Vol. 1, Issue 1,217-25


(January 1994).







Analysis


I0. I understand that the Copyright Royalty Board has asked "Could a system of webcast


sampling, analogous to the sampling performed by performing rights societies in the context of


broadcasting, meet the record-of-use requirements of 17 U.S.C. § 114(f)(4)(A) and 112(e)(4)?" I


have been asked to help answer that question by comparing a sample analysis of a statutory


licensee’s reports of use with the full census reporting provided by the licensee in order to


determine the difference, if any, between the performances that would be captured using a


sample versus full census reporting.


1 I. For this analysis, I considered the sound recordings performed under the 17 U.S.C.


§ 114 license during a ninety-day period by a webcaster that plays a wide variety of music,


spanning multiple music genres and a diversity of artists and titles within each genre, which in


my experience is typical of many webcasters. This webcaster provides SoundExehange with


quarterly reports of use that identify sound recordings the webcaster performed during the


quarter, i.e., census reports of use.t


12. I identified a recent census report of use from the webcaster. The report covers the


three-month period January 1 to March 31, 2005 (hereinafter "Census Period").


13. To obtain samples from that census report of use, I considered the sampling periods


that ASCAP would likely rely upon under its experimental Internet licenses. For Intemet radio,


ASCAP prescribes a sample of at least one week per quarter (three months) for webcasters that


pay $10,000 or more to ASCAP annually, and a sample of the first three days of each quarter for


webcasters that pay less than $10,000 to ASCAP annually. See ASCAP Experimental Licensing


Agreement for Interact Sites & Services, Release 5.0, § 9(g), available at


http://www.ascap.eom/weblieense/release5.0.pdt: I also understand that some webcasters in this


proceeding have advocated for sample periods of one or three days per year.


I have been instructed not to disclose the identity of the webcaster absent an order from the
Copyright Royalty Board.







14. Based upon the ASCAP sampling method and the comments of other commenting


parties, I examined the percentage of sound recordings performed during the Census Period that


were captured in (a) a sample period of one day oft.he Census Period, (b) a sample period of the


first ttu-ee days of the Census Period, (e) a sample period of three non-consecutive days of the


Census Period, and (d) a sample period of seven days of the Census Period.


15. To randomly determine the starting dates of the sampIe periods, Analyst


Elon Altman in my office, at my direction, utilized a computer randomization program on


Microsoft Excel. Using the RANDBETWEEN function, the program randomly selected


numbers that corresponded to the starting dates of the sample periods within the first quarter of


2005. The sample periods that resulted from the computerized randomization are as follows:


¯ One ~lay, January 31, 2005


¯ Three non-consecutive days, January 6, January 18, and February 20, 2005


¯ One week, January 5-1 I, 2005


I also identified the first three consecutive days of the Census Period January 1-3, 2005 as an


additional sample period.


Comparison of Data from Full Census Period with Data from Sample Periods


16. At my direction, SoundExchange Licensing and Repertoire Specialist Jonathan


Sowers loaded the sound recording performance data in the webeaster’s full census report -- title


of sound recording, name of artist, name of record label -- into a Microsoft Access database as a


data set.2 Mr. Sowers then wrote queries that instructed Access to sort the data by artist, label,


and sound recording, and to display the total number of each artist’s and each label’s sound


recordings performed during the period.3


Mr. Sowers loaded the data "as is," and SoundExchange did not undertake to ~’clean up" the
data, i.e., to correct for misspellings, duplicates and the like.


Mr. Sowers, rather than an employee of my firm, performed these tasks because
Sound_Exchange maintains possession and control of the webcaster’s report of use.







17. At my direction, Mr. Sowers wrole queries that instructed Access to extract data sets


corresponding to each of the sample periods from the Census Period data set. Once the sample


periods were extracted, Mr. Sowers programmed Access to perform the same function on the


data for each sample period that it performed on the data for the full Census Period, viz., to sort


the data by artist and label and to display the total number of each artist’s and label’s sound


recordings performed during the period.


18. Again at my direction, Mr. Sowers wrote queries that instructed Access to compare


the data for each sample period to the Census Period data in order to calculate (a) the percentage


of" record labels whose sound recordings were actually performed in the Census Period but who


were omitted from each sample period, (b) the percentage of artists whose sound recordings were


actually performed in the Census Period but who were omitted from each sample period, and


(c) the percentage of artists selected in each sampling period who would be over- or under-paid


royalties in comparison to the royalty allocation they would receive if royalties were allocated


for the entire Census Period. The results are displayed in an Excel spreadsheet that I have


attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 1.


Record Labels and Artists Omitted From Samples


19. As displayed in the spreadsheet, the one-day sample period omitted two-thirds


(66.99%) of the record labels whose sound recordings were performed during the Census Period,


and captured only one-third (33.01%) of the record labels whose sound recordings were


performed during the Census Period.


20, The one-day sample period omitted more than two-thirds (70.13%) of the recording


artists whose sound recordings were performed during the Census Period, and captured only


29.87% of the recording artists whose sound recordings were performed during the Census


Period. The one-day sample period for the Census Period would result in over 22,000 artists not


receiving any royalties.







21. The sample period of the first three days of the Census Period omitted 45.88% of the


record labels whose sound recordings were performed during the Census Period, and captured


only 54.12% of the record labels whose sound recordings were performed during the Census


Period.


22. The sample period of the first three days of the Census Period omitted 48.16% of the


recording artists whose sound recordings were performed during the Census Period, and captured


only 51.84% of the recording artists whose sound recordings were performed during the Census


Period. This three-day sample period would result in over 15,000 artists not receiving any


royalties.


23. The three non-consecutive-day sample period omitted nearly half (45.25%) of the


record labels whose sound recordings were performed during the Census Period, and captured


only 54.75% of the record labels whose sound recordings were performed during the Census


Period.


24. The three non-consecutive-day sample period omitted an even greater percentage of


recording artists whose sound recordings were performed during the Census Period (47.92%),


and captured only 52.08% of the recording artists whose sound recordings were performed


during the Census Period. As with the sample from the first three days of the Census Period, this


sample would still result in over 15,000 mists not receiving any royalties.


25. The seven-day sample period omitted 29.71% of the record labels whose sound


recordings were performed during the Census Period, and captured only 70.29% of the record


labels whose sound recordings were performed during the Census Period.


26. The seven-day sample period omitted an even greater percentage of recording artists


whose sound recordings were performed during the Census Period (31.33%), and captured only


68.67% of the recording artists whose sound recordings were performed during the Census


Period. Even the seven-day sample period would result in nearly 10,000 artists not being paid


any royalties.







27. The Census Period necessarily captured 100% of the artists and 100% of the labels


whose sound recordings were performed during the sample period.


28. Mr. gowers prepared two Excel graphs that chart the results displayed in the


spreadsheet. The graphs are attached as Exhibits 1 and 2 to this Declaration. The first graph


shows the change in the percentage of record labels captured from the Census Period through the


various sample periods. The second graph shows the change in the percentage of recording


artists captured from the Census Period through the various sample periods.


Artists Who Would Be Underpaid


29. As one moves from allocating royalties on a census basis to a sample basis, a greater


percentage of labels and artists will be overpaid royalties vis-~t-vis the allocation they would have


received through census allocation. This is basic math. As fewer people share in a constant sum


of royalties, their relative shares are likely to increase. However, the number of unpaid labels


and artists also increases as one moves away from census reporting, so the further one moves


away from census reporting and allocation the greater the deviation from the relative shares the


parties should have received based upon the actual usage of sound recordings under statutory


license. Sample reporting will increase the number of completely unpaid artists and


overcompensate the few artists who receive royalties.


30. As displayed in Exhibit 1, using the one-day sample period would result in 20.44%


of recording artists whose works were actually performed being underpaid.4


31. Using the sample period of the first three days of the Census Period would result in


33.75% of those recording artists being underpaid.


32. Using the three non-consecutive-day sample period would result in 36.26% of those


recording artists being underpaid.


The percentage of artists who would be underpaid does not include the artists who would not be
paid at all because they were not included in the sample. See Ex. A, note.







33. Using the seven-day sample period of would result in 38.45% of those recording


artists being underpaid.


Conclusions


34. I am not surprised that the sample periods failed to identify many unique labels and


artists whose works were actually performed during the Census Period. In webcast streaming of


sotmd recordings, variability is very high. Services operating under the section 114 statutory


license are permitted to perform any sound recording lawfully released in the United States,


which necessarily means that their playlists can be extraordinarily broad. And webeaster


playlists in fact tend to be far broader than those of terrestrial radio stations. This wider pattern


ofprogramrning frustrates accurate sampling because samples such as those I have analyzed


above do not adequately represent the universe from which they are drawn.


35. Sampling of the type outlined above would, in my opinion, result in large numbers of


labels -- and, in particular, artists -- being tmderpaid or not paid at all. In my opinion, a census


of sound recording digital performance data, rather than sampling analogous to that of ASCAP,


is necessary to accurately identify the copyright owners and artists whose sound recordings have


been performed and are entitled to royalties under the statutory license.


36. Simply because performing rights organizations such as ASCAP accept sample


reporting does rtot necessarily mean that such reporting is statistically valid for allocating the


royalties payable by services operating under the section 114 statutory license. An essential


concern with any sampling theory is the variability of observed units within the population


frame. A sample must adequately mirror the universe from which it is drawn. In the case of


statutory webcasting, where variability is so high, a sample is unlikely to mirror the universe


~om which the recordings are drawn.







I declare under penalty of perjury that flae foregoing is true and correct. Executed this


~ 4"l’~lay of August, 2005, in Washington, D.C.


Barry’M. Masshrsky \
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SX Exhibit 002 DP


Before the
COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD


LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington, D.C.


In the Matter of


Adjustment of Rates and Terms for
Preexisting Subscription Services and
Satellite Digital Audio Radio Services


)
)
)


)
)
)
)


M~), 0 4


PUBLIC OFFICE


Docket No. 2006-1 CRB DSTRA


MOTION BY SOUNDEXCHANGE FOR REFERRAL OF
NOVEL MATERIAL QUESTION OF SUBSTANTIVE LAW CONCERNING THE


PREEXISTING SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE COMPULSORY LICENSE


Pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 802(f)(1)(B) and 37 C.F.R. § 354.2, SoundExchange, Inc.


("SoundExchange"), hereby respectfully moves the Copyright Royalty Board to refer the


following novel and material question of substantive copyright law to the Register:


Can an entity that purchases less than all of the assets of a preexisting
subscription service and disclaims successor liability to the preexisting
subscription service enjoy the benefits that Congress grandfathered for
only those preexisting services that were in existence and making
transmissions to the l~ublic on a specified date that pre-dates the
purchaser’s acquisition?


INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY


In the Digital Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA"), Congress defined the


contours of the compulsory licenses governed by 17 U.S.C. § 114 and.§ 112 for services


making non-interactive digital audio transmissions. In so doing, Congress established the


"willing buyer/willing seller" standard as the standard governing rates and terms for


virtually all services making such transmissions, including "new subscription services"


and "eligible nonsubscription transmission services."







The sole exception to this framework is a small group of preexisting services, to


whom Congress gave the benefit of a grandfathering provision, which permitted those


services to operate under rates and terms established under the then current standard, set


forth in 17 U.S.C. § 801(b)(1). These preexisting services are divided into two categories


- "preexisting" subscript!on services ("PES") and "preexisting" satellite digital audio


radio services ("SDARS")~ Congress not only has limited the beneficiaries of this


special treatment to those entities either actually in existence and making transmissions


prior to July 31, 1998 (or, in the case of the SDARS, those who were in receipt of a


license issued by the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") as of that date), but


also has specifically identified those licensees in the legislative history of the DMCA. As


Congress has explained, its sole purpose in grandfathering the PES was "to prevent


disruption of the existing operations by such services." See H.R. COI,~F. R~’. NO. 105-


796 at 80-81 (1993) ("Conf. Rep?’) reprinted in 1998 U.S.C.C.A.N. 639, 656-57.


Congress thus has sought only to benefit those entities that had invested in digital audio


transmission services in reliance on the preexisting rate standard. With respect to every


other service making digital audio transmissions under the compulsory license - whether


in existence or subsequently established - Congress has specified that the willing


buyer/willing seller standard would apply.


In February 2005, one of the specifically identified PES - DMX Music, Inc.


("DMX") - filed a chapter 11 petition in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the


District of Delaware. THP Capstar Acquisition Corp. ("Capstar") purchased a portion


(but not all) of DMX’s assets from the bankruptcy estate. In doing so, it: (1) denied that


I For purposes of this motion, the compulsory license under which the PES operate will be referred to as the "PES


Compulsory License."







it was a successor to DMX; (2) specifically excluded the PES Compulsory License from


the list of obligations it was assuming; and (3) disclaimed any responsibility for the


approximately $2.6 million in statutory royalties that DMX owed to SoundExchange,


But after purchasing those assets and denying DMX’s liabilities, Capstar has


reversed its legal course before the Board and the Copyright Office. In direct


contravention to the statements it made to the Bankruptcy Court, Capstar filed a Notice of


Use of Sound Recordings Under Statutory License with the Copyright Office, claiming


that it was DMX, seeking to enter the market and operate its own new subscription


services under the DMX name, and purporting to possess the benefits of the grandfather


provision of the DMCA.


By claiming eligibility for the PES Compulsory License, Capstar has thus injected


a novel and material question of copyright law into this proceeding: can an entity that


purchases less than all of the assets of a PES and disclaims successor liability to the PES


enjoy the benefits that Congress grandfathered for only those services that were in


existence and making transmissions to the public on a specified date that pre-dates the


purchaser’s acquisition of only some of the assets of the PES, thereby giving the


purchaser the opportunity to pay royalties at a rate that would not be available to any


other competitor newly entering the market or to the vast majority of other services


making digital audio transmissions of sound recordings?


While the question is novel, SoundExchange believes that the Register will


resolve the question easily. When creating a special license for the PES, Congress


specifically stated that eligibility for the PES Compulsory License would be limited to


the three specific business entities already in operation. The purpose of the







grandfathering provision was to protect the three companies’ operations from disruption,


see Cotq~-. RE~’. at 80-81 reprinted in 1998 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 656-57, not to establish a


freely alienable property right to a more favorable compulsory license than new market


entrants. Therefore, one cannot claim eligibility for the PES Compulsory License simply


based on the purchase of some of the assets of a PES - especially where the purchaser


has denied successor liability to avoid payment of previously incurred compulsory


license royalties. Indeed, when previously presented with a "grandfathering" question in


the context of the cable compulsory license, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal and the


Copyright Office refused to allow cable systems to use a limited grandfathering provision


(based on FCC rules) as a permanent license to circumvent the otherwise binding


provisions of Section 111 of the Copyright Act. See Compulsory License for Cable


Systems, 49 Fed. Reg. 14,944, 14,951 (April 16, 1984).


Finally, even if the Board were to decide that this question is not novel and


material and thus does not require referral to the Copyright Office, the specific facts of


Capstar’s purchase of a portion of DMX’s assets in bankruptcy lead to the conclusion that


Capstar does not qualify as a PES. In DMX’s bankruptcy proceeding, Capstar refused to


accept any of DMX’s past royalty obligations, and specifically denied that it was


acquiring DMX’s interest in the Section 114(d)(2)(B) compulsory license. See infra at p.


18-21. Moreover, the order entered by the Bankruptcy Court approving the sale of assets


to Capstar specifically provides that the PES Compulsory License is not being transferred


and that Capstar is not DMX’s successor. Thus, Capstar’s cIaim to the PES license can


only be described as an effort to have its cake and eat it too. Under those facts, Capstar


should be excluded from participating in the current proceeding for lack of a significant







interest in the adjustment of the rates and terms for the PES Compulsory License, and


Capstar must pay the royalties that are established for new subscription services. See 17


U.S.C. § 803(b)(2)(C); 37 C.F.R. § 351.1(c).


BACKGROUND


I. THE PREEXISTING SERVICES


Congress established the digital performance right in sound recordings in the


Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act of 1995 ("DPRA"). Pub. L. No.


104-39, 109 Star. 336 (Nov. 1, 1995). Three years later, Congress enacted the Digital


Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA"), Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Star. 2860 (Oct. 28,


1998), to clarify the scope of the statutory licenses established in the DPRA and to


establish a free market rate standard - the willing buyer/willing seller standard - as the


basis for the rates to be paid to copyright owners and performers. 17 U.S.C.


§ l14(f)(2)(B). In the DMCA, however, Congress specified that five specific


"preexisting" entities which had either been offering services prior to the enactment of


the DMCA or obtained certain licenses from the FCC would be grandfathered: three PES


and two SDARS. The benefit of being grandfathered is that, rather than having rates set


according to the willing buyer/willing seller standard that is applied to all other types of


digital music services, the grandfathered services operate pursuant to rates and terms set


under a different rate standard, set forth in 17 U.S.C. § 80109)(1).


Congress defined the PES very narrowly. Under the DMCA, a service is eligible


for such treatment as a PES only if it was


a service that performs sound recordings by means of noninteractive
audio-only subscription digital audio transmissions, which was in
existence and was making such transmissions to the public for a fee on or
before July 31, 1998







17 U.S.C. § 1140)(11) (emphasis added). Unless a subscription service qualifies as a


PES under Section 1140)(I 1), it is considered a "new subscription service" eligible for a


license under Section 114(d)(2)(C) only and subject to the rates and terms set pursuant to


Section t 14(f)(2). See 17 U.S.C. § 114(d)(2)(C), 0)(8).


The legislative hi~tory specifically identifies the entities eligible to be a PES. The


Conference Report to the DMCA states that:


There [were] only three such [PES] services that exist[ed on July 31,
1998]: DMX (operated by TCI Music), Music Choice (operated by
Digital Cable Radio Associates), and the DiSH Network (operated by
Muzak)2


CONy. P,~p. at 81, reprinted in 1998 U.S.C.C.AoN. at 657 (footnotes added). The


DMCA’s legislative history also explains the purpose for creating this limited category of


preexisting licensees:


The purpose of distinguishing preexisting subscription services making
transmissions in the same medium as on July 31, 1998, was to prevent
disruption of the existing operations by such services.


See id. at 80-81, reprinted in 1998 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 656-57.


II. DMX’S BANKRUPTCY AND CAPSTAR’S PURCHASE


DMX had been operating services pursuant to the PES Compulsory License since


July 1, 1998. In addition to its operation under the PES Compulsory License, DMX was


also making digital audio transmissions as a "business establishment service" ("BES").


When operating as a BES, DMX did not benefit from the grandfathering provision and


thus paid royalties (for the making of ephemeral phonorecords used to facilitate certain


2 As the CRB knows, there is a current dispute as to whether Muzak, which has been providing service as a PES over


several different transm~sslon media, or the DiSH Network, owned by EchoStar Communications Corp., which has
never claimed to be a PES or to be liable for any royalties under the statute, should be deemed the PES for the purposes
of Section l l4(j)(I 1) See, e.g, Motion for SoundExchange Requesting Referral of Novel Material Question of
Substanuve Law, filed in Docket No. 2005-5 (filed Jan. 4, 2006); see Exhibit 8 (Muzak Initial Notice of Use).







exempt transmissions) pursuant to rates and terms set under the willing buyer/willing


seller standard.3


On February 14, 2005, DMX, as well as a number of related entities (collectively


referred to herein as "DMX"), filed for bankruptcy in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the


District of Delaware. At the time of the filing, DMX owed SoundExchange


approximately $2.6 million in statutory royalties and late fees pursuant to the PES


Compulsory License and its license to make ephemeral phonorecords as a BES under 17


U.S.C. § 112(e) (the "BES Compulsory License"). See Exhibit 1. That same day, DMX


filed a motion to sell "substantially all" of its assets "free of any liens, claims and


encumbrances" purstlant to the bankruptcy laws, See Exhibit 2, at 1 (DMX’s Omnibus


Reply to the Objections of Creditors to the Sale of its Assets).


SoundExchange, as the designated agent for sound recording copyright owners


and artists, objected to DMX’s motion before the Bankruptcy Court, arguing that DMX


could not assign the PES and BES Compulsory Licenses in the course of selling its


assets. See Exhibit 3 (SoundExchange Objection). DMX responded by denying any


intent to assign the licenses:


SoundExchange also provides [sic] statutory licenses to Debtors.
SoundExchange also objects to the assumption and assignment of its
licenses. Debtors, however, do not propose to assume and assign the
Sound Exchange [sic] licenses. This objection is therefore irrelevant.


Exhibit 2, at 7 (emphasis added).4 In open court, counsel for DMX stated that:


3 Entxties that receive the benefit of the grandfathering provision for those of their services that pre-dated the DMCA


often operate other services that do not benefit from the grandththering provision. For example, Sirius and XM are
grandfathered for certain of their satellite transmissions, but must pay royalties set pursuant to the willing buyer/willing
seller standard when they make transmissmns over the lnternet.
4 DMX’s counsel refers to SoundExchange as "providing" the PES and BES statutory licenses to DMX. However,
SoundExchange only collects and distributes royalties under those licenses. Congress "prowdes" the compulsory
licenses through legislation.
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[SoundExchange] is an entity, Your Honor, with which the debtors have a
statutory license,... SoundExchange object[s] that we cannot assign their
statutory license, and we never intended to do so. So that aspect of the
objection, I believe, is resolved.


See Exhibit 4, at 47 (excerpt of transcript from May 10, 2005 hearing) (emphasis added).


Capstar purchased most, but not all, of DMX’s assets in the bankruptcy


proceeding. In the asset purchase agreement effectuating the sale, Capstar and DMX


specifically excluded the PES and BES Compulsory Licenses from the list of assets being


acquired by Capstar. See Exhibit 5 (Asset Purchase Agreement, Schedule of Excluded


Contracts). Capstar also denied that it was DMX’s successor in interest. Moreover,


Capstar did not acquire any equity interest in DMX. Rather, the Sale Order entered by


the Bankruptcy Court provides that the compulsory licenses relied upon by DMX were


not among the assets Capstar purchased and that "Capstar is a newly formed entity


unaffiliated with [DMX] or any of the equity interest holders." See Exhibit 6, at 2 (Sale


Order).s


Capstar filed a Notice of Use of Sound Recordings under Statutory License


document with the Copyright Office on June 3, 2005, stating that it was claiming use of


sound recordings both as a PES and as a new subscription service licensee "to the extent"


that Capstar was not eligible for the PES Compulsory License. See Exhibit 7 (Notice of


Use). On February 8, 2006, Capstar filed a Notice of Intent to Participate in the 2006


CRB rate adjustment proceeding, claiming that "DMX Music is a pre-existing


subscription service that expects to provide services that utilize the license referenced in


5 Indeed, while SoundExchange’s claim to approximately $2.6 million in royalties was approved by the bankruptcy
court as a legitimate claim, see Exhibit 6, at no time has Capstar accepted responsibility for that claim, at all times
arguing that it is not a successor to DMX







this Notice, and DMX Music will be the subject of [sic] the rate established in this


Proceeding." See Capstar Notice of Intent to Participate.


SoundExchange has disputed Capstar’s claim to the PES Compulsory License


directly in correspondence to Capstar and its counsel. See Exhibit 8 (copies of letters).


Furthermore, SoundExchange has refused to accept Capstar’s attempts to make payments


to SoundExchange pursuant to the PES Compulsory License royalty rate, and instead has


reserved the rights of copyright owners and artists to receive royalties pursuant to the


ARGUMENT


I. THE    QUESTION    PRESENTED    IS    A    NOVEL    AND    MATERIAL
QUESTION OF SUBSTANTIVE LAW


Section 802(f)(1)(B)(i) of the Copyright Act provides that if a "novel material


question of substantive law.., is presented, the Copyright Royalty Judges shall request a


decision of the Register of Copyrights, in writing, to resolve such novel question." 17


U.S.C. § 802(t-)(1)(B)(i). A "novel" question is "a question of law that has not been


determined in the prior decisions, determinations, and rulings under the Copyright Act of


the Copyright Royalty Board, the Librarian of Congress, the Register of Copyrights, the


Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panels... or the former Copyright Royalty Tribunal." 37


C.F.R. § 354.2(a).


Whether the purchaser of only some of the assets of a PES that disclaims


successor liability to the PES can qualify for the grandfathered PES Compulsory License


is a novel material question of law that has not previously been addressed by any of the


decision makers identified in 37 C.F.R. § 354.2(a). Under the Copyright Royalty and


Distribution Reform Act of 2004 ("CRDRA"), Pub. L. No. 108-419, 118 Star. 2341 (Nov.


compulsory license for new subscription services.







30, 2004), such questions must be referred to the Register. Such a referral would be


consistent with the Register’s longstanding practice of addressing the applicability of a


compulsory license to a class of licensees or a licensee in particular. See, e.g., Public


Performance of Sound Recordings: Definition of a Service, 65 Fed. Reg. 77,292 (Dec. 11,


2000) (ruling that Internet simulcasts of radio broadcasts were subject to the digital


performance right in sound recordings and the compulsory license of Section (d)(1)(A)


114(d)(2)(C)); Cable Compulsory License: Definition of Cable System, 57 Fed. Reg.


3,284 (Jan. 29, 1992) (ruling that satellite carriers were not "cable systems" and thus


ineligible for the Section 111 cable compulsory license). Cf Compulsory License for


Cable Systems, 49 Fed. Reg. 14,944 (April 16, 1964) (denying the ability of cable


systems to substitute new signals for grandfathered signals pursuant to the cable


compulsory license of § 111).


Finally, the question presented herein must be decided in order for the CRB to


determine the proper rate standard to be applied to Capstar’s service. As noted above, the


DMCA creates two different standards for establishing royalty rates for compulsory


licenses, compare 17 U.S.C. § 801(b)(1) with 17 U.S.C. § 114(f)(2)(B), despite the fact


that the competing services may be functionally very similar to consumers and use sound


recordings in nearly identical ways. This statutory imbalance should exist only so long as


the three PES continue to exist in their grandfathered form. Congress did not create a


perpetuaI, freely alienable property fight to differential treatment. Rather, once the entity


that received the grandfathered treatment ceases to exist and/or ceases to offer the


grandfathered services, the new service should be placed on the same footing as all other
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competitors. As discussed below, that is even more true here, where the new entity


expressly disclaimed that it was the successor of the grandfathered service.


II. THE PES COMPULSORY LICENSE CANNOT BE TRANSFERRED
FROM A GRANDFATHERED ENTITY TO ANOTHER ENTITY, EITHER
THROUGH BANKRUPTCY OR OTHER SALE


Congress’s clear intent in grandfathering a finite number of PES, expressed in the


text of the DMCA and its legislative history, was not to create a permanent, alienable


property fight owned by a class of services entitled to different licensing terms. Thus,


Capstar could not "acquire" the fight to grandfathered status as a PES by purchasing


some of DMX’s assets.


A. The Register And The Board Should Construe The PES Compulsory
License Narrowly


Two fundamental principles of statutory construction compel a very narrow


interpretation of the grandfather provision that benefits the PES.


First, as the Register, the courts, and Congress have stated repeatedly, compulsory


licenses are derogations of the rights of copyright owners, and thus should be narrowly


construed. See, e.g., Fame Publ’g. Co. v. Ala. Custom Tape, Inc., 507 F.2d 667, 670 (5th


Cir. 1975); Duchess Music Corp. v. Stern, 458 F.2d 1305, 1309 (9th Cir. 1972);


Compulsory License for Cable Systems, 49 Fed. Reg. 14,944, 14951 (Apr. 16, 1984);


S. Rep. No. 106-42 at 13 (1999) ("S. Rep.") ("As with all compulsory licenses, these


explicit limitations are consistent with the general rule that, because compulsory licenses


are in derogation of the exclusive rights granted under the Copyright Act, they should be


interpreted narrowly."). This general rule is based on the principle that compulsory


licenses are government intrusions on the marketplace, and Congress, the courts and the


Copyright Office should act to minimize the impact of those licenses "on the broader
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market in which the affected property fights and industries operate." S. PEP. No. 106-42


at 10.


The practical import of this rule of construction is that the PES Compulsory


License should be interpreted in such a way to restrict the perpetuation or expansion of


that license. That is especially true here, where the PES Compulsory License perpetuates


a rate standard that Congress has rejected for all new services that make digital audio


transmissions. Moreover, in this circumstance, where DMX filed for bankruptcy, the


PES Compulsory License is not only an intrusion into copyright owners’ ability to


receive fair market royalties, but also an intrusion into the marketplace among digital


audio services. New subscription services, who pay royalties pursuant to the fair ~arket


value standard of Section 114(f)(2)(B), are potentially at a competitive disadvantage to


the PES that may pay below fair market value royalties.6 As such, the PES Compulsory


License is a particularly deep "government intrusion" on the marketplace that should be


confined as narrowly as possible.


Second, even outside the context of compulsory licenses, grandfathering


provisions are to be strictly and narrowly construed. Recognizing that such provisions


are exceptions to an otherwise general rule established by Congress, courts have routinely


rejected attempts by litigants to squeeze themselves within the grandfathering provision


in order to gain some advantage. See United States v. Allan Drug Corp., 357 F.2d 713,


718 (10th Cir. 1966) ("Since we are dealing with a Grandfather Clause exception, we


must construe it strictly against one who invokes it."); Durovic v. Richardson, 479 F.2d


6 In the only fully htigated proceeding to establish royalty rates for PES, the Librarian determined that the Section
80!(b)(l) standard does not require a free market royalty rate. Determination of Reasonable Rates and Terms for the
Digztal Performance of Sound Recordings, 63 Fed. Reg. 25,394, 25,399-400 (May 8, 1998). Although the standard in
Sectmn 801(b)(1) does not require a fair market value royalty rate, it also does not prohibit a fair market rate.
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242, 250 & n. 6 (7th Cir. 1973); Citizens For a Better Env. v. Deukmejian, No. C89-2044,


1990 WL 371772, at *7 (N.D. Cal. 1990). This rule is simply a particular application of


the fundamental rule of statutory construction that "exceptions from a general policy


which a law embodies should be strictly construed." Spokane & Inland Empire R.R. Co.


v. United States, 24t U.S. 344, 350 (1916). This fundamental rule of statutory


construction applies "with special force" with respect to grandfather clauses. Wilderness


Watch v. United States Forest Service, 143 F. Supp. 2d 1186, 1206 (D. Mont. 2000).


These two canons of construction, when applied to the DMCA, compel the


conclusion that the PES Compulsory License must benefit only those specific entities


operating pursuant to such licenses at the time the DMCA was passed. Any other result


would expand the PES Compulsory License in contravention of Congress’ stated will.


B. The Text And Legislative History Of The DMCA Demonstrate That
Purchasers Of Some Of The Assets Of A PES Are Ineligible For The
PES Compulsory License


The text and legislative history of the DMCA compel the conclusion that Capstar


cannot lay claim to status as a PES. Congress clearly expressed its intent to limit the PES


Compulsory License to the three preexisting entities that were making digital audio


transmissions as of July 31, 1998. Congress made no provision for the transfer or other


assignment of those licenses, meaning that the licenses are inextricably tied to the


existence of the three specifically identified licensees.


The Copyright Act defines the PES in ways that presuppose that a PES is a


corporate entity. Section 114(j)(11) speaks of a service as something that is in existence


and mat~’ng transmissions as of July 31, 1998. 17 U.S.C. § l14(j)(l!).7 Capstar was


7 That conclusion is reinforced by other portions of the DMCA. Sectmn 114(f)(1)(A), which discusses the setting of
rates and terms for the grandfathered services, specifically refers to the PES as lihgating parties. See 17 U S.C.
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neither in existence nor making transmissions in 1998 - facts that cannot be altered by


any set of assets that Capstar might acquire. It thus cannot benefit from the


grandfathering provision established by Congress in the DMCA.


The conclusion that the grandfather provision is limited to the corporate entities


named in the legislative history is consistent with-Congress’s stated purpose of creating


those licenses. In the Conference Report to the DMCA, the conferees made it explicit


that the grandfather provision had the limited purpose of preventing the "disruption of the


existing operations by such services." CONF. REI’. 81 reprinted in 1998 U.S.C.C.A.N at


657. By specifically naming the services themselves, Congress limited the universe of


possible "preexisting subscription services" to DMX, Music Choice, and Muzak -- not


the successive owners of various assets and trade names of DMX, Music Choice, and


Muzak. By filing for bankruptcy, selling its assets and going out of business, whatever


business expectancy DMX may have had was extinguished in the process - taking with it


Congress’s stated reason for providing it with a license that did not expressly require fair


market value compensation.


There is no policy rationale for allowing Capstar to benefit from grandfathering.


Capstar did not rely on the rate standard that existed prior to the DMCA when entering


the market; rather, it made its investment decisions and committed capital just as every


other entity making digital audio transmissions did. It said as much in the DMX


bankruptcy proceeding when it maintained that it was not a successor to DMX. To treat


Capstar differently because it bought its computer servers and other equipment from


§ 114(D(1)(A). ("Any copyright owners of sound recordings, preexisting subscription services, or preexisting satellite
d~g~tal audio services may submit to the Lzbrarian of Congress licenses covering such subscription transmissions....)
(emphasis added). It would be an absurd interpretation of the PES Compulsory License to hold that what Capstar
purchased from DMX’s bankruptcy - a collection of assets and the DMX trade name - could make a filing with the
Librarian or enter into a license agreement.
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DMX rather than from a computer hardware vendor (as most other webcasters did)


makes no sense generally and is not compelled in any way by the DMCA.


Indeed, as shown by the conduct of Capstar in the bankruptcy proceeding, the


distinction between the acquisition of one of the PES as an entity and the acquisition of


the assets of the same service is quite meaningful. If Capstar had acquired DMX as an


entity (i.e., by acquiring the stock of DMX), it would have had the responsibility of


assuming DMX’s compulsory license obligations, thus ensuring the payment of royalties


to sound recording copyright owners and, in some instances, performers. Instead, by


purchasing the assets of DMX, Capstar has left $2.6 million in unpaid liability for


statutory royalties behind. Capstar cannot have its cake and eat it to - avoiding the


liability DMX owes SoundExchange, yet claiming the benefit of a grandfathered license.


Finally, any other interpretation of the DMCA would be inconsistent with the


manner in which copyright licenses are traditionally treated in bankruptcy. The courts


have uniformly held that non-exclusive copyright licenses are not assignable in


bankruptcy. See In re Patient Educ. Media, Inc., 210 B.R. 237 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1997).


In Patient Education Media, the issue was whether the debtor could transfer its non-


exclusive license to use a copyrighted work over the objection of the copyright owner.


See id. at 239. Reviewing the law of several circuits, the court noted that a non-exclusive


license does not transfer any rights of ownership, which remain with the licensor. See id.


at 240 (citing MacLean Assocs., Inc. v. William M. Mercer-Meidinger-Hansen, Inc., 952


F.2d 769, 778-79 (3d Cir. 1991); Effects Assocs., Inc. v. Cohen, 908 F.2d 555, 558 (gth


Cir. 1990); Steege v. AT&T (In re Superior Toy & Mfg. Co.), 183 B.R. 826, 833 (Bankr.


N.D. II1.1995); accord David Nimmer, 3 NhXavmR ON COPYRIGHT § !0.02[A], at 10-23).
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Accordingly, the court held that a non-exclusive license cannot be assigned to a third


party without the consent of the copyright owner, noting that, consistent with 11 U,S.C.


§ 365(f) of the federal bankruptcy code, the "federal policy designed to protect the


limited monopoly of copyright owners and restrict unauthorized use [of copyrighted


works]" outweighed the general goal of maximizing the assets available to creditors. See


id. at 242-43. The Ninth Circuit has expressly held that the same principles apply to


statutory licenses, as well as voluntary ones. See Harris v. Emus Records Corp., 734


F.2d 1329, 1333 (9th Cir. 1984). Nothing in the DMCA suggests that Congress intended


to alter these generally applicable rules by making non-exclusive compulsory licenses


into freely alienable property.


C. Copyright Office Precedent Supports Narrow Interpretation Of
Grandfathering Provisions Of Compulsory Licenses


While the question presented by this Motion is novel, decisions of the Copyright


Office and the Copyright Royalty Tribunal counsel in favor of interpreting grandfathering


provisions in compulsory licenses restrictively.


The Copyright Office and Copyright Royalty Tribunal interpreted a


grandfathering provision in the cable compulsory license in Compulsory License for


Cable Systems, 49 Fed. Reg. 14,944 (April 16, 1984). As discussed in that Order, the


cable compulsory license includes a provision that grandfathers the ability of cable


systems to retransmit distant television signals that they had carried as of March 3I,


1972, and that they would have otherwise been prohibited to carry under the FCC’s


regulations. See id., at 14,951. Cable systems were allowed to pay for those


grandfathered signals at the below-market statutory royalty rate of Section 11 l(d)(1)(B).


In 1980, the FCC revised its regulations to allow for essentially unlimited carriage of
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distant signals, which triggered a provision in Section 801 of the Copyright Act that


allowed the Copyright Royalty Tribunal to set free market value royalty rates for the


newly alIowed signals. See id. at 14,944-45. Those rates were set in a 1982 Copyright


Royalty Tribunal rate adjustment proceeding. See id. at 14,945.


Not surprisingly, cable systems (just as Capstar does here) preferred paying the


below-market statutory royalty rates over the new free market royalty rates, and pursued


a variety of methods for carrying signals at the below-market statutory rates. Among


other things, they sought a ruling from the Copyright Office that they could substitute


carriage of newly permitted distant signals (otherwise subject to the free market royalty


rate) for grandfathered signals and pay for the substituted signals at the statutory rate.


See id. at 14,951.


The Copyright Office, after consulting with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal,


refused to allow cable systems to pay for substituted signals at the below-market rates for


the grandfathered signals. See id. Noting the need to construe the compulsory license


narrowly, the Copyright Office recognized that the FCC had specifically identified the


actual signals to be grandfathered, not a set number of signals. See id. Accordingly,


once a grandfathered signal was dropped, the right to pay the below-market statutory rate


was lost, and the cable system would have to pay for carriage of any substituted signal at


the fair market value rate. See id.


The Copyright Office’s 1984 Order is instructive to the question presented here.


Similar to the cable systems, Capstar is attempting to avoid the general rules applicable to


virtually all other entities making digital audio transmission by claiming the benefits of a


grandfathering provision. The statutory framework is also similar. As in the cable
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context, the PES Compulsory License concerns specifically identified grandfathered


subscription services. See CONF. t~’. at 81 reprinted in 1998 U.S.C.A.A.N. at 657. The


two potential results are also the same. As in the cable context, the choice here is


whether to allow a licensee to treat a grandfather clause as an open-ended entitlement to a


(potentially) below-market rate instead of being subject to a willing buyer/willing seller


rate established to reflect fair market value that applies to virtually every other licensee.


In the cable context, the Copyright Office construed the grandfathering provision


narrowly, limiting it to the specifically identified signals so as not to perpetuate the


derogation of the copyright owner’s right to fair market compensation. The Register and


the Board should follow that result in resolving the question presented in this Motion.


III. IN ANY CASE, CAPSTAR CANNOT BENEFIT FROM THE PES
COMPULSORY LICENSE WHEN IT REFUSED TO ACCEPT THE
SUCCESSOR LIABILITY OF DMX


Finally, even if the DMCA itself does not preclude a transfer of the rights of a


PES, nonetheless Capstar cannot benefit from the DMCA’s grandfather provision.


Capstar itself- in assertions made to the bankruptcy court - has disclaimed both the


liabilities of and benefits of DMX’s license under the DMCA. It cam~ot represent to the


bankruptcy court one thing - in order to be relieved of DMX’s outstanding liability -


while at the same time represent to the Copyright Office and this tribunal the opposite -


in order to avoid being subject to the willing buyer/willing seller standard like virtually


all of its competitors.


A. Capstar Is Estopped From Asserting Eligibility For the PES
Compulsory License After It Denied That It Was DMX’s Successor


Capstar is precluded from claiming eligibility for the PES Compulsory License


because of the conflicting position it took in DMX’s bankruptcy proceeding. In that
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bankruptcy proceeding, Capstar went to great lengths to deny that it was DMX’s


successor to avoid the consequences of such a designation- i.e., the liabilities that would


accrue to Capstar. Now, in this proceeding, Capstar claims that it is a successor to DMX


in every way and entitled to the PES Compulsory License. Judicial estoppel precludes


Capstar from succeeding on both of its conflicting positions. See, e.g., Wang Lab., Inc. v.


Applied Computer Sci., Inc., 958 F.2d 355, 358 (Fed. Cir. 1992).


In DMX’s bankruptcy proceeding, Capstar’s counsel stated in unequivocal terms:


It will come as no great surprise to the Court that this - that obtaining
these assets free and clear from any lien[,] claim[,] encumbrance or other
interest and also getting [a finding] of no successor liability is a central
condition set forth in an [asset purchase agreement] ....


I’d be happy to proffer the testimony of my client to the - which would be
the effect that if we do not have these findings [of no successor liability]..
¯ we will not be in a position to close this transaction.


Exhibit 3, at 58-59. The Order approving the sale of portions of DMX’s assets to Capstar


specifically states that Capstar "is not a successor of or to any of the Debtors." Exhibit 4,


at 4. This provision was included at Capstar’s insistence.


In this proceeding, and in its Notice of Use filed with the Copyright Office,


Capstar has now claimed that it is DMX, the preexisting subscription service entitled to


the PES Compulsory License. See Capstar Notice of Intent to Participate; Exhibit 7


(Notice of Use). By doing so, Capstar thus claims the right to pay royalties pursuant to


the PES Compulsory License royalty rate, without the accompanying burden of paying


DMX’s ~npaid royalties under the PES and BES Compulsory Licenses or being subject


to an infringement suit for nonpayment of those royalties. See 17 U,S.C. § 114(f)(4)(B)


(providing infringement liability for nonpayment of royalties).
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Capstar cannot have its cake (avoiding $2.6 million in compulsory license


royalties) and eat it, too (avoid being subject to the fair market value royalty applicable to


new subscription services). Under basic principles of estoppel, Capstar cannot


successfully argue a position before the bankruptcy court and then argue a contrary


position in a subsequent proceeding where its interests have changed. See Davis v.


Wakelee, 156 U.S. 680, 689 (1895); Wang Lab., lnc., 958 F.2d at 358. Judicial estoppel


is designed to prevent the perversion of the judicial process and, as such, is intended to


protect tribunals, not simply other litigants. See, e.g., Wang Lab., Inc., 958 F.2d at 359.


Allowing Capstar to benefit from the PES Compulsory License where it had


previously denied responsibility for the burdens of that license would be manifestly


unjust. Sound recording copyright owners and artists would bear the full burden of


DMX’s failure to pay its statutory royalty obligations, while Capstar would receive the


entire benefit of operating under a rate standard that can result in below-market rates. As


a result, DMX should be estopped from claiming eligibility for the PES Compulsory


License and should be dismissed from this proceeding for lack of a substantial interest.


See Adjustment of Rates and Terms for Preexisting Subscription and Satellite Digital


Audio Radio Services, 71 Fed. Reg. t455 (Jan. 9, 2006) (requiring potential participants


in this proceeding to show that they have a substantial interest in the rates and terms of


the PES Compulsory License pursuant to 37 C.F.t~. § 351. l(b)).


B. Capstar Specifically Did Not Purchase DMX As An Entity Nor Was It
Assigned DMX’s PES Compulsory License


Even if the PES Compulsory License were freely transferable and could be sold


along with the assets ofa PES, Capstar did not acquire DMX’s PES Compulsory License


in the DMX bankruptcy. Because it did not purchase any equity in DMX, did not
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specifically purchase the DMX "service," and specifically disclaimed assuming or being


assigned the "RIAA/SoundExchange" license, Capstar cannot not claim that it is a PES.


Rather than the assets purchased, it is actually the assets that were not purchased


that primarily matter for this Motion:


¯ In its Chapter 11 liquidation proceeding, DMX did not sell all its assets;


Schedule 2.02(f) of the asset purchase agreement between DMX and
Capstar expressly excludes from the contracts acquired by Capstar "all of
[DMX’s] contracts and arrangements with and licenses from
RIAA/S oundExchange."     See Exhibit 7 (Schedule 2.02(0).
SoundExchange provided no voluntary licenses to DMX, meaning that
reference could only refer to the PES and BES Compulsory Licenses;


¯ In the list of assets being transferred to Capstar, there is no mention of the
transfer of the "DMX service" or a "preexisting subscription service" or a
"PES Compulsory License";


¯ A significant number of contracts with customers, licenses with ASCAP
and BMI, and licenses with copyright owners such as Universal Music
Group and Capital Records were not acquired by Capstar in the sale;


¯ Capstar did not seek to acquire, nor did acquire, DMX’s equity or any
other ownership interest in DMX; and


¯ The Sale Order states that the PES Compulsory License is not being
transferred to Capstar.


Given what Capstar did not acquire, what it expressly excluded from its purchase of


DMX’s assets in bankruptcy, and what it expressly disclaimed in Court, it cannot be said


that, even if eligibility for the PES Compulsory License can be acquired by assignment,


Capstar purchased that eligibility.
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CONCLUSION


For the aforementioned reasons, the Copyright Royalty Board should refer the


question presented by this motion to the Register as a novel and material question of


substantive law. If the Board does not refer the question, then it should conclude that,


based on the facts presented, Capstar is ineligible for the PES Compulsory License and


therefore lacks a substantial interest to participate in this proceeding and should be


stricken from the proceeding pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 803(b)(2)(C).
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT FOR THE
t DISTRICT OF DELAWARE


Name of]Debtor: DMX MUSIC, [NC. [                              C~se No. 05-10431-MFW
NOTE: This form sho~ald trot be used to make z claim for a,t~ ~drolr~istrati’~e e~:pense arising a~ter the commencement
of the case. A "request" for payment of an adn~inistrative expense rrmy be filed pursuant to 11 U.S,C. § 503.


Name of Creditor (The person or entity to whom the debtor owes trine9 or
pmperO’):


SoundExchange, Inc. for itself and on behalf of the Recording Industry
Association Of America
Name and addresses where notices should be sent:


David B Stratton, Esq.
Pepper Hamilton LLP
1313 Market Street, Suite 5100
PO Box 1709
Wilmington, DE 19899-1709
Telephone Number: (302) 77%6500


wilh a copy to:


Gary R. Grecnstein, Esq.
SoandExehar~ge, Inc.
1330 Connecticut Ave,, N.W., Suite 330
W~shingt~n, DC 2~36
(Tel) 202-828-012ti


Cheek b~x if you are aware thai anyone
else has filed a proof of claim relating to
your claim. Attach copy of statement
giving particulars.
Check box if you have never received
any notices from the baokraptey court in
this ca~e,
Check box if the address differs from the
address on the envelope sent to you by
the court


[~ Rettree benefits as defined m I l U,S.C.
~ Wages. salaries, and compensation (fill out below)


Your SS #"
Unpaid cor~pensation for settees
from                        to


(date)                     (date)
[ 3. lfco~rt judgment, date


(See Rider A attached hereto)


AMENDED PROOF OF CLAIM


THiS SPACE IS FOR COURT U[;E ONLY


Account or other number by which creditor ident~fies debtor: Check here ~ replaces
N/A if this claim [~x amends a previously filed claim, dated: 911212005.


1. Basis for Claim
~ Goods sold
~ Services performed
~ Money loaned
t~ Personal injurylwrongfal death
[3 Taxes
X Other (See Rider A attached hereto)
Date debt was incurred: (See Rider A attached hereto)
Total Amount of Claim at Time Case Filed: $2~609,802.83
If all or part of your claim is secured or entitled m priority, also complete Item 5 or 6 below.


X


5.


Check th~s box if your claim is secured by collateral fincludmg a right of
setoff)


Check this box ff claim includes interest or o~her charges in addition to the principal amount of the claim. Attach itemized statement of all interest or
additional charges.


SECURED CLAIM,                                          6. Unsecured Priority Claira.


Brief Description of Collalerah
Real Estate ~ Motor Vehicle


Value of Collateral: $


Amoun{ of arrearage and other charges


Check this box if you have an unsecured priority claim Amount entitled to priority
$
Specif3, the prionty of the claim:
Wages, s~daries, or commissions (up to $4,650),* eat’ned within 90 days before
filing of the bankruptcy peution or cessation of the debtor’s business, whichever is
earlie~ - 11 U.S.C.
Contributions to an employee benefit plan - I 1 U,S.C. §507(a)(4)
Up to $2, I O0* or" deposits toward purchase, lease, or rental of properly or services
for personal famdy, or h~useht~ld n,~e - I I U.S.C.
Alimony, maintenance, or support owed to a spouse, former spouse, or chdd - l I
U.S.C. §507(a)(7)
Taxes or penah~es owed to go’ternm~n~al units -
Other - Specify applicable paragraph of 11 U.S,C. §507(a)


,Amaunts are subject to adjustment on 4/1/0~ and eve~’ 3 years thereafter w’ith respec;
cases com~zenced on ar alter Ire date ~.[~


THIs SPACE FOR COURT USE ONLY7.     Credits: The amount of all payments on this claim has been credited and deducted for the purpose of makmg
~h~s proof of claim.
8.     Supporting Documents: Anach copies qfsupporr;ng dacuments, such as promissory, notes, purchase orders.
invoices, itemize<l stalemems of running nccolmts, contracts, court judgments, mo~gages, security agreements, and
evidence of perfection of lien.
9.     Dale - Stamped Copy: Tc recetve an ackno~,ledgmem of the films of your claim, enclose a stamped, self-
afidressed envelope and copy of th~s proof of claim.


Date t S~gn a~l print the name and title, if av, v, of the credilor or other person authorized to file this
October 12, 2005 [ claim (att~,;’h cop~o~pov0"h- o~tome~ ~f anv)-


PenairvJorprerentmg ]raudulent claim: ~ne of up to $5~ 0~) or imprisonment for up to 5 veers, or bo~b. 18 U.S.C, ~ 152 ~ ~:7~


i’ I







RIDER A TOSOUNDEXCHANGE, INC.
AMENDED PROOF OF CLAIM


This Amended Proof of Claim amends claim numbers "/54 and 75"7 that were


timely filed on September 12, 2005. Pursuant to the provisions of 17 U.S.C. §§ 112 andl I4,


DMX, Inc. ("DMX’~) was obligated to pay royalties to SoundExchange, Inc. ("SX") for the


making of digital audio transmissions and ephemeral phonorecords of sound recordings during


the operation of a Preexisting Subscription Service ("PES") and Business Establishment Services


("BES"). Notwithstanding this statutory obligation, which was a condition precedent to avoiding


liability for copyright infringement, DMX failed to file reports or pay royalties with respect to its


PES or BES services for the following periods:


PES: December l, 2004 through and inciuding February 13. 2005


BES: January l, 2003 through and including February 13, 2005


Based on statements of account recently provided by DMX, SX has calculated the


amount of the statutory royalties due plus late fees to be $2,609,802.83. The underlying tmmbers


used to calculate that liability cannot be disclosed pursuant to Copyright Office regulations. SX


has requested additional information from DMX concerning its revenues from statutory


activities. SX reserves the right to further amend its claim to more accurately reflect the amount


of unpaid royalties and other amounts due to it once it has obtained the additional inforn~ation


that it has requested.







IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT


FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE


In re:


MAXIDE ACQUISITION, INC., et al.,1


Debtors.


) Chapter 11
)
) Case No. 05-10429 (MFW)
) (Jointly Administered)
)


[Re Docket Nos.: 299, 300, 302, 303, 307, 308, & 309]


DEBTORS’ MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE OMNIBUS REPLY OF DEBTORS IN
POSSESSION TO CERTAIN LIMITED OBJECTIONS TO DEBTORS’ MOTION TO
SELL SUBSTANTIALLY ALL OF THEIR ASSETS AND FOR RELATED RELIEF


On February 14, 2005, the above-captioned debtors and debtors-in-possession


filed that certain Motion of the Debtors for an Order: (I) Approvin~ Sale By Debtors of


Substantially All of Their Operating Assets Free and Clear of All Liens, Claims, Encumbrances


and Other Interests Pursuant to Sections 363(b), 09 and (m) of the Bankruptcy Code, (11)


Assuming and Assigning Certain Executory Contracts and Unexpired Leases; and (111) Granting


Related Relief [Filed: 2/14/051 (Docket No. 20) (the "Sale Motion"). Pursuant to the Sale


Motion, the Debtors seek to sell substantially all of their assets. The objection deadline for the


Sale Motion was May 4, 2005.


In response to the Sale Motion, the Debtors have received 107 formal and


informal objections. In particular, objections to the relief sought in the Sale Motion were filed


by:


(1) American Sogiety of Composers, Authors and Publishers [Docket No.


299] ("ASCAP" and the "ASCAP Objection");


The Debtors consist of the following entities: Maxide Acquisition, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
AEI Music Network, Inc., a Washington corporation; DMX Music, Inc., a Delaware corporation; and
Tempo Sound, Inc., an Oklahoma corporation.
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Objection");


Objection");


(2) Broadcast Music, Inc. [Docket No. 309] ("BMr’ and the "BMI


(3) UMG Recordings, Inc. [Docket No. 303] ("UMG" and the "UMG


(4) The Harry Fox Agency, Inc. [Docket No. 302] ("Harry Fox" and the


"Harry Fox Objection");


(5) Capitol Records, Inc., d/b/a EMI Music North America [Docket No. 308]


("Capitol" and the "Capitol Objection");


(6) Sound Exchange, Inc. [Docket No. 307] ("Sound Exch .ange" and the


"Sound Exchange Objection"); and


(7) The Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors [Docket No. 300] (the


"Committee" and the "Committee Objection").


By way of this motion (the "Motion") and pursuant to Del. Bankr. L.R. 9006-1(d),


the Debtors seek leave from the Court to file the Omnibus Reply of the Debtors in Possession to


Certain Limited Objections to Debtors’ Motion to Sell Substantially All of Their Assets and for


Related Relief (the "Reply") A true and correct copy of the Reply is attached hereto and


incorporated herein as Exhibit A.


The Debtors seeks to file the Reply in order to respond to certain issues raised in


the above-noted objections (the "Objections") concerning successor liability, and other.matters,


for which the Debtors believe a response is appropriate. The Debtors believe that the Reply will


aid the Court in adjudicating the Objections and help ensure that the current state of the law in


the Third Circuit on successor liability is before the Court and on the record.


2
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WHEREFORE, the Debtors respectfully request entry of an order granting the


Motion and authorizing the filing of the Reply.


Dated: May 6, 2005
PAC .HULSKI, STANO, ZIEI--IL, YOUNG, JONES
& WEINTRAUB P.C.


Laura Davis Jones (Bar No. 2436)      )
Richard M. Paehulski (CA Bar No. 90073)
Brad R, Godshall (CA Bar No. 105438)
J. Rudy Freeman (CA Bar No. 188032)
Curtis A. Hehn (Bar No. 4264)
Sandra G. McLamb (Bar No. 4283)
919 North Market Street, 16th Floor
P.O. Box 8705
Wilmington, DE 19899-8705 (Courier 19801)
Telephone: (302) 652-4100
Facsimile: (302) 652-4400
Counsel for Debtors and Debtors in Possession


SO ORDERED this ~ day
of May, 2005


The Honorable Mary F. Walrath
Chief Judge, United States Bankruptcy


Court for the District of Delaware
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EXHIBIT A







IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT


FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE


In re:


MAX]DE ACQUISITION, INC., et al.,1


Debtors.


) Chapter 11
)
) Case No. 05-10429 (MFW)
) (Jointly Administered)
)


[Re Docket Nos.: 299, 300, 302, 303, 307, 308, & 309]


OMNIBUS REPLY OF DEBTORS IN POSSESSION TO CERTAIN LIMITED
OBJECTIONS TO DEBTORS’ MOTION TO SELL SUBSTANTIALLY


ALL OF THEIR ASSETS AND FOR RELATED RELIEF


Debtors in possession Maxide Acquisition, Inc., et al. (the "Debtors") hereby


respectfully submit this omnibus reply to the following objections to Debtors’ Motion to Sell


Substantially All of Their Assets and for Related Relief (the "Sale Motion"):


(1) American Society of Composers, Authors and PubLishers [Docket No.


299] ("ASCAP" and the "ASCAP Objection");


(2) Broadcast Music, Inc. [Docket No. 309] ("BMI" and the "BMI


Objection");


Objection");


(3) UMG Recordings, Inc. [Docket No. 303] ("UMG" and the "UMG


(4) The Harry Fox Agency, Inc. [Docket No. 302] ("Harry Fox" and the


"Harry Fox Objection");


1      The Debtors consist of the following entities: Maxide Acquisition, Inc., a Delaware corporation; AEI Music


Network, Inc., a Washington corporation; DMX Music, Inc., a Delaware corporation; and Tempo Sound, Inc., an
Oklahoma corporation.
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(5) Capit~)l Records, Inc., d/b/a EMI Music North America [Docket No. 308]


("Capitol" and the "Capitol Objection");


(6) Sound Exchange, Inc. [Docket No. 307] ("Sound Exchange" and the


"Sound Exchange Objection"); and


(7) The Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors [Docket No. 300] (the


"Committee" and the "Committee Objection").2


In reply to the foregoing objections, Debtors respectfully represent as follows:


The ASCAP Objection


1.    The ASCAP Objection requests that the Court eviscerate paragraph 16 of


the proposed Sale Order ("Paragraph 16" and the "Proposed Order"). Paragraph 16 generally


provides that the "Successful Bidder" for Debtors’ assets will not have successor liability for


obligations owing by the Debtors. ASCAP proposes that the Court include in the Sale Order


language that expressly preserves ASCAP’s right to assert at a later date that any Successful


Bidder has successor liability to ASCAP, notwithstanding Paragraph I6. See. ASCAP Objection


at p. 6. The ASCAP Objection is meritless and should be overruled for the reasons set forth


below.


2. Bankruptcy Courts regularly protect asset purchasers from creditor claims


based on theories of "successor liability.’’3 The justification behind this protection is obvious: If


Debtors have also received dozens of informal letters and "letter objections" to the Sale Motion that are not
addressed in this reply memorandum. Debtors will address the matters raised by these various other informal
"’objections" at the hearing on the Sale Motion.
3 See. e._~., P.K.R, Centers, Inc., v..Commonwealth of Va. (In re P.K.R. Convalescent Centers, Inc.), 189 B.R. 90
(Bankr. E.D. Va. 1995); see also Wood v. CLC Corp. (In re CLC Corp,), 110 B.R. 335, 339 (Bankr. M.D. Tenn.
1990); Volvo White Truck Corp. v. Chambersburg Beverage, Inc. (In re White Motor Credit), 75 B.R. 944 (Bankr.
N.D. Ohio 1987); American Living Systems v. Benapfel (In re All Am. Of Ashburn, Inc.), 56 B.R. 186, 189-90
(Bankr. N.D. Ga. 1986), aff’d 805 F,2d 1515 (11t~ Cir. 1986).
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sales free and clear are not allowed and enforced, creditors will be encouraged to pursue more


lucrative non-bankruptcy remedies against the debtor’s successor, thereby attempting effectively


to obtain a priority over other similarly situated creditors. Such creditor maneuvering, if


permitted, would inevitably result in reduced prices offered for estate assets. Allowing successor


liability actions therefore would thwart the underlying purpose of the Bankruptcy Code, which is


to maximize the value of estate assets for equitable distribution to all creditors. See In re Trans


,World Airlines, Inc., No. 01-0056 (PJW), 2001 WL 1820325, at *3 (Bankr. D. Del. March 27,


2001); WBQ Partnership v. Commonwealth of Va. (In re WBQ Partnership), 189 B.R. 97, 99


(Bankr. E.D. Va. 1995).


3. Statutory authority also exists for granting "successor liability" protection


to a buyer of estate assets. Section 363 permits sales free and clear of "interests" in property. In


In re Trans World Airlines, Inc., 322 F.3d 283 (3d Cir. 2003) ("TW~A"), the Third Circuit ruled


that the phrase "any interest in such property" as used in section 363(f) encompasses not only i__n


rein interests in property., such as liens, but also interests which are connected to or arise from the


property being sold. The Third Circuit rejected the argument that the phrase "interest in


property" is limited to in rem interests, in part because to equate interest in property with only in


rein interests would be inconsistent with section 363(f)(3) which, by its language, contemplates


that a lien is but one type of interest. The Third Circuit also adopted the view that because the


claims in question were both subject to monetary valuation, the creditors could be compelled to


accept a money satisfaction of their interests and thus the property could be sold free and clear


under section 363(f)(5). As indicated above, the Third Circuit also noted that the Code’s priority


scheme supported its conclusion, stating that "in the context of a bankruptcy, these claims are, by
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their nature, general unsecured claims and, as such, are accorded low priority. To allow the


claimants to assert successor liability claims against American while limiting other creditors’


recourse to the proceeds of the asset sale would be inconsistent with the Bankruptcy Code’s


priority scheme." TWA, 322 F.3d at 292.’~


4. ASCAP fails to mention TWA in the course of making its objection.


(ASCAP apparently recognizes that there is no general legal impediment to this Court protecting


the Successful Bidder from successor liability.) Instead, ASCAP argues that ASCAP should be


carved out from Paragraph 16, because Paragraph 16 allegedly "infringes on the jurisdiction of


the New York Court" that administers a consent decree (in respect of long-standing alleged anti-


trust violations by ASCAP and BMI) (the "Consent Decree" and the "New York Court").


Specifically, ASCAP argues that:


"ASCAP may in the future wish to assert that it is not
obligated to issue new licenses to TI-IP (or any other
successful bidder) because such party is a successor to the
Debtors .... Entry of the Proposed Order, as drafted, may
impair ASCAP’s ability to make this and other similar
assertions in the New York Court and, accordingly, would
deprive the New York Court of the power to interpret and
enforce... [the Consent Decree] with respect to these
disputes."


ASCAP Objection at ~[ 5.


5. ASCAP’s position is meritless for three reasons:


First, ASCAP’s "argument" that Paragraph 16 "may impair"


ASCAP’s ability sometime in the future to assert a successor liability claim against the


4      In an unpublished opinion, the Eighth Circuit has agreed with the Third Circuit’s analysis. Cibulka v.
Trans World Aidi.nes, Inc., No.03-1992, 2004 WL 87695 (8a~ Cir. Jan, 21, 2004).
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Successful Bidder is not "an argument" at all - it is simply a complaint that Paragraph 16


provides what it provides. Paragraph 16 obviously "may impair" ASCAP’s ability to make a


successor liability argument- that is the very purpose of the provision (as endorsed by TWA, ~


at3.


b. Second, there is no logical reason why an alleged anti-trust violator


that has been forced to operate under a consent decree should be granted a special exemption


from a successor liability limitation. The Consent Decree was obviously formulated to protect


customers and potential customers of ASCAP (and objecting party B1VI~ from what the


Department of lustice perceived to be anticompetit[ve conduct. ASCAP now argues that,


because of the fortuity of being forced to enter into a Consent Decree, it should uniquely be


entitled to attempt to extract monies from the Successful Bidder on a "successor liability" theory.


This is illogical and inappropriate under TWA.


c. Third and finally, Paragraph 16 does not impact upon the proper


administration of the Consent Decree. The Consent Decree (which is attached to the ASCAP


Objection) makes no mention of the concept of "successor liability." The Consent Decree


contains no restriction on the jurisdiction of any other court to enter an order that might have


relevance to an issue that might be adjudicated some day pertaining to the Consent Decree.


ASCAP’s suggestion that Paragraph 16 somehow constitutes some sort of material intrusion or


impairment of the New York District Court’s jurisdiction therefore is groundless. ASCAP’s


position amounts to an argument that this Court is prohibited from issuing ~ order on any issue


that might create precedent in a hypothetical future litigation relating to the Consent Decree.


ASCAP cites no authority for such a proposition. TWA also suggests no such limitation on the


5
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Bankruptcy Court’s authority to limit successor liability.5 ASCAP’s position therefore has no


basis.


The BMI Obje,ction


6. Like ASCAP, BMI is a music licensing agency operating under the


Consent Decree. BMI makes the same meritless "successor liability" objection made by


ASCAP. Se_~e BMI Objection at p. 7. BMI also goes one step further: BMI asks the Court to


render the successor liability issue moot by requiring Debtors to assume and assign the BMI


licenses to the Successful Bidder. B!vII argues that this is necessary because, unless the BMI


licenses are assumed, the effect would be "to treat BMI songwriters, composers and music


publishers less favorably than other music licensors by dispensing with contract assumption


requirements.". Id. at p. 9.


7. BMI is attempting to rewrite the Bankruptcy Code. Debtors do propose to


assume and assign other music license agreements to the Successful Bidder. Assumption and


rejection decisions were/are driven by the Debtors’ [and Successful Bidder’s] business judgment.


There is a sound business judgrnent basis for each such decision. The prepetition delinquencies


alleged by BMI are substantial, making assumption of the BM! licenses economically


unfeasible.6 The "discrimination" of which BMI complains is simply the effect of the business


analysis at the heart of every assumption or rejection decision.7 This objection is therefore also


meritless.


5      TWA involved EEOC claims. The Third Circuit issued its opinion notwithstanding that the successor


liability restriction might limit issues that might later be adjudicated by the EEOC or the National Labor Relations
Board.
6 , Debtors do believe BMI’s assertion of amounts owing is extremely overstated.
7 BMI’s argument therefore is meaningless.
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The UMG,..Harry Fox and Capitol Objections


8. Harry Fox is a music licensing agency which is not subject to the Consent


Decree. UMG and Capitol are record companies. Debtors hold music licensing rights with each


of these entities pursuant to executory license agreements.8


9. Each of these entities nonetheless objects to the assumption and


assignment of their licensing agreement, asserting that assignment over their objection is not


permissible under the Copyright Act (and therefore under Bankruptcy Code § 365(c)(i)). See


UMG Objection at p. 2; Harry Fox Objection at p. 4; Capitol Objection at p. 3. The objections


arepresumably an attempt to use § 365(c)(i) to attempt to leverage the renegotiation of the


existing licensing agreements, notwithstanding Debtors’ longstanding performance under those


agreements.


10. In any event, Debtors will not seek to assume and assign the respective


license agreements of UMG, Harry Fox and Capitol over the objection of those parties. Debtors


hope to reach consensual agreements with these objectors prior to the hearing on the Sale


Motion.


.Sound Exchange Objection


11. Sound Exchange also provides statutory licenses to the Debtors. Sound


Exchange also objects to the assumption and assignment of its licenses. Debtors, however, do


not propose to assume and assign the Sound Exchange licenses. This objection is therefore


irrelevant. Sound Exchange also objects to the sale on the following grounds:


8      As UNIG points out in the UMG Objection, the UMG license terminated by its stated written terms in 2001.
The parties have nonetheless continued to operate under the license since that time.
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a. The Debtors may not sell, assign or transfer any ephemeral


phonorecords created pursuant to the Sound Exchange license;


b. Any purchaser of the Debtors" assets will not be entitled to enjoy


the benefits of a "preexisting subscription service"; and


c. The Debtors must be required to maintain all books and records


relating to the payment of royalties and the making of transmissions pursuant to federal


regulations. Sound Exchange Objection at p. 20.


12. Debtors will agree that they will not transfer any "ephemeral


phonorecords" to ’the extent prohibited by law. Sound Exchange’s second argument is simply


irrelevant - nothing in the Sale Order attempts to adjudicate what rate the Successful Bidder is


entitled to demand. With respect to Sound Exchange’s "document control" objection, the Asset


Purchase Agreement gives Debtors access to their books and records for two years. If Sound


Exchange so desires, Debtors wilt make copies of all records which Sound Exchange deems


necessary and maintain those records for three years, at Sound Exchange’s cost and expense.


The Committee Objection


13. Finally, the Committee has filed an objection in respect of two points: the


distribution of sale proceeds and releases required by THP Capstar which the Committee


believes are inappropriate.


14. Debtors’ lending group will address the proceeds distribution issue.


Debtors would simply point out, however, that the consensually negotiated debtor in possession


financing order (to which the Committee agreed) contains proceeds distribution provisions in
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favor of the lenders. The Committee’s current position appears inconsistent with those


provisions.


15. The releases ("Releases") at issue are the release by the estates of (i)


subsidiaries of the Debtors (the equity in which is being acquired by the Successful Bidder), (ii)


parties who hold "Assumed Liabilities" under the Asset Purchase Agreement, (iii) counterparties


to "Assumed Contracts" under the Asset Purchase Agreement, and (iv) officers, directors,


employees or agents of any Debtor that are employed by the Successful Bidder immediately


following the closing. In respect of items (ii) and (iii) above, the Releases do not apply to claims


that are unrelated to the applicable Assumed Contract or Assumed Liability.


16. The Releases are contained in the Sale Order because they are required by


Debtors’ stalking horse bidder- THP Capstar. The necessity of certain of the Releases is


obvious. It is unrealistic, for example, to expect a party to buy the equity in non-debtor


subsidiaries if the Debtors could then promptly sue the acquired companies on pre-existing


claims. No logically-thinking purchaser would enter into such a transaction. Similarly, to the


extent a buyer is assuming liabilities, the buyer naturally would want to ensure that such


liabilities would not subsequently increase by reason of the estates’ assertion of pre-existing


claims. Similarly, the assertion of claims by the estates relating to Assumed Contracts would


logically lead to potential additional liability that the purchaser would have to address under such


contracts.


17. THP Capstar’s demand for releases of retained employees is admittedly


less standard. TH~ Capstar’s thinking was presumably that it does not want hired employees


distracted by future litigation threats. TI-IP Capstar therefore requires the Release. The Release
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must simply be considered a "cost" of the transaction. (The employee release was not required


(and is not required) by the Debtors.) 9


18. Finally, the Debtors would point out that the Releases have been in the


Sale Order since the commencement of these cases. The Committee has had significant time to


ascertain any perceived value of the released claims. The Debtors are not aware of any


meaningful, valid claims that are being released. The value of any claims that have yet to be


uncovered by the Committee therefore should not be an impediment to approving the sale at this


time.


19. For the foregoing ~easons, Debtors respectfully request that the objections


be overruled where indicated above.


Dated: May 6, 2005
PACHULSKI, STANG, ZIEI-IL, YOUNG, JONES
& WEINTRAUB P.C.


Richard M. PachuIski (CA Bar No. 90073)
Brad R. Godshall (CA Bar No. 105438)
J. Rudy Freeman (CA Bar No. 188032)
Curtis A. Hehn (Bar No. 4264)
Sandra G. McLamb (Bar No. 4283)
919 North Market Street, 16th Floor
P.O. Box 8705
Wilmington, DE 19899-8705 (Courier 19801)
Telephone: (302) 652-4100
Facsimile: (302) 652-,1400


Counsel for Debtors and Debtors in Possession


9      Debtors would also point out that, as of the date hereof, none of Debtors’ directors or executive officers has
been offered any employment by TIIP Capstar.
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE


In re:                                       ¯


MAXIDE ACQUISITION, INC., et al.,         "


Debtors.


Chapter 7


Case No. 05-10429(MFW)
Jointly Administered
Objection Deadline: 5/4/115 @ 4:!1tl p.m.
Hearing Date: 5/111/115 @ 1:1111 p.m.


OBJECTION OF SOUNDEXCHANGE, INC., TO THE DEBTORS’
MOTION FOR, INTER ALIA, APPROVAL OF THE SALE OF SUBSTANTIALLY


ALL OF THEIR OPERATING ASSETS AND OTHER RELIEF
(RELATED TO DOCKETNOS. 16, 150 & 260)


SoundExchange, Inc. ("SoundExchange"), hereby objects to the Debtors’ motion


(the "Motion") seeking, inter alia, this Court’s approval of the sale of substantially all of the


Debtors’ operating assets, and in support thereof states as follows:


I. INTRODUCTION


1. As more fully set forth below, SoundExchange, a non-profit Delaware


corporation, is the sole "Designated Agent" authorized by the United States Copyright Office to


receive statements of account, royalty payments and reports of use from entities, such as the


Debtors, that make digital audio transmissions of sound recordingsI under the statutory licenses


~ A sound recording is defined in the Copyright Act as "a work that result[s] from the fixation of a series of
musical, spoken, or other sounds, but not including the sounds accompanying a motion picture or other audiovisual
work, regardless of the nature of the material objects, such as disks, tapes, or other phonorecords, in which they are
embodied." 17 U.S.C. § 101. A sound recording is distinct from a musical work, which refers to a composition -
the notes and lyrics - which may be incorporated into a sound recording. For example, when Songwriter writes
song X, which is later recorded by Artists A and B, each of A and B’s recordings of song X is a distinct copyrighted
sound recording, but the underlying musical work is the stone in both recordings.
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set forth in Section 114 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.SoC. § 1142(d)(2) (the "Digital Transmission


License"), and that make ephemeral phonorecords3 of sound recordings (i.e., server copies)


under the statutory license set forth in Section 112 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 112(e) (the


"Ephemeral Recording License").


2. SoundExchange is obligated by law to distribute the royalties it receives


from entities making transmissions under a Digital Transmission License, net of its costs for


royalty collection, distribution, enforcement and rate establishment, as follows: 50% to the


sound recording copyright owner, 45% to the featured recording artist, 2Vz% to an independent


administrator of a fund established for the benefit of nonfeatured vocalists and 2%% to an


independent administrator of a fund for the benefit ofnonfeatuted musicians. 17 U.S.C. §


I 14(g)(3)(A)-(D).


3. DMX Music, Inc. ("DMX"), a debtor herein, has operated or sought to


operate under the Digital Transmission and Ephemeral Recording Licenses for certain of its


activities. In lieu of obtaining statutory licenses and complying with all of the requirements


thereof, DMX would have to obtain consensual copyright licenses from the individual copyright


owners of the sound recordings it reproduces and transmits in order to avoid liability for


copyright infringement.


4. SoundExchange objects to the sale of substantially all of the Debtors’


operating assets on the following grounds:


~ Copies of relevant statutes and regulations are attached hereto as Exhibit A.


3 "Phonorecords’" are defined in the Copyright Act as "material objects in which sounds, other than those


accompanying a motion picture or other audiovisual work, are fixed by any method now known or later developed,
and from which the sounds can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid
of a machine or device. The term ’phonorecords’ includes the material object in which the sounds are first fixed."
17 U.S.C. § I01, When a sound recording on a Compact Disc is copied to a computer hard driver or server, the
reproduction &each individual sound recording on that hard drive is a separate phonorecord.
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the Debtors may not sell, assign or transfer any ephemeral phonorecords
created pursuant to a statutory license obtained under 17 U.S.C. § 112, or
created without a consensual license to do so;


the Debtors may not sell, assign or transfer non-exclusive, compulsory
copyright licenses pursuant to 17 U.S.C. §§ 112 and 114;


any purchaser of the Debtors’ assets will not be entitled to enjoy the
benefits of a "preexisting subscription service," a class of statutory
licensee expressly limited by Congress, and pay the statutory royalties
available to such services, unless that purchaser independently satisfies the
statutory requirements to be a preexisting subscription service; and


d. the Debtors must be required to maintain all books and records relating to
the payment of royalties and the making of transmissions pursuant to
37 C.F.R. §§ 260.4(0, 262.4(i), 270.2(i), and 270.3(c)(6), to enable
SoundExchange to conduct audits pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §§ 260.5(b) &
262.6(b), to verify the royalty payments that were or should have been
made by the Debtors, as well as to preserve evidence necessary for any
infringement action brought by the copyright owner~ of the sound
recordings reproduced or transmitted by Debtors.


lI. STATUTORY LICENSING


A. Licenses to Make Digital Transmissions and Ephemeral Phonorecords


5. In response to, inter alia, the ease and anonymity in copying sound


recordings over the Internet and other electronic media, Congress passed the Digital Performance


Right in Sound Recordings Act of 1995 (the "DPRA’). Pub. L. No. 104-39, 109 Stat. 336 (Nov.


t, 1995). The DPRA created for the first time an exclusive right for copyright owners of sound


recordings, subject to certain limitations, to perform publicly the sound recordings by means of


certain digital audio transmissions. One of the limitations on the new performance right was the


creation of a new statutory license, which would permit nonexempt, noninteractive digital


subscription services to publicly perform copyrighted sound recordings via such transmissions


upon meeting the requirements for the statutory license.
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6. An entity making certain types of digital transmissions to business


establishments was exempted from the requirement of obtaining a license - statutory or


consensual - to do so. The exempt transmissions are:


transmission[s] to a business establishment for use in the ordinary
course of its business: [p]rovided, [t]hat the business recipient does
not retransmit the transmission outside of its premises or the
immediately surrounding vicinity, and that the transmission does
not exceed the sound recording performance complement.


109 Stat. at 338 (codified at 17 U.S.C. § 114(d)(1)(C)(iv)). Services that make exempt


transmissions to a business establishment are generally referred to as Business Establishment


Services.


7. Although Business Establishment Services are exempt from liability for


any digital audio transmissions made pursuant to the exemption set forth in Section


114(d)(l)(C)(iv), 17 U.S.C. § 114(d)(1)(C)(iv), they are not exempt from the licensing


requirements for the making of ephemeral phonorecords of sound recordings, and are subject to


infringement liability if they do so without a license. The statutory license set forth in Section


112(e) of the Copyright Act grants Business Establishment Services a statutory license to make


multiple ephemeral phonorecords of copyrighted sound recordings to facilitate their exempt


transmissions provided that the conditions of the license, including the payment of royalties, are


satisfied. 17 U.S.C. § 112(e). If a Business Establishment Service does not wish to operate


under the Ephemeral Recording License created in Section 112(e), then it may seek consensual


copyright licenses from each individual copyright owner of the sound recordings it reproduces.4


8. The scope of the DPRA’s statutory license was expanded with the passage


of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 (the "DMCA"), Pub. L. No. 105-304, I 12 Star.


On information and belief, DMX has obtained consensual copyright licenses to make
phonorecords of sound recordings for certain of its activities that are not eligible for statutory licensing.
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2860 (Oct. 28, 1998), to cover certain nonsubscription transmissions and certain transmissions


by preexisting satellite digital audio radio services. These new categories of services would also


be permitted to perform publicly a sound recording in accordance with the terms and rates of the


statutory license.


9. The DMCA also divided the services that were covered by the DPRA’s


statutory license into two groups. Under the DMCA, those digital subscription services that were


in existence and making transmissions on or before July 31, 1998 became known as "Preexisting


Subscription Services," while digital subscription services that were launched subsequent to July


31, 1998 would be identified as "’New Subscription Services." See 17 U.S.C. § 114(.j)(11) & (8).


As a result, following passage of the DMCA, there were four broad categories of services


eligible for Digital Transmission and Ephemeral Recording Licenses: eligible nonsubscription


transmission services; new subscription services; preexisting subscription services; and


preexisting satellite digital audio radio services. The fifth category of services, Business


Establishment Services, did not require a Digital Transmission License but could obtain an


Ephemeral Recording License.


10. DMX has attempted to operate certain of its consumer activities as a


Preexisting Subscription Service and certain of its commercial activities as a Business


Establishment Service. Its Preexisting Subscription Service activities cover those instances


where it provides audio-only music channels to digital cable systems and satellite televisions


systems serving residential subscribers. Its Business Establishment Service activities involve


certain of the services it provides to commercial establishments.


11. Upon information and belief, certain of the Debtors’ commercial activities


are eligible for the statutory Business Establishment Service Exemption, and therefore do not
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require a Digital Transmission License in order for the Debtors to perform publicly sound


recordings via digital transmissions. If the Debtors’ Business Establishment Service activities


involve the making of multiple ephemeral phonorecords of sound recordings, the service will


need a license for such phonorecords - either a consensual license or the Ephemeral Recording


License. In the absence of such a license, Debtors may be subject to liability for copyright


infringement.


12. The Debtors’ digital transmissions to satellite and cable television


systems, which are part of their consumer activities, do not qualify for the statutory Business


Establishment Service Exemption, and, in order to avoid liability by copyright infringement,


such transmissions and any ephemeral phonorecords created to facilitate such transmissions,


must either be made pursuant to consensual licensing agreements from individual sound


recording copyright owners or under the Digital Transmission and Ephemeral Recording


Licenses.


B.


Service as:


Preexisting Subscription Services Receive Preferential Rates On Digital
Transmission and Ephemeral Recording Licenses.


13. Section 114(j)(11) of the Copyright Act defines a Preexisting Subscription


a service that performs sound recordings by means of
noninteractive audio-only subscription digital audio transmissions,
which was in existence and was making such transmissions to the
public for a fee on or before July 31, 1998...


17 U.S.C. § 1140)(11).


14. In the absence of voluntarily negotiated rates, the royalty rates to be paid


by Preexisting Subscription Services operating under the Digital Transmission License are


established to achieve the objectives set forth in Section 801(b)(I) of the Copyright Act. 17


U.S.C. § 801(b)(1). The Section 801(b)(1) standard does not require Preexisting Subscription
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Services to pay royalty rates that would have been paid in the free market between a willing


buyer and a willing seller and has resulted in below-market royalty rates being paid by the


Preexisting Subscription Services. Compare 17 U.S.C. § 801(b)(1) (requiring rates set for


Preexisting Subscription Services to, inter alia, "minimize any disruptive impact on the structure


of the industries involved and on generally prevailing industry practices"), with 17 U.S.C. §


114(f)(2)(B) (requiting rates for other services to "most clearly represent the rates and terms that


would have been negotiated in the marketplace between a willing buyer and a willing seller");


see also Determination of Reasonable Rates and Terms for the Digital Performance of Sound


Recordings, 63 FR 25,394, 25,399 (May 8, 1998) (codified at 37 C.F.R. § 260.1 et seq.). Only


five of the more than one thousand services that have elected to operate under the Digital


Transmission Licenses are eligible by law for the below-market standard: three services that


qualify as Preexisting Subscription Services and two services that qualify as preexisting satellite


digital audio radio services.


15. Upon information and belief, the Debtors’ consumer service is one of the


three services that satisfies the statutory requirements for a Preexisting Subscription Service, and


would therefore be entitled to below-market royalty rates.


C. Reporting Requirements and Audit Rights


COMMERCIAL DIVISION


16. The royalty rates and other non-payment obligations owed by a service


making exempt transmissions to a business establishment (i.e., a service that does not require a


Digital Transmission License but operates under an Ephemeral Recording License), are set forth


in 37 C.F.R. § 262.1 et seq. To the extent the Debtors hold or held an Ephemeral Recording
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License to facilitate exempt transmissions to business establishments,5 such license would be


governed by this regulation (the "Commercial Ephemeral Recording License").


17. Section 262.4(a) requires a Business Establishment Service availing itself


of a Commercial Ephemeral Recording License to make the required royalty payments for the


making of multiple ephemeral phonorecords to the Designated Agent, SoundExchange. 37


C.F.R. § 262.4(a). In addition to the payment of any royalties that may be due, a Business


Establishment Service must, within 45-days after the end of each month during which it is


operating under a Commercial Ephemeral Recording License, deliver to SoundExchange a


statement of account containing the information set forth in Section 262.4(f), which must


include, inter alia, "[s]uch information as is necessary to calculate the accompanying royalty


payment, or if no payment is owed for the month, to calculate any portion of the minimum fee


recouped during the month." 37 C.F.R. § 262.4(f).


18. Under existing regulations, only the Designated Agent, SoundExchange,


may conduct an audit of a Business Establishment Service, upon reasonable notice and during


reasonable business hours, once a year during any given calendar year, for any or all of the prior


3 calendar years. 37 C.F.R. § 262.6(b).


19. A Business Establishment Service is required to retain its books and


records relating to the payment, collection and distribution of royalty payments for a period of


not less than 3 years. 37 C.F.Ro § 262.4(i). It must also use commercially reasonable efforts to


Sections t 12 and 114 of the Copyright Act, and the regulations promulgated thereunder, require a
statutory licensee to comply with certain conditions. See 17 U.S.C. § 112(e)(1)(A)-(D). Ifa statutory licensee fails
to comply with the conditions of the license, then it may be subject to liability for infringement to each copyright
owner whose recordings it reproduced. SoundExchange is the Designated Agent responsible for collecting the
royalty payments owed by certain statutory licensees pursuant to the statutory licenses created by Section 112 and
1 t4 of the Copyright Act. Nothing in this Objection shall constitute a waiver of, or any other bar to or restriction
upon, the rights of the copyright owners to assert that the Debtors did not properly obtain and retain necessary
licenses, and to seek damages for infringement.
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obtain or to provide access to any relevant books and records maintained by third parties for the


purpose of any audit conducted by the Designated Agent. 37 C.F.R. § 262.6(d).


CONSUMER DIVISION


20. The royalty rates and other obligations owed by Preexisting Subscription


Services for their enjoyment of the benefits of the Digital Transmission and Ephemeral


Recording Licenses are set forth in 37 C.F.R. § 260.1 et seq. To the extent the Debtors hold or


held Digital Transmission and Ephemeral Recording Licenses in connection with their consumer


division,6 such licenses would be governed by this regulation (the Digital Transmission and


Ephemeral Recording Licenses held by a Preexisting Subscription Service, collectively, the


"PES License", and the holder thereof, the "PES Licensee").


21. APES Licensee must submit monthly statements of account to the


Designated Agent, SoundExchange, which includes information that is necessary to verify the


accompanying royalty payment. 37 C.F.R. § 260.4(b) & (c).


22. An interested party, defined as, inter alia, an individual copyright owner


entitled to receive royalty payments or the Designated Agent, may audit the PES Licensee, for


the purpose of verifying the royalty payments made by such Licensee, once during any given


calendar year. 37 C.R.F. § 260.5(b).


23. APES Licensee must maintain its books and records relating to the


royalty payments, in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, for a period of


three years. 37 C.F.R. § 260.4(f).


6 See footnote 5.
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D. SoundExchange


24. SoundExchange is the sole entity designated in Copyright Office


regulations to collect royalty payments directly from holders of Digital Transmission and


Ephemeral Recording Licensees, including from Business Establishment Service_s and from


Preexisting Subscription Services. SoundExchange is further obligated to distribute those


royalties to the sound recording copyright owners and performers entitled by statute to such


royalties. SoundExchange has the right under federal regulations to audit statutory licensees to


verify the amount of the royalties owed pursuant to a Digital Transmission or Ephemeral


Recording License. See 37 C.F.R. §§ 262.6 & 260.5.


III. ARGUMENT


A. The Debtors May Not Sell, Transfer or Assign Ephemeral Phonorecords
Created Pursuant to the Ephemeral Recording License.


25. The ephemeral phonorecords authorized to be made and used pursuant to


the Ephemeral Recording License are intended solely to facilitate the digital audio


transmission of a sound recording transmitted to the public under the limitation on exclusive


rights specified by Section 114(d)(1)(C)(iv) of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 114(d)(1)(C)(iv)


(Business Establishment Service transmissions) or under a statutory license in accordance with


Section 114(0 of the Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 114(0. 17 U.S.C. § 112(e)(1). The Ephemeral


Recording License does not grant a licensee the right to create and sell the ephemeral


phonorecords.


26. When Congress granted the statutory license to create copies of


copyrighted sound recordings, it provided explicit limitations on the rights obtained by the


Ephemeral Recording Licensee. Pursuant to Section 112, an entity "is entitled to a statutory


license,.., if the following conditions are satisfied":


-10-
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(A) The [ephemeral phonorecord] is retained and used solely
by the transmitting organization that made it, and no further
[ephemeral phonorecords] are reproduced from it.


(B) The [ephemeral phonoreeord] is used solely for the
transmitting organization’s own transmissions originating in the
United States under a statutory license in accordance with section
114(f) or the limitation on exclusive rights specified by section
114(d)(1)(C)(iv).


(C) Unless preserved exclusively for purposes of archival
preservation, the [ephemeral phonorecord] is destroyed within 6
months from the date the sound recording was first
transmitted to the public using the [ephemeral phonorecord].


17 U.S.C. § 112(e)(1) (emphasis added).


27. Thus, the grant of an Ephemeral Recording License does not give a


Licensee any right to sell, transfer or assign any of the ephemeral phonorecords it made.


Furthermore, the holder of the Ephemeral Recording License must destroy each ephemeral


phonorecord of a sound recording within 6 months from the first transmission of the sound


recording using the ephemeral phonorecord, unless it is being preserved solely for archival


preservation. See id.; 37 C.F.R. §§ 260.1 & 262.1.


28. To the extent the Debtors held Ephemeral Recording Licenses,7 they never


had the right to sell, transfer and assign any of the ephemeral phonorecords they made. The


Ephemeral Recording License grants only the right to make and use, for a limited time period,


ephemeral phonorecords.


29. Upon information and belief, the Debtors have not been destroying their


ephemeral phonorecords within 6 months of the initial transmissions made from such ephemeral


phonorecords. To the extent the Debtors continue to have ephemeral phonorecords that were


7       Nothing in this Objection shall constitute an admission that the Debtors had properly complied
with the necessary regulations for obtaining Ephemeral Recording Licenses for any or all of the sound recordings for
which they have made ephemeral phonorecords.
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used to initiate transmissions more than 6 months ago, and are not being kept solely for archival


purposes, such phonorecords are infringing upon the copyright owners’ rights.


30.    "To the extent that [a property] interest is limited in the hands of the


debtor, it is equally limited in the hands of the estate...." In re Southwest Citizens Org.for


PovertyElim., 91 B.R. 278, 281 (Bankr. D.N.J. 1988) (citing 124 Cong.Rec. H11096 (daily ed.


Sept. 28, 1978)). The Debtors’ property interest in the ephemeral phonorecords as of the date the


bankruptcy cases were commenced did not include the fight to sell, transfer or assign the


ephemeral phonorecords. Therefore, the estates’ interests in the ephemeral phonorecords are


likewise limited, and the estates do not have the power to sell the ephemeral phonorecords.


31.    Section 363(0 of the Bankruptcy Code further prohibits the transfer of any


of the ephemeral phonorecords made by the Debtors. This section provides:


The trustee may sell property.., free and clear of any interest in
such property of an entity other than the estate, only if-


(1) applicable nonbankruptcy law permits sale of such property
free and clear of such interest;


(2) such entity consents;


(3) such interest is a lien and the price at which such property is to
be sold is greater than the aggregate value of all liens on such
property;


(4) such interest is in bona fide dispute; or


(5) such entity could be compelled, in a legal or equitable
proceeding, to accept a money satisfaction of such interest.


11 U.S.C. § 363(0.


32. Applicable nonbankruptcy law - 17 U.S.C. § 112(e) - prohibits the sale


and transfer of the ephemeral phonorecords made pursuant to an Ephemeral Recording License.


The Debtors have not obtained the consent of the thousands of copyright owners whose
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recordings they have reproduced for the sale of the ephemeral phonorecords, and the copyright


owners cannot be forced to accept a money satisfaction in lieu of their fight to enjoin or


otherwise prevent any acts of infringement with respect to their copyright interests. See 17


U.S.C. § 502 (copyright holder may obtain injunction enjoining infringing activities).


33. Bankruptcy courts refuse to authorize the unlicensed sale of copyrighted


works. In Audiofidelity Enterprises, Inc. v. Conrad Music (In Re Audiofidelity Enterprises, Inc.),


103 B.R. 544 (Bankr. D.N.J. 1989), the court refused to authorize the sale of records containing


copyrighted works where, prior to the filing of the bankruptcy case, the debtor had entered into a


consent judgment, which made specific findings that the debtor had infringed the copyright


owfiers’ rights, and that permanently enjoined the debtor from selling the infringing records.


Rather, the Audio~delity court ordered that the records be destroyed, even though the inventory


was valued at $300,000. Id. at 548.


34.    In In re Pilz Compact Disc, Inc., 229 B.R. 630 (Bankr. E.D.Pa. 1999), the


bankruptcy court permitted the chapter 7 trustee to abandon the debtor’s phonorecords, finding


that the trustee would not be able to sell the records without infringing the copyright owners’


rights.


35.    In Sony Music Entertainment, Inc. v. The Clark Entertainment Group, Inc.


(In re The Clark Entertainment Group, Inc.), 183 B.R. 73 (Bankr. D.N.J. 1995), the debtor


lawfully owned sound recordings, but did not have the right to make copies of the sound


recordings for sale and distribution. The court refused to authorize the debtor to sell the sound


recordings to a purchaser who would copy and distribute the recordings. However, the court


recognized that the debtor could lawfully sell the rights it owned in the sound recordings, i.e. the


right to possession and use.
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36. Therefore, this Court should not permit the Debtors to sell any ephemeral


phonorecords in violation of the express terms of the requirements and conditions of Ephemeral


Recording Licenses. Any such sale would constitute copyright infringement. In addition, to the


extent the Debtors have ephemeral phonorecords that were required to be destroyed, these


phonorecords already constitute infringing articles, to which the Debtors have no right even to


maintain or use for their own purposes.


37. Finally, the purchaser of the Debtors’ assets will be unable to utilize the


Debtors’ ephemeral phonorecords absent the consent of thousands of individual copyright


owners. The purchaser will be unable to obtain an Ephemeral Recording License in its own right


for the use of Dbbtors’ ephemeral phonorecords because it will fail to meet each of the


requirements for such license, including, inter alia, the requirement that it retain and use only


those ephemeral phonorecords that it made.


38. Therefore, SoundExchange respectfully requests that this Court deny the


Motion to the extent that it seeks to sell, assign or transfer any ephemeral phonorecords made by


the Debtors pursuant to an Ephemeral Recording License.


B. The Debtors May Not Assume and Assign Any Digital Transmission or
Ephemeral Recording License.


39.    The Debtors have informed SoundExchange that they do not intend to


transfer any of their Digital Transmission or Ephemeral Recording Licenses. To the extent that


the actual purchase agreement or sale order for which the Debtors seek approval contemplates


the sale or assignment of such licenses, however, SoundExchange objects thereto.


40.    Courts in the Third Circuit follow the general rule that copyright licenses


are executory contracts within the meaning of Section 365(c). In re Golden Books, 269 B.R.
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300, 308 (Bankr. D. Del. 2001); In re Access Beyond Tech, Inc., 237 B.R. 32, 43 (Bankr. D. Del.


1999); In re Valley Media, 279 B.R. 105, 135 (Bankr. D. Del. 2002).


41. A contract is executory if the obligations of the debtor and the non-debtor


party to the contract are so far unperformed that the failure of either to complete the performance


would constitute a material breach excusing the other from performing. In re Columbia Gas


Sys., 50 F.3d 233,239 (3d Cir.1995); Sharon Steel Corp. v. Nat’l Fuel Gas Distrib. Corp., 872


Fo2d 36, 38-39 (3d Cir.1989); In re Sunterra Corp., 361 F.3d 257, 264 (4th Cir.2004).


42.    Applying this definition of executory contracts, courts generally have


found intellectual property licenses, including copyright licenses, to be "executory" within the


meaning of section 365(c) because the licensor must refrain from suing the licensee, and the


licensee has payment and reporting obligations. See eog., In re Valley Media, 279 B.R. at 135.


43.    Absent the consent of the non-debtor party to such contract, Section 365


prohibits the assumption or assignment of an executory contract if applicable non-bankruptcy


law prohibits such assignment. 11 U.S.C. § 365(c)(1).


44.    Sections 112 and 114 of the Copyright Act do not permit the compulsory


licenses granted thereunder to be assigned. See 17 U.S.C. §§ 112 & 114. Furthermore, federal


law prohibits the assignment of non-exclusive copyright licenses. In re Valley Media, 279 B.R.


at 136; Allman v. Capricorn Records, 42 Fed. Appx. 82, 2002 WL 1579899 *1 (9th Cir. 2002);


In Neva, Inc. v. Christian Duplications Int "l., Inc., 743 F.Supp.1533, 1545-46 (M.D. Fla. 1990)


(determining that a copyright license agreement that did not include a restriction on the transfer


of ownership nevertheless could not be assigned because the licensee merely received a license


in the sound recordings and had no right to resell, sublicense, or assign its rights in the license).
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45. Therefore, absent the consent of each holder of a copyright pertaining to


any Digital Transmission or Ephemeral Recording License held by the Debtors, the Debtors may


not assume or assign such license. See Harris v. Emus Records Corp., 734 F.2d 1329, 1333 (9th


Cir. 1984) ("It has been held that a copyright licensee is a "bare licensee.., without any right to


assign its privilege.") (citing Ilyin v. Avon Publications, lnc., 144 F. Supp. 368, 372 (S.D.N.Y.


1956), andMills Music, lnc. v. CromwellMusic, Inc., 126 F. Supp. 54 (S.D.N.Y. 1954)); M.


Nimmer, Nimmer on Copyright § 10.01 [c][4] (1983) ("a licensee.., had no right to re-sell or


sublicense the rights acquired unless he has been expressly authorized to do so.").


46. To the extent the Debtors are seeking authorization to transfer any Digital


Transmission or Ephemeral Recording Lidense, SoundExchange requests that this Court deny


such request.


C. Any Purchaser of the Debtors’ Assets Will Not Be Entitled to the Debtors’
Preexisting Subscription Service Rate.


47. DMX is one of only three services that qualifies as a Preexisting


Subscription Service for certain of its transmissions, and therefore the royalty rates it pays on its


PES Licenses are more favorable than the rates set for services that do not qualify as a


Preexisting Subscription Service.


48. As discussed above, the PES Licenses cannot be (and according to


representations made by the Debtors, will not be) assumed and assigned to the potential


purchaser.


49. Any purchaser of the Debtors’ assets, to the extent it seeks statutory


licenses to make ephemeral phonorecords or digital audio transmissions of sound recordings


under Sections 112 and 114 of the Copyright Act, camaot qualify as a Preexisting Subscription


Service merely because it has purchased the Debtors’ assets. Absent meeting the statutory
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requirements for a Preexisting Subscription Service in its own right, such purchaser will be


required to pay royalty rates established for new subscription services, assuming the


transmissions are only available on a subscription basis.


50. To qualify as a Preexisting Subscription Service, the purchaser of the


Debtors’ assets must be "a service that performs sound recordings by means of noninteractive


audio-only subscription digital audio transmissions, which was in existence and was making


such transmissions to the public for a fee on or before July 31, 1998..." 17 U.S.C. § 114(j)(11).


51.    SoundExchange requests that, to the extent the Debtors seek to transfer to


the purchaser any alleged right to pay the Preexisting Subscription Service royalty rate, this


Court deny such request.


D. The Debtors and the Purchaser Are Required To Maintain Their Books And
Records Pursuant to Applicable Federal Regulations.


52.    The Debtors have engaged in the public performance of sound recordings


via digital audio transmissions during the past three calendar years, and, upon information and


belief, have created ephemeral phonorecords to facilitate such transmissions. Based upon


SoundExchange’s present knowledge of the Debtors’ structure, the Debtors were required to


obtain licenses for such activities, other than exempt transmissions to business establishments


(which do not require a Digital Transmission License). The Debtors had a statutory right to


Digital Transmission and Ephemeral Recording Licenses only upon meeting and continuing to


comply with the statutory and regulatory requirements~
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53. The Debtors have made royalty payments to SoundExchange, as the


Designated Agent, for certain of its activities for which it could have obtained Digital


Transmission and/or Ephemeral Recording Licenses.8


54. Pursuant to the regulations governing such compulsory licenses, the


Debtors must maintain their books and records relating to the royalty payments for a period of no


less than three years. See 37 C.F.R. § 262.4(f) & 262.40).


55. To the extent the Debtors seek authority to sell, transfer and assign its


books and records relating to the royalty payments made or otherwise owing for the three-year


period preceding the sale, such sale and transfer would violate federal regulations governing


Digital Transmission and Ephemeral Recording Licenses.


56.    Therefore, SoundExchange respectfully requests that this Court require the


Debtors to retain and maintain copies of all books and records relating to the royalty payments


made or otherwise owing for the three-year period preceding the sale.


57. In addition, the Debtor must use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain


or provide access to any relevant books and records maintained by third parties.


37 C.F.R. § 262.6(d).


58. Therefore, SoundExchange respectfully requests that any order approving


the sale of such books and records of the Debtors require the purchaser thereof to maintain such


books and records for a period of not less than 3 years, and to provide reasonable access to the


Upon information and belief, the Debtors have failed to pay all of the required royalty amounts.
To the extent the failure to make such royalty payments does not render the Debtors liable for infringement,
SoundExchange will assert claims, as the Designated Agent, for such unpaid royalty payments. The individual
copyright owners whose works were reproduced or transmitted may, however, elect to file and assert infringement
claims against the Debtors. In connection with any claims or other rights that SoundExchange may assert on behalf
of its constituents, Sound Exchange hereby reserves the right to audit the Debtors or to take discovery of the Debtors
in a manner, and to the extent, permitted by law.
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Debtors in connection with any audit undertaken by SoundExchange, or any other interested


party, in connection with any Digital Transmission or Ephemeral Recording License.


59. This is especially critical in the present case, where the Debtors failed to


make any royalty payments pursuant to their purported Ephemeral Recording License in


connection with their Business Establishment Service activities for the period January 1, 2003


through February 13, 2005.9 SoundExchange must be able to audit the Debtors’ books and


records to determine the amount of the pre-petition unpaid royalty payments the Debtors are


obligated to pay to it, for the benefit of the copyright owners and performing artists. 37 C.F.R.


§262.6(b).


60. In addition, the pIeadings and statements filed in the present bankruptcy


proceeding have raised concerns that the amount of royalty payments paid by the Debtors in


connection with their purported PES License were for less than the amount actually owing to


SoundExchange as the Designated Agent under Copyright Office regulations. SoundExchange


must be able to audit the Debtors books and records to determine the amount of any unpaid


royalties. 37 C.F.R. § 260.5(b).


61. The individual copyright owners may assert claims against the Debtors for


copyright infringement, asserting that the Debtors never obtained, or failed to maintain, the


necessary Digital Transmission and Ephemeral Recording Licenses. The maintenance and


retention of the Debtors’ books and records will be necessary to pursue such claims.


Section I 12(e)(7)(A) of the Copyright Act provides that "[a]ny person who wishes to make a
phonorecords of a sound recording under a statutory license in accordance with this subsection may do so without
infringing the exclusive right of the copyright owner of the sound recording under section 106(I) (i) by complying
with such notice requirements as the Librarian of Congress shall prescribe by regulation and bypaying royalty fees
in accordance with this subsection..." 17 UoS.C. § 112(e)(7)(A) (emphasis added).
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order:


WHEREFORE, SoundExchange respectfully requests that this Court enter an


(a)    prohibiting the Debtors from selling, transferring or assigning any


ephemeral phonorecords that they made, and currently, lawfully retain, pursuant to a purported


Ephemeral Recording License;


(b)    prohibiting the Debtors from selling, transferring or assigning any


ephemeral phonorecords that they were and are required to destroy pursuant to the express


requirements of any purported Ephemeral Recording License;


(c)    prohibiting the Debtors from selling, transferring or assigning any


unlicensed ephemeral phonorecords, to the extent such phonorecords were made without a


license, statutory or otherwise, to make such recordings;


(d)    prohibiting the Debtors from assuming,assigning, selling or transferring


any Digital Transmission or Ephemeral Recording Licenses they hold;


(e)    prohibiting the Debtors from selling, transferring, or assigning to a


purchaser any purported right to pay the Preexisting Subscription Service royalty rate for any


digital audio transmissions of sound recordings or the making of any ephemeral phonorecords


under Sections 114 and 112 of the Copyright Act, respectively;


(f)    requiring the Debtors to retain and maintain the originals, or a complete


copy, of all books and records relating to any royalty payments paid or owing pursuant to any


Digital Transmission or Ephemeral Recording License held by the Debtors, for the three-year


period preceding the sale;


(g)    requiring the ultimate purchaser(s) of the Debtors’ assets to maintain and


make reasonably available all of the Debtors’ books and records received by such purchaser(s)
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relating to any royalty payments paid or owing pursuant to any Digital Transmission or


Ephemeral Recording License, for the three-year period preceding the sale; and


(h)


Dated: May 4, 2005


granting such other and further relief as the Court deems just.


PEPPER HAMILTON LLP


/s/David B. Stratton
David B. Stratton (Bar. No. 960)
Henry J. Jaffe (Bar No. 2987)
Hercules Plaza, Suite 5100
1313 Market Street
P.O. Box 1709
Wilmington, DE 19899-1709
(302) 777-6500


and


Linda J. Casey
Pepper Hamilton LLP
3000 Two Logan Square
Eighteenth and Arch Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19103-2799
(215) 981-4000


and


Gary R. Greenstein
General Counsel
SoundExchange, Inc.
1330 Comaecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 330
Washington, DC 20036


(202) 828-0126


A ttorneysfor SoundExchange, Inc.
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preferences against these employees, in which c~se, I’d like to


know what they are, and how much they are, and what is being


paid for them because that will go to the issue of the


~llocation of the sale proceeds as well. So, on this record,


don’t think I can approve that aspect of it. Do we have


another issue?


MR. GODSHALL: Well, Your Honor, in that event,


guess, the buyer, Capstar, is going to have a decision, ~nd I


think it make sense to go through the rest of the objections,


so we can decide -- determine if there are other decisions and


other key points that C~pstar is going to have to assess.


THE COURT~ All ~ight.


MR. GODSHALL: Your Honor -- next, Your Honor, we


take up the objection of Sound Exchange. Sound Exchange is an


e~tity, Your Honor, with which the debtors have a statutory


license, with respect to Afem~rol Phono Records. Their


objection has four pieces, Your Honor. First, they object that


we cannot assign their statutory license, and we never intended


to do so. So, that aspect of the objection, I believe, is


resolved.


Second, Your Honor, Sound Exchange objected that we


could not transfer Afemoral Phono Records without the consent


of Copyright Hoid~rs, which means we will have ~o destroy


property, and the buyer will have to create it, unless licenses


are obtained.
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1 Your Honor, we have agreed on language to put into


2 the order on that subject. So, I believe that aspect of the


3 objection is also ~esolved.


4 THE COURT: Okay.


5 MR. GODSHALL: All right. The third aspect of the


6 Sound Exchange objection was a request that this Court issue


fin4ings or rulings concezning the amount of the rate that can


8 be charged to Capstar. [ believe Sound Exchange -- well, I
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Which leads us, then, to the fourth aspect of the


objection, Your Honor, which is records retention. Your Honor,


under the asset purchase agreement, the debtor has access to


its books ~nd records for the purpose of administering this


estate for two years. It’s my understanding that under the --


under the statutes, the debtor has an obligation to maintain


records going back three years, concerning its use of the


szatutory license.


Your Honor, we think the issue before Your Honor is


whether or not this agreement is in violation of law. we don’t


think i< is. We have two years to obtain access to, and if


necessary, I suppose, if the law requires, provide to Sound
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Exchange, whatever documents they need. Under the APA, the


buyer is not permitted to destroy those records, and we wi!l


rely on our access --


THE COURT: Ever?


MR. GODSHALL; Not until after the two year period,


Your Honor.


THE COURT: Thank you. All right.


MR. GODSHALL: Yes. And, sol Your Nonor, as far as


we’re concernsd, this agreement is in compliance with law, and


that should end the issue. I think Sound Exchange wants


something more. $ believe they want affirmative covenants from


the buyer, that the buyer will maintain, for their benefit, the


record, or something ~o that effect but, Your Honor, that


shouldn’t be the issue here today. The issu~ is whether this


agreement is in accordance with law. It puts us ~n violation


of law. I don’t think Sound Exchange suggests it does. so, to


require us to put -- to require the inclusion in the order of


affirmative obligations going far beyond the agreement just


because they have a concern that someday they might want


records, and someone might violate the law and not give those


records to them, we think is an inappropriate request, but we


think that’s, sort of, the nature of the objection here.


THE COURT: Let me hear from Sound Exchange.


MR. STRATTON; Good afternoon, Your Honor. David


Stratton for Sound Exchange. Your Honor, Mr. Godsha!l, I


J&J COURT TRANSCRIBERS, INC.
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think, got most of it right, with respect to the issues that we


have resolved. I think it might be helpful to explain -- put


this in a context a little bit so you can understand why we’re


concerned about the issues That we’ve raised. The debtor, Your


Honor, as you probably already know, operated, or at least


purported to operate under certain copyright licenses granted


by the Feder~l Copyright Act. Sound Exchange, for it’s part,


is a non-profit cooperation that’s authorized by the copyright


office to receive royalties on behalf of the copyright owners,


and to receive statements of account, which are, sort of, a


reconciliation of what’s due, and also to conduct audits of the


businesses who are entitled to these statutory licenses so that


it could be determined whether or not the royalties that had


been paid were proper or properly calculated.


As Mr. Godshall ind£cated, we had filed an objection


that raised four issues. Two of them have been resolved with


language that I understand the bank, and the buyer, and the


debtors have agreed to include in the sale order, which,


specifically, says a couple of things. One, that the licenses


provided for in Sections 1112 and 1114 of the Copyright Act,


were not being transferred to the buyer.


And, two, the Afemoral Phono Records -- if I had


about 20 minutes, I’d try to explain what that is, but it’s


really not important. I think it buys a bunch of CD’s. It


won’t be transferred to the buyer, unless the copyright owners


J&J COUI~T TRANSORIBZP4~, INC.
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to those recordings consent, which means the owners of the


copyright, and the buyers -- ~nd they’ve ~ire~dy indicated


they’re willing to do this, will sit down and work out an


arrangement, or not, under which the transfer will take place.


If no arrangement is made, they’re noE being transferred as


part of this asset purchase agreement.


Which leaves us with one issue, which is the record


keeping issue. Federal regulations specifically impose an


obligation on this licensee to maintai~ records, which would


permit Sound Exchange to conduct audits of its operations going


back not less th~n three years. So, ~o say there is no


obligation and that the asset purchase agreement is not


inconsistent with any law is not correct. There is an


affirmative obligation, created by federal law, which the


bankruptcy code, as near as I can read it~ doesn’t eviscerate


or obviate.


And this isn’t just a theoretical concern. It’s a


real concern, becauss for the more than two years prior to the


filing of this bankruptcy, the debtor was not paying certain of


its royalties, and we believe the debtor was not calculating


and paying other royalties properly. So, this is an issue


which, in fact, we had already teed up, if you will, by issuing


a notice of our intent to audit prior to the filing.


Now, the debtor, in our discussions, in our effort to


resolve this, basically, says, the asset purchase agreement
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s~ys what it says. If they ask for records, we’re comfortable


in relying on our ability to gain access. But, that doesn’t


really solve the problem from our perspective, and then here’s


why. There’s no affirmative obligation that is owed to Sound


Exchange, on the buyer’s part, to maintain ~he records.


There’s no affirmative obligation on the debtor’s part, or the


buyer’s part to permit Sound Exchange access to those records.


$o, what we’re looking st, potentially, Your Honor, and our


concern is, nobody -- it wasn’t my problem. I didn’t mnintain


the records. That’s the debtor’s problem. If yOU want to


pursuea claim against the debtor, pursue a claim against the


debtor. That’s the buyer speaking.


or, we ask for access. We ask to conduct an audit,


and we’re then faced with an expensive process of p~rsuing


discovery through this Court to, essentially, chasing our tails


around trying to get access to records, which, by federal law,


we’re entitled to.


8o, what’s the solution. Well, the debtor’s solution


is, the agreement says what it says. We’ll deal with the


problem later on, which doesn’t really solve our problem. I


hav~ two suggestions to the Court, neither of which, I think,


creates an unreasonable obligation on the debtor’s part or the


buyer’s part, the first of which would be to, as a condition to


approving the sale, simply require the buyer to do what it’s


going to do anyhow, which is to maintain -- we hope it will do,
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excuse me, maintain these records, and to permit us direct


access to them in accordance with federal regulation.


Alternative, require that the debtor provide us


access with the records, notwithstanding ~hat they’ve been


sold. The debtor has the means to accomplish that through it’s


asset purchase agreement, to which we are not a party, and that


the buyer agreed to cooperate in providing the debtor access in


response to requests we may make for information, or for


records.


Now, the debtor may say, well, how do we know that’s


going to be a r~asonable request? How do we know you’re not


goinq to ask for the sun and the moon and the stars? And the


answer is, if they think it’s unreasonable, they’ll tell us,


and they won’t give us access, and we’ll either have to agree


on what’s reasonable, or we’ll come back to court. But, to


simply ssy, it’s not a problem, ge away, doesn’t recognize our


rights under federal law.


THE COURT: Are you seeking any extension of the two


year maintainin~ the records?


MR. $TRATTON: Your Honor, I can check with my


client, but I don’t believe we are.


THE COURT: All right. Response?


MR. GODSHALL: Your Honor, counsel asserts that we


have an obligation to maintain these records under federal law


and, therefore, wants that obligation built into our sale
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order.    Of course, there are thousands of federal laws that


this company operates under, and none of those are built into


this sale order.


THE COURT: Well, but none of them are being,


potentially, affected by the sale order, are they? The


debtor’s ability to perform? At least not that I’ve heard.


MR. GODSHALL: Right. But, and I think that’s the


issue fo~ Your Honer. Does this purchase agreement give us the


ability to perform, and it does. And wha~ counsel wants is


more. What counsel wants is for you to build into the order,


right now, affirmativeobligations that we have no ability ~-


Your Honor has no ability to assess in terms of reasonableness


because they haven’t asked for anything yet. Counsel said he


didn’t want to, you know, go on a wild goose chase here. Your


Honor -- respectfully, this is all a wild goose chase. I mean,


thls is a case, Your Honor, that’s going to result in ~


distribution to unsecured creditors of less than ten cents.


Perhaps less than five cents, because the bank’s deficiency


claim is so enormous, and their secured claim is so enormous.


~hnd, yet, counsel is up here, suggesting, you know, a document


production exercise, you know, that -- of a grand scale, and he


wants Your Honor to, basically, order us to comply with it, you


know, sight unseen, in terms Of what documents they’re


requesting and on what terms as leverage. As leverage against


us, as leverage against the buyer, because Sound Exchange has
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to go and negotiate with this buyer going forward. All we’re


suggesting, Your Honor, is that this asset purchase agreement


gives us the ~biiity to perform. There’s no re~son to think


that the buyer is going to breach its obligations under the


agreement, anymore than there was a reason to think that we


would breach our obligations under the statut~ before the sale


closes.


I mean, to take counsel’s argument to the extreme,


they should have been running in here on the first day of th8


case, and gett£ng Your Honor to order that we not destroy our


records because Of our statutor9 obligation. They, apparently,


had faith that we wouldn’t destroy them pre-sale, and there’s


no reason -- there’s no more reason to think the buyer is going


to destroy them post-sale. So, the a~reement lets us perform -


Exchange?


THE COURT: But the buyer has no obligation to Sound


MR. GODSHALL: But they have an obligation to us, and


we will sue them if they breach it. And if we’rs liabl~ to


sound exchange for some amount of money because we -- we don’t


have access to those records because Capstar destroyed them,


you know, we will seek redress against Capstar. Why in the


world Capstar would expose themselves to that kind of liability


is anyone’s guess. I think there’s absolutely no reason to


think that those documents are less safe, post-closing, than
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pre-closing. And all I’m urging Your Honor to do is not to


impose on us some sort of obligation, in a vacuum, before we


know what they demand, and the context in which ~hey demand it.


Because that could be a tremendous burden on this estate,


that’s going to be imposed on us for nothing more than to gain


leverage, because there’s no economic rationale for conducting


the a~dit they’re talking about.


MR. STPJ~TTON: Your Honor, David Stratton again. The


debtor raises the specter of abusive conduct by my client


without any basis, in fact, for that contention. We haven’t


made a request, today, putting aside ~he request for notice --


or the notice of audit, for a particular set of documents. So,


to say, we’re going to engage in a document production on a


grant scale is, at best, hyperbole.


What we want to know is that the record~ will be


maintained, and if the debtor wants to assume the obligation to


-- or the risk that they be maintained, that’s fine, and that


we will have access to them if and when we’re entitled to, or


we just decide to, as provided by federal law, that’s all.


THE COURT: Well, why would you -- what about the


order suggests you won’t?


MR. $TRATTCN: Your Honor, the debtor won’t have the


records in its possession, and the buyer has no -- we have no


contract with the buyer.


THE COURT: Yeah, but they have an obligation to the
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debtor to let the debtor have access to it.


MR. STRATTON: And suppose the buyer says to the --


the debtor says to the buyer, Sound Exchange wants access to


the records, and the buyer says, no?


THE COURT; Then the debtor goes in and he gets them


and produces them to you under 2004.


MR. STKATTON: Your Honor, but then we’re drawn into


litigation over our right to access.


THE COURT: What litigation?


M~. $T~ATTON: The debtor has to come to this court,


or we have to come to this court --


THE COURT: You file a 2004 motion. Under the


regulations, I’m entitled to the following documents. What’s


the litigation?


MR. STRATTON: Your Honor, ws could do it that way,


or we could deal with it in the sale order to, simply, say --


THE COURT: How would you do it in the absence of a


bankruptcy, when the debtor said, I’m not giving them to you?


MR. STKATTON: Your Honor, in the absence of a


bankruptcy?


THE COURY: Right. How would you get the records


from the debtor?


MR. STRATTON! We would file -- as we h~ve, we would


issue a notice of our intent to conduct an audit.


THE COURT: They don’t let you in the door?
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MR. STRATTON: And -- no, we’d agree on a time and a


place for the audit, and they’d let us in,


THE COUNT: Or they don’t.


MR, STRATTON: Then we go to the, I guess, the D.C.


Circuit Court and get a mandatory injunction. But --


THE COURT: Isn’t Rule 2004 the same? You consult


with the debtor regarding the documents you want, they consent


to it, and produce them, or you file a motion here.


MR. STRATTON: What --


THE COURT: In fact, it’s probably easier for you to


do it that way, then outside of bankruptcy.


MR. $TRATTON: That’s fine, Your Honor. But, then,


how does that 4eal with the issue of maintaining the records?


THZ COURT: The buyer has an obligation to maintain


the records for two years.


MR. STRATTON: That’s the debtor’s contention, but


first, I would -- I need to verify that and, secondly, I’m not


sure ~-


THE COURT: Let me hear the buyer verify that on the


record?


MR. STRATTON: That’s fine, Your Honor. I suppose we


can go that way, but let’s make it clear that if we are unable


to get access to the records, and those records ~re destroyed,


it may very well be our position that that gives rise to


administrative claims in this estate. So, that nobody thinks
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that this is just a bit of a joke, and that sound exchange can


be ignored. If the records aren’t there when we want to go


look at them, then it’s because the buyer’s destroyed them,


then we’ll be back in this Court asserting claims.


THE COURT: All right. Let me hear from the buyer


that the buyer is obligated to maintain the debtor’s books and


records for the two years.


MR. DEHNEY: Your Honor, Robert Dehney again.


Section 17.15 of the asset purchase agreement provides that we


will maintain the records for two years. It lays the protocol


where the debtor will request documents, and we will make them


available. We confirm our understanding that’s two years that


we maintain the records.


THE COURT: Okay. All right. Then I’ll overrule the


remaining objection of Sound Exchange then.


MR. GODSHALL: Your Honor, for the record, the agreed


upon language that we need to add into an amended purchase


order concerning the other aspects of the Sound Exchange


objection, I’ll just read it. The paragraph provides,


"Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary to purchase


assets, an assumed contract shall not include ~ny licenses


under 17 USC Section symbols l12(e) or 114, or any Afemoral


Phone Records created pursuant to a statutory license under 17


USC Section symbol l12(e) without the consent of the copyright


o~Tfler s. "
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Your Honor, that leaves the BMI and Ascap objections.


(Pause)


MR. GODSHALL; Your Honor, the BMI and Ascap


objections both raise a common point, which is that the buyer


has requested that it, essen~ially, be immunized from successor


liability. That inu~unity is contained in Paragraph 16 of the


sale order. Your Honor, we believe under the Third Circuit’s


decision under TWA, this Court’s authority to issue that


immunization from successor liability is clear as a general


matter. We have over 40,000 creditors in this case. Ascap and


BMI both argue that they, alone, among those 40,000 plus


creditors, should be extracted from that provision, and they


should be free to make successor liability claims against the


buyer. The reason given by both is a somewhat unique reason.


Their contention is, Your Honor, because they are operating


under a consent decree, which they entered into under coercion


imposed by the Department of Justice for anti-trust viol~tions.


Because of that, they should have the unique ability to assert


successor liability claims against the buyer when no other


creditor does.


Their argument -- they make, I think, Your Honor -- I


think you can box them into two different arguments as to why


this, apparently, is the case. The first argument they make,


Your Honor, is that it would intrude on the jurisdiction of the


Court administering the consent degree for Your Hon~r to hold
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that there be no successor liability. Your Honor, that


argument is made in the face of the consent decree, which is


attached, I believe, to the Ascap objection. That consent


decree, Your Honor, does not attempt to create in the Court


administering the consent decree, exclusive jurisdiction to


enter all orders and make all findings which, some day, some


how, might have some relevance in some ra~e proceeding before


the District Court. You can find no such provisions in the


consent decree.


Your Honor, you also can find no mention, whatever,


of the concept of successor liability in the consent decree.


So, any argument that that District Court, in New York, that


administers the consent decree, has the unique and exclusive


ability to make successor liability findings is, again, nowhere


to be found in the decree. So, Your Honor, we think that the


argument that it would intrude on the j~risdiction of the


District Court has no merit, as made by each entity.


The other argument that is made, Your Honor, I think


is that it would, somehow, discriminate against Ascap and


if their contracts were not to bs assumed, or if they were


unable to make successor liability ~rguments in the District


Court, because it would be unfavorable, in terms of treatment


to them. I can’t quite articulate it, as compare4 to the


treatment being given to other licensees of music to DM~X- I


think the argument, Your Honor, is that since other music
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licenses are being assumed, and cure payments being made to


those entities, it is somehow unfair that because their


operating under a conssnt decree, and have to give a license to


the new buyer, that we not, in essence, give them an avenue to


get ~heir alleged arrearages cured as well.


I think there are two responses to that argument,


Your Honor. The first one is, maybe they should get a different


consent decree. It’s not our problem that they 8re operating


under a consent decree that gives the buyer the right to get a


license from them, but it’s, certainly, within our business


judgment to exercise assumption and rejection decisions.


The other point to make on the dlscrimination


argument, Your Honor, is that even if it wasn’t a proper


exercise of our business judgment not to assume these licenses,


the other licensing agencies, as Your Honor is aware, because


we dealt with them an hour ago, are objecting to the assumption


of their licenses. So, it is hardly an act of discrimination


by the debtor to reject those licenses as well, and to attempt


to preclude BMI and Ascap from making successor liability


arguments as against our buyer, just like every other creditor


is precluded from doing.


THE COURT: All right. Let me hear from either


or Ascap.


MS. THOMPSON: Good afternoon, Your Honor. Christina


Thompson of Connolly, BOWe, Lodg~ and Hutz, here on behalf of
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sale order, and determining any --


THE COURT: Don’t re~d so fast. I don’t see


exclusive anywhere in that paragraph. Am I missing it?


MS. BOOTH: I apologize, Your Honor. If that’s the


Court’s position, we’ll go with that.


THE COURT: All right. Does the buyer agree?


MR. GODSHALL: Well, Your Honor, it’s not there, no


exclusive jurisdiction.


THE COURT: All right. You can’t be heard because


you’re not talking into a microphone.


MR. GODSHALL: Your Honor, the word exclusive does


not appear in Paragraph 3.


THE COURT:


THE COURT:


MR. HEATH;


Okay.


Let me hear from the buyer.


Good afternoon, Your Honor. May it


please the Court again. Panl Heath, on behalf of THP Capstar.


It will come as no great surprise to the Court that this --


that obtaining these assets free and clear of any lien cl~im


incumbrance or other interest and also getting to find of no


successor liability is a central condition set forth in an EPA.


I’m sure that’s no surprise to the Court, and those are the --


I think this -- what we’re asking for is very standard in,


quite frankly, svery Jurisdiction in the United States. It’s,


specifically, allowed, under the Third Circuit’s ruling in TWA.


Arid, make no mistake, we will, if in time.it comes to a
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litigation in front of the rate court whether or not, you know,


we are successor to the debtor or whether or not the fact that


the debtor didn’t pay them amounts, and they weren’t able to


collect those from the debtor that those should be imposed on


us, which, in essence, allows them to collsct the£r claim


against us. We, most certainly, will be waiving the order that


we would -- were seeking to obtain from this Court. And, you


know, Your Honor, if you would like me to, I’d be happy to


proffer the testimony of my client to the -- which would be the


effect that if we do not have these findings, and I think this


will be of no great surprise to the Court, you know, that’s not


something we’re willing to -- we will not be in a position to


close this transaction. $o, it’s a -- you know, just a free


and clear, and no successor findings are central to this


transaction. That’s the whole reason St’s being enacted


through a Chapter Ii case, YOUr Honor.


THE COURT: You are not, though, asking that I


determine that, by virtueof Paragraph 17 that’anybody has to


license anything to you under any consent decree entered by


another Court?


MR. HEATH: That’s correct, Your Honor. But we are


-- we are asking that we are not a successor to the debtor


here. Asking for that finding.


THE COURT: All right.


MR. HEATH: Your Honor, would you like me to proffer
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the testimony of my client?


THE COUNT: Yes, pleass.


MR. HEATH: Your Honor, again, I would like to


proffer the testimony of Mr. John Collin. As stated to the


Court earlier, if Mr. Collin w~s ~lled to the stand, and asked


to testify, he would, again, advise the Court that he is the


president of THP Capstar, the proposed purchaser here.


He would further testify that, in discussions with


his counsel, that one of the specifically negotiated provisions


of this was the free and clear nature of the sale, and also the


finding of no successor liability.


Mr. Collin, further, testified that those provisions


are contained within -- and those requirements are contained


within the terms of the purchase agreement, and he would


further testify thaz those were the findings, including the


entry of the sale order, and form of substance reasonably


satisfactory To the buyer, our closing conditions, and that


absent, you know, satisfactory findings in the debtor’s -- in


favor of THP Capstar, that THP Capstar would not be prepared to


go forward with this transaction. And that would be the


proffer of Mr. Collin, Your Honor.


THE COURT:


examine Mr. Collin?


THE COURT:


All right. Does anybody wish to cross


(Pause)


All right. I’ll accept the proffered
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testify.


MS. BOOTH: Your Honor, I apologize. I was just


trying [o turn the microphone so that I could be heard. If I


could have just a moment to confer with my client beZore you


accept the proffer?


MR. LUB~LL: And I want it to be clear, Your Honor,


there will be the successor liability provisions ~n the order.


What we are asking for is the provision that simply says that


you have not, in this order, dictated to BMI or the BMI rate


court what conditions they may consider in issuing new


licenses, or the terms and rates that may be imposed with


respect to those new licenses.


THE COURT: I’m not sure I’d gO that faro but I would


be willing to slate that nothing in the order shall be


determined -- shall be considered a determination as to whether


or not the successful bidder is entitled to any license under


any consent order.


MR. LUBELL:


THE COURT:


MR. LUBELL:


Okay. Well, thst would be fine.


I’m not making that determination.


Okay. And, the terms a~e rates. It’s


not a determination of that, obviously. That’8 all we’re


asking for, Your


MS. BOOTH: Your Honor, Rebecca Booth on behalf of


Ascap. With ths addition of the fac that the Court’s not


making a determination of the terms or the rates of the new
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licenses, as wel! as our obligation to issue them. I think


Ascap would be fine with that language as well.


MR. GODSHALL: Your Honor, I think Ascap and BMI are


really dancing around the issue. When they say that they don’t


want ~nythin~ in thi~ order to be deemed to be an imposition on


the Court, I mean, that’s the whole nature of a successor


liabil£ty limitation. Whatever the effect of that is, it is,


Your Honor. But the buyer wants a successor liability


immunization against all creditors. Now, what the effect is


down the toed in some litiga[ion with some other creditor,


thati~ for some other court to decide. But, this language that


they’r~ asking for --


THE COURT: Well, what about the language £ suggest,


that I am not making a determination that they have any


obligation to give a license, or what the rate or terms of that


license shall be?


MR. LEVY: Your Honor, Rick Levy on behalf of the


bank. If I may make one suggestion? I think the concern that


Mr. Godshall is expressing --


THE COURT: Could you please step closer.


MR. LEVY: I’m sorry. RiCk Levy on behalf of the


bank. I think the concern that’~ being expressed is, if you


say nothing in this order ~ffects -- constitutes a


determination of whether or not they’re entitled to a licenss


under the consent decree, when they apply separately for that,
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the concern is that if Ascap ~nd BMI -- and they, clearly, will


do this, if you include that language in the order, ~hey’ll


take the position that the 18nguage that Your Honor would


insert overrides 363(f), with respect to cutting of successor


liability cleims. Because, they’ll s~y that sentence that you


just added is a -- prevents Capstar, when they seek a new


license, from using the 363(f) language as a basis for


defending against a claim by Ascap or BMI that because the


debtor failed to pay its royalty obligations, that Capstar is


prevented from getting ~ license.


Onesuggestion I would have to de~l with that problem


is you could include language that says, nothing in this order


entitles Capstar to a license, because you’re not ruling on


that.


THE COURT: Well, then why does it say -- why --


MR. LEVY: But your order -- but your order is going


to have an effect on what happens in the rate proceeding,


because Ascap and BMI, it will not be entitled to assert, as a


basis for imposing any particular rate, or whether or not to


issue a license based on the fact that the debtor didn’t pay


its royal fee obligations. And, that -- it’s clearly -- your


order is going to have an effect in that proceeding.


THE COURT:


or ruling.


MR. LEVY:


Yes, but I’m not making a determination


Can i just say, one way or the other, but
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your order is going to extinguish successor liability.


THE COURT: No, it won’t. ExcHse me. Yes it will.


It won’t extinguish that claim of the buyers. All right.


MR. LEVY: Or you leave the order silent on that.


The concern is that if you add language, they are going to take


the position that that narrows the scope of 363(f).


THE COURT: Well, then just say that it’s not


narrowing the effect of successor liability, or Section 363.


But, I’m not ruling on the effect of the consent decree. So, I


think we can fashion l~nguage that says that.


MR. LEVY: Sd, what -- All right, What would you


propose to add? I’m a little concerned that the buyer isn’t


going to be in a position -- that they’re going to be


uncomfortable with the language as restricting --


THE COURT: This order is not a determination of


whether BMI or Ascap have any obligation to issue a license to


them, and under what terms or rates they would have to issue


the license.


MR. LEV~: But doesn’t that restrict their ability to


invoke the free and clear language that’s elsewhere in the


order?


THE COURT: No. No. I’m jUSt not making a


determination whether they have to issue a license, and under


what terms. I’m not deter@ining the effect of the consent


decree.
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MR. LEVY: Would Your Honor be willing to include


18nguag~ in addition to that, that allows Capstar or any other


party to use -- to invoke any of the provisions -- any of the


other provisions in the sale order in the other r~te


9roceeding?


THE COURT: Say that again for me. Every time you


turn around you fade out, and I can’t h~ar you.


ME. LEVY: Yeah. And I’m sorry.


(Pause)


MR. GODSHALL: Your Honor, we can do our best to try


to whittle language, or cobble language together here. The


problem is that no matter what language we add, the buyer is


going to be concerned that it will be used in a way to go to


the District Court and say, this language limits the scope of


Paragraph 17 of the order.


THE COURT: $o, come ~p with language that doesn’t?


MR. GODSHALL: I don’t --


THE COURT: I am not deciding -- 90, it’s clear.


am not deciding the effect of these consent --


MR. GODSHALL: 2~nd I think that is clear to every


person in the courtroom, Your Honor, but if --


THE COURT: So, why can’t we put language in that


says that? They’re going to get the transcript, so you might


as well make it clearer.


MR. GODSHALL: But, Your Honor, If yoU !ook at -- the
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language of Paragraph 17, all it says is that the buyer isn’t


the successor, and there’s no successor liability.


THE COURT: Okay.


MR. GODSHALL: i mean, again, we’ve got 45,000


credStors in this estate and there’s no exceptions in the sale


order saying, notwithstanding this -- you know, somebody else,


if they go into some court, someday --


THE COURT: The other 42 -- 43,998 creditors didn’t


object.


MR. GODZHALL: Right. But, just so -- the question


is whether this objection is appropriate, and whether this


language is necessary for this order to be given effect, and to


be fair ~o the creditors. And, Your Honor, it is. If you look


at Paragraph 17, which is the only language of this order that


is of relevance to this dispute, it’s plain vanilla successor


liability language.


THE COURT: Their fear is that the buyer is going to


say, I decided. Under the consent decree they have the


license. £ did not decide that.


MR. GODSKALL: And, Your Honor, they can take that


transcript to the -- of this hearing to the Court and do


whatever they want with it, but --


THE COURT: Well, why c~n’t you put it in the order?


MR. GODSHALL: Because, again, I’m sure the buyer is


going to be fearful that that language will be used to try to
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eviscerate what was given to them in Paragraph 17, and we can


try to put that language together, but that’s what we’re trying


to avoid, and that’s a big problem here.


THE COURT: Well --


MR. LEVY: Because that -- what it comes down to, the


language you would insert still does not limit the provision --


the free and clear language, and the no successor liability


language elsewhere in the order.


THE COURT: Right.


M!~. LEVY: I mean, I guess if we draft -- if we add


your language, but make clear -- with a proviso that that


doesn’t limit the scope or effectiveness of a free and clear


and no successor liability languages elsewhere, maybe, you know


MR. LUBELL: Your Honor, they have the right to make


these arguments to the Court. If the Court decides we’re


correct, we’ll be back here. We’ll be fighting about cure


claims. If the Court rules against us, we will know how to


operate in the future in terms of, you know, how much cred£t to


extend, when to terminate a license, and you know, I think


capstar just has to be careful what they wish for in terms of


taking on this litigation.


MR. LEVY: Your HOnOr, if we may just take a recess


to see if we can work on language or, at least, propose


different versions of it.
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THE COURT: All right.


MR. LEVY: And see if we can resolve it that way.


THE COURT: All right.


MR. STRATTON: Your Honor, one comment, and no I’m


not going to weigh into this i~su~. Going back to the Sound


Exchsnge objections, debtor’s counsel indicated that we had


withdrawn the objection with respect to the rate that the buyer


might be entitled to. Actually, we’re not going forward on it,


but we’re not withdrawing it in the sense that we’re -~ it’s


being adjudicated due to non-prosecution. And the reason for


that is, simply, that nothing -- according tO the buyer’s


reply, filed, I guess, on Friday, nothing in the sale order


attempts to adjudicate what rate the successful bidder is


entitled to under its statutory licenses. So, since the issue


isn’t being brought to the Court by the debtors, we don’t need


it decided, and we can leave the record that way- I just


wanted to clean that up.


THE COURT: Thank you.


MR. STRATTON: Thank you.


THE COURT: All right. Let’s take a short recess


then.


(Tape Off)


COURT OFFICER: All rise. You may be seated.


THE COURT: Where are we?


MR. GODSHALL: Your Honor, with respect to the Ascap







IN THE UNITED STAT -ES BANKRUPTCY COURT


FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE


In re: ) Chapter 1 !
)


MAX1DE ACQUISITION, INC., et al.,t ) Ca~e No. 05-10429 (MFW)
) (Jointly Administered)


Debtors.           )
(Re: Docket No.


ORDER: (l) APPROVING SALE BY DEBTORS OF SUIISTANTIALLY
ALL OF THEIR OPERATING ASSETS FREE AND CLEAR OF ALL LIENS, CLAIMS,


ENCUMBRANCES AND OTHER INTERESTS PURSUANT TO
SECTIONS 363(b), (0 AND (m) OF TIlE BANKRUPTCY CODE,


(lI) ASSUMING AND ASSIGNING CF_.RTAIN EXECUTORY CONTRACTS
AND UNEXPIIEED LEASES~ AND (IIl) GRANTING RELATED RELIEF


This matter coming befor~ the Court on the "Motion Of?he Debtors For An


Order: (I) dpproving 3"ate By Debtors Of Substamtalty All Of Their Operating Assets Free And


Clear Of ~tfl Liem; Claims, Encumbrances amt Other Interests Pursuant ?b Sections 363(b), (f)


And (m) Of?he Ban~rupt¢), Code, (tl) .4ssumtng,4nd Assigning Certain Executory Contracts


And Unexpired Leasey, dnd (111) Granting Rdated Relief" (the "Sale Motion")~, filed by the


above-captioned debtors and debtors in possession (collectively, the "Debtors" or the"Sellers");


the Court having reviewed the S~}o Motion and having beard Ibe statements of counsel regarding


the relief requested in the Sale Motion and having considered the evidence ~offered in support


of the relief requested in Lhe Sale Molion at a heating before the Court (the "Sale Hearing"); the


1      The Debtors consist of fire followiog entities: Maxide Acq~tisitioa, Inc., a Delaware corporation; AEI Music
Network, lnc., a Wash~gton corporation; DMX Music, h~c., a De)aware coqgmalioa; and TF, MPO Soured, Inc., ~
Okl~ama corporatiun


2      l~apitallzrd ~¢~s not ott~rwis~ defined herein shall have rite memfings se~ forth in the Final APA
defined below).
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(I) Authorizing Debtors To Incur Post-Petition Secured Indebtedness, (2) Granting Security


Interests And Priority Claims Pursuant To | I U.S.C. § 364, (3) Gr~mting Adequat, Prol,ctio~a,


(4) Modifying Automatic Stay And (5) S~iting Final Hearing, entered by this Court on February


14, 2005 (or subsequent final order) (the "DIP Order") are in full force and effect and all sale


proceeds of the Purchased Assets payable to the Debtors under the Final APA shall be subj cot to


and treated in accordanc~ with the DIP Order.


29. Nothwistanding anything heroin to the contrary, the executory oontraets


m~d unexpired leases set forth on Exhibit C to this Sale Order shall not b¢ assumed and assigned


to the Pmchaser.


30. Notwitbstandbag anything heroin to the contrary, the Purchased Assets and


Assumed Contracts shall not include any licenses under 17 O.S.C. §§ 112(e) Jr ! I4, or any


ephemeral phonorccords created pursuant to a statutory license m~der 17 U.S.C. § 112(e) without


th¢ ¢onseRt of the ¢o0ydght owners.


31. Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in this Order, the Asset


Puzolmse Agreement or aiay oilier rs}aled sale detriments, to the extent 0tat Debtors cannot


obtain t/~ nec~s.sary cottsenLs (’i.e. ~e Japan Roqaire.d Consrnt and the New Zealand Required


Consent) to have the stock of DMX Music Japan and SKY" DMX Music Limited transferred to


THP Capstar prior to the sale closing date ms s~t forth in the Asset Parcha.se Agreement


(co|lectively "The Japan at~d New Zealand Contracts"), The Japan and blew Ze..a|and Contracts


shall not bt~ assumed or assigned to "l’ItP Capstar, and shall be deemed rejected as of that date.


32.    All of the .~ale proceeds from th, Sale other than $12 million (the


"~etained Sale Proceeds" trod all sale proceeds other than the Retained Sale Proceeds, including
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Employm~ Offer Letter dated Jammy :23, 200* by ~! between 81mon


Employment Offer Letter dated Jmuagy 2~, 2[D4 by and between Tlmo~’ly
Seatoa and DMX


f.


E~nploym~t Al~.mu~t dsr~ Febrmuy 10. 2004 by and betw~e.n Nick
Wilson and Maxld~ Acquisition, ~¢.


E~loy~e~t Agtm~nont dat~l May 1, 2003 by aud bctw~n Wym~
Robo~ sud l~mid, Acqul~eo, Inc.


E~mploym~nt ~t dat~ Mty 1, ~ by and bctw=m Barry Knit~
and M~lxid~ Acquisition, ~


Employmemt Agr~m~at dute~ May 1, ~4 by trod beZwe~n Mm~ D.
Roz¢lls ~nd Ma~ddo Acquisition, Inc.


Employment Agreement dat~. Aught 16, :2004 by and between Robert D.
B~xt~r m~l Maxid~ A~xlui.~ition, lac.


3. T~ following ~ property


Industrial Mnlti-Tenant Lea~e dated October 6, 1999, t~ amendeA or
ext~adod, by md beXween AMB Pmpaty, L.P. ~d DMX Mmlc, Ir~.~
formerly known a~ DMX, LLC. for pr~mi~s in Oda~do, Florida.


I~ase, ~ am~dM or ~tm~exl, by and b~twe*n AbiB Iustimtio~al
Allim~o l~nd L L~P.. and DMX M~c, INC., for promi,e~ in Concord,
California.


Co Le2~ Ag~e~amt, as amended or �~tvndcd, by ~d bc~veca ~,u~ch ~trezt
Partners LLC and DIvIX Music, Inc~, for p~mise~ in Concord, North







IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT


FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE


In


MAXIDE ACQUISITION, INC., et al.o~


Debtors.


) Chapter i 1
)
) CaseNo. 05-10429 (MFW)
) (Jointly Administered)
)


(Re: Docket No. 20)


ORDER: (1) APPROVING SALE BY DEBTORS OF SUBSTANTIALLY
ALL OF THEIR OPERATING ASSETS FREE AND CLEAR OF ALL LIENS, CLAIMS,


ENCUMBRANCES AND OTHER INTERESTS PURSUANT TO
SECTIONS 363(b), (f) AND (m) OF THE BANKRUPTCY CODE,


(lI) ASSUMING AND ASSIGNING CERTAIN EXECUTORY CONTRACTS
AND UNEXPIRED LEASES; AND {IIl) G...RANTING RELATED RELIEF


This matter coming before the Court on the "Motion Of The Debtors For An


Order: (I) Approving Sale By Debtors Of Substantially At[ Of Their Operating Assets Free And


Clear Of All Liens, Claims, Encumbrances and Other Interests Pursuant 7b Sections 363(b), (D


And (m) Of The Bankruptcy Code, (II) Assuming And Assigning Certain Executory Contracts


And Unexpired Lec~ves, And (III) Granting Related Relief’ (the "Sale Motion")~, filed by the


above-captioned debtors and debtors in possession (collectively, the "Debtors" or the "Sellers");


the Court having reviewed the Sale Motion and having heard the statements of counsel regarding


the relief requested in the Sale Motion and having considered the evidence proffered in support


of the relief requested in the Sale Motion at a hearing before the Court (the "Sale Hearing"); the


1      The Debtors consist of file following entities: Maxide Acquisition, lne., a Delaware corporation; AEI Music
Network, Inc., a Washington corporation; DMX Music, Inc., a Delaware corporation; and TEMPO Sound, Inc., a
Oklahoma corporation


2
defined below).
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Court finding that, inter alia, (a) the Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C.


§§ 157 and 1334; (b) this is a core proceeding pursuant tO 28 U.S,C. § 157(b)(2); (c) venue of


these chapter 11 cases in this district is proper pursuant to 28 UoS.C. §§ I408 and 1409; and (d)


notice of the Sale Motion and the Sale Hearing waz sufficient under the circumstances, the Court


having determined that the legal and faetu~l b~es set forth in the Sale Motion and in the record


at the Sale l~Iearing establish just cause for the relief granted herein and it appearing that the


relief requested is in the best interest of the Debtors’ estates, their creditors and other parties in


interest;


A. The Debtors filed petitions for relief under chapter I 1 of the Bankruptcy Code on


February 14, 2005 (the "Petition Date") thereby commencing these jointly administered cases


(the "Chapter I l Cases").


B. On February 1 ~I, 2005, the Deblors also filed the Sale Motion.


C. All parties expressing interest in bidding on all or any portion of the Purchased


Assets were provided sufficient information by the Debtors to make an informed judgment as to


whether to bid on all or any portion of the Purchased Assets.


D.    A Sale Auction of the Purchased Assels was held on May 9, 2005, at 1:00 p.m.


Eastern time at the offices of Pachutski Stang Ziehl Young Jones & Weintraub P.C., 919 N.


Market Street 17th Floor, Witmir~gton, Delaware. At the conclusion of such Sale Auction, THP


Capstar Inc., a Delaware corporation (together with its assigns and designees the "’Purchaser")


was selected to be the Purchaser of the Purctxased Assets (the "Proposed Sale"). Purchaser is a


newly formed cntity unaffiliated with the Debtors or any of their equity interest holders.
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Adequate notice and opportunity to bid at the Sale Auction was provided by the Debtors to ~11


creditors and parties in interest.


E. There has been an adequate notice and opportunity for creditors and all parties in


interest to appear and be heard on the Sale Motion.


F. Based upon the representations tendered and evidence presented at the Sale


Hearing, the Debtors have articulated reasonable business judgment and have demonstrated good


faith for seeking a prompt sale of the Purchased Assets. The Court finds that a prompt sale of the


Purchased Assets is required if the Debtors and their estates are to obtain maximum value from


the Purchased Assets. Consummation of’the Proposed Sale will result in the maximization of the


value of the Debtors’ estates. The Court further finds that approval of the Proposed Sale is in the


best interests of the Debtors’ estates and their creditors and, after consideration of "all salient


factors, there are good and sufficient business justifications for the Proposed Sale contemplated


by the Sale Motion, outside of the context of a plan of reorganization or liquidation, and that the


required standard of a "sound business purpose" has been established.


G.    Due and adequate notice and an opportunity to be heard in accordance with all


applicable laws, the Overbid Procedures Order and the Final APA (as defined below) were given


to all creditors and interested parties in the Chapter 11 Cases and any and all other affected or


interested parties, including, but not limited to, all federal and state environmental and taxing


authorities.


H. Based upon the representations tendered and evidence presented, the Purchaser is


a good faith purchaser for value within the meaning of section 363(m) of the Bankruptcy Code


~nd is entitled to all protectiorts thereof. The Court fir~ds that the negotiations with the Purchaser
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of the applicable asset purchase agreement and all exhibits mad schedules thereto (as heretofore


modified or amended, collectively, the "Final APA")3 and all actions of the parties to the Final


APA with respect to the Proposed Sale were at arms’ length and in good Paith. Further, there is


no evidence of the existence of any agreement among potential bidders to control the bidding


process or the Purchase Price that would permit the Final APA or the transactions contemplated


thereby to be voided under § 363(n) of the Bankruptcy Code. The terms of the Proposed Sale are


fair, and the Purchase Price represents the highest and otherwise best offer for the Purchased


Assets and c’on.stitutes reasonably equivalent value for the Purchased Assets.


I. The provisions of sections 3650)) and 365(f) of the Bankruptcy Code have been


satisfied with respect to the Assumed Contracts that are to be assumed and assigned to the


Purchaser. The provisions of Section 365(b) of the Bankruptcy Code have been satisfied with


respect to the Debtors’ a~umption of the Final APA.


J. The conditions under Sections 363(b) and 363(0 of the Bankruptcy Code


providing for the Debtors’ sale of the Purchased Assets to Purchaser free and clear of any and all


Lie~, Cl~ims, Encumbrances (as defined below) and other interests have been satisfied.


Pursuant to Section 363(f) of the Bankruptcy Code, except for the Assmned Liabilities under the


Final APA, Purchaser is not a successor of or to arty of the Debtors for any fixed or contingent,


known or unknown Lien, Claim, Encumbrance or other interest againm any of the Debtors or any


of the Purcha.sed Assets including but not limited to any Claims held by Broadcast Music, Inc.


3 A true and correct copy of the Final APA (exclusive of schedules but incluzive of the First Amendment
attachedtherelo) is ntt~ched hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein for all purposes.
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("BMI") or the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers ("ASCAP") against any


of the Debtors.


K.    By this Sale Order, the Debtors are not assuming and shall not be deemed to have


assumed any license or other agreements or obligations with BMI and ASCAP. Purchaser is not


assuming or taking an assignment of any license or other contracts or obligations the Debtors


have with BMI and ASCAP. Any and all Claims BMI and ASCAP have or may wish to assert


with respect to such licenses or other agreements shall not be asserted again.st the Purchaser.


Hearing are incorporated herein by reference.


shall be considered as such and vise versa.


ACCORD/NGLY, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:


All findings df fact and conclusions of law made on the record of the Sale


Findings of fact that constitute eonelnsions of law


1. The Sale Motion is granted on the terms and conditions set forth herein.


The Final APA mad the transactions contemplated thereby are approved on the terms mad


conditions set forth herein~ and, to the extent the Final APA was entered into prepetition between


the Debtors and the Purchaser, such Final APA is hereby assumed by the Debtors pursuant to


Section 365 o/’the Bankruptcy Code. To the extent that any of the ~erms of this Sale Order may


conflict with the Final APA, this Sale Order shall control.


2. Debtors are authorized to and shall sell, assign, transfer and deliver to the


Purchaser, and the Purchaser shall purchase, acquire and take assignment and delivery of the


Purchased Assets in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Final APA and this Sale


Order.
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3.    The Court retains jurisdiction for the purpose of enforcing the provisions


of the Fina! APA and this Sale Order and determining any disputes arising therefrom, protecting


the Purchaser or any of the Purchased Assets from and against any Liens, Claim, Encumbranoes


and other interests, and adjudicating any and all remaining issues concerning the Debtors’ right


and authority to assume and assign the Assumed Contracts and the Purchaser’s rights and


obligations with respect to such assignment and existence of any default under any Assumed


Contract.


4. Debtors are authoriked to sell the Purchased Assets pursuant to sections


363(b), (f) and (m) and 365 of the Bankruptcy Code free and clear of any and at! Liens, Claims,


Encumbrances and other interests, with such Liens, Claims, Encumbrances and other interests to


attach to the sale proceeds of the Purchased Assets with the same validity, priority and perfection


as existed immediately prior to such sale.


5. Purchaser and Debtors are authorized to close the Proposed Sale


immediately upon entry of this Sale Order.


6. Upon failure to consummate the Proposed Sale of the Purchased Assets


because of a breach or failure on the part of the Purchaser, the Debtors may select in their


business judgment, and in consultation with the Agent and Creditors’ Committee (as these latter


two terms are defined in the Sale Motion), the next highest or otherwise best Qualified Bid(s) to


be the Successful Bid(s) (as fl~e~e latter two terrn~ are defined in Ihe Overbid Proeedure~ Orde0


without ftuaher order of the Court.


7. The Purchaser is found to be a good faith purchaser within the meaning of


section 363(m) of the Bankruptcy Code and shall be entitled to the protections afforded a good
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faith purchaser pursuant to such section. The Purchaser has acted in "good faith" in eormectlon


with the Proposed Sate.


8. The Closing of the Proposed Sale of the Purchased Assets may take place


even ifa party in interest appeals this Sale Order, so long as this Sale Order has not been stayed.


9.    Upon the closing of the Proposed Sale, the Debtors are hereby authorized


and directed, pursuant to Bankruptcy Code §§ 363 and 365, to assume and assign the Assumed


Contracts to the Purchaser. Upon the closing of the Proposed Sate, (a) the Purchaser shall pay, in


accordance with the terms and conditions of the Final APA, to each of the eounterparties to the


Assumed Contracts the Cure Amount as set forth in Exhibit B attached hereto, which payment


shall be in full and final satisfaction of all obligations m~d as full compensation to the


counterparties for any pecuniary losses under the Assumed Contracts pursuant to Bankruptcy


Code § 365(b)(1); and (b) Debtors are authorized and directed to make any payments required of


Debtors to be paid in conjunction with the Proposed Sale. Payment of the Cure Amounts to the


eounterparties shall be made as soon as practicable after the entry of this Sale Order and closing


of the Proposed Sale.


10. The Assumed Contracts will be assigned to the Purchaser, and will remain


valid and binding and in fu!l force and effect in accordance with their respective terms for the


benefit of the Purchaser, notwithstanding any provision in such contracts or leases (including


those described in sections 365(o)(2) and (f)(1) trod (3) of the Bankruptcy Code), or applicable


law that prohibits, restricts or conditions such assignment or transfer or terminates or modifies or


permits a party other than the Debtors to terminate or modify such Assumed Contracts on


account of such assignment or transfer, including, without limitation, all preferential rights or
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rights of first refusal of any kind or nature whatsoever, pursuant to Bankruptcy Code 365(1);


provided that such prohibition, restriction or condition on assignment or transfer ~hall be negated


only with respect to transfers and assignments effected pursuant to the Final APA and the Sale


Order, and that such prohibitions, restrictions at~d conditions on assignment shall otherwise


remain in full force and effect and a part of the contract or lease so assigned or transferred.


1 I. The Final APA and all Assumed Contracts that are assigned to the


Purchaser and such other contracts entered into by any of the Debtors as are necessary to


effectuate the transactions contemplated in the Final APA are enforceable.pursuant to their terms


and applicable law.


~ 2. The Debtors are further authorized and directed to take any and all actions


reasonably necessary or appropriate to consummate the proposed assignment of the Assumed


Contract~ to the Purchaser, as specified in the Sale Motion and in the Final APA, except for the


Purchaser’s obligation to pay the Cure Amounts as provided herein and in the Final APA. The


Purchaser shall have no liability for any defaults under the Assumed Contracts (except ~s may be


specified in the Final APA or with respect to the payment of the Cure Amounts) that occurred


prior to the ~ssignment of the Assumed Contracts and the Purchaser has provided adequate


~ssurance of future performance of and under the Assumed Contracts within the meaning of


Section 365(b)(1)(C) of the Bankruptcy Code. Pursuant to Bankruptcy Code § 365(k), the


Debtors are relieved of any liability for any breach of any Assumed Contracts occurring ~f~er the


assignment of such Assumed Contracts to the Purchaser.


13. There shall be no rent accelerations, assignment fees, increases (including


advertising or royalty rates) or arty other fees charged to the Purchaser as a result of the
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assumption, assignment and sale of the Assumed Contracts. The validity &the assumption,


assignment and sale to the Purchaser shall not be affected by any dispute between may of the


Debtors or their affiliates and another party to an Assumed Contract regarding the payment of


any amount, including any Cure Amount under the Bankruptcy Code.


14. This Sale Order is and shall be effective as a determination that, upon


¢|osing &the Proposed Sale under the Final APA, all liens, claims, rights, Encumbrances and


other interests (except for Permitted Liens under the Final APA) existing as to the Purchased


Assets conveyed to the Purchaser have been m~d hereby are terminated and declared to be"


unconditionally released, disdmrged and terminated solely ns to the Purchased Assets (and


expressly excluding the Excluded Assets and/or sale proceeds of the Purchased Assets), and such


determination shall be binding upon and govern the acts of all persons and entities, including all


filing agents, filing officers, administrative agencies or units, governmental departments or units,


secretaries of state, federal, state and local officials and all other persons and entities who may be


required by operation of law, fine duties of their office, or contract, to accept, file, register or


otherwise record or release any documents or instrtmaents, or who may be required to reporl or


insure any title or state of title in~r to any of the Purchased Assets conveyed to the Purchaser.


Each of the Purchaser and the Debtors shall take such further steps and execute such further


documents, assigmnents, instruments and papers ~.s shall be reasonably requested by file other to


implement and effectuate the transactions contemplated in this Sale Order and the Final APA.


Subject to closing of the Proposed Sale under the Final APA, all liens, claims, rights,


Encumbrances and other interests (except for Permitted Liens) of record as of the date of this


Sale Order shall be forthwith removed and stricken as against the Purchased Assets (and
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expressly excluding the Excluded Assets and/or sale proceeds of the Purclmsed Assets). All


persons or entities described iri this paragraph are authorized and specifically directed to strike


all such recorded liens, claims, right, Encumbrances and other interests (except for Permitted


Liens) against the Purchased Assets (and expressly excluding the Excluded Assets and/or sale


proceeds of the Purchased Assets) from their records, official and otherwise.


15. All persons or entities that have filed statements or other documenls or


agreements evidencing liens, claims, rights, Encumbrances and other interests (except for


Permitted Liens) are hereby directed to deliver to the Debtors or the Purchaser prior to the


closing of the sale of the Purchased Assets to the Purchaser, in proper form for filing and


executed by the appropriate parties, termination statements, instruments of satisfaction, releases


of liens and encumbrances, and any other documents necessary for the purpose of documenting


the release of all liens, claims, rights, Encumbrances and other interests (except Permitted Liens)


that the person or entity has or may assert with respect to any of the Purchased Assets. tn the


evenl that any such person or entity should l~aif or refuse to comply with the requirements of this


paragraph, the Debtors and/or the Purchaser are hereby authorized to execute and file such


statements, instruments, releases and other documents on behalf of such persons or entity with


respect to any of the Purchased Assets (and expressly excluding the Excluded Assets and!or sale


proceeds of the Purchased Assets).


16. On the Closing Date, all right, title and interest in and to the Purchased


Assets shall be immediately vested in the Purchaser pursuant to Bankruptcy Code §§ 363(b) and


(f) and 365, free and clear of any and all liens (including but not limited to any and all "liens" as


defined in Bankruptcy Code § 101(37), except the Permitted Liens ("Liens")), claims (including
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but not limited to any and all "claims" as defined in Bankruptcy Code § 101(5) and Liabilities,


except the Assumed Liabilities ("Claims")), mortgages, deeds oftlust, guarantees, security


agreements, security interests, pledges, options, servitudes, liens, hypothecations, charges,


employee benefits and obligations, fights of first refusal or set-off, restrictions, encumbrances


and other interests in or with respect to any of the Purchased Assets (including without limitation


any options or fights to purchase such property and any mechanic’s or tax liens), whether


asserted or unassorted, whether known or unknown, whether arising prior to or subsequent to the


filing of the Debtors’ Chapter I 1 Cases, whether imposed by agreement, understanding, law,


equity or otherwise (collectively, the "Encumbrances") (all of the foregoing are subject to the


exception of the Permitted Liens), with such Encumbrances to attach to the sale proceeds of the


Purchased Assets with the same validity, priority and perfection es existed immediately prior to


such sale.


17.    Except for the Assumed Liabilities under the Final APA, the Purchaser


shall not be liable for any Claims against the Debtors, and the Purchaser shall have no successor


or vicarious liabilities of any kind or character whether known or unknown, whether asserted or


tmasserted, as of the Closing Date, now existing or hereafter arising, whether fixed or contingent,


with respect to any ofthe Debtors. Except for the Assumed Liabilities under the Final APA,


under no circumstance will the Purchaser be deemed a successor of or to ea~y of the Debtors for


any fixed or cor~tingent, known or unknow~l Lien, Claim, liability, Encumbrance or other interest


against any of the Debtors or any of the Purchased Assets, and the I’m’chaser shall have no


liability as a successor to any of the Debtors. The sale, transfer, assignment and delivery of the


Purchased Assets shall not be subject to any such Liens, Claims, Encumbrances or other
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interests, except for the Permitted Liens and Assumed Liabilities as provided under the Final


APA, including but not limited to the Debtors~ obligations under the Assumed Contracts to the


extent such obligations arise after the Closing Date or as otherwis~ provided in the Final APA.


All counterparties to Assumed Contracts shall have no recourse against Purchaser or the


Purchased Assets to satisfy any default by Debtors (other than Cure Amounts which Purchaser is


required to pay under the Final APA and any other Assumed Liabilities); instead such


counterparties shall look solely to l~btors or to the proceeds of sale.


18. This Sale Order is not a determination as to whether the Purchaser is


entitled to obtain any licenses under the BMI or ASCAP consent decrees (as such consent


decrees are described in their respective objections - Docket Nos. 299 and 309), nor is it a


determination regarding the rates and terms upon which any such license may be granted,


~, however, that the foregoiag is not intended to and shall not in any way limit the scope


and effect of any other provision of this Sale Order.


l 9. Pursuant to Bankruptcy Code Sections t 05(a) and 363, the Court hereby


issues a permanent injunction against the holders of any Liens, Claims, Encumbrances or other


interests against any of the Debtors or the Purchased Assets with respect to assertion of or taking


any action to collect or enforce such Liens, Claims, Encumbrances or other interests against any


of the Pt~rchased Assets or Purchaser except for fl~e Assumed Liabilities and Permitted Liens.


pursuant to Section 363(0 of the Bankruptcy Code, any and all Claims that BMI or ASCAP have


or may wish to assert with respect to any licenses or other agreements with the Debtors shall not


be asserted against the Purchaser.
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20. All persons or entities who are presently, or on the Closing Date may be,


in possession of any of lhe Purchased Assets are hereby directed to surrender possession of the


Purchased Assets to the Purchaser on the Closing Date.


21. Effective as of the Closing Date, Debtors and their estates shall be deemed


(without further actions or order of the Court) to have sold to Purchaser and immediately


thereafter to have rele~ed and discharged all of their right, title and interest in and to all claims,


causes of action, choses in action, rights of recovery or setoffof any kind (including any


preference or other avoidance claim) against any Person (ww) who is a Seller Subsidiary, (xx)


who is a counterparty to an Assumed Contract (excluding any employmem agreements), (yy)


who holds an Assumed Liability; provided, however, that (i) clauses (xx) and (yy) shall not


include any claims, causes of action, choses in action, rights of recovery or setoffofany kind


(including any preference or other avoidance claim under the Bankruptcy Code) that are


unrelated to the applicable Assumed Contract or Assumed Liability; (ii) such release and


discharge by the Sellers shall not affect, in any way, any claims, causes of action, choses in


action, rights of recovery or setoff by the Purchaser against any Person (including, without


limitation, any Person identified in clauses (ww), (xx), (yy), or above). Effective as of the


Closing Date, Debtors and their estates shall also be deemed (without further actions or order of


the Court) to have sold to Purchaser and immediately thereafter to have released and discharged


all of their right, title and interest in and to all preference and other avoidance claims and causes


of action existing by virtue of the Bankruptcy Code against any Person who is an officer,


director, employee or agen! of any Debtor and who is employed by Purclmser or any subsidiary
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of Purchaser immediately after Closing, but only to the extent that such claims and causes of


action involve aggregate transfers of less than $5,000.


22.    Except to the extent provided in the Final APA, Purchaser shall have no


liability, or responsibility for any Claim against or Liabilities of any of the Debtors, any Affiliate


of any Debtor or any insider of any Debtors or any Lien or Encumbrance, other than the


Assumed Liabilities and Permitted Liens.


23. The Debtors are hereby authorized and directed (i) to make all payments


specitTed in elates (i) through (viii) of Section 5.0209) of the Final APA as deductions from the


Purchase Price at Closing, and all payments required by Sections 5.04(c), (e) and (f), Section


9.01(a) (subject to a $100,000 cap with respect to consideration necessary to obtain Required


Consents) and 9.01 (h), 9.10 end Section 9.11 (subject to a $15,000 cap) of the Final APA, and


(ii) to makeall payments that are required to be made by Debtors under Article XIV of the Final


APA after the Closing Date ~;olely from the Holdback Amount (as defined in Section 1 ~I.06 of


the Final APA), and provide that all such payments shall be (x) deemed allowed administrative


expenses of the Debtors’ estates under § 503(b) of the Bankruptcy Code (but in the case of


Debtors’ payments under Article XIV of the Final APA limited in recourse to the Holdback


Amount), (y) senior in right of payment to any of Debtors’ creditors (including, without


limitation, the Secured Lenders) and (z) senior in priority to any and all Liens on the Debtors’


property (including, without limitation, Liens of the Secured Creditors); provided, however, that


the payment ofall amounts owing by Debtors under Article X/V’ shall be limited in recourse


solely to the Holdback Amount, and consequently shall not be made from any other properly of


Debtors or proceeds thereof and shall not be senior in right of payment to, or senior in priority to
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any Liens of, any of Sellers’ creditors with respect to any property of Debtors other than the


Holdback Amount.


24. Each and every term and provision of this Sale Order shall be binding in


all respects upon the Purchaser, the Debtors, the Debtors’ bankruptcy estates, the Debtors"


creditors, all persons or entities holding an interest in any of the Debtors, including, without


limitation, any person or entity purporting to hold Liens, Claims, Encumbrances or other


interests against all or any portion of the Purchased Assets. The Final APA and the transactions


and instruments contemplated thereby shall be et~forceable against and binding upon and shall


not be subject to rejection or avoidance by the Debtors or any chapter 7 or chapter 11 trustee for


any of the Debtors or their estates o.r any other person or entity on behalf of any Debtor.


25. Nothing in this Sale Order is intended to or shall be deemed to modify the


terms of the Final APA except as expressly provided herein.
;....-,? -


26. The Final APA may be modified, amended, or supplemented by the


parties thereto, in a writing signed by both parties, with the written consent of the Agent and


Creditors’ Committee, in accordance with the terms thereof without further order of the Court,


provided that any such modification, amendment, or supplement is not material. The terms and


provisions of this Sale Order shall inure to the benefit of and shall be fully enforceable by


Purchaser’s suceessor~ and assigns.


27.    This Sale Order shall be effective immediately upon entry pursuant to


Rule 7062 and 9014 of the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure.


28. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, but subject in all respects


to paragraph 22 and 23 of this Sale Order, the terms and conditions of that certain Interim Order
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(1) Authorizing Debtors To Incur Post-Petition Secured Indebtedness, (2) Granting Security


Interests And Priority Claims Pursuant To 11 U.S.C. § 364, (3) Granting Adequate Protections,


(4) Modifying Automatic Stay And (5) Setting Fina! Heating, entered by this Court on February


14, 2005 (or subsequent final order) (the "DIP Order") are in full force and effect ~ all sale


proceeds of the Purchased Assets payable to the Debtors under the Final APA shall be subject to


and treated in accordance with the DIP Order.


29. Nothwistanding anything herein to the contrary, the executory contracts


and unexpired leases set forth on Exhibit C to this Sale Order shall not be assumed and assigned


to the Purchaser.


30.    Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the Purchased Assets and


Assumed Contracts shall not include any licenses under 17 U.S.C. §§ 112(e) or 114, or any


ephemeral phonorecords created pursuant to a statutory license under 17 U.S.C. § 112(e) without


the consent of the copyright owners,


31. Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in this Order, the Asset


Purchase Agreement or any other related sale documents, to the extent that Debtors cannot


obtain the necessary consents (i.e. the Japan Required Consent and the New Zealand Required


Consent) to have the stock of DMX Music Japan and SKY DMX Music Limited trartsferred to


THP Capstar prior to the sale closing date as set forth in the Asset Purchase Agreement


(collectively "The Japan and New Zealand Contracts"), The Japan and New Zealand Contracts


shall not be assumed or assigned to TttP Capstar, and shalI be deemed rejected as of that date.


32.    All of the sale proceeds from the Sale other than $12 million (the


"Retained Sale Proceeds" and all sale proceeds other than the Retained Sale Proceeds, including
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any post-closing proceeds, collectively, the "Distributed Sale Proceeds") shall be remitted to the


Agent on betml£" of the Agent and Lenders for provisional application to the Indebtedness in


accordance with, and as defined in, the final debtor-in-possession financing (the "Financing


Order") and subject to the reservation of rights provisions of Paragraph 12 of the Financing


Order; provided, however, that the Lender~ shall be severally, but not jointly, responsible for any


obligation to return or otherwise disgorge any portion of the Distributed Sale Proceeds that was


remitted by the Agent to the Lenders, and the Agent shall not have any liability with respect to


.a~y portion of the Distributed Sate Proceeds required to be returned or otherwise disgorged


(other than any portion of the Distributed Sale Proceeds retained by the Agent for application to


any Indebtedness owed to the Agent in its capacity as Agent) and the Agent’s indemnification


mad expense reimbursement rights vis-~-vis the Lenders pursuant to the DIP Credit Documents


and the Pre-Petition Loan Documents shall remain in full force and effect. The amount of the


Retained Proceeds shall not be probative of how the sale proceeds from the Sale are allocable to


the Purchased Assets, and all parties reserve all of their rights with respect thereto.


Dated: May __~_, 2005
Honorable Mary F. Watratla
Chief Judge, United States Bankruptcy Court


for the District of Delaware
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Notice of Use of So~mcl RecoTd~ngs
t~t~deT Stat~ttoTy L~t~ense


United States Copyright Office


In a¢cm dance w;tl-, 37 cr~ 27o.;, ff.c :raT.s:r, ission service named below hereby files with the Library of


n~{e) or ~4/d)l~). or bolh. of lJfle ~7 of the United States Code, a5 amended by Public Law m4-39, m9 Slat.
336, and Public Law ~o5-3oa, n2 Star. 286o.


applicable:
I~ Amended filing


Please enclose a check or money order for the s2o nonrefundable filing fee,
payable to "Register of Copyrights". Mail to:


Copyright Arbitral,on Ro),alty Panel
mTr,’: Licen:mg Division


P. O. Box 70977


Washmg~on, D C. 2oo24-o4oo


Please type o~ print the requested information for each item. If this is an amended filing, please indicate
which item contains new informzAw, r. by checking the new information box to t~e left of that item.


t~ew InJorma~’on .


~ 2 Mailing addres’.


r~ 3


C3 4


E~ 7


E3 8


THP_CMI~S~4r A__cquisition Corp.
600 Cc, n~.ress Avenue. Suite 1400, Austin, Te~t.as 78701


~a~ ~o. ~,~.a4O., S0~


Websile adf~ess oi service htl~./l www.DMXM~slc.com


Nature at hcense and category o~ ~erwce: (Check all tha’t apply)


a Statutory hcenseJor digital transmisston~, r7 U.5.C. § ~M(d)(2)


Preex|stmg subscripuon serwce                 ~ Eligible non-subsc~ ~ption u ansmission service
Piecxistmg satellite digital aud, o radio service ~ New subscription service ~*


b 5tatutorylicenseJorma~ingepbemeralphonorecords,~TU.b.C. Jn~(e)


PreeMsting subscription service               ~ Eligible non-subscriplion transmission ~rvice
Preexisting s~tetlilc dignal audio r~dio service ~ New subscription scrvicc ~
A business cstab Mmaem m,~mg ephemeral phonorecords m fmtheranee of an exempt digital
transmissmn pursuant to U U.S.C. ~


Date OT expected date ol


Imtial d~gilal transmission oJ a sound re~o~ding    June 3~ 2005


tmtial use o.[ ~he section n2(e) heenseJor lhe purpose o~
making ephemeral recordings oJ sound recordings June 3, 2005


Office, o, authorized representative of service


V~i_~,,.;n L Yohannan, Esq
lena! representative, Wiley Rein & Fieldin~
June 3. 2005 . ,Date


[m~,] add,ess ~slin.Y ohannan~WR~.com
~ n~ I The dut. o] ~1i ~y w, I be he I r~, ~’hen th" no ce and fi’t" tr~ both re ewed in the Copyr,~ht







RO. Box 1709
Wilmington, DE 1989%1709
302.777.6500
Fax 302.~21.8390


David B. St~atton
direct dial: 302-777~6566


strattond@pe?pe~law.com


August 9, 2005


VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS


Patrick Breeland, Esq.
Vinson & Elkins LLP
Terrace 7
2801 Via Fortuna, Suite IN)
Austin, TX 78746


Re: THP Capstar, Inc. ("Capstar")


Dear Mr. Breeland:


As you may recall, this firm represents SoundExchange, Inc. in the chapter t 1
proceedings filed by Maxide Acquisition, Inc. ("Maxide") and its related entities.
SoundExchange has advised us that Capstar filed a Notice of Use of Sound Recordings Under
Statutory License (an "Initial Notice") with the United States Copyright Office on June 3, 2005,
identifying Capstar as operating a preexisting subscription service ("PES"), an eligible non-
subscription transmission service, and a new subscription service for digital audio transmissions
of sound recordings under 17 U.S.C. § 114(d)(2). The Initial Notice also has a handwrilten
comment that the new subscription service statutory license was selected "to the extent [Capstar
is] not a preexisting subscription service." Based on the nature of the transaction approved by
the Court, the provisions of the Asset Purchase Agreement ("APA"), the order approving the sale
(the "Sale Order") and statements made by counsel for Capstar and Maxide in support of the
sale, the position that Capstar is entitled to operate a PES is untenable and may have unintended
consequences of which we thought you should be aware.


As you know, Capstar only acquired certain assets of Maxide. It did not acquire
the equity interest in Maxide and it did not acquire Maxide’s business in its entirety.
Specifically, among other things, neither the APA nor the Sale Order provide for the transfer of
Maxide’s rights as a PES to Capstar. To the contrary, the APA and the Sale Order both
explicitly provide that the copyright licenses owned by Maxide were not transferred to Capstar.
Because the licenses held by Maxide and its status as a PES are inextricably intertwined, it is
impossible for Capstar to qualify as a PES.
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Patrick Breeland, Esq.
August 9, 2005
Page 2


The Sale Order and the record at the sale hearing also refute the position Capstar
now wishes to take in front of the Copyright Office, At Capstar’s insistence, the Sale Order
contains a finding that Capstar "is a newly formed entity unaffiliated with the Debtors or any of
the equity interest holders." As you will recall, this was a key point in Judge Walrath’s ruling
that Capstar was not a successor to Maxide. You will also recall that Capstar argued at great
length that it could not and should not be considered Maxide’s successor in response to
arguments raised by BMI and ASCAP. Capstar cannot now argue that it is Maxide’s successor
when it comes to being a PES,


If Capstar persists in its position that it is the successor to Maxide’s business,
SoundExchange reserves the right to take the position that Capstar is liable for all unpaid
royalties, late fees and other charges (whic.h may exceed $2 million) that Maxtde owes to
SoundExchange. Of course, other creditors, as well as BMI and ASCAP, may also use Capstar’s
position in the Copyright Office to persuade Judge Watrath that Capstar should be considered as
Maxide’s successor for purposes of being liable for claims against Maxide.


Once you have had a chance to discuss this letter at~d the issues it raises with your
client, I would appreciate it if you would advise me if Capstar intends to pursue its status as a
PES in the Copyright Office. Capstar must make its first royalty payment to SoundExchange by
August 14, 2005, for any reproductions or transmissions of sound recordings it made under the
Section 112 and 114 statutory licenses during the period June 3-30, 2005, and Sound.Exchange
has asked us to inform you of its position so that Capstar can avoid any liability for failing to pay
the proper royalty rates. I look forward to hearing from you.


V errs, tmly,.~ours,


David B. Stratton


cc:    Gary R. Greenstein


DBS/rtb
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August 17, 2005


VIA FACSIMILE & CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED


Mr, L. BmTy Knittel
Senior Vice President
Business Affairs - Worldwide
DMX Music
11400 W, Olympic Blvd., Suite ! 100
Los Angeles, CA 90064


Re: Notifict~t}on of Violation of Statutory License For
.Failure !o Pay Required Royalties


Dear BatTy:


We are in receipt of your August 9, 2005 letter for DMX MUSIC (Capstan)
Report and Pa Imeut to SoundExchange, Inc. for Residential Services and a check in the
amount o1’ The State submitted with the check indicates
Residential which means that DMX paid a royalty equal to


for the period June 3-30, 9005 llll~i~divided bof the revenues rep0t’ted _ ( y
We are unaware of any statutory license that hasa~ate of,~%,


and therefore deem this payment to be incomplete and in violation of the payment
provisions for any license for which this payment is purportedly made.


As we have previously informed you, Capstar is not entitled to the rates available
for Preexisting Subscription Services. Among other reasons, Capstar specifically
obtained in the Sale Order issued by the bnnb’uptcy court language that it "is a newly
formed entity unaffiliated with the Debtors or any of the equity interest holders?’ Capstar
also argued that it was not a successor to MaxideiDMX. We therefore do not understand
how Capstar can claim to be a successor when it comes to enjoying the below-market
rates established For the Preexisting Subscription Services but not one when it comes to
the unpaid liabilitiesthat arose from DMX’s failure to pay statutory royalties as required.


As you know, in order to avoid liability for copyright infringement a service must
pay the royalties e,stablisbed for the applicable license. See 17 U.S,C. § I 14(f)(4)(B)(i).
Capstar took the position in the BBnkruptcy Court that it was not a successor to DMX.
Therefore, the only rates that are avaitable to Capstar lbr its subscription transmissions







Mr. L. Barry Knitt¢l
August 17, 2005
Page 2 of 2


are those for New Subscription Services, The rates presently available to New
Subscription Services are those set forth in 37 C.F.R. § 262.3(a)(2). If you are unable to
rne.~st~re the number of "perfo)rnances" (defined temQ or "aggregate tuning hours"
(defined term) for Capstar’s residential transmissions, then you would have to pay
royalties under the "Percentage ot" Subscription Service Revenues Option." 37 C,F.R,
§ 262,3(a)(2)(iii).


If Capstar pet.sizts in claiming that it is now a successor to DMX for purposes of
copyright statutory licenses notwithstanding its position be|bre the bankruptcy court,
Sour~dEachznge nnd its copyright owner memberz reserve all of their rights to pursue
claims against Capstar in eithel" the bankruptcy court or federal district court should
DMX’s unpaid ztatutory liability remain unpaid.


Without waiving any of our rigl~ts or those of the copyright owners we represent,
SoundExchange wi!! deposit lhe aforementioned check i~ the nmoux:tt of ) as
partial payment for the royalties due for a New Subscription Service. Lateat lhe rate
of 0.75% per month will be due for any unpaid royaltie~ fi’om the due date until the date
received.


Please do no[ besi(ate to call me if you/)ave any questions.


Sincerely,


Get)era/Counsel







8aundexohang~
WWW~S 0 U H DEXCHAN 0 E,(~O M


S~l)tember 19, 2005


VIA FACSIMILE & CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED


Mr. I.. Barry Knittel
Senior Vice President
Busi~ess Affairs - Worldwide
DMX Music
! 1400 W. Olympic Bird,, S~lite t 100
Los Angeles, CA 90064


Re: Notifieati.o.n of Payment of Incorrect Royalties


Dear Barry:


We received a check fi’om an entity identified as "DMX2" in the amount of
ll~l~on September 15, 2005 for July 2005 royalties for a Residential Service. This
payment was received one day alter the due date for 1sly2005 payar~ents. In addition,
this payment is calculated under tl~e rates available to preexisting subscription services,


As you know, SoundExchange believes that Capstar is not entitled to pay
royalties at the rates available for p~’¢¢xisting subse~SpIion servloos. We are therefore
aocepling this p~yment as partial satisfa~tio~ of the actual liability that is due for
DMX2’s transmissions to residential customers, and ~oundExchange an(! its copyright
owner members reserve all of their rights to pursue claims against DMX2 for its failure to
pay royalties under the appropfate rates.


202,8:28,0126


ee: Brt~ce Joseph







soundexchange


October 18, 2005


VIA FACSIMILE & CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED


Mr. L. Barry Knittel
Senior Vice President
Business Affairs - Worldwide
DMX Music
11400 W~ Olympic Blvd., Suite 1 I00
Los Angeles, CA 90064


Re: N__Qotification of Pay~.e~!t of_[n~on’ect Royalti6A


Dear BanT:


We received a check fl’om an eutity identified as "DMXT’ in the amount of
~on October 14, 2005 for August 2005 royalties for a Residential Service,


~ confirmed in your phone call of October 17, 2005 with my colleague Kyle Funn that
this paymen! is calculated nuder the rates available to preextsling subscription services.


Ad you know, SouudExchange believes that Capstar, the pro’chaser of some but
not all of the assets of DMX, inc,, is not entitled to pay royalties at the rates available for
preexisting subscriptioa serv.ices. We are thcl~efore accepting this payment as partial
satisfaction of the actual liability that is dt~e for DMX2’s tratlsndssious to residential
customer’s, and SoundExchange and its copyrfght owner membem reserve all of their
rights to prague claims against DMX2 and Capstar for its failure to pay royalties under
the appropriate rates,


.’.


Sir


,0126







st~undexcheng~ 1330, 6ONNEOTIOI.)T AVE, NW, SUITE 08~. WASItlNO’/ON, DO 2000036
P= £02.826.0|20 F= 20~’,8~3,~141
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December 19, 2005


VIA FACSIMILE & CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN" RECJ~IPT REQUESTED


Mr. L. Bart7 Knittel
Senior Vice P~esident
Business Affail~ - Worldwide
DMX Music
11400 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90064


Re: Notification of Payment 9.f Ineon’ect Royall~ies


Deal° Barry:


We received a cheek from an entity identified as "DMX2"’ in the amount of
November.I4, 2005 for September 2005 royalties and a cheek in the


amount                     14, 2005 for October 2005 royalties, Both of these
payments are identified as being applied to the Residentia! Service al~d calculated at the
rate available for preexisting subscription services (7.25% of residential revenue).


As yo.u know, SoundExehange is firm in its belief that Capstar, the purchaser of
some but not all of the assets of DMX, Inc., is not entitled to pay royalties at the rates
available for preexisting subscription services, In fact, as our outside counsel has
previously Jnfot~ned counsel to THP Capstal; Inc. ("Capstar"), both the Asset Purchase
Agreement and the bankruptcy court’s order approving the ~ale of some but not all of
DNIX’s assets (the "Sale Orde~~’) explicitly provide that the p~’eexisting subscription
service Jicen~e held by DMX was not transfen’ed to Capstar. More specifically, the Sale
Order contains a finding that Capstar "is a newly formed entity unaffiliated with the
Debtor~ or any of the equity interest holders." We are therefor~ at a loss as to how
Capstar can now claim for the pulposes of st~’tutory royalties that it is a successor to
DMX when in the banh’uptey court it took every step possible to ensme that it was
neither a ~uccess0r to nor affili ate of DMX (so as to avoid D1VIX’a unpaid liability of
more than two million dollars),


So as not to deprive the copyright owners and performers that we mpr~ent of the
royalties they ate du~, and in light of our experience of having not been paid royalties for
more than two yeat~ by DMX, we are reluctantly accepting the most ~ecent payments
ft~m D~2 as partial satisfaction of the actual llab~llty that ~s du~ ~or D~2’s
transmissions to residential customers as a new subscription service, and







1’�fi’. L. Ban’y Knittel
December 19, 2005
Page 2 of 2


SoundExchal~ge and its copyright owner members reserve all of their rights to pursue
claims against DMX2 and Capstar for improper payment of royalties under the rates
available to preexisting subscription services oi’ such other claims as may be available.


Nothing herein shall be deemed an admission that Capstar i~ entitled to pay
royalties for any transmissions under the rates established fc¢ the limited cla~s of
statutory licensees identified as preexisting subscription services.


Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.


202.828.0126


Patrick Breeland, Esq., Vinson & Elkins LLP
R. Steven Hicks, Chairman, Capstar Partners, LLC
David B. Stratton
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1aauary 23, 2006


VIA CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT RE, QUESTED


Mr. R. Warren Taylor
Vice President & Controllej"
TI--/:P Capstan; ]no./DMX Music
600 Congress Ave.
Suite 1400
Austin, TX 78701


Re: Notification of Late Fee~ and Payment of In�err’eat Royaltie~


De~" MI; Tnylor:


We received a cheek fi’om an entity identified as "DMX2" in the amount of
:~llll~on January 19, 2006 for November 2005 royalties. The statement attached
to t~tndieates that~l~s for a residential service and~l~~is for a
commercial service.


Pursuant to Copyright Office r~gulations, payments are duo by the 45t~ day after
the end of each mofith, Se__9.e 37 C,t~.R., § 262,3(a). Therefore, this payme.t is two days
!ate and subject to late fees, Copyright Office regulations provide that a service shall be
charged a late fee of .75% per month for any payments not received in a timely manner.
Id.__~. at § 262.4(e),


The attached spreadsheet shows that DMX2 owes late fees totalin~l[ for the
payment received on 2anuS, Please remit to SoundExchange by February 6, 2006 a
payment in the amount of!l~for th~ above payment not received in a timely manner.


On another note, we notice that ]3MX2’s payment for it~ residential service is
calculated at the rate available for preexistlng subscription services (7.25% of residential
revenue). We have Indicated to Bar~y Knittel on several oc6asions that SoundExchange
believes that Capstar, the pu~haser of some but not all of the assets of DMX, lnc., is not
entitled to pay royalties at the rates available for subscription services. We
are therefore accepting DMX2’s payment ~artia] satisfaction of the
actual liability that is due for DMX2’s transmissions to residential customers, and
SoundExchange and its copyright owner members reserve all of their rights to pursue
claims against DIvlX2 and Capstar for its failure to pay royaltie~ under the appropriate
rates.







Mr. R, Warren Taylor
January 23, 2006
Page 2 of 2


Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions,


L. Barry Knittol (via facsimile)


202,828.0126
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February 21, 2006


Y!A CERTIFIED MAIL


Mr. R. Warren Taylor
Vice President & Controller
THP Capstar, Inc,IDMX Music
600 Congress Ave.
Suite 1400
Austin, TX 78701


Re{ Notification of Pavme_nt of Incorrect Royalties


Dear Mr. Taylor:


We received a check from an entity identified as "DMX2" In the amount of
~on February 1,5, 2008 for December 2005 royalties. The statement
attached to the check {ndicates ~ls applied toa residential service
and is calculated at the rate availab subscription services
(7.25% of residential revenue).


As previously mentioned tn my letter to you dated January 23, 2008,
SoundExchange believes that Capstar, the non-successor purchaser of some but
not all of the assets of DMX, Inc., is not entttfed to pay royalt{ea at the rates
available for preexis~ubsc_ription services. We are therefore accepting
DMX2’s payment of!~~l=as partlaf satisfaction of the actual liability that
will be due for DMX2’s transmissions as a new subscription service, and
SoundExchange and Its copyright owner members reserve all of their rights to
pursue claims against Capstar for improperly claiming the benefits of a
preexisting subscription service,


Please do not hesitate to contact me tf you have any questions.


~unsel
202,828o0126
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August 17, 2005


VIA FACSIMILE & CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED


Mr. L. Barry Knittel
Senior Vice President
Business Affairs - Worldwide
DMX Music
11400 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90064


Re: Notification of Violation of Statutory License For
Failure to Pay Required Royalties


Dear Barry:


We are in receipt of your August 9, 2005 letter for DMX MUSIC (Capstar)
Report and Payment to SoundExchange, Inc. for Residential Services and a check in the
amount of $32,776.51. The Statement of Account submitted with the check indicates
Residential Revenue of $477,571.21, which means that DMX paid a royalty equal to
6.86% of the revenues reported for the period June 3-30, 2005 ($32,776.51 divided by
$477,571.21). We are unaware of any statutory license that has a royalty rate of 6.86%,
and therefore deem this payment to be incomplete and in violation of the payment
provisions for any license for which this payment is purportedly made.


As we have previously informed you, Capstar is not entitled to the pates available
for Preexisting Subscription Services. Among other reasons, Capstar specifically
obtained in the Sale Order issued by the bankruptcy court language that it "is a newly
formed entity unaffiliated with the Debtors or any of the equity interest holders." Capstar
also argued that it was not a successor to Maxide/DMX. We therefore do not understand
how Capstar can claim to be a successor when it comes to enjoying the below-market
rates established for the Preexisting Subscription Services but not one when it comes to
the unpaid liabilities that arose from DMX’s failure to pay statutory royalties as required.


As you know, in order to avoid liability for copyright infringement a service must
pay the royalties established for the applicable license. See 17 U.S.C. § 114(0(4)(B)(i).
Capstar took the position in the Bankruptcy Court that it was not a successor to DMX.
Therefore, the only rates that are available to Capstar for its subscription transmissions







Mr. L. Barry Knittel
August 17, 2005
Page 2 of 2


are those for New Subscription Services. The rates presently available to New
Subscription Services are those set forth in 37 C.F.R. § 262.3(aX2). If you are unable to
measure the number of "performances" (defined term) or "aggregate tuning hours"
(defined term) for Capstar’s residential transmissions, then you would have to pay
royalties under the "Percentage of Subscription Service Revenues Option." 37 C.F.R,
§ 262.3(a)(2)(iii),


If Capstar persists in claiming that it is now a successor to DMX for purposes of
copyright statutory licenses notwithstanding its position before the bankruptcy court,
SoundExchange and its copyright owner members reserve all of their rights to pursue
claims against Capstar in either the bankruptcy court or federal district court should
DMX’s unpaid statutory liability remain unpaid.


Without waiving any of our rights or those of the copyright owners we represent,
SoundExchange will deposit the aforementioned check in the amount of $32,776.51 as
partial payment for the royalties due for a New Subscription Service. Late fees at the rate
of 0.75% per month will be due for any unpaid royalties from the due date until the date
received.


Please do not hesitate to call me if you have any questions.


Sincerely,


General Counsel







soundexchang~ ~330 CONNECTICUT
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September 18, 2006


VIA CERTIFIED MAIL,
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED


Mr. R. Warren Taylor
Vice President & Controller
THP Capstar, Inc./DMX Music
600 Congress Ave.
Suite 1400
Austin, TX 78701


Re: Notification of Payment of Incorrect Royalties


Dear Mr. Taylor:


We received a check from DMX Music in the amount of $54,480.02 on
September 12, 2006 for July 2006 royalties. The statement of account attached to the
check indicates that $14,747.50 is applied to a residential service and is calculated at
the rate available for preexisting subscription services (7.25% of residential revenue).


As mentioned in my previous letters to you, SoundExchange believes that
Capstar, the non-successor purchaser of some but not all of the assets of DMX, Inc., is
not entitled to pay royalties at the rates available for preexisting subscription services.
We are therefore accepting DlVlX Music’s payment of $14,747.50 as partial satisfaction
of the actual liability that will be due for DMX Music’s transmissions as a new
subscription service, and SoundExchange and its copyright owner members reserve all
of their dghts to pursue claims against Capstar for improperly claiming the benefits of a
preexisting subscription service.


Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.


S


202.828.0126







,v, oundexchangE


October 18, 2005


VIA FACSIMILE & CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED


Mr. L, Barry Knittel
Senior Vice President
Business Affairs - Worldwide
DMX Music
11400 W,Olympie Blvd., Suite ll00
Los Angeles, CA 90064


Re: ’Notification of Payment of Incorrect Royalties


De.Baby:


We received a check from an entity identified as "DMX2" in the amount of
$49,790.68 on October 14, 2005 for August 2005 royalties for a Residential Service.
You confirmed in your phone call of October 17, 2005 with my colleague Kyle Funn that
this payment is calculated under the rates available to preexisting subscription services.


AS you know, SoundExchange believes that Capstar, the purchaser of some but
not all of the assets of DMX, Inc., is not entitled to pay royalties at the. rates available for
preexisting subscription services. We are therefore accepting this payment as partial
satisfaction of the actual liability that is due for DMX2’s transmissions to residential
customers, and Soundgxchange and its copyright owner members reserve all of their
fights to pursue claims against DMX2 and Capstar for its failure to pay royalties under
the appropriate rates.
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September 19, 2005


VIA FACSIMILE & CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED


Mr. L. Barry Knittel
Senior Vice President
Business Affairs - Worldwide
DMX Music
11400 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90064


Re: Notification of Paymbnt of Incorrect Royalties


Dear Barry:


We received a check from an entity identified as "DMX2" in the amount of
$49,443.11 on September 15, 2005 for July 2005 royalties for a Residential Service. This
payment was received one day after the due date for July 2005 payments. In addition,
this payment is calculated under the rates available to preexisting subscription services.


As you know, SoundExehange believes that Capstar is not entitled to pay
royalties at the rates available for preexisting subscription services. We are therefore
accepting this payment as p~-tial satisfaction of the actual liability that is due for
DMX2’s transmissions to residential customers, and Soundl~xchange and its copyright
owner members reserve all of their rights to pursue claims against DMX~ for its failure to
pay royalties under the appropriate rates.


enstein
O6neral Counsel
202.828.0126


cc: Brace Joseph
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December 19, 2005


VIA FACSIMILE & CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED


Mr. L. Bat~ry Knittel
Senior Vice President
Business Affairs - Worldwide
DMX Music
11400 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 1100
Los Angeles, CA 90064


Re: Notification of Payment of Incorrect ~oyalties


Dear Barry:


We received a check from an entity identified as "DMX2" in the amount of
$49,778.07 on November.14, 2005 for September 2005 royalties and a check in the
amount of $48,838.68 on December I4, 2005 for October 2005 royalties. Both of these
payments are identified as being applied to the Residential Service and calculated at the
rate available for preexisting subscription services (7.25% of residential revenue).


As you know, SoundExchange is firm in its belief that Capstar, the purchaser of
some but not all of the assets of DMX, Inc., is not entitled to pay royalties at the rates
available for preexisting subscription services. In fact, as our outside counsel has
previously informed counsel to THP Capstar, Inc. ("Capstaf’), both the Asset Purchase
Agreement and the bankruptcy court’s order approving the sale of some but not all of
DMX’s assets (the "Sale Order") exi~lieitly provide that the preexisting subscription
service license held by DMX was not transferred to Capstar. More specifically, the Sale
Order contains a finding that Capstar "is a newly formed entity unaffiliated with the
Debtors or any of the equity interest holders." We are therefore at a loss as to how
Capstar can now claim for the purposes of statutory royalties that it is a successor to
DMX when in the bankruptcy court it took every step possible to ensure that it was
neither a ~uccessor to nor affiliate of DMX (so as to avoid DMX’s unpaid liability of
more than two million dollars).


So as not to deprive the copyright owners and performers that we represent of the
royalties they are due, and in light of our experience of having not been paid royalties for
more than two years by DMX, we are reluctantly accepting the most recent payments
from DMX2 as partial satisfaction of the actual liability that is due for DMX2’s
transmissions to residential customers as a new subscription service, and







Mr. L. Bakery Knittel
December 19, 2005
Page 2 of 2


SoundExehange and its copyright owner members reserve ail of their rights to pursue
claims against DMX2 and Capstar for improper payment of royalties under the rates
available to preexisting subscription services or such other claims as may be available.


Nothing herein shall be deemedan admission that Capstar is entitled to pay
royalties for any transmissions under the rates established for the limited class of
statutory licensees identified as preexisting subscription services.


Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.


202,828.0126


CC.¯ Patrick Breeland, Esq., Vinson & Elkins LLP
R. Steven Hicks, Chairman, Capstar Partners, LLC
David B. Stratton
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~Ianuary 23, 2006


VIA CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED


Mr. R. Warren Taylor
Vice President & Controller
THP Capstar, Inc./DMX Music
600 Congress Ave.
Suite 1400
Austin, TX 78701


Re: Notification of Late Fees and Payment of Incorrect Royalties


Dear Mr. Taylor:


We received a cheek from an entity identified as "DMX2" in the amount of
$125,618.51 on January 19, 2006 for November 2005 royalties. The statement attached
to the cheek indicates that $47,545.57 is for a residential service and $78,072.94 is for a
commercial service.


Pursuant to Copyright Office regulations, payments are duo by the 45°a day after
the end of each month. See 37 C.F.R., § 262.3(a). Therefore, this payment is two days
late and subject to late fees. Copyright Office regulations provide that a service shall be
charged a late fee of .75% per month for any payments not received in a timely manner.
Id.__~. at § 262.4(e).


The attached spreadsheet shows that DMX2 owes late fees totaling $62.81 for the
payment received on January 19th. Please remit to SoundExehange by February 6, 2006 a
payment irt the amount of $62.81 for the above payment not received in a timely manner.


On another note, we notice that DMX2’s payment for its residential service is
calculated at the rote available for preexisting subscription services (7.25% of residential
revenue). We have indicated to Barry Knittel on several occasions that SoundExchange
believes that Capstar, the purchaser of some but not all of the assets of DMX, Inc., is not
entitled to pay royalties at the rates available for preexisting subscription services. We
are therefore accepting DMX2’s payment of $47,545.57 as partial satisfaction of the
actual liability that is due for DMX2’s transmissions to residential customers, and
SoundExehange and its copyright owner members reserve all of their rights to pursue
claims against DMX2 and Capstar for its failure to pay royalties under the appropriate
rates.







Mr. R. Warren Taylor
January 23, 2006
Page 2 of 2


Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.


CC: L. Barry Knittel (via facsimile)


Counsel
202.828.0126
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February 21, 2006


VIA CERTIFIED MAIL


Mr. R. Warren Taylor
Vice President & Controller
THP Capstar, Inc./DMX Music
600 Congress Ave.
Suite 1400
Austin, TX 78701


R~ Notification of Payment of Incorrect Royalties


Dear Mr. Taylor:


We received a check from an entity identified as "DMX2" in the amount of
$116,287.25 on February 15, 2006 for December 2005 royalties. The statement
attached to the check indicates that $51,774.21 is applied to a residential service
and is calculated at the rate available for preexisting subscription services
(7.25% of residential revenue).


As previously mentioned in my letter to you dated January 23, 2006,
SoundExchange believes that Capstar, the non-successor purchaser of some but
not all of the assets of DMX, Inc., is not entitled to pay royalties at the rates
available for preexisting subscription services. We are therefore accepting
DMX2’s payment of $51,774.21 as partial satisfaction of the actual liability that
will be due for DMX2’s transmissions as a new subscription service, and
SoundExchange and its copyright owner members reserve all of their rights to
pursue claims against Capstar for improperly claiming the benefits of a
preexisting subscription service.


Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.


)unsel
202.828.0126
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March 17, 2006


VIA CERTIFIED MAIL


Mr. R. Warren Taylor
Vice President & Controller
THP Capstar, Inc./DMX Music
600 Congress Ave.
Suite 1400
Austin, TX 78701


Re:- Notification of Payment of Incorrect Royalties


Dear Mr. Taylor:


We received a check from an entity identified as "DMXGLC" in the amount
of $130,040.70 on March 15, 2006 for January 2006 royalties. The statement
attached to the check indicates that $47,931.57 is applied to a residential service
and is calculated at the rate available for preexisting subscription services
(7.25% of residential revenue).


As mentioned in my previous letters to you, SoundExchange believes that
Capstar, the non-successor purchaser of some but not all of the assets of DMX,
Inc., is not entitled to pay royalties at the rates available for preexisting
subscription services. We are therefore accepting DMXGLC’s payment of
$47,931.57 as partial satisfaction of the actual liability that will be due for
DMXGLC’s transmissions as a new subscription service, and SoundExchange
and its copyright owner members reserve all of their rights to pursue claims
against Capstar for improperly claiming the benefits of a preexisting subscription
service. -


Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.


~sel
2 ~.0126
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April 19, 2006


VIA CERTIFIED MAIL


Mr. R. Warren Taylor
Vice President & Controller
THP Capstar, lnc./DMX Music
600 Congress Ave.
Suite 1400
Austin, TX 78701


Re: Notification of Payment of Incorrect Royalties


Dear Mr. Taylor:


We received a check from an entity identified as "DMXGLC" in the amount
of $81,146.01 on April 12, 2006 for February 2006 royalties. The statement
attached to the check indicates that $37,071.90 is applied to a residential service
and is calculated at the rate available for preexisting subscription services
(7.25% of residential revenue).


As mentioned in my previous letters to you, SoundExchange believes that
Capstar, the non-successor purchaser of some but not all of the assets of DMX,
Inc., is not entitled to pay royalties at the rates available for preexisting
subscription services. We are therefore accepting DMXGLC’s payment of
$37,071.90 as partial satisfaction of the actual liability that will be due for
DMXGLC’s transmissions as a new subscription service, and SoundExchange
and its copyright owner members reserve all of their rights to pursue claims
against Capstar for improperly claiming the benefits of a preexisting subscription
service.


Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.


~reensteir~.
Counsel


202.828.0126







soundexchang~ 1330 CONNECTICUT AVEr NW, SUITE 330, WASHINGTON, DC 20036
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May 19, 2006


VIA CERTIFIED MAIL


Mr. R. Warren Taylor
Vice President & Controller
THP Capstar, Inc./DMX Music
600 Congress Ave.
Suite 1400
Austin, TX 78701


Re~ Notification of Payment of Incorrect Royalties


Dear Mr. Taylor:


We received a check from an entity identified as "DMXGLC" in the amount
of $79,524.45 on May 16, 2006 for March 2006 royalties. The statement
attached to the check indicates that $40,086.88 is applied to a residential service
and $39,437.57 is applied to a commercial service.


As you know, pursuant to Copyright Office regulations, payments are due
by the 45~ day after the end of the month. Se__.~e 37 C.F.R. § 262.3(a). Therefore,
this payment is one day late and subject to late fees. Copyright Office
regulations provide that a service shall be charged a late fee of .75% per month
for any payments not received in a timely manner, ld__=_, at § 262.4(e).


The attached spreadsheet indicates that DMXGLC owes late fees totaling
$19.88 for the payment received on May 16t". Please remit to SoundExchange
by June 2, 2006 a payment in the amount of $19.88 for the above payment not
received in a timely manner.


On another note, we notice that DMXGLC’s payment for its residential
service is calculated at the rate available for preexisting subscription services
(7.25% of residential revenue). As mentioned in my previous letters to you,
SoundExchange believes that Capstar, the non-successor purchaser of some but
not all of the assets of DMX, Inc., is not entitled to pay royalties at the rates
available for preexisting subscription services. We are therefore accepting
DMXGLC’s payment of $40,086.88 as partial satisfaction of the actual liability
that will be due for DMXGLC’s transmissions as a new subscription service, and
SoundExchange and its copyright owner members reserve all of their rights to
pursue claims against Capstar for improperly claiming the benefits of a
preexisting subscription service.
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Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.


202.828.0126
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July 21, 2006


VIA CERTIFIED MAIL


Mr. R. Warren Taylor
Vice President & Controller
THP Capstar, Inc./DMX Music
600 Congress Ave.
Suite 1400
Austin, TX 78701


Re: Notification of Payment of Incorrect Royalties,


Dear Mr. Taylor:


We have recently, received the following two checks from an entity identified as
"DMXGLC":


¯ Check No. 000018629 dated May 26, 2006 in the amount of $79,554.02
¯ Check No. 000020156 dated June 29, 2006 in the amount of $45,397.60


The statements of account attached to these payments indicate that $25,744.39
and $11,070.91 are applied to a residential service for the periods April and May 2006,
respectively. Each of these payments are calculated at the rate available for preexisting
subscription services (7.25% of residential revenue).


As mentioned in my previous letters to you, SoundExchange believes that
Capstar, the non-successor purchaser of some but not all of the assets of DMX, Inc., is
not entitled to pay royalties at the rates available for preexisting subscription services.
We are therefore accepting DMXGLC’s payments of $25,744.39 and $11,070.91 as
partial satisfaction of the actual liability that will be due for DMXGLC’s transmissions as
a new subscription service, and SoundExchange and its copyright owner members
reserve all of their rights to pursue claims against Capstar for improperly claiming the
benefits of a preexisting subscription service.


Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.


R. GI


202.828.0126
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September 11, 2006


VIA CERTIFIED MAIL,
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED


Mr, R. Warren Taylor
Vice President & Controller
THP Capstar, Inc./DMX Music
600 Congress Ave.
Suite 1400
Austin, TX 78701


Re: Notification qf Payment of In.correct Royalties


Dear Mr. Taylor:


We received a check from DMX Music in the amount of $39,243.31 on August
15, 2006 for June 2006 royalties. The statement attached to the check indicates that
$10,132.80 is applied to a residential service and $29,110.51 is applied to a commercial
service.


As you know, pursuant to Copyright Office regulations, payments are due by the
45th day after the end of the month. Se._._~e 37 C.F.R. § 262.3(a). Therefore, this payment
is one day late and subject to late fees. Copyright Office regulations provide that a
service shall be charged a late fee of .75% per month for any payments not received in
a timely manner. Id...__at § 262.4(e).


The attached spreadsheet indicates that DMX Music owes late fees totaling
$9.81 for the payment received on August 15th. Please remit to SoundExchange by
September 25, 2006 a payment in the amount of $9.8! for the above payment not
received in a timely manner.


On another note, we notice that DMX Music’s payment for its residential service
is calculated at the rate available for preexisting subscription services (7.25% of
residential revenue). As mentioned in my previous letters to you, SoundExchange
believes that Capstar, the non-successor purchaser of some but not all of the assets of
DMX, ~nc., is not entitled to pay royalties at the rates available for preexisting
subscription services. We are therefore accepting DMX Music’s payment of $29,110.51
as partial satisfaction of the actual liability that will be due for DMX Music’s
transmissions as a new subscription service, and SoundExchange and its copyright
owner members reserve all of their rights to pursue claims against Capstar for
improperly claiming the benefits of a preexisting subscription service.







Mr. R. Warren Taylor
September 11, 2006
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Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.


S~_~ ly,


~a~ R~. ~reenstein


General Counsel
202.828.0126
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